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Treat yourself 

 

The cover image (featuring Harriet - the lab tarantula) can be used to produce an idealized 

version of some of the treatments discussed within this dissertation. Hold the cover out in 

front of you, a little less than full arm's length, around eye level when you are facing directly 

forwards. Slightly rotate the cover anticlockwise so that the spider and pill are perfectly 

aligned horizontally in your vision. Close your right eye (shut it, do not cover it), and use 

your left eye to focus on the propranolol pills. Keeping your right eye closed and your left 

eye looking firmly at the pills, slowly bring the cover in a straight line closer to your face. By 

'approaching' the spider and 'taking' the pill in this way, you should at some point find that 

the fear is gone.  

 

Once you have achieved the illusion, you can also try holding that position, then closing your 

left eye and looking at the spider with your right eye instead. You may experience what a 

number of our participants apparently did during the research I describe: making the pill 

disappear, but still being face to face with their fear... 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

© James William Benjamin Elsey 
 

Cover image made with the help of Lara Bridge’s excellent spider wrangling skills. 
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Our genes encode the history of our ancestral environments, and equip us with 

adaptations to the general niche we can expect to inhabit as human beings. These 

adaptations develop over millennia. Our environments are far more complex, ever 

changing, and diverse across individuals and times than can be captured by species-

wide genetic information and the reflexes they encode. It is our brains, and their 

capacity to store information acquired from experience, that enable us to survive, 

adapt, and thrive. Without this ability to form memories, we would be forever as 

newborn children, helpless and dependent.  

Yet, when most people think of memory, they imagine the purposeful 

recollection of past events, or nuisances such as forgetting the location of their keys. 

Memory is much more than this. Far from a mere file drawer in which past 

experiences are stowed away for later consideration, memory is ubiquitous in our 

daily functioning and an integral guide to ongoing behavior and future plans. Without 

memory, we could not speak, for we must first acquire a language. We could not even 

understand other people’s words nor the boundaries between them, as without 

experience and its storage as memory, spoken sentences are a largely uninterrupted 

stream of strange noises. We could not ride a bike nor drive a car, for these are motor 

skills we acquire through experience. We would not know where we are going nor 

what we are doing in any given moment, as this requires the continued reliance upon 

a stored representation of one’s goals and how to achieve them. Finally, our emotional 

lives would be reduced to moment-to-moment sense impressions, with no means of 

differentiating those we deeply love, nor those we most fear, from a stranger. 

This emotional dimension of memory has become a central focus of research 

into novel treatments and theories of a range of mental health conditions, from 

anxiety disorders and post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) to addiction. Key to these 

lines of inquiry is a distinction between adaptive and maladaptive memory, and a 

parallel can again be made to the information we store in our genes. What evolution 

has encoded in our genes is not always optimal (consider the blind spot that can be 

leveraged to produce an illusion on the cover page – it is an accident of the 

evolutionary trajectory of the mammalian eye that has produced this suboptimal 

‘design’, which cannot now be undone). Likewise, not everything stored in memory is 

optimal or even accurate. Forming a representation of spiders as somewhat 

threatening may be of little consequence, but with avoidance and an increasingly 
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distorted sense of threat that develops over time, a pathological fear may develop. Just 

as with the blind spot, this developmental trajectory cannot simply be reversed.  

In addition, some adaptations may have been entirely appropriate in a 

particular context, but become maladaptive when retained under changing 

environments (e.g., our predilection for high calorie foods, which served us well when 

food was scarce, but can be a burden in the age of fast food). It is just so with 

memory. Having experienced a violent assault, for example, it is wise to pay close 

attention to predictors of similar threats, avoid certain places, and be vigilant when in 

similar environments. Those suffering from PTSD, however, appear unable to 

regulate this otherwise adaptive threat response system to fit the context, resulting in 

intense stress and nightmares even when the sufferer is objectively safe. 

Maladaptive memory has thus become a major therapeutic target. For 

example, exposure is a technique commonly used in the treatment of anxiety 

disorders, in which patients are confronted with their fears (McNally, 2007; Powers & 

Emmelkamp, 2008). This line of treatment developed out of basic studies of learning 

in animals. Animals that had been taught to fear a particular stimulus by pairing it 

with an aversive event (conditioning/acquisition) could be made to display less fearful 

responding by re-exposing them to the newly feared stimulus in the absence of the 

aversive event (extinction). Likewise, patients can be made less fearful of feared 

objects or situations through exposure to them in the absence of negative outcomes. 

Yet, research in animal models of learning has indicated that extinction training does 

not cause unlearning of the original fear memory, but rather creates a new memory 

trace that competes with originally learned information for control over behavior 

(Bouton, 2002). Aversive experiences, changes in context, or the simple passage of 

time can lead to the resurgence of behavior tied to the original memory trace. As the 

underlying mechanisms of change are thought to be analogous in exposure therapy, 

such findings help explain relapse in clinical settings. More intriguingly, they also 

point to ways of improving treatment outcomes. Clinically oriented researchers such 

as Bouton (2002), Brewin (2006), and Craske et al. (2014), now emphasize that both 

cognitive and behavioral treatments should focus on the generation of alternative 

adaptive memories, which can compete with (and hopefully beat) maladaptive 

representations for retrieval. A variety of techniques for maximizing the power of 

these competing memory traces are now the subject of intensive translational 

research. 
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Developments in our understanding of the neurobiological basis of memory 

have also opened up novel pharmacological approaches to the prevention and 

treatment of disorders with a basis in maladaptive memory. Firstly, it is now 

understood that adrenal stress hormones/neurotransmitters released during and after 

traumatic experiences can have profound effects upon memory strength in both 

humans and animals (Cahill & Alkire, 2003; McGaugh & Roozendaal, 2002; Soeter 

& Kindt, 2012b). As will be considered in Chapter 2, this release of 

hormones/neurotransmitters may be at the core of the recalcitrant and disturbing 

memories that underpin PTSD. It may be possible to administer drugs that block their 

effects, preventing the development of an ‘over-consolidated’ memory for the 

traumatic event (Pitman, 1989; Pitman & Delahanty, 2005). This approach cannot be 

utilized for the bulk of mental health disturbances: It may be difficult to identify 

problematic learning experiences in real time, there is little ability (or inclination) to 

rapidly administer prophylactic interventions even if this could be done, and such 

approaches would not be applicable to people who already have PTSD. Here too, 

developments in our understanding of memory formation and malleability may prove 

informative.  

The dominant model of memory formation proposes that memories transition 

from a short-term and relatively unstable trace to a more persistent, long-term form 

(McGaugh, 2000). This transition from short-term memory to long-term memory is 

known as consolidation, and is most commonly thought to be mediated by protein 

synthesis dependent synaptic plasticity (Kandel, Dudai, & Mayford, 2014). Protein 

synthesis inhibitors (PSIs) can prevent the expression of long-term memory when 

administered shortly after learning (Schafe & LeDoux, 2000). Once consolidated, 

memories appear insensitive to protein synthesis inhibition, and can prove highly 

resistant to attempts at modification (LeDoux, Romanski, & Xagoraris, 1989). While 

there remain doubts among some researchers about the necessity of de novo protein 

synthesis in long-term memory formation (Gold, 2017), the synaptic plasticity that 

such protein synthesis is held to support certainly seems integral to normal memory 

functioning.  

Even though long-term memories may be relatively insensitive to interference, 

it has been found that reactivation of a memory can render it vulnerable to amnestic 

interventions once more: protein synthesis inhibition shortly after reactivation can 

prevent the later expression of long-term memory (Nader, Schafe, & LeDoux, 2000). 
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Other drugs (such as propranolol) may also produce memory disturbances when 

administered after reactivation (Dębiec & LeDoux, 2004; Przybyslawski, Roullet, & 

Sara, 1999). Through blockade of g-protein coupled receptors (namely beta-

adrenergic receptors), propranolol is thought to interfere with molecular cascades in 

the adenylyl cyclase pathway that can ultimately result in the activation of important 

cAMP response element binding (CREB) proteins, which regulate gene transcription 

and play important roles in synaptic plasticity (Kandel, 2012; Przybyslawski et al., 

1999). 

It is now suggested that, under certain conditions, a consolidated memory can 

be brought into a temporary, labile state by reactivation, requiring restabilization in a 

manner similar to consolidation in order to persist. Due to parallels with initial 

consolidation, this process has become known as reconsolidation (Nader & Hardt, 

2009; Przybyslawski & Sara, 1997). Once labilized, it may be possible to modify the 

memory, or disrupt its restabilization. If maladaptive memories do indeed underpin 

many psychiatric conditions, then the capacity to modify or manipulate them would 

provide a significant breakthrough for clinical science, potentially opening the door to 

rapid and long-lasting improvements in symptoms without extensive psychological 

therapy or continual drug use (Elsey & Kindt, 2017b). 

Research into the prospects of harnessing novel insights into the manipulation 

and modification of memory is, however, in its infancy. At the time of my arrival at 

what has now become the Amsterdam Emotional Memory Lab, studies investigating 

the use of pharmacological agents to interfere with memory in humans were, in 

particular, quite few and far between. As these studies are reviewed extensively in 

Chapters 2 and 5, I will only mention them briefly here. Building upon considerable 

bodies of research in animal models, studies aimed at pharmacologically interfering 

with consolidation in humans stood at two extremes. On the one hand, there were 

multiple studies investigating propranolol’s effects on emotionally tinged declarative 

memories, which found that propranolol could reduce the typical enhancement of 

memory associated with emotional items (Lonergan, Olivera-Figueroa, Pitman, & 

Brunet, 2013). However, almost all involved drug administration before the learning 

experience, limiting their translational relevance for PTSD. On the other hand, studies 

of propranolol’s effects in actual trauma victims showed mixed efficacy of post-

trauma propranolol, but were plagued by practical difficulties for drug administration 

within a theoretically optimal time post-trauma (e.g., Stein, Kerridge, Dimsdale, & 
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Hoyt, 2007). Hence, there was space for translationally informative research that 

stood between these two poles. 

Research into the pharmacological modification of existing emotional 

memories stood at a crossroads, aiming to move from powerful effects observed in 

experimental studies to interventions in subclinical and clinical populations. While 

some early reconsolidation work in humans had already investigated the possibility of 

ameliorating PTSD symptoms with memory reactivation + propranolol (e.g., Brunet 

et al., 2008), the approach of Prof. Kindt at the Amsterdam Emotional Memory Lab 

was somewhat different. This approach involved first aiming to closely approximate 

successful studies of reconsolidation in rodents by utilizing fear conditioning in 

humans. Kindt, Soeter, and Vervliet (2009) demonstrated that fear-potentiated startle 

responses to a stimulus that had been paired with shock during the acquisition phase 

of conditioning could be neutralized by administering propranolol, timed to coincide 

with memory reactivation and the hypothesized process of post-reactivation 

reconsolidation. Moreover, unlike merely extinguished memories, this conditioned 

responding did not return after presentation of further unpaired shocks. Multiple 

studies building upon these initial findings aimed to investigate boundary conditions 

for producing the amnestic effect (Sevenster, Beckers, & Kindt, 2012b, 2013, 2014b), 

what sort of reactivation cues were necessary (Soeter & Kindt, 2015b) and the 

specificity of the effects (Soeter & Kindt, 2011), among other results (all reviewed in 

Chapter 5). These findings were intended to inform as to the possibility and optimal 

means of interfering with a clinically relevant and naturally occurring fear, a 

possibility that was demonstrated through a successful reconsolidation-based 

treatment for fear of spiders (Soeter & Kindt, 2015a). A number of translational 

research questions could still be answered using fear conditioning, and the extension 

of reconsolidation-based interventions to other fears remained an untapped 

possibility. 

Outline of the dissertation 

At this point in a dissertation, it is usual to explain how a completely logical 

and coherent plan threads together the studies contained within. The reader will likely 

note that the three empirical studies selected for inclusion in this thesis are in some 

ways quite far removed from one another. One experiment involves the blockade of 

consolidation in a laboratory model of traumatic memories. Another involves 

investigating whether a reconsolidation-based intervention can prove fruitful in 
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tackling fear of public speaking. A final series of experiments investigates the nature 

of beliefs in individuals with and without fear of spiders. This diversity of content 

reflects both the tremendous freedom granted to me by my supervisor (Merel Kindt), 

and the frustrations of executing what at first seemed a reasonable and achievable 

plan but turned out to be far trickier. Although we began with a logical series of 

experiments – each building from one to another – primarily involving fear 

conditioning and then extending insights from the anticipated findings into clinical 

interventions, I experienced considerable difficulties with even some quite simple 

achievements (e.g., getting unambiguous differentiation of participants’ responses to 

stimuli that predicted shocks vs. those that did not!). 

Though certainly frustrating, these setbacks prompted consideration of other 

informative paradigms, or even designing wholly new experimental setups. In 

addition, our focus switched quite quickly to investigating reconsolidation-based 

approaches directly in clinical patients and subclinical populations, providing 

firsthand experience both of the difficult but essential process of the later stages of 

clinical translation, the nature of the mental health problems we are trying to treat, 

and the sometimes-extraordinary power of the phenomenon we have been trying to 

harness. As an example of this clinical and patient-focused work, committee members 

are invited to visit the private web link they have received, where I am temporarily 

hosting a video demonstration of a reconsolidation-based intervention for a real 

arachnophobic patient. The video shows how a very brief reactivation of a patient’s 

fear, followed by propranolol administration, can result in dramatic changes in 

behavior and attitudes towards the patient’s feared stimulus. Experiences such as 

these ultimately provided impetus not only to try to expand the applicability of 

reconsolidation-based approaches to other fears (Chapter 4), but for what I hope can 

develop into clinically-relevant research with implications beyond reconsolidation 

(Chapter 6). 

I would nevertheless propose two threads that weave their way through this 

dissertation, and my efforts throughout my PhD. Firstly, the push to get closer and 

closer to the legitimate clinical phenomena we ultimately aim to understand or tackle, 

while trying to retain experimental control, such that we can make clear inferences 

while maintaining clinical relevance. Chapter 2 thus represents the use of the ‘trauma 

film paradigm’, which was intended as a means of reducing the gap between research 

demonstrating that emotionally valenced stories can be affected by propranolol 
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administration, and the secondary prevention of PTSD that these studies are held to 

inform. Chapter 4 is a systematic, placebo-controlled pilot study of the use of 

propranolol in the reduction of a naturally occurring social fear, which would 

represent a substantial expansion of the capabilities of reconsolidation-based 

interventions that have currently shown most efficacy in relatively simple fears and 

phobias. Finally, Chapter 6 investigates the nature of beliefs among fearful 

individuals, and aims at developing a more nuanced understanding of anxiety-related 

beliefs that may inform approaches to treatment, and perhaps how we understand 

beliefs across a range of disorders. This research developed directly out of a desire to 

understand the sometimes dramatic changes that could be produced in patients 

through reconsolidation-based interventions, and the disconnects between patients’ 

feelings and beliefs. In Chapter 3, I also consider ethical objections or considerations 

for the use of reconsolidation-based procedures, which I hope can help frame an 

empirically informed discussion should reconsolidation ultimately be incorporated 

into standard practice. Furthermore, in the extensive review of human reconsolidation 

research that forms Chapter 5, in addition to taking a fine-toothed comb to the 

reconsolidation literature, I urged researchers to unite around the goal of producing 

clinically informative studies, and ultimately realizing the clinical potential of 

reconsolidation. 

Secondly, the studies all focus on emotional memory, and the ways in which 

memory may or may not be modifiable, vulnerable to interference, or resistant to 

certain means of intervention. The term memory is construed broadly to encompass a 

range of mental representations people hold with regards to past experience, and 

which inform their future behavior. Chapters 2 and 4 focus on the pharmacological 

manipulation of initial memory formation, and the modification of long-term memory 

traces, respectively. Chapter 6 focuses on the nature of irrational belief, and the 

possibility of more emotional vs. logical representations that individuals with fears 

and phobias may hold.  

In the final Discussion (Chapter 7), I try to bring these emphases on clinical 

relevance and memory manipulation together, with consideration of some difficult 

issues that may need to be addressed on the way to realizing the clinical potential of 

reconsolidation-based approaches. I also consider to what degree these studies, and 

the wider developments in pharmacological memory manipulation and advances in 
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psychotherapy, can be incorporated into a contemporary understanding of the goals of 

therapy and mechanisms of change. 

 

A final note to the intrepid reader: Those who have agreed (or been 

compelled) to read this dissertation may note with some concern the length of certain 

sections of it, most notably Chapter 5. In the interest of preventing any aversive 

memories, I would like to now highlight that a large number of those pages are tables 

detailing the studies described in the text – a useful reference for researchers, but the 

current reader may happily find that they can sail over several such tables and make 

considerable headway with the text by doing so. If all else fails, you may find your 

own means of pharmacological manipulation available at the local wine store, to 

accompany the reading. 
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Chapter 2. 

 

Encoding or consolidation? 

The effects of pre- and post-learning propranolol 

on the impact of an emotional scene 
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This chapter is in press as: 

Elsey, J.W.B, Bekker, T.A., De Bree, A.M., & Kindt, M. (2019).  

Encoding or consolidation? The effects of pre-and post-learning propranolol on the 

impact of an emotional scene. Journal of Behavior Therapy and Experimental Psychiatry. 
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Abstract 

Background and Objectives. Researchers have conceived of post-traumatic stress 

disorder (PTSD) as a disorder of memory, and proposed that blocking the impact of 

stress-related noradrenaline release in the aftermath of trauma may be a way of 

preventing the ‘over-consolidation’ of trauma-related memories. Experimental 

research in humans has been limited by typically focusing on declarative memory for 

emotional stories, and has mainly given propranolol before learning. In contrast, the 

clinical studies that we comprehensively review are hampered by practical challenges, 

such as reliably administering propranolol in a time window sufficiently close to the 

traumatic event. In this study, we aimed to assess the impact of both pre- and post-

learning propranolol on emotional and declarative memory for an emotional scene, 

using the ‘trauma film paradigm’.  

Methods. To control for drug and timing effects, participants received a pill (40mg 

propranolol or placebo) both 60 minutes before and within 5 minutes after viewing a 

12 minute, emotionally arousing trauma film, and were assigned to one of the three 

conditions: propranolol-placebo (n = 25), placebo-propranolol (n = 25), or placebo-

placebo (n = 25). We assessed participants’ immediate emotional responses to the 

scene, as well as delayed impact (intrusions, Impact of Events Scale) and declarative 

memory. 

Results. Using Bayesian informative hypothesis testing, we found that pre-learning 

propranolol reduced the initial emotional impact of the ‘trauma film’. However, we 

did not find strong evidence for an impact of pre- or post-learning propranolol on later 

consequences of having watched the emotional film (intrusions, Impact of Events, or 

tests of declarative memory). Exploratorily restricting analyses to women, we did find 

evidence suggesting that pre-encoding propranolol could reduce the rate of intrusions 

and self-reported negative impact of the emotional scene one week later. 

Limitations. Floor effects in the delayed impact of the emotional scene could 

preclude observing differences as a function of propranolol, and propranolol dosage 

may need to be increased. 

Conclusions. An impact of propranolol on encoding could raise difficulties in 

interpretation when only pre-encoding propranolol is used to make inferences about 

consolidation. We discuss the challenges of elucidating the mechanistic 

underpinnings of propranolol’s reported effects on memory.  
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Reducing the individual and societal costs of posttraumatic stress disorder 

(PTSD) is a major aim of translational research (Hoge et al., 2007; Kessler, 2000). 

Various means of treating PTSD have been developed in pursuit of this goal. 

However, an alternative approach is secondary prevention, in which one gears 

interventions toward preventing the development of illness rather than treatment 

(Kearns, Ressler, Zatzick, & Rothbaum, 2012). In PTSD, this would involve 

administering interventions in the aftermath of trauma, but before negative sequelae 

have arisen. While psychological prevention approaches have been considered (e.g., 

Hagenaars & Arntz; 2012; Holmes et al., 2009), pharmacological approaches may be 

another means of achieving this. 

Stressful events elicit the release of several adrenal stress 

hormones/neurotransmitters, such as cortisol, adrenaline, and noradrenaline (de 

Quervain, Aerni, Schelling, & Roozendaal, 2009; McGaugh & Roozendaal, 2002). 

(Nor)adrenergic signaling can strongly affect memory in both humans and animals 

(Cahill & Alkire, 2003; Soeter & Kindt, 2011; 2012b). In light of the influence of 

(nor)adrenergic signaling on memory, PTSD has been conceptualized as a disorder of 

memory, in which the heightened release of hormones/neurotransmitters associated 

with trauma induces an ‘over-consolidated’ memory for the traumatic event (Pitman, 

1989; Pitman & Delahanty, 2015). This strong memory can then manifest in 

symptoms of PTSD such as intrusions about the event and heightened emotional 

responsivity (Pitman, 1989, p.222; Pitman & Delahanty, 2015). Other researchers 

have expressed similar ideas, framing mental health problems such as PTSD and 

specific phobias as disorders of emotional memory (Kindt, 2014), in which 

heightened stress hormone signaling produces strong and recalcitrant maladaptive 

memories. While phenomenologically, such varied responses as intrusive imagery, 

excessive fear reactions, and defensive reflexes, may seem only tangentially related, 

they share common features such as being elicited automatically and even in spite of 

attempted suppression, being easily provoked by small reminders, and being resistant 

to extinction. These commonalities could point to a common etiology in stress 

hormone/neurotransmitter-induced ‘emotional’ or ‘over-consolidated’ memory. 

Researchers and clinicians have therefore investigated whether drugs that counter the 

impact of such neurotransmitters may prevent the development of PTSD (e.g., Pitman 

et al., 2002).  
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Several experimental studies highlight the prospect of such an approach, with 

propranolol typically administered 60 minutes before an emotionally arousing 

slideshow story. A meta-analysis of such studies indicated that propranolol could 

reduce the typical emotional enhancement of declarative memory (Lonergan, Olivera-

Figueroa, Pitman, & Brunet, 2013). However, as propranolol was given 60-90 

minutes before the learning experience in 11 of 12 studies analyzed, it would likely 

have been at functional levels during encoding. The one study giving propranolol 

immediately before encoding (van Stegeren, Everaerd, & Gooren, 2002), and a 

subsequent study assessing post-encoding propranolol administration (Thomas, 

Saumier, Pitman, Tremblay, & Brunet, 2017), failed to find any impact of propranolol 

on memory. If propranolol cannot interfere with memory consolidation when given 

after an emotional event, then preventing the development of PTSD through post-

trauma propranolol administration may be unfeasible. In addition, in some cases pre-

encoding propranolol could affect the subjective experience of the emotional event 

itself, as opposed to impacting upon consolidation. Though propranolol has shown 

mixed effects in treating anxiety disorders (Laverdure & Boulenger, 1991), it can 

have anxiolytic effects at doses of just 20-40mg (Elman et al., 1998; Khadke, Khadke, 

& Klare, 2012; Mealy et al., 1996), and is even used by musicians and other public 

performers to reduce performance anxiety (Slomka, 1996). Propranolol has further 

been found to reduce amygdala reactivity to emotional experimental stimuli 

(Hurlemann et al., 2010). 

In clinical settings, studies assessing the secondary prevention of PTSD with 

betablockers range from assessing pediatric emergency department visitors (Nugent et 

al., 2010) to injured US military personnel (McGhee et al., 2009). Despite some 

promising results, such as reduced rates of PTSD symptomatology or lower 

physiological reactivity following post-trauma propranolol (e.g., Ahl et al., 2017; 

Brunet et al., 2002; Vaiva et al., 2003), other studies found little or no impact of 

betablockers on trauma sequelae (e.g., Meli et al., 2017; Rosenberg et al., 2018; Sharp 

et al., 2010). Heterogeneity of study designs, patient group, trauma type, failure to 

distinguish betablockers that do or do not cross the blood-brain-barrier, plus means 

and timing of administration, makes it difficult to draw strong conclusions regarding 

the potential efficacy of this approach. 

Crucially, most studies have not achieved beta-adrenergic blockade very 

shortly after trauma, which is essential for blocking the initial process of 
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consolidation (Bourtchouladze et al., 1998; Schafe & LeDoux, 2000). It has been 

found that de novo protein synthesis is required in the hours shortly following 

learning in order for memory to be maintained over the long-term. This protein 

synthesis is thought to result in structural changes at synapses that support long-term 

memory (Bourtchouladze et al., 1998; Alberini & Kandel, 2015). Betablockers are 

argued to interfere with components of the molecular cascade that leads to synthesis 

of such plasticity-related proteins (Moncada, Ballerini, & Viola, 2015; O’Dell et al., 

2015), with one study finding that adrenergic receptor activity during, but not after, 

emotional learning activates two plasticity-related targets, involved in 

acquisition/short-term memory (α-amino-3-hydroxy-5-methyl-4-isoxazolepropionic 

[AMPA] receptors) and consolidation/long-term memory (extracellular regulated 

kinase) (Schiff et al., 2017). Studies in animal models of different types of emotional 

memory suggest the involvement of beta-adrenergic receptors in memory 

consolidation ranging from during encoding (e.g., Schiff et al., 2017) to around 2 

hours after learning (e.g., Sara, Roullet, & Przybyslawski, 1999). Hence, it may be 

difficult or impossible for post-encoding betablocker ingestion to take effect within 

the window for disrupting at least the initial stages of memory consolidation, and 

clinical studies with delays of many hours between trauma and propranolol 

administration would almost certainly miss this window. 

In summary, experimental and clinical intervention studies are inconclusive 

and sometimes uninformative as to the possibility of interfering with the negative 

effects of trauma using beta-adrenergic blockade. Emotional slideshow studies 

suggest that only pre-encoding propranolol affects emotional enhancement of 

declarative memory. However, those wishing to interfere with PTSD development are 

most interested in symptoms beyond declarative memory, such as distress and 

intrusions. Clinical studies suffer from a number of practical disadvantages, causing 

delays in drug delivery. Such practical issues mean that many clinical studies cannot 

determine the potential efficacy of a pharmacological approach. 

The trauma film paradigm may more closely approximate trauma than 

emotional slideshows, while allowing for close control over drug administration. 

Contemporary trauma film studies typically involve exposing participants to 

emotionally arousing video clips, such as depictions of traffic accidents and surgeries, 

and assessing the impact of this ‘experimental trauma’ through post-event 

questionnaires, diaries of intrusions, self-reports of aversive effects, and tests of 
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declarative memory (James et al., 2016). In this study, we used the trauma film 

paradigm to provide participants with a negative emotional experience, assessing the 

effects of both pre- and post-trauma film propranolol on the immediate and longer-

term impact of the experience. We assessed negative outcomes (intrusive memories 

and negative impact assessed by the Impact of Events Scale) as well as declarative 

memory. Comparing effects of pre- and post-learning propranolol in humans can help 

to understand how noradrenergic functioning affects memory encoding and 

consolidation, with implications for secondary prevention. 

Three primary hypotheses regarding the effects of pre- and post-trauma 

propranolol can be derived from current findings/theory. H0 reflects the null 

hypothesis, that neither means of administering propranolol will affect outcomes in 

the trauma film paradigm. Not all human experimental studies found an effect of pre- 

or post-learning propranolol on memory, several clinical studies failed to find any 

effect of betablockers, and some animal studies suggest that propranolol is ineffective 

in blocking the consolidation of a range of emotional memories (Dębiec & LeDoux, 

2004; Villain et al., 2016). Hencoding/rapid_con reflects the encoding or rapid 

consolidation hypotheses, which predict that only propranolol administered before 

encoding should affect the impact of the trauma film. Propranolol may affect the 

initial encoding of the event, reducing how stressful or aversive the experience is, and 

diminishing its later impact. Alternatively or simultaneously, pre-learning propranolol 

may interfere with a rapid post-encoding consolidation process, which post-learning 

oral propranolol could not affect due to taking 60-90 minutes to reach peak 

bioavailability (Goodman, 1996). One way of determining whether propranolol likely 

exerts an influence through affecting encoding or a rapid consolidation process is by 

assessing the initial impact of the trauma film: if propranolol affects immediate 

responses to the trauma film, and especially if these initial responses also predict later 

outcomes, an encoding account may be more parsimonious than a rapid consolidation 

one. 



Table 1. Clinical studies assessing the impact of propranolol and other betablockers on trauma outcomes 

Authors 
Trauma 
type/sample Participants 

Time of drug 
administration Betablocker type and dose Outcome 

Pitman et 
al., 2002 

Emergency 
department 
visitors with a 
DSM-IV PTSD 
criterion event, 
mostly motor 
vehicle 
accidents 

18 young adult 
patients (44% men) 
receiving propranolol 
and 23 (51% men) 
receiving placebo 

<6 hours post-trauma Propranolol, 4x 40mg each 
day for 10 days 

Categorical PTSD diagnoses were not significantly 
different between groups at 1- or 3-month follow-
ups, and CAPS scores only suggested a possible 
trend in favor of propranolol at 1 month. 
Psychophysiological assessment suggested lower 
reactivity to trauma scripts in the propranolol 
group. 

Vaiva et 
al., 2003 

Emergency 
department 
visitors with a 
DSM-IV PTSD 
criterion event, 
mostly motor 
vehicle 
accidents 

11 young adult 
patients receiving 
propranolol (64% 
men) and 8 completing 
study measures but not 
receiving any 
intervention (50% 
men) 

2-20 hours post-trauma, 
mean 9.5 hours 

Propranolol, 3x 40mg for 7 
days + an 8-12 day taper 

PTSD diagnosis and symptoms were lower among 
those receiving post-trauma propranolol than those 
who refused treatment, assessed 2 months post-
trauma. 

Stein et 
al., 2007 

Emergency 
department 
visitors, mostly 
having 
experienced 
motor vehicle 
accidents 

17 young adult 
patients receiving 
propranolol, 17 
receiving placebo, + 
14 receiving 
gabapentin. 54% 
participants were men. 

Up to 48 hours post-
trauma 

Propranolol, beginning with 
20mg 3x daily, uptitrating the 
dose for 2 days up to 40mg, 
full dosage for 8 days, then 4 
days tapering down. 

Propranolol, placebo, and gabapentin groups were 
not significantly different in PTSD symptoms, 
depressive symptoms, acute stress symptoms, and 
overall PTSD diagnosis up to 8 months follow-up. 

McGhee 
et al., 
2009 

Burn injuries in 
US military 
personnel 

31 patients who had 
been administered 
propranolol as part of 
treatment vs. 34 who 
had not.  

Timing was not assessed Propranolol. Dose was not 
assessed 

Rates of PTSD in the propranolol and placebo 
groups were not significantly different, nor were 
levels of PTSD symptoms. Propranolol patients did 
have higher injury severity. 
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Krause-
neck et 
al., 2010 

Coronary artery 
bypass grafting 
or cardiac valve 
replacement in 
adult cardiac 
patients 

84 patients receiving 
metropolol (18 
women, 66 men) vs. 
44 who did not (15 
women, 29 men).  

Any time post-
operatively 

Metropolol, starting with 
23.75mg and titrated upwards 
to up to 100mg per day as 
tolerated. Adrenaline may 
also have been administered 
during operations. 

Women receiving metropolol showed fewer 
traumatic memories and less PTSD symptoms at 6 
months than those who did not, whereas in men 
there was no such effect. In men, adrenaline 
administration was positively correlated with 
traumatic memories. 

Nugent et 
al., 2010 

Children/teens 
treated at a 
pediatric 
emergency 
department, 
mostly for 
motor vehicle 
accidents 

14 patients who 
received propranolol 
(57% men) and 15 
who received placebo 
(47% men) 

<12 hours from 
admission 

Propranolol, 20mg twice daily 
for 10 days with a 5-day taper 

There were no significant differences in full or 
partial PTSD between groups, with some 
exploratory analyses suggesting a possible 
reduction in symptoms in boys and a possible 
increase in symptoms in girls. 

Sharp et 
al., 2010 

Children 
receiving acute 
care for severe 
burns.  

126 patients who 
received propranolol 
(71% men) and 237 
who did not (60% 
men)  

On average, 2 days post-
burn 

Propranolol, 1mg/kg every 6 
hours, increasing to average 
4mg/kg/day within the first 10 
days, continued for 4 weeks 
post-injury. 

There were no significant differences in rates of 
acute stress disorder in propranolol vs. control 
groups. 

Hoge et 
al., 2012 

Emergency 
department 
visitors with a 
DSM-IV PTSD 
criterion event, 
mostly motor 
vehicle 
accidents 

20 patients who 
received propranolol 
(35% men) and 21 
patients who received 
placebo (52% men). 

On average, 4 hours post-
trauma 

Propranolol, 40mg short-
acting, followed 1 hour later 
by 60mg long-acting. Long-
acting propranolol continued 
at home with 2x 120mg/day 
for 10 days, followed by a 9-
day taper 

There were no significant differences between 
propranolol and placebo participants in either 
PTSD symptoms or psychophysiological reactivity 
at follow-up assessments 4-5 weeks later. In high-
adherence participants, there was some lower 
physiological reactivity in the propranolol group. 

Tarsitani 
et al., 
2012 

Adult cardiac 
patients who 
underwent 
coronary artery 
bypass grafting 
or valve surgery 

71 (65% men) patients 
who received cardiac 
surgery and completed 
follow-up 
questionnaires. 

Preoperatively, 
perioperatively, 
postoperatively, and at 
hospital discharge. Other 
drugs/hormones, 
including adrenaline, 

Carvedilol, atenolol 
(hydrophilic), and metropolol 
at 'standard' dosages 

Women who were treated with perioperative 
betablockers had lower PTSD symptoms and fewer 
traumatic memories at 6-month follow-up. 
Betablockers were not related to PTSD symptoms 
or memories in men. 
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may have been used in 
treatment. 

Lindgren 
et al., 
2013 

Adult women 
diagnosed with 
breast or 
colorectal 
cancer 

210 women who were 
(n=39) or were not 
(n=171) using beta-
blockers. 

Continual betablocker 
use for hypertension 

Predominantly water-
soluble/hydrophilic 
betablockers characterised the 
betablocker group (32 of 39) 

Use of betablockers was associated with fewer 
intrusive memories, accounting for 42.5% of the 
variance.  

Bhuvanes
-war et 
al., 2014 

Implantable 
intracardiac 
defibrillator 
(ICD) 
discharges in 
male cardiac 
outpatients 

18 men using 
lipophilic (n=12) and 
hydrophilic (n=6) 
betablockers 

Continual betablocker 
use for hypertension 

Propranolol, metoprolol, and 
carvedilol (all lipophilic), and 
atenolol and sotalol 
(hydrophilic).  

There was a trend towards lower PTSD symptoms 
in the patients taking lipophilic betablockers at the 
time of the ICD discharge 

Ahl et al., 
2017 

Trauma center 
visitors with 
severe traumatic 
brain injury 

80 patients using 
betablockers (71% 
men) and 80 patients 
not using betablockers 
(71% men) 

Betablocker use had 
begun prior to the 
traumatic event and was 
continued within a 
median 48 hours after 
admission. 

Majority metropolol (66%), 
but unspecified. 

Patients who had been taking betablockers had a 
lower incidence of post-traumatic depression in the 
year following discharge. 

Meli et 
al., 2017 

Acute coronary 
syndrome 
patients 

50 patients who were 
administered 
betablockers (62% 
men) or not (52.3% 
men) 

Timing was not assessed Betablocker type was not 
recorded 

Controlling for confounding factors, receipt of 
betablockers during the emergency department 
visit was associated with lower PTSD symptom 
severity, but accounted for very little variance. 

Rosenber
g et al., 
2018 

Children 
receiving acute 
care for severe 
burns.  

89 patients receiving 
propranolol (70% 
men) and 113 not 
receiving propranolol 
(65% men) 

Within 48-72 hours of 
admission, but admission 
averaged 5 days post-
burn 

Propranolol, averaging 
3.64mg/kg/day for 7 or more 
days during acute care. A 
range of other drugs and 
psychotherapeutic care may 
also have been provided. 

Rates of PTSD or PTSD symptomatology in 
children treated with propranolol were not 
significantly different to those not given 
propranolol 



If both pre- and post-encoding propranolol reduce the later impact of the film, 

this would be strong evidence for the consolidation hypothesis (Hconsol), and suggest 

that post-encoding consolidation processes occur within a time frame that renders a 

consolidating memory vulnerable to disruption by propranolol given before or 

immediately after learning. See the ‘Statistical Approach’ section for further 

information on how these hypotheses were tested using the R Package (R Core Team, 

2013) ‘Bayesian informative hypothesis testing’ (BAIN: Gu, Hoijtink, Mulder, & van 

Lissa, 2019: https://CRAN.R-project.org/package=bain; Gu, Mulder, & Hoijtink, 

2018; Hoijtink, Mulder, van Lissa, & Gu, 2019 in press). 

Methods 

Participants 

The project was approved by the institutional review board under the code 

2017-CP-7578. All participants gave informed consent and were recruited through the 

University’s online lab system. Participants received 4 credits or €40 for participation. 

Inclusion criteria were: age 18-35, not taking psychoactive medications, not suffering 

from physical or psychological illnesses, and absence of contraindications for taking 

propranolol (exhaustive list in Appendix 1). We reminded participants that they could 

decline to participate after informing them of the nature of the trauma film. The total 

sample of participants (N = 75) was aged between 18-29 (M = 21.64, SD = 2.99) and 

mostly women (n = 53). Two further participants took part in session 1 in the placebo-

placebo group, but did not return for session two. These were excluded from all 

analyses, and we do not have a record of their computer responses to determine if, for 

example, they were particularly upset by the trauma film. Participants at the 

university are not required to give a reason for dropping out, and may simply have 

terminated their participation after earning the bulk of their compensation for session 

one, which is longer than session two. 

Materials and Measures 

Propranolol. To control for both the effect of drug and timing of 

administration, all participants received two pills, one 60 minutes before viewing the 

trauma film, and another within 5 minutes of viewing it. Participants were randomly 

split into 3 groups (25 per group), to receive either placebo both times (placebo-

placebo), 40mg propranolol and then placebo (prop-placebo), or placebo then 

propranolol (placebo-prop). Pills were placed in sealed envelopes by the first author 

and given to the two experimenters, who were blind to their contents. Propranolol 
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pills were made by Accord Healthcare Ltd. (UK), and provided along with placebo 

pills by Huygens Apothecary (NL).  

Trauma Film. The trauma film was 12m7s long, comprising scenes depicting 

traumatic and graphic events, such as fictional footage of road traffic accidents and 

real footage of surgeries. These scenes functioned as an experimental analogue of 

trauma, and have been used to induce negative affect and provoke intrusions in 

multiple studies (e.g., Holmes et al., 2009; James et al., 2015). The film was presented 

in Presentation on a 51x29cm computer screen, with participants positioned in a chin 

rest 60cm from the screen. Participants were instructed to pay close attention to the 

film, and to watch it as if they were a bystander observing the events really 

happening. 

Intrusion Diary. Participants received a Dutch version of Holmes and 

colleagues’ (2009) intrusion diary, which includes space for participants to record 

intrusions each day, starting from the waiting period after having watched the trauma 

film up to handing in the diary at the 1-week follow-up session. When given the diary, 

participants were provided with a definition of intrusions as spontaneously arising 

images from the film, and that they should not include memories that they had 

purposely recalled. They were also told that intrusions should involve some kind of 

image-based content, and not be purely verbal thoughts. Participants were requested 

to keep the diary with them in order to record intrusions as soon as they occurred, and 

to set aside time daily to ensure the diary was completed.  

Visual Analogue (VAS) and Likert Scales. VASs were used to measure 

negative mood induced by the film. Shortly before and after watching the trauma film, 

participants reported how much they were experiencing 6 negative mood states (from 

0 = not at all to 100 = extremely). We operationalized ‘emotional change’ as the 

average change across mood states. After watching the film, participants also reported 

how distressing they found it (from 0 = not at all to 100 = extremely) and how much 

attention they had paid (from 0 = none at all to 100 = total attention). 

At the second session, participants reported on a Likert scale how accurately 

they had kept their diaries (from 0 = very inaccurately to 10 = very accurately). To 

determine whether participants might need further debriefing/care, they were also 

asked how unpleasant they had found recalling items from the previous week and how 

difficult they found it to answer the questions. No participants required more than a 

standard debriefing. 
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Declarative memory tests. Tests of verbal and visual declarative memory 

were based upon James et al. (2015). Some modifications/additions to the tests were 

made to give an equal number of items per scene. Participants were given a brief 

description of the scene referred to, and then presented with 4 true/false statements 

about that scene. After each set of 4 questions for a scene, participants reported their 

confidence using a VAS (from 0, not at all confident to 100 = completely confident). 

These scores were averaged to provide an overall confidence score for verbal 

memory. For visual declarative memory, we included 11 correct images from the 11 

movie scenes, and 11 foils depicting similar events. Participants were presented with 

a real or foil image and asked to indicate whether it was an image from the film. After 

the 22 items, participants indicated their confidence on a VAS as in the verbal test. 

Raw scores could range from 0-44 and 0-22 for verbal and visual memory, 

respectively. 

Modified Impact of Events Scale – Revised (IES-R, Weiss & Marmar, 

1996). The IES-R is a 22-item questionnaire that assesses the experience of PTSD-

related symptoms – hyperarousal, intrusions, and avoidance – over the previous week 

as a result of a traumatic experience. Participants indicate the degree to which they 

have experienced various symptoms (from 0 = not at all to 4 = extremely), yielding a 

total score from 0-88. Following Holmes et al. (2009), we used a modified version of 

the scale in which scale items reference the film, rather than a real traumatic event. 

The IES-R has shown excellent internal consistency and good convergent validity in 

clinical and community samples (Creamer, Bell, & Failla, 2003). 

Individual Differences Questionnaires. Several official translations of well-

validated psychological tests were used to determine any baseline group differences in 

depression (Beck Depression Inventory II, BDI: Beck, Steer, & Brown, 1996; van der 

Does, 2002), anxiety (Spielberger State-Trait Anxiety Inventory, STAI: Spielberger, 

Gorsuch, Lushene, Vagg, & Jacobs, 1983; van der Ploeg, 1980), anxiety sensitivity 

(Anxiety Sensitivty Index, ASI: Peterson & Reiss, 1992; Peterson & Heilbronner, 

1987; Vujanovic, Arrindell, Bernsetin, Norton, & Zvolensky, 2007), and exposure to 

traumatic events (Life Events Checklist, LEC: developed by the National Center for 

PTSD, see Gray, Litz, Hsu, Lombardo, 2004). 

Procedure 

Session 1. Participants were screened to assess any contraindications in their 

medical history for taking propranolol, and underwent heart rate and blood pressure 
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checks using a sphygmomanometer (Omron). Participants then received their first pill 

(double blind). A 60-minute filler period was then started to allow pre-film 

propranolol to reach bioactive levels (Goodman, 1996), during which participants 

completed baseline questionnaires (BDI-II, STAI-T, STAI-S, LEC, ASI). For the 

remaining time, participants listened to BBC Inside Science 

(https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/b036f7w2). This was chosen as a relatively 

engaging but neutral means of passing the time. Inside Science episodes last 30 

minutes, and involve discussions about interesting scientific topics to engage a non-

specialist audience. Other studies have used tasks such as music judgment. However, 

some research suggests that music may interfere with the emotional enhancement of 

memory (Rickard, Wong, & Velik, 2012), and music can induce subjective and 

physiological states (Etzel, Johnsen, Dickerson, Tranel, & Adolphs, 2006), which 

may affect memory encoding. 

Sixty minutes after their first pill, participants were taken to a computer 

cubicle, informed how to watch the movie, and to place their head in the headrest. 

The experimenter started the experimental program, turned off the lights, and left the 

cubicle. Participants completed the pre-film VASs, watched the film, and filled in the 

post-film VASs, before leaving the cubicle. The experimenter then gave the 

participant their second pill within 5 minutes of the participants finishing the film, and 

another 60-minute waiting period began. At the start of the waiting period, the 

experimenter fully explained the intrusion diary to participants and answered any 

questions before giving them the diary. Participants then listened to more Inside 

Science in the remaining time. After the 60-minute wait period, participants had a 

final blood pressure check and finished the session. Though exact timing between 

blood pressure/HR assessments was not measured, general timing of the protocol 

means that assessments were made 140-155 minutes after pill 1, and 60-75 minutes 

after intake of pill 2. To avoid unblinding experimenters to possible pill allocation, 

but to better track HR change over time, a continual and non-invasive ambulatory HR 

measure may be preferable in future studies. 

Session 2. One week after their first session, participants returned to the lab, 

handed in their diaries and rated their accuracy, then filled in the STAI-S and IES-R. 

They were then led to a computer cubicle and underwent the verbal and visual 

declarative memory tests. Finally, participants indicated how much trouble they had 
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with the day’s tasks, reported what pills they thought they had received, and were 

thanked and debriefed. 

Statistical Approach. We used the R Package (R Core Team, 2013) 

‘Bayesian informative hypothesis testing’ (BAIN: Gu, Hoijtink, Mulder, & van Lissa, 

2019: https://CRAN.R-project.org/package=bain; Gu, Mulder, & Hoijtink, 2018; 

Hoijtink, Mulder, van Lissa, & Gu, 2019 in press) to assess the relative evidence for 

each of our three hypotheses in the main outcome data.1 With typical frequentist null 

hypothesis significance testing, one would perform an ANOVA on the outcome 

variables. If the ANOVA indicated a difference among groups, post-hoc tests would 

be conducted to try to infer the pattern of these differences. Using BAIN, one instead 

specifies what patterns of group means would be most consistent with each competing 

hypothesis (e.g., for Hconsol, intrusions in the pre- and post-learning propranolol 

conditions should be approximately equal to one another, but less than in the placebo-

placebo condition). The primary metric of interest that BAIN provides is an 

‘approximate adjusted fractional Bayes factor’ (henceforth simply Bayes factor), 

quantifying the relative support in the data for competing hypotheses. Combining 

information about the prior probability of each hypothesis and the evidence provided 

by the data collected, BAIN computes the posterior model probabilities (PMPs) of the 

specified hypotheses. The Bayes factor favoring one hypothesis over another reflects 

the ratio of their respective PMPs. If the PMP for Hconsol is .80, and the PMP for H0 is 

.20, the Bayes factor for Hconsol vs. H0 is 4, meaning that the support in the data is 4 

times greater for Hconsol than for H0. When alternative hypotheses are not favored, 

BAIN allows for the quantification of evidence for H0, rather than only indicating that 

there is insufficient reason to reject it as in null hypothesis significance testing. This 

Bayesian approach is therefore particularly informative when aiming to assess 

evidence for more than one alternative hypothesis as well as the possibility of null 

effects.  

																																																								
1 Full mathematical explication of how BAIN determines prior and posterior distributions is beyond 
the scope of this chapter, but is presented in Gu et al. (2018) and Hoijtink, Gu, and Mulder (2018). 
Priors are not user specified but are constructed using a fraction of information in the data (Gu et al., 
2018; Hoijtink et al., 2018 provide a non-technical elaboration). As we demonstrate below, it is 
possible to determine how robust the results are to prior specification by conducting a sensitivity 
analysis, in which varying fractions of information are used to specify the prior. Parameters used in 
computation of the Bayes factor are the estimates of the group means, the sample sizes per group, and 
covariance matrix of the estimates of the means in each group (presented in Appendix 1). Finally, the 
algorithm and sampling method used to compute the Bayes factor is described in section 5 of Gu, 
Hoijtink, Mulder, and Rosseel (2018) 
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Based on previous research and theory, we identified three plausible 

hypotheses to include in our analyses: H0, Hencoding/rapid_con, and Hconsol, which are 

described at the end of the introduction, and again briefly in the results. These 

hypotheses do not exhaust all the possible observable differences between groups that 

could occur. For example, post-encoding propranolol could be the most effective at 

reducing later intrusions. However, such proposals do not receive support from 

existing literature, and parsimony in hypothesis selection is ideal when using 

informative hypotheses. Should an unexpected pattern of results arise in the data, 

however, inclusion of a ‘failsafe/unconstrained’ hypothesis – included by default in 

BAIN – allows the investigator to determine if none of their pre-specified hypotheses 

are really supported by the data. 

Sample size estimation was based upon power calculations reported by James 

et al. (2015), and derived from a cognitive intervention for intrusive memory 

consolidation in Holmes et al. (2009). As James and colleagues were investigating 

reconsolidation, they reduced the presumed effect size of the Holmes et al. (2009) 

consolidation study, which had 20 participants per group, to arrive at a more 

conservative sample size of 26 per group in order to achieve 80% power at a .05 alpha 

level. We maintained a relatively conservative sample size of 25 per group. As these 

are frequentist calculations and relate to a non-pharmacological intervention, they are 

an imperfect estimate for our experiment. However, if an effect of propranolol cannot 

be observed under similar conditions to those of Holmes et al. (2009), then this may 

be an argument in favour of a non-pharmacological approach, which would have less 

contraindications and logistical issues than the use of propranolol. 

To constrain the likelihood of false positives through conducting multiple 

simple Bayesian ANOVAs on our outcome variables, where possible we performed 

MANOVAs on outcome variables. When different variables are expected to be 

influenced similarly by an experimental manipulation, conducting a MANOVA on 

those variables can increase the likelihood of detecting a legitimate effect while 

reducing the number of statistical tests that are conducted. Hence, for the effect of 

propranolol on the initial impact of the emotional scenes, ‘Emotional Change’ and 

‘Distress’ were entered into a MANOVA. Though ‘Intrusive Memories’ and ‘IES’ 

scores each measure in some sense the longer-term emotional impact of the scenes, 

intrusions are a count variable and were thus assessed in a separate ANOVA 

specifying them as Poisson distributed, separately from IES scores. Finally, both 
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visual and verbal declarative memory have been found to correlate with one another 

in previous studies, but not with measures indicative of ‘emotional memory’, and we 

expect that they ought to be influenced similarly to one another by propranolol, if at 

all. Verbal and visual declarative memory were thus assessed my means of a 

MANOVA. 

Results 

Baseline group comparisons. Table 2 depicts baseline measures of age, 

gender, and individual difference questionnaires in each group. One participant in the 

placebo-prop group who scored on the border of moderate-to-severe depression on the 

BDI and was a statistical outlier (>3 SD above the mean) was excluded from all 

analyses. There was no evidence for group differences in the baseline variables 

assessed (all p > .2). Bayesian ANOVAs conducted in JASP (JASP Team, 2018) 

using the default analysis settings (i.e., priors based on a Cauchy distribution: 

Wagenmakers et al., 2018) also favored the null, relative to an alternative hypothesis 

of any group differences, in age, STAI, BDI, and ASI, indicating a lack of 

confounding group differences (all BF01 >3.5). 

Overall, significant changes in heart rate and blood pressure from the start to 

end of the first session were observed across groups (Main effect of time HR, F(1,71) 

= 251.39, p = <.001, h2 = .767; BPSys, F(1,71) = 120.65, p = <.001, h2 = .622; BPDia, 

F(1,70) = 6.091, p = .016, h2 =.080). Changes were descriptively larger for the two 

propranolol groups than the placebo-placebo group, but only heart rate showed a 

marginally significant group*time interaction (F(2,71) = 2.74, p = .071, h2 = .017). 

The long rest periods could have caused decreases across all groups, obscuring a 

propranolol effect. 

Forty-nine participants reported being unable to guess what pills they 

received. Those who guessed did not perform significantly above chance level at 

guessing their condition (χ2(4) = 2.68, p = .613), or whether they had received 

propranolol (χ2(1) = 2.72, p = .099).  

Emotional induction by the trauma film. Two participants had extreme 

outlying values in emotional change in the prop-placebo group (>3 SD above the 

mean, Appendix 1, Figure S1), and were removed from further analyses. The included 

participants reported excellent attention to the film (M = 94.29, SD = 6.91, Med = 
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98), with no evidence for differences between groups (Kruskal-Wallis c2 = 1.311, p = 

.519). 

We used BAIN to assess evidence for Hencoding (for emotional change and 

distress, prop-placebo < placebo-prop = placebo-placebo) versus H0 (prop-placebo = 

placebo-prop = placebo-placebo) in a MANOVA with emotional change and distress 

ratings after the movie as outcome variables. 

 

Table 2. Baseline comparisons between groups. 

 Prop-Placebo Placebo-Prop 
Placebo-
Placebo    

  M (SD) M (SD) M (SD) F p BF01 

Age 21.52 (2.69) 21.08 (2.26) 22.20 (3.81) .86 .426 4.48 

STAI-Sa 31.79 (6.29) 31.71 (6.79) 33.52 (7.20) .56 .573 5.57 

STAI-Tb 34.20 (7.75) 36.50 (9.28) 35.90 (8.53) .46 .635 5.98 

BDIc 6.00 (5.34) 4.87 (5.15) 5.68 (5.79) .27 .763 6.96 

ASId 10.17 (4.87) 7.95 (4.85) 9.64 (6.22) 1.05 .356 3.81 

HR ∆  -21.68 (11.42) -16.58 (10.43) -15.68 (6.84) 2.74 .071 1.07 

BPSys ∆  -14.12 (9.13) -13.21 (10.62) -10.12 (9.55) 1.15 .32 3.59 

BPDia ∆f  -4.96 (13.31) -2.21 (7.21) -2.16 (8.45) .12 .88 5.33 

  Med (range) Med (range) Med (range) 
Kruskal-
Wallis p  

LEC - directe 0 (0-4) 0 (0-2) 0 (0-5) 1.51 .470  
LEC - totale 2 (0-8) 2 (0-13) 3 (0-13) .68 .711  

  M:F M:F M:F Chi2 p  
Gender 5:20 10:14 7:18 2.81 .246  

BF01 = Bayes factor for the null hypothesis; M (SD) = mean and (standard deviation); Med = 
Median; M:W = men:women distribution; STAI-S & T = State Trait Anxiety Inventory -State and 
-Trait subscales; BDI = Beck Depression Inventory 2nd Edition; ASI - Anxiety Sensitivity Index; 
LEC = Life Events Checklist; HR ∆ = Change in heart rate over session 1; BPSys ∆ = Change is 
systolic blood pressure over session 1; BPDia ∆ = Change in diastolic blood pressure over session 
1; a = 1 STAI-S score was incomplete in the prop-placebo group; b = placebo-prop and placebo-
placebo groups each had 1 incomplete STAI-T score; c = placebo-prop group had 1 incomplete 
BDI score; d = prop-placebo group had 1 and placebo-prop group had 2 incomplete ASI scores; e 
= placebo-prop group had 1 incomplete LEC score, f = one participant with an extreme outlying 
BP value was removed from the Prop-Placebo group 
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Figure 1. Mean distress and emotional change in each group. Error bars = +/- 1 

standard error. 

 

Mean emotional change and distress scores were lower in the Prop-Placebo 

group (n = 23) relative to the Placebo-Prop (n = 24) and Placebo-Placebo (n = 25) 

groups, which scored similarly to each other, consistent with Hencoding (Figure 1). The 

Bayes factor for Hencoding vs. H0 was 10.465, indicating that the data provided over 10 

times more evidence for Hencoding than H0 (Table 3a, Figure 2a). Appendix 1 provides 

sample sizes and prior and posterior covariance matrices per group used by BAIN for 

each analysis. As change scores were used for the measurement of emotional change, 

Appendix 1 also reports the results of a frequentist repeated measures ANOVA, 

indicating that baseline differences in emotion between groups do not explain the 

reduced emotional change in propranolol participants relative to those initially 

receiving placebo. 

Bayes factors involving a null hypothesis can be sensitive to the selected prior 

variance used in their computation. Hoijtink and colleagues (2019) suggest 

additionally assessing Bayes factors at one half and one third of the default prior 

variance to confirm whether analyses are sensitive to reasonable changes to prior 

variance. We conducted a sensitivity analysis by multiplying the default prior 

variance by fractions ranging from 10/10 (or 1: the default prior variance) to 3/10, and 
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re-computing the Bayes factors and posterior probabilities (see Hoijtink et al., 2019). 

Figure 2a shows the posterior probabilities associated with Hencoding and H0 across 

these fractions, corresponding to increasingly small prior variance. Hencoding was 

consistently favored across reasonable variations in the prior variance. 

 

Table 3. Bayes factors for each of the hypotheses compared in each Bayesian 

analysis. 
3a. MANOVA for Emotional Change and Distress 
Hypotheses compared BF 
Hencoding vs. H0 10.465 

3b. ANOVA for Emotional Change 
Hypotheses compared BF 
Hencoding vs. H0 14.991 

3c. Robust ANOVA for Emotional Change 
Hypotheses compared BF 
Hencoding vs. H0 3.044 

3d. ANOVA for Distress 
Hypotheses compared BF 
Hencoding vs. H0 1.901 

3e. ANOVA for Intrusions 
Hypotheses compared BF 
H0 vs. Hencoding/rapid_con 1.100 
H0 vs. Hconsol 5.868 
Hencoding/rapid_con vs. Hconsol 5.345 

3f. ANOVA for IES 
Hypotheses compared BF  

H0 vs. Hencoding/rapid_con 1.280  

H0 vs. Hconsol 5.442  

Hencoding/rapid_con vs. Hconsol 4.250 

3g. MANOVA for Verbal and Visual Declarative Memory 
Hypotheses compared BF 
H0 vs. Hencoding/rapid_con 6.846 
H0 vs. Hconsol 2.469 
Hconsol vs. Hencoding/rapid_con 2.773 

BF = Relative Bayes factor favoring the first hypothesis vs. the second; H0 = null 
hypothesis; Hconsol = the consolidation hypothesis; Hencoding = the encoding hypothesis, used 
when assessing initial emotional responsivity; Hencoding/rapid_con = the encoding and rapid 
consolidation hypotheses, which specify the same pattern of means as Hencoding, but used for 
long-term assessments where consolidation can have played a role; IES = Modified Impact 
of Events Scale 
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Figure 2. Posterior probabilities associated with each hypothesis across the sensitivity 

analyses. a) MANOVA for emotional change and distress. b) ANOVA for emotional 

change. c) Robust ANOVA for emotional change. d) ANOVA for distress. e) 

ANOVA for intrusions. f) ANOVA for Impact of Events Scale. g) MANOVA for 

verbal and visual declarative memory. Note: Bayes factors for competing hypotheses 

can be approximated by dividing the posterior probability associated with one 

hypothesis by the other in these graphs. 

 

Subsequent Bayesian ANOVAs provided further insight into primary driver of 

the MANOVA results (Table 3b-3d). For emotional change, the Bayes factor for 

Hencoding vs. H0 suggests that the data provides 14.991 times more evidence in favor of 

Hencoding than for H0, indicating strong evidence for Hencoding over H0. These findings 

were also robust to a sensitivity analysis (Figure 2c). As noted, two extreme outliers 

in change scores were removed from the prop-placebo group. We also ran a ‘robust 

Bayesian ANOVA’ with these outliers included, using 20% trimmed means and 

variances (Meijerink-Bosman & Hoijtink, 2018). With this conservative assessment, 

Hencoding vs. H0 (BF = 3.044) was also favored and insensitive to variations in the prior 

(Table 3c, Figure 2c). In the ANOVA for distress (Table 3c), Hencoding achieved a less 

convincing Bayes factor of 1.901 vs. H0 (Table 3d, Figure 2d).  

In summary, the MANOVA and ANOVAs provide evidence in favor of 

Hencoding, suggesting that propranolol reduced the initial emotional impact of the 

trauma film. 

Effect of propranolol on subsequent intrusions and IES. Compliance with 

filling in the diary was very good (M = 8.42, SD = 1.04), with no evidence for 

differences between groups (F(2,71) = .193, p = .825, BF01 = 7.31, Error = .027). As 

in previous studies measuring intrusions and IES, there was positive skew in our two 

outcome variables (Cristea, Naudet, Shanks, & Hardwicke, 2017; James et al., 2015). 

A log transformation produced more normal distributions of the IES scores, on which 

the following Bayesian analyses were conducted. For Intrusions, our analysis 

stipulated that the variable was Poisson-distributed. Appendix 1 describes non-

parametric analyses of the raw IES data. 

We assessed three informative hypotheses in relation to intrusions and IES 

using two ANOVAs in BAIN (Table 3e & 3f, Figure 2e & 2f). H0 was the same as in 

previous analyses. Hencoding/rapid_con jointly reflects the encoding and rapid 
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consolidation hypotheses (Hencoding/rapid_con: Prop-Placebo < Placebo-Prop = Placebo-

Placebo), and we added the consolidation hypothesis (Hconsol: Prop-Placebo = 

Placebo-Prop < Placebo-Placebo). Intrusion rates and log-transformed IES scores 

were quite similar across groups (see Table 4, Figure 3 depicts intrusions each day). 

Evidence for H0 vs. Hencoding/rapid_con was quite equivocal for both intrusions (1.100) 

and IES scores (1.280). Bayes factors for Hencoding/rapid_con vs. H0 nevertheless remained 

unconvincing at the furthest end of our sensitivity analyses, at 1.662 for intrusions and 

1.426 for IES scores. For both intrusions and IES scores, H0 and Hencoding/rapid_con had 

between 4-6 times more support from the data than Hconsol. The pattern of results is 

very similar when only intrusions after day 1 are considered, which may be important 

if consolidation effects are only observed after a night of sleep (see Appendix 1, Table 

S4, Figure S2). Hence, Hconsol finds little support in the data, and the evidence is 

generally equivocal between Hencoding/rapid_con vs. H0. Supplementary non-parametric 

analyses of IES scores also failed to detect significant differences between groups. 

Figure 3. Daily intrusions across experimental conditions. Numbers within the circles 

indicate the number of participants with the respective number of intrusions. 
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Table 4. Descriptive statistics for intrusions and IES scores across groups. 

 

 

Effect of propranolol on subsequent declarative memory. D-prime scores 

for each participant were used for declarative memory assessments. Data for one 

Placebo-Placebo participant was lost through a technical malfunction. Participants 

performed above chance on both tests (Visual memory: t(70) = 13.380, p <.001; 

Verbal memory: t(70) = 5.035, p <.001), although performance was significantly 

better for visual (M = 1.23, SD = .78) than verbal memory (M = .33, SD = .56) (t(70) 

= 10.820, p <.001). This was reflected in greater confidence in responses to visual 

(mean rank = 38.93) versus verbal memory (mean rank = 12.94) (Z = 6.730, p <.001).  

Table 5. Means and standard deviations of visual and verbal memory D-prime scores. 

 Declarative memory 

 Visual Mean (SD) Verbal Mean (SD) 

Prop-Placebo 1.11 (.93) .30 (.65) 

Placebo-Prop 1.16 (.81) .42 (.50) 

Placebo-Placebo 1.41 (.53) .33 (.56) 
   

 

Group means and standard deviations for D-prime scores are presented in 

Table 5, and indicate similar scores across groups. We used a Bayesian MANOVA to 

assess evidence for H0, Hencoding/rapid_con, and Hconsol (Table 3g, Figure 2g). The data 

furnished 6.846 times more evidence for H0 than for Hencoding/rapid_con, and 2.469 times 

more evidence for H0 than Hconsol. Hence, H0 was generally favored, but not 

overwhelmingly more than Hconsol. Sensitivity analyses suggested that Hconsol was only 

moderately favored relative to H0 (1.350) even at the far end of prior variances 

 
Intrusions IES 

 
Estimated rate 

over week Median Range Mean (SD)* Median Range Mean Rank 

Prop-
Placebo 0.65 2 0-8 1.83 (1.00) 9 0-18 34.07 

Placebo-
Prop 0.97 2 0-9 2.21 (.87) 9 0-41 40.98 

Placebo-
Placebo 0.84 1 0-9 2.05 (.74) 7 0-31 34.44 

*mean and standard deviations are for log-transformed data, median, range, and mean rank for raw 
data, IES = Impact of Events Scale 
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considered in the sensitivity analysis. Hence, of our three specified hypotheses, H0 

was most supported by the data, but Hconsol cannot be completely rejected.  

To check that floor effects in verbal memory did not obscure an influence of 

propranolol on visual declarative memory, we assessed visual memory in a separate 

ANOVA, and found that the Bayes factor for H0 vs Hconsol was similarly equivocal 

(1.190), and that evidence favoring Hconsol was not strong even at the far end of prior 

variances considered (BF Hconsol vs H0 = 1.535). 

Consideration of alternative hypotheses. Bayes factors for competing 

hypotheses can give a false impression of the evidence if none describe the data well: 

a high Bayes factor could reflect the best of several bad hypotheses. An unconstrained 

or ‘failsafe’ hypothesis can assess whether specified hypotheses reflect the data well. 

Posterior model probabilities associated with a failsafe hypothesis never reached 10% 

at the default prior variance in the above analyses, indicating that our hypotheses 

provided a good approximation to patterns in the data.  

Relationships between emotional induction and emotional and declarative 

memory. Relatively few intrusions were reported, and one concern could be that such 

longer-term measures of the movie’s impact were arbitrary. To the contrary, 

intrusions and IES were positively correlated with one another (Table 6). In addition, 

emotional change and distress were positively correlated with one another and with 

longer-term measures of emotional impact. Hence, the initial emotional impact at 

encoding predicted later emotional impact. In contrast, while visual and verbal 

declarative memory were correlated with one another, they were not correlated with 

either the initial or longer-term emotional impact of the trauma film. 

 



 

Table 6. Correlations between emotional change, distress, and emotional and declarative memory. 

		 Emotional Change Distress Intrusions IES Log Intrusions Log IES Visual Memory Verbal Memory 

  r�ρ [95% CI] p r�ρ [95% CI] p r�ρ [95% CI] p r�ρ [95% CI] p r�ρ [95% CI] p r�ρ [95% CI] p r�ρ [95% CI] p r�ρ [95% CI] p 

Emo Change - - .46 [.26-.63] <.001 .34 [.11-.52] .004 .30 [.06-.52] .010 .34 [.11-.52] .004 .30 [.06-.52] .010 .06 [-.18-.29] .597 .05 [-.18-.29] .669 

    
 

  		   		                   

Distress .46 [.20-.65] <.001 - - .24 [.00-.43] .047 .37 [.15-.56] .001 .24 [.00-.43] .047 .37 [.15-.56] .001 -.10 [-.34-.14] .432 .05 [-.17-.29] .702 

    
 

  		   		                   

Intrusions .22 [.00-.48] .061 .22 [.00-.43] .060 - - .70 [.52-.81] <.001 N/A N/A N/A N/A -.06 [-.29-.17] .605 .00 [-.22-.22] .990 

    
 

  
 

  
 

                  

IES .34 [.12-.54] .004 .35 [.19-.49] .003 .67 [.52-.79] <.001 - - N/A N/A N/A N/A -.01 [-.27-.26] .929 .07 [-.18-.32] .589 

    
 

  
 

  
 

  
 

              

Log Int .27 [.03-.50] .024 .21 [-.02-.42] .079 N/A N/A N/A N/A - - .70 [.52-.81] <.001 -.06 [-.29-.17] .605 .00 [-.22-.22] .990 

    
 

  
 

  
 

  
 

  
 

          

Log IES .33 [.13-.51] .004 .29 [.10-.47] .014 N/A N/A N/A N/A .61 [.51-.71] <.001 - - -.01 [-.27-.26] .929 .07 [-.18-.32] .589 

    
 

  
 

  
 

  
 

  
 

  
 

  
 

  

Visual Mem .13 [-.12-.36] .276 -.06 [-.30-.19] .606 -.10 [-.32-.13] .406 -.03 [-.27-.21] .801 -.04 [-.28-.20] .767 .11 [-.19-.38] .344 - - .48 [.26-.67] <.001 

                         

Verbal Mem .02 [-.23-.29] .855 -.01 [-.27-.27] .917 -.03 [-.23-.18] .793 .00 [-.23-.25] .971 -.01 [-.21-.20] .913 .05 [-.20-.31] .680 .49 [.22-.70] <.001 - - 

N = 72, except 71 for visual and verbal memory; r�ρ = Pearson's r (lower left matrix) or Spearman's rho (upper right matrix); all p-values assessed 2-tailed, 1000 sample bootstrap with bias corrected accelerated confidence intervals. 

 



Discussion 

We aimed to assess whether propranolol could reduce the negative impact of 

an emotional event and, if so, what mechanism best accounted for the results: an 

effect of propranolol on initial encoding or very early consolidation process, or a clear 

effect on post-encoding consolidation. Our data provided most evidence for no effect 

of propranolol administered either before or after the movie on the later negative 

consequences of having watched the movie, though Bayes factors indicated that an 

impact of pre-encoding propranolol on reducing the later negative impact of the 

analogue trauma could not be completely ruled out. 

Previous laboratory studies found that propranolol administered 60+ minutes 

before emotional learning affected the emotional enhancement of memory (Lonergan 

et al. 2013). Thomas and colleagues (2017) suggested that a consolidation-blocking 

effect of pre-learning propranolol was a better explanation than an impact on 

encoding/acquisition, as physiological reactivity during encoding was not 

significantly affected by propranolol in their studies. As pre-learning propranolol 

could also affect a rapid post-learning consolidation process, this remains possible. 

However, we found that the negative emotional state induced by the movie was less 

intense in participants who received propranolol beforehand, indicating an effect of 

propranolol on the film’s initial encoding and emotional impact. Moreover, greater 

mood induction was positively correlated with intrusions and self-reported impact of 

the experience one week later. Hence, if there were an effect of pre-learning 

propranolol on the later negative impact of the trauma film (which could not be ruled 

out), it might be partially explained as an encoding or acquisition effect, rather than 

interference with post-learning consolidation.  

Of course, effects on encoding can be expected to lead to different levels of 

memory consolidation, and certain processes important for consolidation may be 

initiated during learning and only prevented by pre-learning propranolol. For 

example, some animal studies indicate that the effect of beta-adrenergic signaling on 

long-term memory was already initiated during learning, and was related to a delayed 

action of ERK, stimulated by β-adrenergic activation during encoding (Schiff et al., 

2017). While pre-acquisition propranolol blocked long-term memory formation, even 

rapidly delivered intracerebral post-encoding blockade of β-adrenergic receptors was 

found to have no effect (Bush, Caparosa, Gekker, & LeDoux, 2010; Dębiec & 

LeDoux, 2004). Hence, β-adrenergic receptors may be important for both 
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encoding/acquisition and consolidation of emotional memory, but in some cases even 

delayed effects on consolidation are initiated during learning. It may thus be useful to 

differentiate between delayed effects on consolidation that begin during acquisition, 

and those that can be produced by post-acquisition manipulations. This distinction is 

crucial for the feasibility of using post-trauma propranolol to block consolidation. To 

more specifically differentiate between encoding and rapid consolidation effects in 

humans, it may be necessary to assess more rapid means of drug delivery, such as 

intravenous injection. One could also assess effects of the manipulation on short-term 

memory expression, which should be largely unaffected if only consolidation is being 

disrupted (Schafe & LeDoux, 2000). 

While a mechanistic understanding of treatment effects is useful in developing 

evidence-based interventions, it is sometimes less consequential for the patient 

whether potential benefits from taking propranolol result from blocking consolidation 

or another mechanism. This study and those using the emotional slideshow paradigm 

suggest that post-learning oral propranolol is unlikely to have an effect on later 

memory formation. However, pre-‘trauma’ propranolol administration is conceivably 

useful in some cases. When not contraindicated, propranolol might be useful for 

reducing stress for predictable events such as certain kinds of operations, and may 

also reduce later negative effects. In such cases, any effects of propranolol on 

declarative memory would not pose severe ethical concerns (cf. Elsey & Kindt, 2016; 

Kolber, 2006), and the hospital setting would provide practical advantages for drug 

administration. Effects of propranolol on emotional experiences could potentially also 

explain some observed effects of post-trauma propranolol in clinical studies. High or 

repeated doses of propranolol could reduce the negative mood and distress caused by 

thinking about the trauma afterwards and may also more rapidly reduce any lingering 

arousal. This may reduce the desire to suppress such thoughts and images and 

consequently reduce intrusions or other symptoms (c.f., Ehlers, Mayou, & Bryant, 

1998). After very distressing experiences, it is also possible that the memory of the 

episode incorporates not just the specific event itself, but the subjective impact of it 

and one’s subsequent feelings, which may be less negative under the influence of 

propranolol. However, we would caution against strong conclusions based on current 

experimental findings. Even the trauma-film paradigm, which may more closely 

approximate a trauma than an emotional slideshow does, remains far-removed from a 

truly traumatic experience. Pitman (1989) has further suggested that effects of 
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propranolol administered after trauma might also affect stress hormones released 

upon remembrance of the traumatic event, which would likely only occur when 

extremely distressing events are recalled. 

Beyond assessing propranolol’s impact on the negative sequelae of the trauma 

film, we assessed declarative memory. Our results provided most support for no effect 

of propranolol on verbal or visual declarative memory, although we could not rule out 

a consolidation effect. Unlike story slideshow studies, ‘emotional’ and ‘neutral’ 

elements are difficult to differentiate in the trauma film paradigm: each scene is 

closely preceded by a distressing event and, if it starts out neutral, rapidly becomes 

negative. However, particularly the items used in the verbal declarative memory test 

may be regarded as quite neutral, involving statements of fact about clothing in a 

scene, for example. In the current study, verbal and visual declarative memory were 

strongly correlated with one another, and both our indices of emotional 

memory/impact were correlated with one another. There was no relationship between 

declarative and emotional memory measures, nor was declarative memory correlated 

with the initial emotional impact of the movie. Hence, these declarative memories 

may have been of a more neutral kind than the ‘emotional’ declarative memories that 

were affected by propranolol in previous studies (Lonergan et al., 2013), and thus 

largely unaffected by propranolol. 

Some limitations of our study must be considered in interpreting the results. 

Firstly, our participants experienced few intrusions. A floor effect may prevent a 

possible impact of propranolol from being observed – an issue found in other trauma 

film studies (Siegelsleitner et al., 2019). More graphic or personally disturbing scenes 

can be expected to produce more intrusions, but also raise ethical concerns about 

negatively affecting participants. It is also possible that having English audio for the 

film clips could have prevented an immediate emotional connection with the film 

clips, despite Dutch participants typically having high competency in English 

(Siegelsleitner and colleagues’ participants were not English either). Though low 

intrusions may have precluded observation of group differences, the numbers of 

intrusions reported were not meaningless or arbitrary, as they correlated with the 

initial emotional induction. An effect of propranolol on the initial emotional impact of 

the trauma film is also informative as to an impact of propranolol on encoding even in 

the absence of a clear effect on intrusions. While we cannot be sure that effects of 
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propranolol on intrusions would not emerge if participants had more intrusions 

overall, propranolol nevertheless appears to have affected encoding.  

We did not observe a clear effect of propranolol on blood pressure and heart 

rate. This may owe to when we conducted measurements (at the very beginning and 

end of the experiment, to avoid unblinding the experimenters) and to overall 

decreases over time in all groups. This collection approach was selected to avoid 

possibly unblinding the experimenters to the pill allocations if they saw drops in heart 

rate during the experiment. We expected that heart rate changes from pill 2 would be 

apparent by 60-75 minutes after administration, and that changes would still be 

observable after a longer duration for participants who received propranolol in their 

first pill, as the decline in propranolol’s bioavailability is not sharp. In future studies, 

using an unobtrusive and continuous measure of heart rate could firstly help keep 

experimenters blind to any changes (if the collection device is kept out of sight), 

while also detecting possible differences in the rate of heart rate change, should all 

groups experience a decline due to prolonged rest.  

The possibility of insufficient dosage should also be considered, though 40mg 

has been sufficient in a host of reconsolidation studies (Soeter & Kindt, 2013) and is 

commonly used in consolidation experiments (Lonergan et al., 2013). In an 

exploratory restriction of analyses to women (Appendix 1, Table S7 and Figure S3), 

who likely had lower body weight than men, we observed a slightly clearer effect of 

propranolol on heart rate. More notably, among women, we found Bayes Factors for 

Hencoding/rapid_con vs. Hnull of approximately 3-4 at default prior variances, and from 13 

to 18 for Hencoding/rapid_con vs. Hconsol, in determining the impact of propranolol on 

intrusions and IES scores. Hence, using higher dosages or a larger sample of just 

women could yield more evidence for propranolol affecting later outcomes. 

Nevertheless, the effect of propranolol on emotional induction suggests that 

propranolol was likely operating effectively.  

Despite our instructions, several participants reported consuming alcohol on 

the night of the first study session. We did not find evidence that alcohol consumption 

differed between groups, or that alcohol consumption was related to emotional or 

declarative memory, and therefore do not expect that alcohol consumption 

significantly influenced our findings (see Appendix 1, Table S8). Finally, a general 

consideration using the trauma film paradigm with paper diary entries is that we 

cannot be certain participants are truly recording intrusions each day or as they 
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happen, and may forget to complete the diary or even invent intrusions. Self-report 

measures of diary adherence are of course subject to social desirability effects. At 

present, this limitation cannot be avoided, though digital input of intrusions could at 

least clearly indicate exactly when intrusions were recorded. Relationships between 

intrusions and other meaningful measures such as the emotional response to the 

movie in this and many other studies (James et al., 2016), however, indicate the 

general validity of this admittedly imperfect data collection approach. 

Conclusion 

Propranolol has been proposed as a means of preventing the development of 

PTSD symptoms after trauma, but much experimental work has focused on 

administering propranolol before emotional events. Clinical studies are hampered by 

practical difficulties of administering propranolol shortly after trauma. Using a 

‘trauma film’, we were unable to find a convincing effect of propranolol on emotional 

or declarative memory, although an effect of pre-learning propranolol on emotional 

memory, and of pre- and post-trauma propranolol on visual declarative memory, 

could not be completely ruled out. Notably, an absence of effects of propranolol on 

later emotional memory could be due to the generally low later impact of the 

emotional scene. However, we did find an effect of propranolol on the initial 

emotional impact of the scene, indicating that propranolol can affect encoding, and 

raising possible difficulties in interpretation when only pre-encoding propranolol is 

used to investigate consolidation. Study designs and analytic approaches designed to 

assess competing hypotheses can help to elucidate the mechanisms of propranolol’s 

effects on memory. 
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Chapter 3. 

 

Manipulating human memory through 

reconsolidation: Ethical implications of a new 

therapeutic approach 
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Abstract 

Memories are fundamental to human experience: we are in many ways the 

products of our pasts, recorded in memory. The influence of memory over current 

experience is both a blessing and a curse, for just as we find solace in the 

remembrance of times past, we may also be plagued by pathological memories. Such 

maladaptive memories are a core feature of several psychiatric conditions, from 

anxiety disorders to addiction. In this paper we present work from our own lab and 

others that shows the remarkable malleability of human memory, and how the 

disruption of maladaptive memory reconsolidation is being used for therapeutic 

purposes. If bioethical concerns about memory modification are to be more than 

purely hypothetical considerations for the future, they should be grounded in cutting-

edge contemporary research. We provide the necessary overview of the field, then 

raise, challenge, and discuss several old and new ethical concerns. 
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Advances in brain science provide increasingly powerful ways of 

manipulating the processes that underpin memory. These developing capacities hold 

great therapeutic potential, as disruptive or maladaptive emotional memories appear 

to be a crucial component in the development and maintenance of numerous 

psychiatric disorders (Ehlers & Clark, 2000; Hyman, Malenka, & Nestler, 2006; 

LeDoux & Muller, 1997). However, our memories also form the foundation of our 

identities. It is not surprising, therefore, that debates have arisen regarding the ethical 

implications of memory modification. Psychological therapies routinely affect 

memories (Brewin, 2006), and in daily life we continually recall, update, and generate 

new memories. Nevertheless, novel combinations of behavioral and pharmacological 

interventions with the potential to precisely target and modify memories have 

generated considerable debate. 

Early considerations of the ethical implications of pharmacologically aided 

memory modification (e.g. President’s Council on Bioethics, 2003; Kolber, 2006; 

Henry, Fishman, & Youngner, 2007) primarily focused on research demonstrating 

that drugs could be administered in the aftermath of trauma to block the initial storage 

or ‘consolidation’ of traumatic memories, thereby preventing the development of 

PTSD (Pitman et al., 2002; Vaiva et al. 2003). However, prophylactic uses of drugs in 

PTSD are not the only therapeutic path down which research on memory has lead in 

recent years.  

The discovery and use of a reconsolidation-based therapeutic approach is a 

truly significant development upon previous work on memory consolidation. Whereas 

a consolidation-based approach relies on an intervention occurring within a few hours 

of an event that is expected to lead to psychological problems, with a reconsolidation-

based approach a maladaptive memory might conceivably be reactivated and 

disrupted at any time. Even in PTSD, in which one can pinpoint specific causal events 

that lead to the disorder, intervening within the specific time window of consolidation 

is challenging at a practical level and, as discussed later, raises several ethical 

concerns that cannot be leveled at a reconsolidation-based approach. Most strikingly, 

several disorders appear to have maladaptive emotional memories as a core feature, 

and yet have no clear antecedent event leading to their development, making a 

consolidation-based approach impossible. Hence, the scope of application for 

reconsolidation-based treatments is much broader than for consolidation-based ones, 

and the possible ethical implications are accordingly wider.  
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A key aspect of bioethical discussion around such developments is the 

anticipation of ethically relevant future scenarios. However, such considerations 

reflect assumptions about what is or is not possible, and empirical research can help 

elucidate which of these scenarios are more or less likely. Hence, if bioethical 

considerations are to be more than purely hypothetical considerations for the future, 

they might best be grounded in cutting-edge research. 

In this paper, we aim to provide an overview of the key developments in 

reconsolidation-based memory manipulation from which ethical discussion could 

proceed. We present experimental work on modifying memories by disrupting the 

process of memory reconsolidation, highlight its clinical applications, and challenge 

several ethical concerns that have been raised in relation to such interventions. We 

then discuss some novel ethical issues regarding the use of reconsolidation-based 

approaches beyond therapy. Due to space limitations, we emphasize the combination 

of behavioral and pharmacological intervention that has been the focus of our lab, and 

particularly the use of the noradrenergic beta-blocker propranolol. Alternative drugs 

or purely behavioral interventions may nevertheless be promising avenues for 

therapeutic interventions. 

Memory Reconsolidation – Experimental Work 

We do not remember everything we experience. Research shows that upon 

encountering new information or experiences, we form a short-term memory that is 

labile and vulnerable to interference (Lechner, Squire, & Byrne, 1999; McGaugh, 

2000). Consolidation refers to the process by which some information from short-

term memory is stored more stably into long-term memory (Lechner et al., 1999; 

McGaugh, 2000). At the neurobiological level, this development of a long-term 

memory trace is mediated by protein synthesis, the inhibition of which prevents the 

expression of long-term but not short-term memory (Schafe & LeDoux, 2000). 

Presumably, protein synthesis is required to induce lasting structural changes in 

neurons and/or connections between them, thereby creating a more stable neural 

network that represents the memory in the brain (Kandel, Dudai, & Mayford, 2014). 

Crucially for the prospect of reconsolidation-based memory modification, 

long-term memory traces are not immutable. Consolidated memories can, under 

certain conditions (Alfei, Ferrer Monti, Molina, Bueno, & Urcelay, 2015; Sevenster, 

Beckers, & Kindt, 2013), become malleable after reactivation, and require further 

protein synthesis in order to be restabilized. This was first convincingly demonstrated 
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by Nader, Schafe, and LeDoux (2000) in a rodent model of fear learning known as 

auditory fear conditioning. During auditory fear conditioning, rats are exposed to a 

tone that is followed by an electric shock. Rats develop a defensive freezing response 

to this tone because of the learned association between hearing the tone and receiving 

the shock. This freezing response serves as an index of fear memory. Just as the initial 

long-term storage of a memory was found to depend on protein synthesis within a 

specific time window from learning, Nader and colleagues found that long-term 

memory could also be blocked if they inhibited protein synthesis in the amygdala 

shortly, but not 6 hours after the reactivation of a memory for auditory fear 

conditioning. Inhibition of protein synthesis did not prevent the short-term expression 

of the fear memory: 4 hours after protein synthesis the rats still froze in response to 

the tone that had been paired with shock. However, 24 hours later this learned 

freezing response was absent. Due to similarities with initial consolidation, this 

process has become known as reconsolidation (Nader & Hardt, 2009). 

Reconsolidation appears to open a window during which the content of the 

reactivated memory can be edited (Redondo et al., 2014), or its reconsolidation into 

long-term memory blocked or disrupted, potentially inducing memory loss or 

modification (Nader, 2003). The induction of memory changes after the disruption of 

reconsolidation using a range of memory-modifying agents has now been found in 

model organisms ranging from fish, to crabs, to rats (Eisenberg, Kobilo, Berman, & 

Dudai, 2003; Nader et al., 2000; Pedreira, Perez-Cuesta, & Maldonado, 2002). More 

recently, experimental work has demonstrated reconsolidation-based memory 

modification in humans (Kindt, Soeter, & Vervliet, 2009; Sevenster, Beckers, & 

Kindt, 2013; Soeter & Kindt, 2012a). 

The beta-blocker propranolol has shown particular utility in reconsolidation 

studies with human subjects. Propranolol has previously been thought somewhat 

useful for its general anxiolytic properties, such as the reduction of tremor during 

stressful performances. These properties appear irrelevant to its memory-modifying 

potential, given that beta-adrenergic drugs without memory reactivation (Kindt et al., 

2009, Soeter & Kindt, 2010) do not have a long-term fear-reducing effect. In addition, 

a beta-adrenergic blocker with the same properties but which does not cross the 

blood-brain-barrier has no such effects (Kindt & Soeter, 2018). Instead, propranolol 

appears to exert its influence on memory through indirect interference with protein 
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synthesis, via the blockade of beta-adrenergic receptors in brain regions involved in 

memory storage. 

Several studies in humans have demonstrated that the administration of 

propranolol before or immediately after the reactivation of a conditioned fear memory 

modifies the memory trace (Kindt et al., 2009; Soeter & Kindt, 2011; multiple studies 

reviewed in Kindt, 2014). Participants in such experiments still remember the 

previously learned contingency between stimuli and shocks. However, after 

disruption of reconsolidation their startle responses to danger stimuli, which are 

normally potentiated, return to the level of a stimulus never paired with shock (Soeter 

& Kindt, 2011). As startle responses appear to reflect the emotional valence of a 

stimulus (Lang, Bradley, & Cuthbert, 1990), it seems that reconsolidation blockade 

with propranolol neutralizes the negative emotional valence transferred to the danger 

stimulus during learning.  

Crucially for the demonstration of a reconsolidation effect, reactivation 

followed by placebo does not induce changes in the memory, nor does the 

administration of propranolol in the absence of memory reactivation. Moreover, in the 

hours following the memory-modifying intervention, the startle response remains 

potentiated, reflecting the retention of a short-term memory trace (Nader et al. 2000; 

Kindt & Soeter, 2018). Similarly to animal studies, prediction error – operationalized 

as a difference between what was predicted and the actual situation – appears to be 

required to elicit reconsolidation, as propranolol or other memory-altering drugs do 

not affect the memory without a violation of previously acquired expectations (Alfei 

et al. 2015; Morris et al. 2006; Pedreira, Perez-Cuesta, & Maldonado, 2004; Sevenster 

et al., 2013). These findings form a convincing case for the occurrence of 

reconsolidation in humans and the possibility of its disruption. 

Memory Reconsolidation – Clinical Applications 

The discovery that already consolidated memories can be rendered vulnerable 

to disruption after reactivation opens the possibility of using this approach to target 

pathological memories. A number of disorders seem to have maladaptive emotional 

memories as a core feature. For example, it has been suggested that fear in specific 

phobias is derived from learning either directly, through observation, or from 

information, that certain animals, objects, or situations are particularly dangerous or 

otherwise unpleasant (Rachman, 1977). PTSD is another disorder in which 

maladaptive emotional memories and memory disturbances play a key role. These can 
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include intrusive imagery related to the event, as well as surges of intense emotion 

triggered by trauma reminders (Ehlers & Clark, 2000). PTSD is a complex disorder in 

which several factors beyond fear are implicated, but symptoms such as 

hypervigilance and avoidance clearly demonstrate the major involvement of fear 

memories. 

Where stimuli pose legitimate threat, fear is both adaptive and rational. In 

contrast, phobic fear responses are grossly out of proportion to danger. Hence, 

activation of phobic fear memories can greatly restrict a person’s everyday 

functioning without benefit. Similarly, it is rational to remember what happened to 

one in order to learn for the future, and to avoid situations related to a traumatic 

experience if these predict further harm. It is also not a sign of ill health to be 

distressed, or even deeply troubled, by tragic events (Parens, 2010). In PTSD, 

however, memories related to a traumatic event become highly disruptive, being 

triggered seemingly out of nowhere and difficult to keep out of mind even in safe 

situations. In severe cases, trauma memories so vividly keep the threat alive that 

patients act and feel as if they are actually still in the traumatic situation. Successful 

modification of such memories through a reconsolidation-based intervention could 

significantly improve the lives of those suffering from such disorders. 

Propranolol administration after the retrieval of traumatic memories could 

interfere with trauma memory reconsolidation, just as immediate post-trauma 

propranolol administration might interfere with their consolidation (Pitman et al., 

2002; Vaiva et al., 2003). Brunet and colleagues (2008) asked patients with chronic 

PTSD to recount their traumatic experiences, and then gave them propranolol 

(placebo controlled, double-blind)2. One week later, patients returned to the lab and 

listened to imagery scripts based upon the traumas they had recounted in their first 

sessions. Physiological responses to these scripts were significantly lower in the 

patients treated with propranolol relative to placebo, and had in some cases dropped 

below previously defined PTSD cutoffs.  

																																																								
2 Brunet and colleagues have since switched to a procedure in which propranolol is administered before 
reactivation, to allow for peak bioavailability to be reached closer to memory retrieval (Brunet et al., 
2011). Strictly, such a design cannot rule out an effect other than reconsolidation such as interference 
with recall. However, such alternative explanations may not be the most reasonable given that recall 
appears to be undisturbed in this and other studies that utilized pre-reactivation propranolol  (Kindt, 
Soeter, & Vervliet, 2009), and what this interference effect would actually be has also not been 
explained. 
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Brunet’s research group has also explored the use of multiple reactivation 

sessions. In three open-label trials, patients underwent 6 weekly trauma recall sessions 

under the influence of propranolol (Brunet et al., 2011). By session five, patients’ 

symptoms were below the cutoff for PTSD. Neither the type of trauma, nor the time 

elapsed since it occurred, were found to affect treatment outcomes, although the 

treatment was more effective for women than men (Poundja, Sanche, Tremblay, & 

Brunet, 2012). This may prove important, as one study that failed to find a reduction 

in psychophysiological responding after reactivation with propranolol had only male 

participants (Wood et al., 2015). 

These findings provide support for the idea that propranolol administered so as 

to interfere with the reconsolidation of a reactivated trauma memory could 

significantly reduce symptoms of PTSD. A large, randomized controlled trial with 

participants representing both genders and a range of PTSD etiologies would help 

assess the viability of such a treatment, but the current results are very promising.  

Research into the therapeutic applications of reconsolidation-based memory 

modification is not restricted to PTSD. Building upon our laboratory work showing 

that fear responses to specific stimuli could be reduced through the disruption of 

reconsolidation, we tested whether such an intervention might prove useful in treating 

specific phobias. 

We selected 45 individuals who were highly fearful of spiders, scoring above 

the cutoff for arachnophobia on questionnaire measures and demonstrating marked 

aversion to a real life spider (Soeter & Kindt, 2015a). Participants were split into 3 

groups of 15. During the intervention phase, one group received only propranolol to 

test for non-specific effects of the drug on spider fear. The remaining participants 

were exposed to a live tarantula to reactivate their fear, and then received propranolol 

or placebo, double blind. Four days later, the participants were again exposed to the 

tarantula, and asked to touch it. Strikingly, almost every participant in the active 

treatment group (reactivation + propranolol) was able to touch the tarantula, 

compared with almost no participants in either of the inactive treatment groups. None 

of the participants had been able to touch even a smaller tarantula before treatment. 

Those who received active treatment also reported less subjective anxiety when 

confronted with the tarantula than on the treatment day, whereas there was no change 

in the placebo group. Participants were then followed up approximately two weeks, 

then 3 months, and finally 1 year after treatment to undergo behavioral approach tests 
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with the smaller, faster moving tarantula. Again, participants in the active treatment 

group were able to touch or even hold this smaller tarantula and maintained this 

ability at the one-year follow-up. Behavioral changes in relation to a spider that was 

not used in the treatment session suggest that the reduction in fear generalized from 

the specific tarantula used to reactivate the participants’ fear, a possibility which is 

further supported by questionnaire scores about spiders in general, and behaviors 

around them, also dropping to below a phobic cut-off score in the active treatment 

group. In comparison with this rapid transformation of behavior in the active 

treatment group, behavioral approach scores in the inactive groups remained low all 

the way up to the one-year follow-up. 

These findings indicate that the behavioral tendency associated with a specific 

fear can be rapidly transformed through the disruption of fear memory 

reconsolidation, with concomitant changes in phobia-related cognitions, and that the 

changes associated with the abrupt transformation last for at least one year. Crucially, 

we demonstrated that this was neither a pure drug nor a pure exposure effect: the 

combination of memory reactivation and propranolol was required to see any benefit. 

Since this study, we have found similar effects in a range of other specific phobias, 

including snakes and fear of heights. 

Given these results, it is clear that even very old and strong memories can be 

modified through reconsolidation, as many participants could not think of a time 

when they had not had their fear. Though tentative, one inference is that other anxiety 

disorders with a chronic course that have more deleterious effects on everyday 

functioning might be treated with a similar approach. Further studies are required (and 

are underway) to assess the viability of such interventions, but preliminary results 

give reason for optimism.  

Reconsolidation-based memory modification in light of consolidation 

In the previous section, we showed that the prospect of disrupting 

reconsolidation in order to modify memories has great therapeutic potential. 

However, a number of concerns have been raised regarding memory-modifying 

procedures. Before considering some of these that might relate to a reconsolidation-

based approach, it should be noted that a number of objections leveled against the use 

of propranolol to interfere with the consolidation of traumatic memories do not apply 

to the reconsolidation-based treatment of PTSD. Given the similarity of administering 
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propranolol in the consolidation window to its administration in the reconsolidation 

window, it is worth making this explicit. 

Firstly, reconsolidation-based treatments negate concerns over who should 

receive propranolol in the immediate aftermath of trauma, as they would only take 

place after the development of PTSD. There would also be ample opportunity for 

recovery from trauma and positive ‘post-traumatic growth’ to materialize under such 

circumstances (cf. Warnick, 2007 - though Warnick does not provide direct evidence 

that growth could not occur even with a consolidation-based intervention). Given that 

only those with a maladaptive response to trauma would receive treatment, this would 

also guard against pathologizing bad memories and experiences per se, an issue raised 

by Bell (2007). Additionally, neither trauma survivors nor their families would be 

required to make a decision about treatment in a compromised state shortly after 

trauma. 

 This does not mean that reconsolidation-based approaches are strictly 

preferable to effective consolidation-based ones, but they do appear to nullify several 

ethical concerns. Researchers should nevertheless continue to investigate prognostic 

indicators that might better predict those most likely to develop PTSD (Ozer, Best, 

Lipsey, & Weiss, 2008). If powerful predictors are discovered, then exceptionally 

high-risk individuals could be offered a consolidation-based intervention, whereas a 

reconsolidation-based treatment might be preferred for those of lower risk. 

Ethical concerns over reconsolidation-based memory modification 

Despite relative immunity to some objections leveled against consolidation-

based treatments, reconsolidation-based approaches may still be subject to several 

concerns regarding memory-modifying pharmacological approaches. These include 

the accidental modification or erasure of the wrong memories, the loss of 

autobiographical memories about events, and undesirable consequences of the loss of 

a memory’s emotional valence. We aim to show that these issues represent empirical 

claims about the nature of treatment that can be shown to give little cause for concern 

in light of contemporary research. While laboratory research is subject to limitations 

such as its generalizability to clinical settings or other real-world applications, 

findings in clinical samples discussed below also support our position. In any case, we 

would argue that such lab work provides a surer footing from which to judge the most 

important bioethical concerns than pure intuition or imagination. 
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Findings from our lab suggest that interfering with the wrong memories is 

unlikely. In one study, we taught participants to associate two different stimuli with 

electrical shocks and a third stimulus with safety on the first day of training (Soeter & 

Kindt, 2011). On day two, we gave participants propranolol and reactivated just one 

of their memories for a shock stimulus by presenting it without any shock. On day 

three, participants returned and we tested their responses to all three stimuli. Startle 

responses to the reactivated stimulus were selectively abolished, with responses to the 

unreactivated stimulus left intact. Hence, even when stimuli are learned under 

identical circumstances and at the same time, it is possible to disrupt just one.  

In addition, mere reactivation is not enough to render a memory vulnerable to 

reconsolidation blockade. Several studies suggest that prediction error or novelty 

detection – i.e., a learning event in which one’s expectations are violated, such as 

when a shock does not follow a stimulus consistently paired with shock in the past – 

is necessary to destabilize the memory (Alfei et al., 2015; Exton-McGuinness, Lee, & 

Reichelt, 2015; Morris et al., 2006; Sevenster et al., 2013). Given that 

reconsolidation-based memory modification depends upon specific requirements, the 

possibility of accidentally erasing the wrong memory should be low provided that 

sensible and careful reactivation procedures are used.  

The loss of explicit, declarative, or autobiographical memory (i.e., those types 

of memory that refer to facts and events) from this procedure also seems very 

unlikely. Across all the studies in our lab, we have consistently found that conscious 

awareness of the previously learned contingencies was preserved after disruption of 

the learned fear response by propranolol (Soeter & Kindt, 2010; Soeter & Kindt, 

2013). Rather than inducing complete amnesia for what is learned, administration of 

propranolol after memory reactivation seems to neutralize the valence transferred to 

the danger stimulus. Similarly, we found that arachnophobic participants had not 

forgotten their experiences with spiders, nor that they used to be afraid, following the 

disruption of fear memory reconsolidation (Soeter & Kindt, 2015a). Participants 

expressed the same explicit phobic belief system they held before the intervention, 

and it took several months before these cognitions fell in line with their abrupt change 

in behavior. 

Likewise, the aim of reconsolidation-based memory modification in PTSD is 

not to make the patient forget their trauma. Rather, we aim to reduce the excessive 

emotional charge of the memory that may otherwise make the trauma very difficult to 
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integrate and place in context (Brewin, Dalgleish, & Joseph, 1996). As suggested by 

the President’s Council on Bioethics (2003), total amnesia for a traumatic event 

would probably be undesirable, as memories of even very negative events might 

contribute to a person’s understanding of their life and identity. However, individuals 

with PTSD are demonstrably struggling to achieve this level of adaptation, and 

although PTSD is characterized by intrusions from overly strong memories, it is 

generally not paralleled by enhanced declarative memory for the traumatic 

experience. Those suffering from PTSD often have impaired declarative memories for 

what happened to them and struggle with intentional recollection (Ehlers & Clark, 

2000; Samuelson, 2011). Excessive emotional memories are an important factor that 

can hinder the patient’s ability to recollect and understand what happened to them 

(Brewin et al., 1996; Ehlers & Clark, 2000). Far from preventing the patient from 

incorporating their experience into a meaningful life story, a reconsolidation-based 

reduction in the emotional strength of poorly elaborated but intense emotional 

memories might even facilitate controlled recollection of trauma, aiding its integration 

into a coherent personal narrative.  

Although previous studies investigating the effects of propranolol in 

combination with traumatic memory reactivation did not explicitly assess declarative 

memory, Brunet (cited in Villain et al., 2016) has noted that patients remembered 

their traumatic experience well even when required to generate their trauma script 

from scratch. Work in our lab also suggests that patients retain their autobiographical 

memories for what they feared. Although future studies might consider assessing any 

changes in declarative/autobiographical memory more precisely, serious concern over 

declarative amnesia seems unfounded. 

Some purely behavioral interventions have demonstrated the possibility of 

impairing declarative memory for material learnt in an experimental setting (Forcato, 

Rodríguez, Pedreira, & Maldonado, 2010; Forcato, Burgos, Argibay, Molina, & 

Pedreira, 2007). However, successfully inducing impairment of declarative memories 

in studies such as these appears to rely upon the delivery of incorrect or altered 

information regarding the original learning material (Chan & LaPaglia, 2013). When 

participants had their memories for previously learned material reactivated, and were 

then given unrelated information to learn, there was no effect on their memory for the 

previously learnt material. Hence, it has been suggested that this need to specifically 

target memories with misinformation could be a reason why drugs such as 
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propranolol have not been found to interfere with declarative memories (Chan & 

LaPaglia, 2013). Those concerned about the potential for reconsolidation-based (and 

consolidation-based) memory modification to interfere with autobiographical 

memory, and particularly eyewitness testimony, might more fruitfully turn their 

attention towards post-event debriefing, as well as misleading questioning and cross-

examinations, which are likely to have far greater effects on the reliability of memory 

than propranolol, and are also far more pervasive (Loftus, 1992). 

Assuming that autobiographical memories remain intact following a 

reconsolidation-based memory modification, it is nevertheless possible that 

dampening or neutralizing the emotional component of a memory is ethically 

questionable. Kabasenche (2007) and Hurley (2007) have emphasized that emotions 

can reflect moral considerations. The suggestion of these authors seems to be that 

some important moral signal might be lost with the loss of our ‘natural’ emotional 

reactions to traumatic experiences. Research into psychopathy, in which emotional 

processing and the recognition of distress are compromised (Blair, Jones, Clark, & 

Smith, 1997; Patrick, 1994), also highlights the importance of affective reactions in 

moral judgments and the development of moral sentiments, and could be seen to 

support this supposition (Blair, 1995; Koenigs, Kruepke, Zeier, & Newman, 2012).  

Emotions can indeed be indicators that something morally relevant is 

occurring, but excessive emotional reactions to trauma are neither necessary nor 

sufficient to establish a moral wrong. For example, the traumatization of a hostage is 

not needed to confirm that a hostage-taker may have transgressed a moral boundary. 

Other traumas may be terrible accidents for which no one is morally culpable, 

regardless of a survivor’s emotional response. Moreover, individuals suffering from 

PTSD often have a number of emotionally laden responses that would be faulty 

indicators of moral transgressions, such as guilt and unjustified self-blame for their 

victimization. Hence, although there may be moral consequences if emotional 

responses to wrongdoing were to be universally dulled, these reservations do not seem 

to apply to the treatment of PTSD.  

Quelling the emotional memories of a trauma victim suffering from PTSD 

would not numb them to the impact of future experiences either. We have shown 

experimentally that emotional responses can be relearned through experience even 

after reconsolidation-based memory modification (Soeter & Kindt, 2011). What this 

shows is that reconsolidation-based treatments do not produce a general disruption of 
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emotion or of learning capabilities. Rather, they target responses to internal and 

external cues that have become associated with excessive fear or traumatic 

experiences. Normal responses to experience are not hindered when excessive 

responses to past memory triggers have been eliminated. There is thus little reason to 

believe that such approaches would lead to any collective numbing of important 

emotional responses. 

In summary, empirical findings shed light on a number of ethical concerns 

raised against memory modification. We argue that the probability of affecting the 

wrong memory, losing autobiographical memory, or missing out on morally relevant 

emotional responses is very low provided appropriate care is taken. 

The use of pharmacological agents 

Beyond whether or not reconsolidation-based memory modification might 

produce the unwanted effects outlined in the previous section, another question is 

whether even successful treatment of anxiety disorders with such a method is 

desirable. For example, some have questioned whether such a “fundamentally 

pharmacological approach” to phobias and anxiety ought to be pursued at all (BBC 

News, 2009). The idea here seems to be that one should not reduce a psychological 

problem to one of neurochemistry, and that doing so might fail to tackle some 

putative root cause. 

Such a critique fails to recognize that any kind of psychological disorder is 

equally a disorder of the brain. This perspective does not deny wider societal 

influences on the development of psychological disorders; it simply states that to the 

extent that there are such societal factors, they can have no effect on a person’s 

mental health except insofar as they affect their brain3. Even the most extreme event 

would have no impact on a person’s mental health if it did not result in brain changes. 

Likewise, it should be recognized that all interventions, if they are to affect mental 

health, must produce changes in the brain. 

Therefore, it is incorrect to rule out the use of pharmacological agents as 

inappropriate for treating psychological disorders in principle. This is not to say that 

pharmacological approaches are necessarily good, but merely that a mental disorder 

																																																								
3 Neither does such a view suppose that having removed the brain effect of such factors, one would not 
want to tackle systemic issues that may have lead to them. Those who believe that such a perspective 
does entail this conclusion should understand that an individually based psychological treatment is as 
open to such a critique as an individually based pharmacological one. 
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could be tackled by any approach that will ultimately affect its brain basis. This may 

be achieved through various means, including societal transformation, individual 

psychotherapy, or the aid of a pharmacological intervention. Whether one particular 

approach is more or less suitable for treating a disorder is both an empirical question 

(determined by whether such a treatment is more or less effective in treating the 

disorder in actuality) and a theoretical one (determined by whether the explanatory 

model underpinning the approach would lead one to expect it to be a more or less 

effective treatment). 

With regards to psychological/behavioral therapies for anxiety disorders and 

phobias, there is evidence that cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT) can be effective  

(Butler, Chapman, Forman, & Beck, 2006; Hofmann & Smits, 2008). However, there 

is also room for improvement. A sizable proportion of patients do not benefit from 

such therapies, and among those who do benefit, only about 40% achieve sustained 

recovery, with the majority of patients (60 %) showing relapse (Durham, Higgins, 

Chambers, Swan, & Dow, 2012; Hofman & Smits, 2008; Loerinc et al., 2015).  

Theoretical models of the mechanisms of change in psychotherapy provide 

good explanations for why relapse might occur. Brewin’s (2006) model of CBT 

suggests that therapy produces new memories and ways of thinking that compete with 

old ones for control over behavior and mood. It is always possible that old memories 

could regain their previous dominance because they are not necessarily directly 

modified by such treatments. Similarly, leading explanations of extinction learning 

(which provides the experimental basis for exposure therapy) propose that exposure to 

feared stimuli reduces anxiety by creating new memories that inhibit the old memory 

trace (Bouton & Swartzentruber, 1991; Bouton, Westbrook, Corcoran, & Maren, 

2006; Craske, Treanor, Conway, Zbozinek, & Vervliet, 2014). Again, relapse can be 

understood as the resurgence of the old, maladaptive memory. 

Psychotherapies are often contrasted with typical pharmacological approaches 

that are seen as purely palliative in nature and thus more prone to relapse (Hollon, 

Stewart, & Strunk, 2006). This is because standard pharmacological treatments 

generally seek to redress a purported neurochemical imbalance through the delivery 

of the respective chemicals to the brain. Unless the source of this imbalance is 

addressed, one would not expect a person discontinuing such medication to be cured 

of their problems. Increased relapse rates following standard pharmacological 

treatments relative to effective psychotherapies are predictable from the explanatory 
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models that underpin these treatments: in psychotherapy the patient takes what they 

have learned with them, whereas in pharmacotherapy they cannot learn to summon 

the effects of a drug at will. If one couples this with the plethora of side effects that 

can accompany prolonged use of psychoactive medication, one might reasonably 

form the general impression that a purely psychological approach is preferable to a 

purely pharmacological one, and that pharmacological approaches do not tackle the 

core problems of the disorder. Nevertheless, it would not logically follow that any 

treatment involving a pharmacological agent is inappropriate, inferior to a 

psychological one, or only palliative. This would depend entirely on how the 

treatment actually works. 

The reconsolidation-based memory modification approach that has been the 

focus of this paper is very different from typical pharmacological treatments, and its 

proposed mechanisms – derived from neurobiological research in animal models – 

give reason to suspect that it may prove superior to standard pharmacological and 

psychotherapeutic approaches in at least some respects. Rather than a putative 

neurochemical imbalance, our basic model of this treatment for phobia argues that 

one highly important factor maintaining the disorder is the presence of a maladaptive 

fear memory, which causes the excessive provocation of fear and anxiety in response 

to particular stimuli. Reactivating this memory under specific conditions is proposed 

to trigger reconsolidation. A pharmacological agent that interferes with the process of 

reconsolidation is delivered to disrupt the reconsolidation of the maladaptive memory, 

thereby treating a key component of the disorder. In contrast to typical 

pharmacological treatments, the drug is not taken on a daily basis but only once, 

during a specific time window around memory reactivation, and the delivery of this 

drug in the absence of reactivation does not have – and theoretically is not expected to 

have – any lasting effect on psychopathology. 

If this model is approximately accurate, one would expect such a treatment to 

result in less relapse than standard pharmacotherapy, and possibly even less than 

effective psychotherapies, because the core fear memory is supposedly changed as 

opposed to inhibited by new learning. Though further research needs to be conducted 

regarding the question of comparative effectiveness and longer-term outcomes, our 

initial one-year follow-up of those who received treatment for arachnophobia found 

no relapse. Looking at these empirical findings, and the theoretical model that 

underpins the various available treatments, it would be rash to dismiss this memory 
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modification approach as in some way wrong due to involving a pharmacological 

component. 

Better than well 

So far, we have considered the use of reconsolidation-based memory 

modification in relation to the treatment of mental disorders. However, some anxiety 

disorders may differ from other clear cut cases of medical illness, in which one can 

define illness as, for example, the presence of infection, and health as its absence. 

Many fears seem to lie on a spectrum, ranging from indifference all the way to terror 

and phobic responses. Because there is no single set of behaviors that is normal with 

regards to specific fears, but rather a broad spectrum that comes under the umbrella of 

normality, a reconsolidation-based treatment for specific phobia may not simply 

restore health, as does a course of antiviral medicine. Some patients receiving 

treatment may end up less fearful than some ‘normal’ individuals. For example, we 

have observed patients want to pick up the tarantula or have it crawl up their arm. 

Many non-phobic people would refuse to do this. Hence, in some instances, we find 

previously phobic individuals becoming ‘better than well’ (Elliott, 2004). These 

individuals would still be defined as normal, but they are less fearful than the average 

normal person4. 

This raises the question of how others will respond if those with a previously 

pathological fear come to be less fearful than them. Some may start to see their own 

‘normal’ fears as a burden that can be removed. This is a far-fetched concern for 

arachnophobia, but in some instances even small reductions in fear could lead to 

considerable personal gain. This is particularly the case with competitive professional 

sportspeople and musicians. Might a gymnast have some residual fears they feel 

prevent them from reaching their peak? Could years of practice on the violin be 

supplemented by a reconsolidation-based reduction in performance anxiety? Such 

interventions would be appealing if they gave the recipient an edge over the 

competition, enabled them to compete on level terms with those assumed to be 

already using them, or simply leveled the playing field with those who are 

constitutionally less anxious.  

																																																								
4 This level of change does not always occur. Also note that patients’ confidence does not reach 
irrational nonchalance: they still appear to show totally appropriate fear responses if the spider makes a 
threat display. 
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There is already a long-standing debate about the use of performance-

enhancing drugs in sports (Fraleigh, 1984). The use of anxiolytic drugs in 

professional musicians is also quite commonplace, and some already use propranolol 

(Kenny, 2005), though not in a way that would trigger memory modification. If the 

principal concern over the use of such drugs outside the traditional remit of therapy is 

the long-term health of the user, then a single dose of propranolol in a 

reconsolidation-based intervention is preferable to repeated consumption at each 

performance. However, as with other performance enhancements, there are wider 

considerations, such as unequal access to treatment or interference with the ‘natural’ 

limits of human performance. If the use of such interventions is permitted, those who 

refuse or are unable to utilize such treatments (e.g. for personal or medical reasons) 

might be at a significant disadvantage relative to others without such concerns. Those 

in team sports or group efforts might particularly feel obliged to utilize them despite 

personal reservations, so as not to let their team down. Governing bodies will have to 

weigh up whether they believe potential drawbacks such as these warrant restrictions 

on the usage of such interventions. 

A blanket ban is unlikely to be fair in the event that reconsolidation-based 

memory modification becomes a common treatment for anxiety disorders. We have 

highlighted some hypothetical cases in which a sportsperson’s level of anxiety seems 

quite trivial, but an athlete or other performer could be suffering from a truly 

disabling anxiety disorder. It would be highly unethical to prevent such a person 

receiving what could be the most effective treatment for their condition. If such 

individuals underwent a reconsolidation-based treatment, their post-treatment anxiety 

levels could end up below that of their peers, and it might then be seen as unfair to 

prohibit others from receiving such benefits. 

Much more can be said about the use of ‘enhancers’ in sports and other 

pursuits, and we welcome discussion of this issue. The use of memory-modifying 

procedures to target other normal but unpleasant experiences, such as an embarrassing 

faux pas, a difficult breakup, or grief, is also a possibility. Most people seem to accept 

these experiences for the normal events that they are, even though negative. We 

would argue that if people were willing to go through the troubles of a 

reconsolidation-based procedure, they would also be just as likely to seek non-

pharmacological aids that are already available, such as low-intensity psychotherapy, 

counseling, or even more simply, talking their problems over with close friends, 
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meditation, and exercise. Nevertheless, there might be a risk that the availability of a 

seemingly easy and rapid intervention could reduce the willingness of people to go 

through the difficulties entailed in normal coping. A ‘quick-fix’ society in which it is 

wrongly expected that any experience of discomfort can be rapidly removed without 

any effort would surely be anathema to all but the most committed hedonists. If the 

necessary drugs are readily available, it may be difficult to prevent people from 

attempting such uses, even if healthcare professionals restrict themselves to treating 

more severe psychological problems. 

At a practical level, it is unclear whether reconsolidation-based memory 

modification would work to reduce relatively normal levels of fear or other emotions. 

The presence of only low-level anxiety may make sufficient memory reactivation or 

the triggering of reconsolidation itself very difficult in normal levels of fear or 

discomfort. Reconsolidation appears to function as an updating mechanism to ensure 

that learning aligns with reality (Lee, 2009). It is likely to be more difficult to produce 

a situation in which the need for memory update is apparent for normal fears due to 

the lack of clear mismatch between what is expected and what occurs, relative to 

clearly overblown and irrational fears in which new learning can be expected even 

during a short exposure.  

Attempts at reducing already quite low levels of fear might also tread on 

territory in which modifying the wrong memories becomes a non-negligible risk. 

Where learned skills are involved, the memory for what must be performed itself 

should not be destabilized and made vulnerable to memory-modifying agents. 

Research suggests that motor skills can be rendered susceptible to disruption through 

a short reactivation followed by a novel motor-learning task (Walker, Brakefield, 

Hobson, & Stickgold, 2003). It is unknown whether propranolol or other drugs 

represent a similar risk. This case may be analogous to declarative memory, in which 

interfering information is required for memory modification. Disruption may also be 

far more difficult with very well learned skills.  

Such hypothetical issues represent clearly testable risk factors rather than 

insurmountable objections. However, dangers such as these would probably be 

increased if people try to self-administer treatments as opposed to relying upon 

trained professionals with well-established procedures. Successful interventions 

require thoughtful design: reductions in fear are not simply drug effects, but a 

combination of specific reactivation procedures and the administration of a memory-
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modifying agent within a restricted time window. Overblown media coverage may 

inspire confidence in a ‘magic pill’ approach and encourage attempts at self-

administration. Responsible and realistic reporting should therefore be promoted.  

Despite potential drawbacks, some kinds of enhancement within the normal 

range might be clearly beneficial if successfully employed. As just one example, 

surgeons experiencing excessive performance anxiety before important or very 

intricate operations could have their anxiety permanently lowered in such situations, 

perhaps leading to improved performance (e.g. through reduced tremor) and better 

patient outcomes. Hence, the employment of reconsolidation-based memory 

modification techniques outside the typical realm of mental health might lead to 

further benefits as well as possible drawbacks. 

Misuses and abuses 

Even further outside of the traditional boundaries of mental health treatment 

than ‘enhancement’ is the possibility of outright misuse and abuse. Conversations 

with peers and laypeople have made clear that military applications of ‘anti-fear’ 

interventions can be readily imagined. For example, a soldier could be exposed to a 

fearful combat situation or realistic simulation and then be given a memory-

modifying drug that disrupts the reconsolidation of their fear. Alternatively, a 

reconsolidation-based manipulation might be used to try to disrupt a recruit’s aversion 

to administering torture or other dubious tactics. However, the fact that such 

possibilities are readily imaginable does not mean they are readily achievable. 

At a methodological level, both these applications pose complications. Current 

modifications of fear memories such as phobias or trauma deal with ego-dystonic, 

predominantly irrational, and maladaptive fears. Even after treatment, we observed a 

phobia participant respond fearfully when the tarantula bared its fangs in a legitimate 

threat display after clumsy handling. Hence, it seems that it is the irrational and 

hyperbolic fear that is tackled with these interventions. Combat situations are 

genuinely life threatening, and a soldier’s fear may be entirely justified and ego-

syntonic. A certain degree of fear and stress is probably beneficial in combat, 

preventing reckless decisions and priming the body for action. Therefore, it may not 

even be desirable to interfere with these emotional responses for military purposes.  

The reality of threat in war poses further problems for the unlikely prospect of 

generating a ‘super-soldier’ with far less fear, because reconsolidation-based 

interventions do not simply dull the fear system. Experimental work from our lab has 
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shown that even after reconsolidation-based disruption of learned fear, the very same 

fear can be easily relearned with experience (Soeter & Kindt, 2011). This suggests 

that where legitimate threats are routinely encountered, corresponding emotional 

reactions will also be relearned. Hence, if a soldier with greatly reduced fear of 

combat were successfully produced, they would not be immune to developing new 

fear responses as soon as they were exposed to the dangers of real-life battle again. 

If a regime desired less fearful soldiers or especially ruthless interrogators, 

simple procedures are available to achieve this outcome. Personality testing, character 

assessments, and rigorous, transformational training have a long history in the 

military. Many instances of torture probably arise spontaneously, and where 

individuals are actively selected to take part in such acts, it is highly probable that this 

is based upon a proclivity towards or lack of aversion to such acts, as might be 

indexed by psychopathic traits in easily administered and well-validated tests (Hare & 

Vertommen, 1991), or as simply made evident from behavior. 

On the other hand, recruitment is often limited. This is particularly the case for 

less organized or more nefarious violent groups. It is conceivable that terrorist 

organizations might seek to ease the task of suicide bombers by reducing their fear5. 

As with military applications, such efforts would face a number of potentially 

insurmountable obstacles. Fear of death is not irrational, nor is a novel learning 

experience readily available: people only learn what awaits them on the other side of 

suicide once. Convincing people of the rewards they will reap in the afterlife, and the 

honor they will receive on earth, has proven sufficient without recourse to 

reconsolidation-based interventions. Furthermore, other means of inducing 

disinhibition, including alcoholic intoxication or hallucinogenic drugs, have a history 

of use in life-threatening situations from the ancient Aztecs up to modern warfare 

(Clendinnen, 1991). Such intoxicants are easily accessible, easily used, and their 

effects already well known. 

Finally, it is worth considering whether there might be military applications in 

which the line between use and misuse of such capabilities is not easily drawn. Most 

people are (rightly) concerned about the uses to which emotionless torturers or an 

army of fearless soldiers might be put, but if reconsolidation-based interventions 

could produce incremental improvements in the operations of an elite unit in a 

																																																								
5 We thank Adam Kolber for raising this possibility 
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hostage situation or other crisis, such interventions may have more justification than 

at first appears. 

Given the alternative means of selecting people for the job, the potentially 

adaptive nature of fear and stress in combat situations, and the difficulties in 

producing the desired results, it is unclear that anything would result from efforts to 

use reconsolidation-based interventions in the ways outlined in this section. Whether 

or not these possibilities can be realized, potential misuses of reconsolidation-based 

interventions should not deter those who aim to apply these methods for the relief of 

mental suffering. Most therapeutic instruments can be both a dangerous weapon and a 

tool of healing; we have the ability to prohibit certain uses while promoting others. 

Reconsolidation beyond anxiety 

Reconsolidation research in humans has primarily focused on anxiety and 

trauma. However, the possibility of diminishing positive memories – either by 

accident or indirectly by interfering with trauma recovery and growth – has also been 

raised as an ethical concern. We have suggested that such effects are unlikely given 

appropriate care, but other types of positive memory may be at risk. Many theorists 

have likened romantic attachment to an addictive state (Burkett & Young, 2012), 

suggesting that if a treatment could sever ties to an addictive substance (see below), it 

might also be used to sever ties to a significant other. Given the lengths some people 

go to in order to move on from relationships, this is not too far-fetched a 

consideration. If used inappropriately, it might also be possible to diminish memories 

for positive events. We believe that doing so would likely require a purposeful effort 

given the specificity of reconsolidation-based memory disruption we have observed. 

Nevertheless, some therapists or untrained individuals may misapply an otherwise 

highly useful technique. Hence, applications of reconsolidation-based treatments, and 

indeed any treatment, should be carefully scrutinized.  

What has not been considered is the purposeful and therapeutic diminution of 

‘positive’ memories. The valence of a memory (positive or negative) is not indicative 

of its positive or negative impact on a person’s life. Just as a strong aversive memory 

can prove highly adaptive (such as when it protects one against a genuine threat), the 

development of an overly potent appetitive memory can be hugely disruptive. This is 

evident in addiction, in which the rewarding properties of drug consumption have 

gained so much control over behavior that the drug is pursued even to the detriment of 
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the person’s health, relationships, and personal commitments (Hyman, 2005; Milton 

& Everitt, 2012). 

Reconsolidation-based work has recently begun investigating whether 

appetitive memories are susceptible to post-reactivation disruption. Although strong 

demonstrations of reconsolidation-based memory modification in human studies have 

not yet been forthcoming, experimental work in animal models demonstrates that 

reconsolidation-based disruption of appetitive memories is a possibility (Lee, Di 

Ciano, Thomas, & Everitt, 2005; Milton, Lee, & Everitt, 2008). Further refinements 

to procedures, such as the means of reconsolidation disruption and the reactivation 

parameters, could produce a significant breakthrough in the near future. If the switch 

from addiction to sobriety could be made as rapid as that from phobic anxiety, then 

there could be repercussions beyond therapy, such as in the incarceration of 

individuals who committed crimes under the influence of, or to support, an addiction6. 

Reconsolidation-based interventions for positive memories are not at this stage 

yet, and will never be a ‘magic pill’ for mental disorders. One must also always 

consider systemic factors such as the potentially pathogenic environment to which the 

treated individual returns. It is also possible that even a successful reconsolidation-

based treatment will not induce such a rapid shift in the case of addiction. 

Nevertheless, such implications will only become more pressing as treatments 

progress, and might best be dealt with in advance. We invite discussion of other novel 

implications of rapid recovery from mental disorders, although we note that these 

would apply equally to any fast and effective treatment, not only reconsolidation-

based ones. 

Concluding remarks 

The remarkable malleability of memory allows for the development of 

treatments that can modify pathological memory traces. The therapeutic applications 

of the reconsolidation-based memory modification approach discussed in this paper 

are just beginning to be realized, and other disorders than those discussed presently 

could be ameliorated using similar techniques. Alternative means of interfering with 

reconsolidation, including other pharmacological agents and purely behavioral 

procedures, may further expand the therapeutic potential of this field.  

																																																								
6 We thank Adam Kolber for highlighting this consideration 
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Undoubtedly, many of the issues raised could be discussed at further length, 

but we have aimed to show that fledgling concerns regarding the ethical implications 

of memory-modifying procedures have typically not taken account of actual 

experimental evidence and theoretical models, or can be challenged by research 

conducted since they were raised. If bioethical considerations are to be more than 

purely hypothetical concerns about yet to be realized developments, then it is 

imperative that they take contemporary research and theory into account. Conversely, 

researchers can be seen to be blind to the wider implications of their findings. We 

have highlighted a number of areas where there may be costs, as well as benefits, to 

research on memory reconsolidation. Interaction between those typically confined to 

ethics or research may help remedy the limitations inherent in any one perspective.  
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Chapter 4. 

 

Reconsolidation-based treatment for fear of public 

speaking: A systematic pilot study using 

propranolol. 
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Thomander, L.S., Zavodnik, M., & Kindt, M. (under review). Reconsolidation-based 

treatment for fear of public speaking: A systematic pilot study using propranolol. 
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Abstract 

Pharmacological manipulation of memory reconsolidation opens up promising new 

avenues for anxiety disorder treatment. However, few studies have directly 

investigated reconsolidation-based approaches in subclinical or clinical populations, 

leaving optimal means of fear memory reactivation unknown. We conducted a 

systematic pilot study to assess whether a reconsolidation-based treatment could 

tackle public speaking anxiety in a subclinical sample (N = 60). As lab studies 

indicate that duration of reactivation may be important for inducing reconsolidation, 

we investigated several speech lengths to help inform further translational efforts.  

Participants underwent a stress-inducing speech task composed of three minutes 

preparation, and from 0-9 minutes of public speaking, in one-minute increments. 

They then received either 40mg propranolol (n = 40) or placebo (n = 20), double-

blind, allocated 4:2 for each speech duration. Participants performed a second speech 

one week post-treatment, and were followed up with questionnaires one- and three 

months later. Both self-reported speech distress and questionnaire measures of public 

speaking anxiety showed clear reductions following treatment. However, propranolol 

did not reliably outperform placebo, regardless of speech duration at treatment. 

Physiological responses (heart rate and salivary cortisol) to the public speaking task 

remained stable from treatment to test. These findings highlight the challenges facing 

the translation of laboratory research on memory reconsolidation into clinical 

interventions. Lack of explicit controls for factors beyond duration, such as 

‘prediction error’, could explain these null findings, but positive results in clinical 

interventions are needed to demonstrate that taking such factors into account can 

deliver the promises of reconsolidation-based therapy.  
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Recent findings in the neuroscience of learning and memory suggest that, 

contrary to being immutably etched into the architecture of the brain (LeDoux et al., 

1989), emotional memories may be susceptible to change. Since the seminal work of 

Sara and colleagues (Przybyslawski et al., 1999; Przybyslawski & Sara, 1997) and 

Nader, Schafe, and LeDoux (2000), numerous studies over the past two decades have 

found that reactivation can render a memory vulnerable to interference (Elsey, Van 

Ast, & Kindt, 2018; Nader & Hardt, 2009). Based on such findings, researchers have 

proposed the concept of memory reconsolidation: “the reactivation-dependent 

induction of a transient, unstable state of a previously consolidated memory, during 

which the memory trace may be modified or disrupted, and requiring a time-

dependent process of restabilization in order to persist” (Elsey et al., 2018, p. 798; 

Nader et al., 2000; Przybyslawski & Sara, 1997; cf. Spear, 1981). Though it remains a 

contentious issue whether reconsolidation actually occurs in humans or non-human 

animals (Elsey et al., 2018; Riccio, Millin, & Bogart, 2006), the potential clinical 

implications of reconsolidation have been a cause of considerable excitement (Elsey 

& Kindt, 2017b; Kindt, 2018; Nader, Hardt, & Lanius, 2013). If reconsolidation (or 

some alternative process leading to reactivation-dependent amnesia) can be harnessed 

and employed in clinical settings, it would be a major breakthrough in the treatment 

of mental illness, possibly allowing for rapid and long-lasting reductions in symptoms 

without the need for repeated drug administration or extensive psychological therapy. 

To date, however, relatively few studies have aimed at translating experimental 

models of reconsolidation into clinical interventions. In the present experiment, we 

aimed to assess the feasibility and efficacy of a reconsolidation-based7 intervention in 

tackling a naturally occurring fear of public speaking in otherwise healthy young 

adults. 

Although behavioral approaches aimed at harnessing reconsolidation are being 

pursued (Maples-Keller et al., 2017; Telch, York, Lancaster, & Monfils, 2017), 

pharmacological approaches in humans achieve the closest parallels to what we 

believe are the most convincing demonstrations of retrieval-induced amnesia in 

animal models, from which reconsolidation was derived. Targeted administration of 

potent protein synthesis inhibitors used in animals is not feasible for human studies, 

																																																								
7 We use the term ‘reconsolidation-based’ to indicate that this intervention is based on the concept of 
reconsolidation, and not as a definitive statement that reconsolidation underpins any observed effects. 
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but well-tolerated, non-toxic drugs such as the beta-adrenergic receptor antagonist 

propranolol can achieve comparable effects (Dębiec & LeDoux, 2004; Przybyslawski 

et al., 1999). It is thought that blockade of adrenergic receptors may affect 

intracellular signaling pathways that ultimately lead to long-term potentiation – the 

proposed neural substrate of memory (Kandel, 2001; Tully & Bolshakov, 2010). 

When administered in time to disrupt reconsolidation, propranolol has proven 

effective in neutralizing conditioned defensive responses in multiple human fear-

conditioning studies (Kindt & Soeter, 2018; Kindt, Soeter, & Vervliet, 2009), though 

not always successful (Bos, Beckers, & Kindt, 2014; Schroyens, Beckers, & Kindt, 

2017). Propranolol has also been the typical drug choice in efforts to alleviate post-

traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) with reconsolidation-based procedures (Brunet et al., 

2018; Kindt & van Emmerik, 2016; Poundja, Sanche, Tremblay, & Brunet, 2012). 

These efforts have sometimes been disappointing (Wood et al., 2015), but 

nevertheless highlight the potential of reconsolidation-based pharmacological 

interventions in tackling strong and naturally occurring emotional memories. 

However, given that PTSD patients often have highly complex presentations with 

comorbidity, and great heterogeneity even within PTSD symptoms, PTSD might not 

be the most instructive disorder to focus translational efforts upon.  

While far from simple, more circumscribed anxiety disorders such as specific 

phobias could provide more tractable targets for reconsolidation-based treatments, 

helping to bridge the gap between experimental models and more complex disorders, 

while still representing a very strong, durable, and naturalistic emotional memory. To 

reactivate a naturalistic fear memory in spider fearful participants, Soeter and Kindt 

(2015a) briefly exposed participants to a live tarantula. This 'memory reactivation' 

was immediately followed by oral propranolol administration. Participants treated 

with propranolol + reactivation showed dramatic reductions in fear of spiders, and 

were typically able to touch or even hold spiders at least up to one year after the 

intervention. In contrast, those receiving placebo + reactivation or propranolol alone 

showed no changes in their fear. These control conditions demonstrate that the fear 

reduction cannot be explained by a general fear dampening effect of propranolol, nor 

by mere exposure. Similar effects have been reported in case studies of other animal 

phobias (Elsey & Kindt, 2017a), but we are not aware of controlled studies of 

pharmacological reconsolidation-based treatments for specific fears or phobias since. 
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In the present experiment, we aimed to extend this approach to a circumscribed social 

fear: fear of public speaking. 

Fear of public speaking is a ‘performance only’ subtype of social anxiety 

disorder (SAD), characterized by extreme fear in, and avoidance of, public speaking 

situations, without more general social impairment as a result of anxiety (American 

Psychiatric Association, 2013a). Relative to pervasive SAD, those who specifically 

fear public speaking typically develop their fear later, may have less comorbid issues 

and personality problems, and have lower genetic risk (Blöte, Kint, Miers, & 

Westenberg, 2009; Bögels et al., 2010; Heimberg et al., 2014). Public speaking can 

provide a good test-case for reconsolidation-based treatments, as the feared 

object/situation is clearly different from animal phobias, yet sufficiently similar in the 

form of anxiety response and proposed etiology as to not reflect a massive stretch 

beyond existing applications. Furthermore, fear of public speaking is itself a worthy 

target of novel interventions. It is one of the most common fears and, in the extreme, 

can result in missed educational, social, and workplace opportunities (Bodie, 2010). 

Taken together, these considerations suggest that public speaking anxiety could be 

both a valuable and informative target for the translation of reconsolidation-based 

interventions.  

One major difficulty for the translation of reconsolidation-based treatments is 

that the optimal means of reactivation – that is, in what manner feared stimuli are re-

presented to participants, or the way in which participants are required to confront 

their fears – are not well-understood. Reactivation does not always cause 

reconsolidation, and may instead lead to mere retrieval, or to the generation of a new 

memory trace. Experimental studies suggest that something beyond merely re-

presenting the feared stimulus may be needed to render memory vulnerable to 

interference. Several animal (Fernández, Boccia, & Pedreira, 2016) and human 

(Sevenster et al., 2012b, 2013) fear-conditioning studies suggest that reconsolidation 

may only be triggered when reactivation includes ‘prediction error’: that is, the 

reactivation violates some expectation learned during the initial conditioning 

procedure (e.g., the presence or magnitude of the learned outcome differs from 

expectations). Yet, if multiple prediction errors occur, then extinction is likely to be 

triggered (Merlo, Milton, Goozée, Theobald, & Everitt, 2014; Sevenster et al., 

2014b). Studies also suggest that a limbo phase lies between reconsolidation and 

extinction: at some moderate level of prediction error, neither reconsolidation nor 
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extinction are induced, and the memory simply remains stable (Merlo et al., 2014; 

Sevenster et al., 2014b). Duration of reactivation has also been suggested as a key 

ingredient for triggering reconsolidation. In some cases it appears that duration is 

relevant insofar as it allows for varying degrees of prediction error to occur (Alfei, 

Monti, Molina, Bueno, & Urcelay, 2015), whereas others suggest duration itself is 

key, regardless of prediction error (Cassini, Flavell, Amaral, & Lee, 2017). Similarly 

to prediction error findings, brief reactivations typically induce reconsolidation, long 

reactivations (20-30 minutes) provoke extinction, and a ‘limbo’ phase lies in between. 

What length of reactivation is desirable in different clinical contexts is unknown. 

Although we would not expect any single form of reactivation to always trigger 

reconsolidation for everyone, the experimental studies above suggest that certain 

means of reactivation can be more or less effective in triggering reconsolidation (i.e., 

reactivations that provide an opportunity for prediction error, and/or are not of 

especially long duration). 

As a first attempt in public speaking, we aimed for a standardized and easily 

replicable procedure, using the well-studied Trier Social Stress Test (TSST) 

(Kirschbaum, Pirke, & Hellhammer, 1993) to provoke social-evaluative fear. For this 

pilot investigation, we systematically varied the length of reactivation, in the hope of 

identifying what (if any) length of reactivation might be most productive to focus on 

in a larger randomised-controlled-trial. Drawing on the success of Soeter and Kindt's 

(2015a) spider study, in which reactivation-dependent amnesia was observed by 

combining a relatively simple and brief fear-provoking spider confrontation with 

propranolol administration, we did not directly manipulate prediction error. Instead, 

we encouraged participants to drop some safety behaviors, such as seeking 

reassurance from the audience, and to try to continue to talk even if they felt they 

were ‘blanking’. As with a frightening confrontation with a spider, this type of 

reactivation can provide many opportunities for prediction error occurrence, such as 

the expectation that the audience will laugh, or that one will have a panic attack 

(limitations of this approach will be considered in the discussion). 

In brief, participants with high fear of public speaking were required to 

undergo a public speaking task of variable duration, and then received either 40mg 

oral propranolol or placebo, so as to disrupt the putative post-reactivation process of 

reconsolidation. A diagram of the experimental procedure is provided in Figure 1. 

Participants undertook another speech one week later to assess treatment effects, and 
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were followed up by questionnaire 1- and 3-months later to assess longer-term 

impact. The primary outcome variables were a questionnaire measure of public 

speaking anxiety, as well as self-reported distress induced by the public speaking 

challenge, and self-rated speech performance. Stress-induced changes in cortisol and 

heart rate were also assessed in Session 1 (S1) vs. Session 2 (S2). Details of all 

procedures, measures, and the analytic approach, are provided in the Methods section. 

To our knowledge, this is the first attempt to tackle fear of public speaking using a 

reconsolidation-based approach, and can provide useful guidance for further 

controlled attempts to tackle this and other fears in future experiments.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Session 1 procedure. BP = blood pressure; HR = heart rate. 
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Results 

Manipulation check 

 Analysis of alpha amylase, heart rate (HR), and blood pressure (BP) measured 

at the beginning of S1 and 90 minutes after pill ingestion generally indicated a 

successful effect of propranolol, whereby declines over time were greater for the 

propranolol relative to the placebo group, with the exception of diastolic blood 

pressure. Bayes Factors for the inclusion (BFInclusion) of a Condition*Time interaction 

were 104.22, 61.39, 8.90, and 0.85, for alpha amylase (log-transformed), HR, 

BPSystolic, and BPDiastolic respectively. A means table is presented in Appendix 2. State 

anxiety decreased over this time (BFInclusion_Time = 2.49e+13), but decreases did not 

vary by Condition (BFInclusion_Pill*Time = 0.66). Hence, propranolol affected physiology 

but not subjective anxiety. 

Baseline Measures 

Bayesian t- and Mann-Whitney U-tests indicated no confounds in baseline 

variables between groups (Table 1). There was also no evidence for correlations 

(Pearson’s r and Kendall’s tau) between Duration and any baseline measure (only the 

Liebowitz Social Anxiety Scale – Fear section [LSASFear] showed weak evidence). 

The additional single items indicate that participants tended to experience the speech 

as slightly worse than expected, and tended to ruminate over the experience 

afterwards. Responses to these items did not differ between groups (all BF10 <.4). 

There was a clear tendency for longer durations to produce greater rumination. There 

was only slight and inconsistent evidence that Rumination might relate to change in 

some main outcome variables (RuminationWait marginally associated with greater 

change in Global Perception of Speech Performance [GPSP]: tau = -.22,  BF10 = 2.53; 

RuminationDay marginally associated with less change in Personal Report of Public 

Speaking Anxiety [PRPSA]: tau = .21, BF10 = 2.82). Sex was proportionally 

distributed across propranolol (33 females) and placebo groups (17 females) (BF10 for 

independent multinomial contingency test = 0.25). Given these findings from baseline 

variables, we did not consider any as confounds for the main analyses. 
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Table 1. Baseline characteristics of participants by group. 
 Mean (SD) BF10 Duration 

  Prop Placebo t U r (BF10) tau (BF10) 

Baseline measures 

Age 21.65 (2.78) 22.10 (1.92) 0.33 0.34 0.01 (0.16) 0.02 (0.17) 
LSASAvoid 21.35 (9.66) 21.35 (9.60) 0.28 0.29 0.20 (0.53) 0.13 (0.50) 
LSASFear 27.63 (9.81) 25.65 (10.54) 0.34 0.36 0.28 (1.59) 0.19 (1.53) 

ASI 17.05 (8.11) 18.10 (9.42) 0.30 0.28 -0.04 (0.17) -0.03 (0.17) 
PRPSA 138.33 (9.20) 138.70 (9.49) 0.28 0.28 0.09 (0.20) 0.03 (0.18) 
STAI-S 43.55 (8.61) 40.25 (9.68) 0.58 0.62 0.05 (0.17) 0.04 (0.18) 
STAI-T 43.30 (6.98) 45.50 (11.71) 0.39 0.64 -0.04 (0.17) -0.04 (0.18) 
PHQ-9 4.00 (2.62) 3.95 (2.65) 0.28 0.26 0.12 (0.25) 0.10 (0.31) 

RSES 19.20 (3.84) 19.70 (5.45) 0.30 0.32 -0.10 (0.21) -0.07 (0.23) 

STAI-S S2 38.65 (10.77) 41.05 (10.75) 0.36 0.36 NA NA 
Additional single items 

Confidence 6.15 (1.72) 6.25 (1.94) 0.28 0.32 -0.03 (0.16) -0.02 (0.17) 
RuminationWait 55.80 (25.36) 61.95 (24.00) 0.39 0.32 0.46 (123.92) 0.32 (95.32) 
RuminationDay 42.93 (24.77) 38.75 (24.88) 0.32 0.35 0.33 (3.72) 0.22 (3.38) 

vs. Expected -17.78 (45.38) -21.53 (41.82) 0.30 0.29 -0.11 (0.23) -0.06 (0.22) 
vs. Expected 

Absolute Score 39.17 (28.40) 37.88 (26.77) 0.30 0.34 0.01 (0.17) -0.02 (0.18) 

BF10 = Bayes Factor for difference between groups/relationship with Duration; prop = Propranolol 
group; r = Pearson's r; SD = standard deviation; t = Bayesian independent samples t-test; tau = 
Kendall's tau; U = Bayesian Mann-Whitney U test; LSAS = Liebowitz Social Anxiety Scale; ASI = 
Anxiety Sensitivity Index; PRPSA = Personal Report of Public Speaking Anxiety’ STAI-S/T = 
State-Trait Anxiety Inventory – State/Trait; PHQ9 = Patient Health Questionnaire 9; RSES = 
Rosenberg Self-esteem Scale 

 

Self-report Outcome Measures 

Candidate models for predicting primary and secondary outcome variables 

were assessed with Pareto Smoothed Importance Sampling Leave-One-Out Cross 

Validation (PSIS-LOO) (Vehtari, Gelman, & Gabry, 2017). In brief, LOO cross-

validation repeatedly leaves out individual data points when estimating model 

parameters, then assesses the models’ errors in predicting each left-out point. In doing 

so, it aims to account for possible model overfitting. The output of this process is 

estimated by PSIS-LOO. The key output of PSIS-LOO is difference in Expected Log 

Pointwise predictive Density (ELPD Difference). Relative to the best performing 

model – set to ‘0’ – models that perform worse in cross validation will have reliably 

negative ELPD Difference scores. Based on this metric, including Session as a 

predictor typically improved model performance vs. the Intercept-only model (Figure 

2). For LSASAvoid, models did not convincingly outperform the Intercept alone. 
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Additional predictors (interactions with Condition/Duration) resulted in no or 

negligible improvement of model performance. 

 

 

Figure 2. Leave-one-out cross validation for each primary and secondary outcome 

variable indicates that inclusion of Session as a predictor typically improves model 

performance, with no benefit of other predictors. ELPD = expected log pointwise 

predictive density vs. best model. S = Session, C = Condition, , D = Duration, * = 

interaction between predictors. 

 

Corroborating these findings, BFInclusion for predictors when the data are 

analysed in JASP in either a 2-way (Session by Condition) Bayesian mixed-measures 

ANOVA, or a linear regression on change scores, with Condition, Duration, and their 

interaction as predictors, overwhelmingly support an impact of Session for PRPSA 

(7.08e+8), DistressAnticipatory (1099.51), DistressMax (2.64e+8), GPSP (2.54e+9), 

LSASFear (7424.54), and LSASAvoid (26.10) (Appendix 2, Table S3). Results point 

against inclusion of Condition, Condition*Session, Duration, and Duration*Condition 

(BFInclusion <1). Meagre evidence is found for an effect of duration on change in 

DistressMax (BFInclusion = 2.35), which does not appear to vary by Condition. 

Fitted means (estimated means from the posterior distribution of regression 

parameters) of the Session*Condition model indicate that PRPSA scores for the 

propranolol and placebo groups are predicted to decrease from S1 to 3-month 

followup (3m), with negligible difference in change between groups (Figure 3). 

Change over time may be most parsimoniously explained by Session alone, 

estimating a drop of 14.48 (18.07-10.81, 95% central posterior density interval 

[PDI]). 
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Figure 3. Estimated fitted means (with 95% central posterior density intervals) for 

PRPSA scores from S1 to 3-month followup. Comparison of Placebo and Propranolol 

groups suggests no benefit of receiving propranolol vs. placebo. Points show raw 

scores. Dashed line reflects initial cutoff score for inclusion. 

 

Similarly, for GPSP, DistressAnticipatory, and DistressMax, the estimated average 

S1-S2 changes from the Session*Condition*Duration model indicate that scores on 

all measures are expected to decrease, but this change is not different between groups 

(Figure 4). By subtracting estimates of the effect of duration in S2 vs. S1 for each 

condition, and then comparing these differences, we can also estimate any possible 

Session*Condition*Duration interaction directly. There is clear evidence against an 

interaction, with this ‘difference in differences’ estimated at 0.01 (-0.37-0.39, 95% 

PDI), 0.00 (-1.89-1.88, 95% PDI), and -0.18 (-2.01-1.64, 95% PDI), for GPSP, 

DistressAnticipatory, and DistressMax respectively. The favored Session only model 

predicts declines of 3.95 (2.92-4.95, 95% PDI), 11.10 (6.46-15.78, 95% PDI), and 

19.45 (14.63-24.38, 95% PDI), for these variables. For the secondary self-report 

outcome variables of LSASFear and LSASAvoid, the favoured Session only model 

predicts modest drops in scores from S1 to 3m followup of 4.41 (2.60-5.06, 95% PDI) 

and 2.66 (0.84-4.46, 95% PDI). 
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Figure 4. Estimated fitted means (with 95% central posterior density intervals) for 

GPSP and distress scores from S1 to S2, from the Session*Condition*Duration 

interaction model, suggest comparable change over time in Placebo and Propranolol 

participants. The solid black line and points represent mean change across durations. 

Dashed lines reflect fitted means for each duration. Grey points show raw scores. 

 

Physiological measures 

No treatment-related effects were apparent for physiological measures. For 

HR, including Timepoint improved model predictions vs. Intercept alone 

(ELPDDifference = -253.3, SE = 14.3). Including interactions with Session 

(ELPDDifference = -1.1, SE = 1.9) or Session and Condition (ELPDDifference = -3.7, SE = 

3.4) provided no improvement. The time point model simply predicts baseline HR at 

72.61bpm (95% PDI = 69.32-75.81), increasing by 20.06bpm (95% PDI = 17.66-

22.51) during speech preparation, and 42.07bpm (95% PDI = 39.50-44.59) during the 

first minute of speech, irrespective of session. Analysis as a mixed-measures ANOVA 

in JASP likewise indicated overwhelming evidence favoring inclusion of Timepoint 

(BFInclusion = 1.61e+15), with clear evidence against Session*Timepoint*Condition 

(BFInclusion = 0.01). 

For log-cortisol responses, no models convincingly outperformed the Intercept 

alone in PSIS-LOO cross-validation (vs. Timepoint*Session*Condition model: 

Intercept ELPDDifference = -7.8, SE = 5.8, Timepoint ELPDDifference = -1.5, SE = 4.0, 

Session*Timepoint ELPDDifference = -2.0, SE = 3.8). For the treatment-relevant model 
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involving a Timepoint*Session*Condition interaction, all parameters’ 95% PDIs, 

excluding the Intercept, spanned 0, indicating insufficient evidence of an effect of any 

predictor. Analysing log-cortisol in JASP as a mixed-measures ANOVA similarly 

failed to provide evidence for any treatment effect (Timepoint*Session*Condition 

BFInclusion = 0.56), with a weak indication that the propranolol group’s cortisol levels 

might have been greater in S2 (Session*Condition BFInclusion = 2.09). 

 

Discussion 

Our study aimed to assess the feasibility of tackling fear of public speaking 

using a pharmacological, reconsolidation-based intervention. Taken together, our 

findings indicate that participants experienced a moderate decline in fear of public 

speaking from S1 to S2, and further general improvement in questionnaire measures 

of public speaking anxiety at 1- and 3-month followups. Physiological measures 

indicated that propranolol exerted its expected influence over beta-adrenergic activity. 

However, changes in public speaking anxiety were not contingent upon receiving 

propranolol. We would therefore suggest that well-known phenomena such as placebo 

effects (e.g., expecting one’s fear to decrease allowing one to become more 

confident), or practice/exposure effects (e.g., being familiar with the task at the 

second performance, or practicing a speech under difficult experimental 

circumstances increasing one’s confidence when speaking with a more receptive 

audience outside of the study), underpin the observed anxiety reductions, rather than 

any novel phenomena such as reconsolidation. These findings contrast with previous 

results in spider fearful participants (Soeter & Kindt, 2015a), where fear levels of 

control participants remained stable, and rapid and substantial decreases in fear of 

spiders were observed in reactivation + propranolol participants. Physiological 

responses to the stressor were not affected by the treatment. Given that reductions in 

subjective reactions to the public speaking task and self-reported public speaking 

anxiety were comparable in propranolol and placebo participants,  

In addition to manipulating whether participants received propranolol or 

placebo, we varied the duration of reactivation. Only maximal distress indicated a 

possible influence of speech duration (not varying with Condition), with participants 

who performed longer speeches experiencing greater declines in distress. As 

participants gave this rating after their speeches, this could be an artefact of the 

shorter duration of test session speeches vs. treatment for those participants receiving 
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5-9 minute reactivations. Shorter test speeches may have relieved these participants, 

who might have anticipated longer talks. Although we cannot strictly eliminate the 

possibility that longer speeches could produce reconsolidation-like effects, this seems 

unlikely given the effectiveness of much shorter reactivations in Soeter and Kindt 

(2015a), clinical case observations, and lab experiments. We therefore tentatively 

suggest that the reactivation employed may be ineffective in triggering 

reconsolidation. 

While in Soeter and Kindt (2015a), a brief fear-provoking exposure appears to 

have been sufficient to trigger reconsolidation, inducing reconsolidation is a delicate 

balancing act involving learning history, prediction error, and possibly duration and 

other factors. Some participants may have found that the modified TSST confirmed 

their fears (it was slightly worse than expected, on average), as panel members 

provided no feedback. Additionally, it should be considered that a substantial part of 

public speaking anxiety is both anticipatory and retrospective (e.g., post-event 

rumination) (Clark & Wells, 1995; Vassilopoulos, 2005). Participants did appear to 

ruminate on the experience afterwards, and might also have begun feeling anxious in 

anticipation of the task. Given these possibilities, one could consider giving positive 

feedback to participants, which may help both to provide some form of prediction 

error (an unambiguously positive response) and to curb negative post-event 

processing (due to satisfaction with one’s performance). It could also be that the 

TSST situation is too contrived to render a naturalistic fear memory vulnerable to 

interference (a difficulty that may be insurmountable if participants’ core fears 

involve failing classes or being ostracised by their peers, rather than the speaking 

scenario itself). Using a more realistic speech setting with more audience members, 

but without them having to maintain neutral expressions is also possible, as well as 

requiring participants to give their speeches unexpectedly. 

However, we remain largely ignorant of the parameters causing successful 

reconsolidation-based interventions for naturalistic and clinical fears. Prediction error 

can be easily operationalized in experimental studies where learning and reactivation 

are precisely controlled, but not in naturalistic fears. People with specific fears can 

express a wide range of expectations related to their fear, and it is not clear which – if 

any – should be focused on in an intervention. Nevertheless, our findings do suggest 

that merely provoking social-evaluative anxiety in individuals with fear of public 

speaking is unlikely to be sufficient for inducing reconsolidation. 
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Though we have focused on the idea that the current means of fear memory 

reactivation did not induce reconsolidation as the most likely explanation for the null 

effects, it could also be considered whether the pharmacological manipulation itself, 

or its timing, may be at fault. Research in fear conditioning paradigms from our lab 

has consistently found 40mg propranolol to be an effective dosage for fear 

neutralization irrespective of participant body mass (Soeter & Kindt, 2013), and that 

the drug can be administered up to 1 hour post-reactivation (Kindt & Soeter, 2018). 

Administering 40mg propranolol shortly after reactivation was also effective in 

tackling a longstanding fear of spiders (Soeter & Kindt, 2015a), and in reducing 

PTSD symptoms in a case series (Kindt & van Emmerik, 2016). However, recent 

research suggests that factors such as the learning context’s familiarity and the 

strength of learning can affect the timing of the consolidation window (Casagrande et 

al., 2018). Different tasks might similarly affect the reconsolidation window, 

rendering our drug delivery approach suboptimal. Given this possibility, one option 

for future experiments might be to administer propranolol 30-45 minutes before 

reactivation, meaning that it would be unlikely to have any subjective effects during 

reactivation, but would be physiologically active more rapidly afterwards. Alternative 

drugs altogether have also been investigated for their reconsolidation-disrupting 

potential in clinical settings (Das et al., 2019). 

In conclusion, this systematic pilot study did not achieve reconsolidation-like 

effects for public speaking anxiety. Consideration of why this was unsuccessful can 

be instructive. Although we suggest that alternative means of reactivating participants' 

social-evaluative fears could prove more fruitful, it remains possible that such anxiety 

disorders are not amenable to pharmacological reconsolidation-based procedures. The 

outcomes of placebo participants in this study also emphasise the importance of 

including control participants in studies of reconsolidation-based interventions, as it 

cannot be assumed that non-specific changes in clinically relevant measures will not 

occur even with very short interventions. Finally, our findings highlight that despite 

the great promise of reconsolidation-based interventions, clinical translation is highly 

complex.  
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Methods 

Participants 

Participants were recruited via campus flyers and online advertisements, 

which linked to an online screening questionnaire. Potentially eligible participants 

underwent a telephone screening, and an in-person blood pressure/heart rate (BP/HR) 

check if these values were uncertain. Included participants were required to be 

medically fit to receive a 40mg dose of propranolol (for full criteria, see Appendix 2), 

have a Patient Health Questionnaire (PHQ-9) (Kroenke, Spitzer, & Williams, 2001) 

score <10, and Personal Report of Public Speaking Anxiety (PRPSA) (McCroskey, 

1970) score of ≥120 at screening and the first study session (S1). According to 

McCroskey's (1970) norms, 120 represents the high end of 'moderate' anxiety, with 

134 rated as 'high'. This slightly lower cutoff was based upon assessing pilot 

participants, who displayed high anxiety but not always extreme PRPSA scores. For 

comparison, PRPSA scores of high fear participants undergoing an exposure 

intervention for public speaking anxiety by another research group averaged at 133.2, 

with approximately half of participants scoring in the ‘moderate’ range, and half in 

the ‘high’ range (Niles, Craske, Lieberman, & Hur, 2015). Average scores in our 

sample were 138-139. Telephone screenings further ensured that participants were 

highly anxious about public speaking. Additional criteria were fluency in English as a 

second language, being aged between 18-28, current enrolment in a bachelor's or 

master's program, not reporting any mental health issues besides fear of public 

speaking, and not undergoing any other mental health treatment.  

During telephone screening, participants underwent a Structured Clinical 

Interview for DSM-5 (SCID) social anxiety disorder, determining that participants 

were not experiencing clinical social anxiety outside of public speaking situations, 

and that they were experiencing clinically significant anxiety related to public 

speaking situations. Interviewers (AF, HG, JK, LT, LV, MZ) were trained in 

administration of this SCID-5 section by the first author, who underwent group 

training by Dr. Michael First. DSM requirements were relaxed for some criteria. 

Specifically, in our experience most anxious participants have 'cognitive insight' that 

their fears are not rational/justified, but nevertheless suffer from severe anxiety. 

Participants who recognised that they would not suffer disproportionate negative 

social consequences due to poor speech performance (item F33), but who still 

experienced consistent and severe public speaking anxiety, were considered to have 
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public speaking anxiety. Secondly, as students only intermittently face public 

speaking situations and cannot be expected to suffer daily from this fear, we 

considered interference surrounding a public speaking event, rather than daily 

interference. Hence, participants may be described as having a subclinical, 

circumscribed social anxiety. 

In a minority of exceptional cases (n = 6), S1 speech panel members suggested 

exclusion of a participant who otherwise met inclusion criteria because they either 

had failed to perform the speech task with sufficient seriousness or did not appear 

legitimately anxious. These exclusion decisions were made before participants 

returned for the second study session (S2). Appendix 2 includes a flow diagram 

indicating all reasons for exclusion at different stages of this pilot.  

Sixty participants (50 female) aged 18-28 (mean = 21.80, SD = 2.52) were 

included. These 60 include a 3-minute propranolol participant who did not want to 

return for their second speech, but completed S2 questionnaires online. The final 

sample included 40 propranolol and 20 placebo participants. The initial design 

included only 10 placebo participants, which was intended to ensure experimenter’s 

attitudes did not change dramatically if a fully placebo-controlled trial followed this 

pilot. Observation of unexpected placebo effects in another study prompted the 

inclusion of 10 more placebo participants after our pilot had commenced, in order to 

estimate possible placebo effects. Participants received €40/4 credits for participation, 

plus €5/.5 credits for 3-month followups. All procedures were approved by the 

University of Amsterdam ethics review board under code 2016-CP-7282, and all 

participants gave informed consent.  

Propranolol 

Propranolol (40mg) was administered orally in pill form, within 5 minutes of 

speech termination in S1. Propranolol pills were made by Accord Healthcare Ltd. 

(UK), and provided along with placebo pills by Huygens Apothecary (NL). This 

dosage has been effective in multiple experimental reconsolidation studies 

irrespective of participant body mass (Soeter & Kindt, 2013), and also effectively 

used in tackling another subclinical, naturalistic fear (Soeter & Kindt, 2015a), as well 

as in a case series of patients with PTSD (Kindt & van Emmerik, 2016). Two 

department members pseudorandomly allocated participants to receive either 

propranolol (n = 40) or placebo (n = 20). Each duration from 0-9 minutes was 

allocated 6 participants with a 4:2 ratio of propranolol:placebo. Pills were 
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administered double-blind. Given the uneven propranolol:placebo ratio, analyses were 

not blind.  

Materials and Measures 

Several validated self-report measures (see Appendix 2 for psychometric 

properties) were used to assess baseline participant characteristics and change over 

time. 

Primary Outcome measures 

Public speaking anxiety was assessed using the PRPSA (McCroskey, 1970). 

Scores on this 34-item self-report scale range from 34-170, with higher scores 

indicating greater speech anxiety. 

Anxiety experienced while performing the public speaking task was assessed 

using Subjective Units of Distress/Discomfort (SUDS) (Wolpe & Lazarus, 1966). 

Participants rated their distress from 0 (no distress) to 100 (extreme distress) at two 

occasions in each in-person session: once immediately before entering the speech 

room (DistressAnticipatory), and once to report their maximal distress after exiting the 

speech room (DistressMax). Participants were familiarised with the meaning and use of 

the SUDS in the pre-task interview period. The participant who did not return for their 

S2 speech received distress scores of 100. 

Participants’ impressions of their public speaking performance (e.g., 

'Appeared confident') were assessed using the Global Perception of Speech 

Performance - Self-rating (GPSP) (Rapee & Lim, 1992). Sum scores on this 5-item 

self-report scale can range from 0-20. Higher scores indicate poorer perceived 

performance. 

Secondary Outcome and Baseline Measures 

The Liebowitz Social Anxiety Scale (LSAS) (Baker, Heinrichs, Kim, & 

Hofmann, 2002; Heimberg et al., 1999) was included as a secondary outcome 

measure to determine if any changes in fear of public speaking might also extend to a 

generalized social anxiety measure. Notably, scores cannot completely disambiguate 

fear in public speaking vs. other performance/general social situations, and so any 

reductions in the total score should be considered a tentative indication of possible 

general social anxiety effects. Scores on the 24-item LSASFear and LSASAvoid subscales 

of this self-report measure can range from 0-72. Higher scores indicate greater anxiety 

in or avoidance of several social situations. Scores combining both subscales in our 

sample averaged below 50, whereas the average of those diagnosed with or 
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undergoing treatment for general social anxiety typically stand between 70 and 80 

(Clark et al., 2003; Fresco et al., 2001), consistent with our intention to recruit those 

with  more circumscribed/subclinical social anxiety. 

The PHQ-9 (Kroenke et al., 2001) was used to screen out participants 

experiencing 'moderate' or greater depressive symptoms (i.e., scoring ≥10). Scores on 

this 9-item self-report scale can range from 0-27. Higher scores indicate more 

depressive symptoms over the past 2 weeks. 

Baseline assessments were also made for anxiety sensitivity, self-esteem, and 

state-trait anxiety, using the Anxiety Sensitivity Index (ASI, range = 0-64) (Reiss, 

Peterson, Gursky, & McNally, 1986), Rosenberg Self-Esteem Scale (RSES, range = 

10-40) (Rosenberg, 1965), and Spielberger State-Trait Anxiety Index (STAI, range = 

20-80) (Spielberger, Gorsuch, & Lusthene, 1970). Higher scores on these self-report 

scales respectively indicate higher anxiety sensitivity, self-esteem, and state/trait 

anxiety. Additional STAI-State measurement at the end of S1 enabled assessment of 

whether propranolol affected participants' subjective anxiety.  

Four single-item measures were included to gain insight into participants' 

experience of the procedure for future designs. Participants indicated their confidence 

in the treatment approach in S1, from 0 ('none at all') to 10 ('complete confidence'). 

As a rough index of prediction error, participants used a sliding scale to indicate their 

experience of the task relative to expectations, from -100 ('much worse'), through 0 

(‘as expected’), to +100 ('much better'). At the conclusion of S2, participants used two 

sliding scales to retrospectively report how much they ruminated over their first 

speech during the waiting period (RuminationWait) and the rest of the day 

(RuminationDay), from 0 (not at all) to 100 (constantly). 

SCID-5 Social Anxiety 

Participants underwent an assessment of social and public speaking anxiety 

using the SCID-5 social anxiety section, covering diagnostic criteria for social anxiety 

disorder.  

Physiological Measures 

Propranolol Manipulation Checks 

To confirm propranolol's adrenergic influence, participants gave two saliva 

samples (using 'Code Blue' Sarstedt Salivettes, Germany) – first at the beginning of 

S1 during the initial medical screening, then 90 minutes after pill ingestion – which 

were assessed for alpha amylase content. Blood pressure and heart rate (BP/HR) were 
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also assessed at these times to measure cardiovascular effects of propranolol, using an 

Omron Corporation (Japan) sphygmomanometer. 

Stress-related Outcome Measures 

Three cortisol samples were taken per session. The cortisol baseline was taken 

while participants watched a 3-minute nature video segment after baseline 

questionnaires. Post-stress samples were taken 17.5 minutes after task preparation 

began and 17.5 after speech completion, coinciding with timing of peak cortisol levels 

(Kirschbaum et al., 1993) while factoring in variability from different speech 

durations. For very short speech durations, the timing for post-stress cortisol samples 

sometimes overlapped, resulting in one sample being collected. S2 took place 15-45 

minutes after S1 (on another day), to control for daily fluctuations in cortisol. One 

propranolol participant whose sessions occurred >2 hours apart was excluded from 

cortisol analysis. Samples were collected using an oral salivette ('Code Blue' Sarstedt, 

Germany) and frozen to at least -20°c within an hour of collection. Quantification of 

salivary analytes was performed by Dresden LabService GmbH, as detailed in 

Appendix 2. 

Continuous HR measurement using a Polar H10 monitor via Heart Rate 

Variability Logger iOS app (Altini, 2013) was included as an exploratory measure. 

HR collected from Polar devices shows near perfect correlation with 

electrocardiography (Plews et al., 2017). Our analyses used the average HR for the 

middle two minutes of the pre-speech baseline period (during the nature video), for 

the 3 minute speech preparation period, and for the first minute of their speech. 

Timepoints required ≥66.67% complete second-by-second measurements for 

inclusion (6 datapoints were excluded). 

Modified TSST  

At S1 and S2, participants underwent a modified TSST (Kirschbaum et al., 

1993). Stress induction began as in the typical TSST, with participants instructed that 

they would deliver a speech to a small audience trained in behavioural analysis, and 

they should make the best impression possible. A camera would record them for later 

analysis. Participants were required to pitch themselves as candidates for their ideal 

job/a competitive study program (counterbalanced across sessions), and to maintain 

this role for the entire speech.  

One modification to the TSST was intended to limit the use of certain safety 

behaviors, which can prevent prediction error. Participants were instructed not to seek 
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to alleviate pressure on themselves by asking the audience questions, or by giving up 

if they thought they were running out of things to say (these instructions are not given 

in the typical TSST). A further modification was that instead of 5 minutes of speaking 

and 5 minutes of arithmetic as in the typical TSST, participants were informed they 

would speak for up to 10 minutes. S1 speeches ranged from 0-9 minutes, in one 

minute increments. This range of durations was intended to allow sufficient time for 

participants to experience some sort of prediction error (e.g., the audience does not 

laugh, they do not have a panic attack), but not so long that extinction could be 

expected to occur. To enable comparison directly across durations at S2, the second 

speech was kept constant at 4.5 minutes, reflecting the average of all the other speech 

lengths and closely matching the speech length of the usual TSST. Panel members for 

S2 were blind to the S1 speech duration (except for 0-minute participants, in case 

these participants needed further instruction, which was not ultimately required).  

As in the standard TSST, one panel member asked the speaker questions after 

approximately 3 minutes. The two panel members were a smartly dressed man and 

woman, who maintained a neutral demeanour. Panel members changed from S1 to S2 

to reduce exposure effects if the exact same audience were present at both speeches. 

Speeches were terminated by the experimenter knocking on the door from outside the 

speech room. The panel then thanked the participant and asked them to exit. 

Procedure 

 S1. Figure 1 provides a schematic representation of the S1 protocol, including 

timing of saliva samples and main events. Sessions began with medical screening, 

pre-propranolol BP/HR and salivary alpha amylase measurement, and attaching the 

continuous HR monitor, followed by questionnaire completion. Pre-stress cortisol and 

continuous HR was then measured. Participants then briefly discussed their first, 

worst, and most recent public speaking situations, during which the SUDs scale was 

explained and utilized to familiarize them with its use. The modified TSST was then 

performed, with associated SUDs and performance ratings. This was followed by 

propranolol/placebo administration (double-blind). Post-task questionnaires were very 

brief, meaning that propranolol was administered within 5 minutes of speech 

termination. A 90 minute rest period with light reading material, allowing propranolol 

to reach peak bioavailability (Goodman, 1996), then followed. The two post-stress 

cortisol samples were taken during this rest period. At the close of the session, 
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participants completed the STAI-S and had their BP/HR and salivary alpha-amylase 

measured again.  

S2. Test sessions were arranged for between 6-9 days after the treatment 

session, 15-45 minutes after the S1 time. Participants fitted the HR monitor and 

completed the STAI-S. Pre-stress cortisol and continuous HR were then assessed. The 

4.5 minute modified TSST was then performed with associated SUDs and 

performance ratings. An approximately 20 minute rest period took place after the 

TSST to allow the two post-stress cortisol samples to be taken, after which 

participants completed the PRPSA and LSAS.  

One- and three-month followups. Participants were contacted via email one 

and three months after their treatment sessions to complete the PRPSA and LSAS 

online. 

Analytic approach 

Analyses were performed using R package brms 2.9.0 (Bürkner, 2017) for 

Bayesian estimation of hierarchical regression models of outcome variables, and 

JASP (JASP Team, 2019). We believe Bayesian estimation is better suited to pilot 

investigations than typical hypothesis testing, as it produces highly informative 

parameter estimates for differences between groups/conditions, as well as uncertainty 

around them, which are not provided by assessments of statistical significance. 

Uncertainty is in this case expressed as a 95% central posterior density interval (the 

range between the 2.5 and 97.5 percentiles of the posterior), or 'PDI'. As this was a 

pilot investigation in which we hoped to identify a possible effect to focus on in a 

future randomized controlled trial, formal power analyses were not performed. 

However, our parameter estimates and model comparison findings suggest that an 

absence of power does not underpin the null findings: differences of close to zero 

between conditions were consistently found, and Bayes factors suggested evidence 

against the inclusion of a propranolol effect. In addition to parameter estimation, we 

performed cross-validation using the R Package loo 2.1.0 (Vehtari, Gabry, & Gelman, 

2019; Vehtari et al., 2017), which can aid in evaluating the predictive value of 

different experimental variables. Weakly informative default priors in brms were used 

to analyse questionnaire responses. Physiological analyses did not converge using 

default priors. We specified slightly more constrained priors, detailed fully in 

Appendix 2. For analyses of self-report outcome variables, we assessed models 

including Session (S1-S2 or S1-3m followup), Condition (Placebo vs. Propranolol), 
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Duration (0-9 minutes), and their interaction. Graphical comparison of change in 

outcome variables by Session from 0-9 minutes suggested only a slight linear effect of 

duration was plausible. Duration was therefore only included as a linear predictor. For 

physiological outcome measures, Session, Condition, Timepoint (the 3 timepoints 

noted for cortisol/ambulatory HR collection within each session), and their interaction 

were included as predictors. Duration was not included, facilitating 

estimation/interpretation of the 3-way categorical interaction. All analyses in brms 

nested repeated measures within participants.  

JASP was used for analyses of baseline variables, manipulation checks, and 

complimentary computation of Bayes Factors for outcome variables. All JASP 

analyses used default priors outlined in Wagenmakers et al. (2018). 
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Abstract 
 

Research in non-human animals suggests that reactivation can induce a 

transient, unstable state in a previously consolidated memory, during which the 

memory can be disrupted or modified, necessitating a process of restabilization in 

order to persist. Such findings have sparked a wave of interest into whether this 

phenomenon, known as reconsolidation, occurs in humans. Translating research from 

animal models to human experiments and even to clinical interventions is an exciting 

prospect, but amidst this excitement, relatively little work has critically evaluated and 

synthesized existing research regarding human memory reconsolidation. In this 

review, we formalize a framework for evaluating and designing studies aiming to 

demonstrate human memory reconsolidation. We use this framework to shed light on 

reconsolidation-based research in human procedural memory, aversive and appetitive 

memory, and declarative memory, covering a diverse selection of the most prominent 

examples of this research, including studies of memory updating, retrieval-extinction 

procedures, and pharmacological interventions such as propranolol. Across different 

types of memory and procedure, there is a wealth of observations consistent with 

reconsolidation. Moreover, some experimental findings are already being translated 

into clinically relevant interventions. However, there are a number of inconsistent 

findings, and the presence of alternative explanations means that we cannot 

conclusively infer the presence of reconsolidation at the neurobiological level from 

current evidence. Reconsolidation remains a viable but hotly contested explanation 

for some observed changes in memory expression in both humans and animals. 

Developing effective and efficient new reconsolidation-based treatments can be a goal 

that unites researchers and guides future experiments.  
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The predominant model of memory formation posits that memories can 

transition from a short-term, relatively unstable state, to a more robust, long-term 

form (McGaugh, 2000). This process, known as consolidation, is most commonly 

thought to be mediated by changes at the synaptic level, such as long-term 

potentiation (LTP) and depression (LTD) (Kandel, Dudai, & Mayford, 2014; Nader & 

Hardt, 2009). Shortly after learning, interventions such as the administration of 

protein synthesis inhibitors appear to block the development of these synaptic 

changes, thereby preventing the consolidation of the memory (Schafe & LeDoux, 

2000). Once this cellular consolidation process has taken place, memories are 

generally insensitive to such manipulations. 

Despite the relative permanence of consolidated memories, it is clear that 

memories can be forgotten or can undergo changes over time. Indeed, early memory 

researchers found that the same amnestic treatments that prevented the consolidation 

of memories could also produce amnesia if delivered following memory reactivation 

(reviewed in Sara, 2000). For example, Misanin, Miller, and Lewis (1968; see also 

Schneider & Sherman, 1968) found that an electroconvulsive shock (ECS) delivered 

after the reactivation of a consolidated memory for fear conditioning produced as 

profound a degree of amnesia as when the ECS was delivered during initial 

consolidation. Without memory reactivation, ECS had no effect. Hence, it appeared 

that reactivation induced a transient state of vulnerability in an otherwise consolidated 

memory trace. Rubin (1976) made an early attempt to harness this newly discovered 

malleability of memory in the treatment of psychiatric disorders, apparently with 

some success. Twenty-eight treatment resistant patients with delusions, compulsions, 

obsessions, or hallucinations, reactivated their pathological cognitions or behaviors, 

and then received contemporaneous ECS while still awake. These patients were 

reported to experience relief from their symptoms, some for as long as 10 years. 

However, more controlled studies cast doubt on the possibility that human memories 

could be made vulnerable to amnestic agents following reactivation (Squire, Slater, & 

Chace, 1976).  

Since these early studies, interest in the phenomenon of retrieval-induced 

memory lability in humans appears to have largely waned until the work of Sara and 

colleagues (Przybyslawski & Sara, 1997; Sara, 2000) and Nader, Schafe, and LeDoux 

(2000) refocused attention on the topic in animal models under the name of 

reconsolidation (cf. Spear, 1973, p.188). In a pair of influential studies, Schafe and 
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LeDoux (2000) first demonstrated that the administration of anisomycin (a protein 

synthesis inhibitor) to the amygdala shortly, but not 6 hours after fear conditioning, 

blocked the consolidation of the memory. Hence, there appeared to be a time-

dependent state of memory consolidation, during which the nascent memory trace 

was vulnerable to interference. Nader et al. (2000) extended these findings by 

showing that reactivation of a consolidated memory trace temporarily returned it to a 

similar state, during which anisomycin could likewise produce amnesia for the 

learned fear response. 

Such reactivation-dependent effects of amnestic agents have now been 

demonstrated in a range of model organisms, from fish, to crabs, to rats (Eisenberg, 

Kobilo, Berman, & Dudai, 2003; Nader et al., 2000; Pedreira, Pérez-Cuesta, & 

Maldonado, 2002) and for a range of memory types (Dudai, 2006). Given the 

conservation of brain processes across the phylogenetic scale, these findings have 

stimulated a renewed interest in the possibility that human memories might also 

undergo a process of reconsolidation.  

Excitement over the prospect of memory reconsolidation in humans is 

warranted: reconsolidation may greatly change how we understand memory and 

provide scope for novel clinical approaches. However, amidst this enthusiasm, 

relatively little work has critically evaluated and synthesized research claiming to 

demonstrate reconsolidation in humans across memory types, and clear criteria for 

evaluating reconsolidation as a candidate mechanism have not been consistently 

applied. For the field to progress, a clear understanding of current evidence for 

reconsolidation in humans, as well as its limitations, is essential. A framework upon 

which compelling future research can be built is also needed. In this paper, we first 

formalize a framework, based on animal models of reconsolidation, for evaluating and 

designing reconsolidation-based research. We then use this framework to highlight 

and critique a selection of reconsolidation-based studies, reflecting a diverse array of 

human memory systems, with a particular focus on paradigms with which multiple 

experiments have been conducted. We consider studies of procedural memory, 

aversive and appetitive memory, and declarative memory (for those interested only in 

particular types of memory, each section is written so as to be intelligible if read in 

isolation from the other sections). For each of these areas, we discuss conflicting 

findings and alternative explanations, and highlight practical and/or clinical 

applications of the findings. We conclude with a summary of the evidence for 
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reconsolidation across these fields, and discuss the challenges and prospects facing 

reconsolidation-based research.  

A Framework for Reconsolidation Research in Humans 

A clear recommendation for research aiming to provide evidence for 

reconsolidation in humans is that it should utilize the canonical 3-day design used in 

animal research on reconsolidation, consisting of learning (day 1), memory 

reactivation, possibly with an experimental manipulation (day 2), and testing (day 3) 

(Nader & Hardt, 2009; Tronson & Taylor, 2007). These three days need not be 

consecutive, but a multiple day design allows for the consolidation of the newly 

learned memory, which is clearly obligatory for a demonstration of reconsolidation, 

as one might otherwise simply be interfering with the initial process of consolidation. 

It should be noted that after 24 hours, the process of consolidation is not strictly 

complete, as further changes to the neural substrate of memories do occur with the 

further passage of time (Squire, 1986). Waiting for 24 hours does, however, ensure 

the presence of a long-term memory trace. Where reconsolidation-based clinical 

interventions are concerned, or where reconsolidation of pre-existing autobiographical 

memories is being tested, the target memory is already present and so day 1 learning 

is unnecessary. Testing for the impact of a reconsolidation-based manipulation should 

occur on a separate day to that manipulation (in addition to possibly testing for 

immediate effects), in order to allow time for the putative restabilization of the 

memory trace. 

There are a number of observations that can be seen as consistent with the 

process of reconsolidation (Dudai, 2006; Nader & Hardt, 2009; Tronson & Taylor, 

2007). These are derived from the definition of reconsolidation as the reactivation-

dependent induction of a transient, unstable state of a previously consolidated 

memory, during which the memory trace may be modified or disrupted, and requiring 

a time-dependent process of restabilization in order to persist. Their demonstration 

may require a number of control groups and testing on different days to the standard 

3-day reconsolidation design. In addition to criteria derived from this descriptive level 

(1-3 below), from a neurobiological perspective, it is commonly supposed that the 

structural modification of neuronal networks that maintain a memory engram requires 

de novo protein synthesis (Schafe & LeDoux, 2000), and that such protein synthesis is 

also necessary for reconsolidation once a memory has entered a labile state (Nader et 

al., 2000). However, the memory has been found to be functional (i.e., successful 
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retrieval can occur) shortly (4 hours) after reconsolidation-based disruption, with 

protein synthesis dependent effects only being observed at later testing (Nader et al., 

2000). This consideration leads to criterion 4. 

1. Reactivation x manipulation interaction: If there is an experimental 

manipulation intended to affect the reactivated memory, then there 

should be an interaction between reactivation and this experimental 

manipulation, such that reactivation alone, or the manipulation without 

reactivation, have no effects on the outcome measure, or that their 

independent effects could not simply be summed to produce the effect 

of both in combination. 

2. Time dependency: An experimental manipulation that is supposed to 

affect the reconsolidation of a memory should have no such effect if 

performed outside the reconsolidation window (thought to be at most 6 

hours after reactivation in animal models of fear conditioning: Nader et 

al., 2000). 

3. Memory specificity: The experimental manipulation should affect the 

reactivated memory trace, rather than producing a general amnestic 

effect. 

4. Dissociation of immediate and delayed effects: The effects of 

reconsolidation-based interventions will be most convincingly shown 

when the effect of an intervention is disclosed at long-term testing but 

not shortly after the experimental manipulation, owing to the putative 

retention of a functional memory trace that was formed previously. 

 

Using such a framework, it is possible to assess the degree to which outcomes 

of human studies parallel those of animal studies that are taken as particularly strong 

evidence for reconsolidation. However, these criteria deserve some additional 

comment.  

A reactivation x manipulation interaction can be understood as a statistical 

criterion that technically requires the use of 2 x 2 experimental design: reactivation 

(yes/no) and manipulation (yes/no). When reviewing studies of reconsolidation, it is 

clear that many studies have not followed this design in order to clearly demonstrate a 

significant interaction. In particular, a condition in which both reactivation and a 

manipulation are absent is often lacking. Such designs do not allow for a clear 
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demonstration of a significant statistical interaction. However, in many experimental 

paradigms, it is already well established that in the absence of any reactivation or 

manipulation, the memory trace is unaffected over the short time periods used in most 

studies of reconsolidation (e.g., memories for Pavlovian conditioning can be 

maintained for long time periods without interventions). It should also be considered 

what the specific study is aiming to demonstrate or test, and whether previous studies 

using the same paradigm have already provided evidence of an interaction. Not all 

studies of reconsolidation are simply aiming to show an interaction, and may be 

intended to examine boundary conditions on the induction of reconsolidation, or a 

host of other informative questions. The use of multiple control groups to demonstrate 

an interaction, or to test for other criteria, may be redundant or inappropriate. 

In other paradigms, such as when new learning is used as a manipulation, the 

outcome variable may be dependent upon material given in the manipulation (e.g., the 

intrusion of newly learned material into recall of older memories). In some such 

experiments, a ‘no manipulation’ condition may be irrelevant, as there is no plausible 

way for unknown material to intrude upon older memories. In still other cases, 

researchers have aimed to control for the impact of specific types of reactivation by 

comparing them with alternate, ineffective means of reactivation, rather than with ‘no 

reactivation’ controls. Such factors complicate interpretations as to whether an 

interaction is present, and it may make more sense to consider whether effects are 

reactivation-dependent, or dependent upon the type of reactivation, rather than 

requiring a reactivation x manipulation interaction. 

Rather than simply dismissing these cases as failures to demonstrate an 

interaction between reactivation and a manipulation, in the following discussion of 

studies and in the respective tables we have aimed to make inferences as to whether 

outcomes likely reflect an interaction or not based upon the conditions used in the 

experiment and what is known from other research. For example, if a study claiming 

an interaction neglected one of the control conditions necessary for a 2 x 2 design, yet 

a substantial body of evidence outside the field of reconsolidation indicates that the 

memory is unaffected in such a condition, or affected in such a way that makes 

additive effects of the control conditions an unlikely explanation for the claimed 

interaction effect, we have suggested that it may be reasonable to infer the presence of 

an interaction. Notation in the tables identifies cases where we believe such an 

inference might be reasonable. Nevertheless, especially where novel or relatively 
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unstudied paradigms are used, we would encourage researchers to utilize a 2 x 2 

design, and to conduct appropriate statistical tests for determining a reactivation x 

manipulation interaction. Furthermore, researchers should seriously consider the 

power of their experimental designs, as providing evidence for a statistical interaction 

between conditions typically requires quite large sample sizes, especially where 

relatively small effects are concerned. Where there is a failure to find evidence of an 

interaction, it may also be advisable to supplement traditional ‘null hypothesis 

significance testing’ approaches with Bayesian analyses, which can determine 

whether the data provides evidence in favor of the null (against the presence of an 

interaction), rather than just determining that statistical significance was not reached. 

Regarding time dependency of experimental manipulations, several possible 

complications are worth considering. Firstly, in pharmacological interventions, due to 

the specific pharmacokinetics of many drugs used, the drug is often administered 

before memory reactivation. This allows the drug to reach peak levels within the 

reconsolidation window. It should be stressed that with such manipulations, the 

intervention is the presumed presence of the drug in the participants’ brain, rather 

than the act of swallowing a pill, and so pre-reactivation drug administration may still 

be understood as an intervention occurring within the reconsolidation window. 

However, due to the higher number of alternative explanations for reactivation-

dependent drug effects when drugs are administered before reactivation (e.g., a long-

lasting impact on retrieval), post-reactivation drug administration is optimal if a 

mechanistic understanding of the intervention is the aim of a study. Secondly, in tests 

of manipulations administered outside of the reconsolidation window, it is ideal if the 

manipulation is still given on the same day as reactivation. This is because sleep-

related changes to memory may cause an intervention to have different effects when 

administered on a different day to reactivation, versus when given on the same day 

but outside of the reconsolidation window (see Sara, 2017 for a review of the impact 

of sleep on memory). Thirdly, in some studies, a manipulation may have an effect but 

only when given very shortly after reactivation. In such cases, the manipulation may 

be time dependent, but not in a manner that is entirely consistent with reconsolidation, 

which is generally understood to refer to a labile state of memory that lasts on the 

order of hours rather than seconds. In such cases, researchers should try to explain 

how the observed effects can be understood in terms of reconsolidation. 
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Where all criteria are met, it should be stressed that there are serious 

limitations to our ability to infer the presence of a neurobiological process such as 

reconsolidation, and particularly to infer specific neurobiological mechanisms such as 

protein synthesis dependence, without direct access to the neurobiological substrate. 

Drawing on De Houwer’s (2011) critique of the use of behavioral effects as proxies 

for mental constructs in cognitive psychology, we might say that for a behavioral 

effect to stand in for a neurobiological process, it is not enough that the effect can be 

explained in terms of that process. To allow for strong reverse inferences from a 

behavioral effect to a neurobiological process, the process must be a necessary 

condition for the effect. If there are alternative explanations for an observed 

behavioral effect, then we cannot make a strong inference from the presence of a 

behavioral effect to the presence of the neurobiological process. 

Hence, so long as alternate explanations for observations of post-reactivation 

amnesia exist, assessments based on the above criteria can only indicate that findings 

are consistent with, and cannot be seen as proof of, reconsolidation, or of specific 

neurobiological models of this process. With respect to criterion 4, for example, there 

are alternative explanations that do not rely on protein synthesis dependent 

reconsolidation, or on reconsolidation-like phenomena at all, as to why intervention 

effects might only be observed at delayed testing (Riccio, Millin, & Bogart, 2006; 

Sederberg, Gershman, Polyn, & Norman, 2011, see the Alternative Explanations 

sections for Pharmacological Blockade of Aversive and Appetitive Memory 

Reconsolidation and Declarative Memory Reconsolidation below). Conversely, it is 

conceivable that, in addition to reconsolidation, other processes may be engaged by 

an experimental manipulation that produce changes in memory expression at short-

term testing. Therefore, the presence of an effect of a reconsolidation-based 

manipulation at short-term testing cannot strictly rule out the possibility that 

reconsolidation explains the later effects. Of course, if there were no differences 

between the induction of these other processes and the induction of these processes 

plus reconsolidation, it would be unnecessary to invoke reconsolidation as an 

explanation.  

Given these considerations, the framework proposed should be considered a 

basis for understanding how previous studies might align with the idea of 

reconsolidation, and how compelling future studies can be designed, but not as 

providing definitive conclusions as to whether an observed effect represents 
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reconsolidation or not. It is also possible for the framework to be built upon and 

adapted as we gain further understanding of memory. We stress, therefore, that whilst 

these are valid and meaningful criteria, understanding the evidence for 

reconsolidation in humans requires a nuanced consideration of individual studies and 

paradigms as well as what they are aiming to demonstrate or test, and is not a 

simplistic ‘box ticking’ activity. The summary tables we provide are thus meant as 

guides to the broader discussion in the text, rather than definitive assessments to be 

taken in isolation. 

With this framework (and its caveats) in mind, and with an eye towards the 

consideration of alternative explanations, in the following sections we synthesize 

research into human memory reconsolidation across a range of memory types and 

experimental paradigms. 

Procedural Memory Interference 

Experimental studies. The first modern study to demonstrate reconsolidation-

like effects of interventions in humans used a procedural memory paradigm (Walker, 

Brakefield, Hobson, & Stickgold, 2003a). In this influential study, Walker et al. 

(2003a) demonstrated that after initial learning of a finger-tapping sequence, the 

motor memory was susceptible to interference from learning a competing sequence 

shortly, but not 6 hours afterwards. Hence, there appeared to be a period of memory 

stabilization. This period of stabilization was followed by an overnight enhancement 

in accuracy (offline gains). However, Walker et al. (2003a) found that the stability of 

the first motor sequence could be reversed if participants were required to briefly 

rehearse the sequence prior to learning a second finger-tapping task. This new 

learning did not immediately disrupt the memory for the initial sequence, as shown by 

intact performance of sequence 1 when tested shortly after participants learned the 

interfering sequence. Rather, accuracy for the first sequence was only reduced 

following a night of sleep, whereas performance for the second sequence improved.  

These findings suggest that a procedural memory undergoes an initial process 

of stabilization over 6 hours and enhancement over a night of sleep, reflecting a 

process of consolidation. However, it appears that a consolidated motor memory can 

be destabilized following reactivation, requiring a process of restabilization to prevent 

interference from competing motor learning. These results were found using the 3-day 

design necessary to demonstrate a clear reconsolidation effect in experimental studies 

(Day 1 learning, Day 2 reactivation and interference, Day 3 testing), suggested a 
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reactivation x manipulation interaction (though a control group in which no 

reactivation or new learning occurred was not used, other research found that memory 

is enhanced over multiple nights of sleep without reactivation or interference: Walker 

et al., 2003b), and also a dissociation of immediate and delayed effects of the post-

reactivation manipulation. Hence, the findings display a clear, though incomplete 

(lacking demonstrations of criteria 2 and 3), parallel to research in animal models 

used as evidence for reconsolidation. 

Since this early demonstration, however, relatively few studies have tackled 

the issue of reconsolidation in human procedural memory. Censor and colleagues 

confirmed that motor memories underwent offline gains after both initial learning and 

reactivation (Censor, Dimyan, & Cohen, 2010). They also showed that repetitive 

transcranial magnetic stimulation (rTMS) delivered to the primary motor cortex (M1) 

during reactivation prevented the development of these offline gains, relative to 

stimulation of the vertex (a control or ‘sham’ stimulation region), or ulnar nerve 

stimulation that disrupted actual performance in a manner similar to M1 stimulation. 

Although these findings indicate that offline gains can be blocked as a result of M1 

interference, they do not provide convincing evidence of reconsolidation, or 

corroborate the results of Walker et al. (2003a).  

Firstly, Censor et al. (2010) did not include an assessment of performance 

when M1 stimulation was given without reactivation, meaning that a reactivation x 

manipulation interaction cannot be firmly established. Secondly, M1 stimulation 

contemporaneous with reactivation presents further challenges for interpretation, as it 

could be that this affects some form of new encoding that takes place during retrieval 

or practice. Animal research on fear conditioning in fact suggests that reconsolidation 

or other memory processes are not actually triggered during reactivation, but only 

once reactivation is completed and the organism is removed from the reactivation 

context (Pedreira & Maldonado, 2003; Pérez-Cuesta, Hepp, Pedreira, & Maldonado, 

2007). An ideal test would therefore be to perform M1 stimulation shortly after 

reactivation, when the memory would be expected to have entered a labile state. 

Given that the outcomes of post-retrieval M1 stimulation, or M1 stimulation without 

reactivation are unknown, these findings do not provide convincing evidence for 

reconsolidation. Moreover, Walker et al. (2003a) found an actual decrease in 

performance after interference, suggesting some kind of modification to the detriment 

of the original memory, whereas Censor and colleagues only observed a failure of the 
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memory to undergo offline enhancement. This indicates that M1 stimulation 

prevented any benefits from rehearsal, but not that the original memory was disrupted 

or updated. 

Hardwicke, Taqi, and Shanks (2016) could not find support for the findings of 

Walker et al. (2003a) in a series of attempted replications. While Hardwicke et al. 

(2016) did observe the offline gains that have been consistently shown across studies, 

reactivation followed by new learning did not produce any performance deficits when 

tested a day later. While it has been suggested that this failure to replicate could 

reflect differences in experimental design, the participant pool, or boundary 

conditions on reconsolidation (Walker & Stickgold, 2016), it is worth noting that 

some possible moderating variables (session time, participant age) were tested by 

Hardwicke et al. (2016) and found to bear no relation to the outcome.  

It is clear that there can be factors that limit or prevent the induction of 

reconsolidation (known as boundary conditions) (Elsey & Kindt, 2017a). However, 

one study demonstrating a relationship between session timing (a suggested boundary 

condition for procedural memory) on the production of reactivation-induced 

interference did not show a robust, reconsolidation-like effect (de Beukelaar, 

Woolley, & Wenderoth, 2014). De Beukelaar et al. (2014) found that acquiring an 

interfering motor sequence after reactivating the previously consolidated sequence 

produced a drop in performance the next day, and that this effect was linearly related 

to the length of the reactivation. The longer the reactivation, the less of an impact 

subsequent learning had. Yet, these effects appeared only for the first trial of testing, 

after which performance quickly recovered. This suggests that the original memory 

was probably not directly modified or disrupted, but very briefly inaccessible. No 

control group was included to assess the impact of new learning in the absence of any 

kind of reactivation, and whereas previous studies showed an impact of interference 

on accuracy and not speed, De Beukelaar et al. (2014) found a significant effect on 

speed but not accuracy. Subsequently, de Beukelaar and colleagues found that not just 

the length of reactivation, but time from reactivation to new learning, determined 

whether interference effects were observed (de Beukelaar, Woolley, Alaerts, 

Swinnen, & Wenderoth, 2016). Participants all received a reactivation of the motor 

tapping task on day 2, and then waited 0, 20, 40, or 60 seconds before learning a 

second sequence. Results suggested a deterioration in the speed, but not accuracy, of 
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performance for the 20 second group only, and this effect was again observed only on 

the first trial of testing on day 3. 

Practical and Clinical Implications of Procedural Memory 

Reconsolidation. Although studies investigating the reconsolidation of human motor 

memories can inform our theoretical understanding of how such memories change 

over time, there appear to be relatively few clinical implications of procedural 

memory research. Given that procedural memories rely upon at least partially distinct 

brain systems to those supporting emotional memory (Squire, 2004), conclusions 

drawn as to the malleability of motor memories cannot be extended to disorders of 

emotional memory. Though some disorders do feature uncontrollable movements 

(e.g., motor tics) or compulsive actions (e.g., hair pulling in trichotillomania) as major 

components, we are not aware of any psychiatric disorders characterized solely by 

maladaptive learned motor behaviors. There may be some relevance of these lines of 

research if they could be extended to model aspects of these disorders or even 

intervene in such cases, but research is far from this stage at present. 

From a more general practical perspective, many sports and musical 

performances involve learning and repeatedly practicing highly complex and precise 

motor movements. Reconsolidation-based research on motor memories may be able 

to aid in the determination of optimum training procedures, in order to facilitate 

enhanced speed and accuracy, as well as preventing confusion between different 

learned behaviors. There is even space for research on ‘neuroenhancement’ of such 

skills, if pharmacological or brain stimulation procedures could affect performance 

when administered after reactivation. However, current studies present a mixed 

picture as to the lability of motor memories after reactivation in normal experimental 

subjects, and we are not aware of any research that has assessed reactivation-

dependent changes in memory expression for professional sportspeople or musicians 

(musicians are often excluded in procedural memory research).   

Summary of Procedural Memory Reconsolidation. Table 1 provides an 

overview of studies on reconsolidation in procedural memory. In summary, the 

research of Walker et al. (2003a) suggested the presence of a reactivation x 

manipulation interaction, as well as the dissociation of immediate and delayed effects, 

showing clear parallels with the putative phenomenon of reconsolidation in animal 

models. However, studies using similar designs have failed to replicate these effects, 

and other procedural memory disruption studies do not clearly corroborate the idea 
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that reactivation destabilizes such memories and necessitates a process of 

restabilization. There are many possible reasons why subsequent studies might fail to 

replicate Walker and colleagues’ original findings, and it would be rash to assume this 

study merely represents a false positive. However, reasons for a failure to replicate, 

such as boundary conditions, are conjectural and should be directly tested if 

reconsolidation of human procedural memories is to be fully understood, or indeed 

firmly demonstrated to occur. One study has provided evidence consistent with time 

dependent effects (de Beukelaar et al., 2016), but it should be noted that the time 

period suggested was highly specific and brief, that performance recovered after the 

first trial, and there was no control for general effects of new learning without 

reactivation. Demonstration of further reconsolidation criteria, such as by initially 

learning two motor sequences and then only reactivating and manipulating one of 

them (to show memory specificity) is also desirable. 

 



Table 1. Reviewed studies of procedural memory 

Authors Paradigm Intervention Timing of intervention 1 2 3 4 Summary 

Censor et al., 2010 Finger sequence 
tapping task 

rTMS to M1 During reactivation - - - - rTMS to M1 vs. sham stimulation 
after reactivation prevented 
offline gains. Did not include 
controls for reactivation vs. no 
reactivation. 

De Beukelaar et al., 
2014 

Finger sequence 
tapping task 

New learning Shortly after reactivation ~RTD - - - Short (but not long) reactivations 
followed by new learning 
produced a deficit in performance 
on the following day, but only for 
the first trial of testing. 

De Beukelaar et al., 
2016 

Finger sequence 
tapping task 

New learning Shortly after reactivation - ~Yes - - Impairment of speed was 
observed on the first test trial 
when new learning took place 20 
seconds, but not immediately, 40, 
or 60 seconds after reactivation. 
Effects were limited to the first 
trial of testing. There were 
insufficient controls to determine 
the presence of a reactivation x 
manipulation interaction. 

De Beukelaar et al., 
2014 

Finger sequence 
tapping task 

New learning Immediately, 20, 40, & 60 
seconds after reactivation 

~RTD - - - Short (but not long) reactivations 
followed by new learning 
produced a deficit in performance 
on the following day, but only for 
the first trial of testing. 
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Hardwicke et al., 2016 Finger sequence 
tapping task 

New learning Shortly after reactivation No - - - 4 attempted replications of 
reactivation-dependent 
interference of procedural 
memories were unsuccessful. 

Walker et al., 2003a Finger sequence 
tapping task 

New learning Shortly after reactivation Yes* - - Yes New learning after reactivation 
reduced accuracy at delayed but 
not immediate testing. No control 
for no reactivation + no 
manipulation was used, but other 
research suggests memory is 
enhanced when tested days after 
learning without reactivation or 
interference – the opposite of the 
effect observed when reactivation 
and new learning are combined. 

1 = Reactivation x manipulation interaction; 2 = Time dependency; 3 = Memory specificity; 4 = Dissociation of immediate and delayed effects; - = not assessed;           
* = represents that we believe there is sufficient ground to infer a reactivation x manipulation interaction in a study, but that a strict 2x2 ANOVA with a test for an 
interaction was not conducted; ~ = represents that a criterion may have been imperfectly demonstrated, or that the interpretation of this demonstration as being 
consistent with reconsolidation is uncertain (e.g., if observed memory impairments rapidly recover). Reasons are discussed in the summary column and in the main text; 
RTD = effects were dependent upon the type of reactivation. 

M1 = primary motor cortex; rTMS = repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation. 

 

        



Aversive and Appetitive Memory Reconsolidation 
	
Pharmacological Blockade of Aversive and Appetitive Memory Reconsolidation 

Experimental studies. An obvious rationale for studying the reconsolidation 

of aversive and appetitive memories in humans is to develop more effective strategies 

to persistently change undesired and excessive emotional memories. Although 

extinction learning is one of the most extensively studied and effective procedures to 

reduce learned affective responses, in many cases people experience relapse. 

Extinction essentially involves repeated exposure to conditioned stimuli without the 

aversive (or rewarding) consequence. As a result, the conditioned stimuli gain new 

predictive properties. Fear-conditioning research in animals and humans has reliably 

shown that even after successful extinction training, the conditioned fear response can 

be easily recovered through the use of memory retrieval techniques: re-exposure to 

unsignaled USs (i.e., reinstatement), a context change (i.e., renewal), or testing 

several weeks later (i.e., spontaneous recovery) (Bouton, 2002). A consensus has been 

reached that extinction learning does not primarily operate through modifying the 

original fear memory, but instead through the formation of a new inhibitory memory 

(Bouton, 2002; Craske et al., 2008). This extinction memory competes for behavioral 

control at retrieval, thereby suppressing the fear responding driven by the original fear 

memory. In contrast, by capitalizing upon the phenomenon of reconsolidation, it may 

be possible to modify the strength of the original memory, overcoming known 

limitations of extinction-based approaches. 

  Many animal studies have been conducted using pharmacological agents such 

as anisomycin to block protein synthesis following memory reactivation and thereby 

provide evidence for a protein synthesis dependent phase of reconsolidation (Nader & 

Hardt, 2009). Given the use of such procedures across a range of animal models and 

memory paradigms (Eisenberg et al., 2003; Nader et al., 2000; Pedreira et al., 2002), 

pharmacological blockade of reconsolidation in human studies is a promising 

translational approach.  

  Clearly, potent neurotoxic drugs such as anisomycin would be unsuitable for 

use in humans, but alternative amnestic agents that block receptors that are believed 

to facilitate or be necessary for protein synthesis are available (Gelinas & Nguyen, 

2005; Kindt, 2014). Debiec and LeDoux (2004) found that propranolol, a beta-

adrenergic receptor (β-AR) antagonist commonly administered for the treatment of 
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hypertension, blocked the reconsolidation of an auditory fear memory when infused 

into the amygdala of rats after memory reactivation. Crucially for the prospect of 

using propranolol in humans, for whom targeted drug delivery is only possible under 

extraordinary circumstances, Debiec and LeDoux (2004) also found that systemic 

administration of the drug was equally effective. b-ARs play an important role in 

plasticity related protein synthesis via the downstream b-AR/protein kinase A 

(PKA)/cAMP response element binding protein (CREB) signalling pathway, one of 

the molecular cascades that regulates the gene transcription required for the 

consolidation and reconsolidation of memory (Kandel, 2012; Otis, Werner, & 

Mueller, 2015). Hence, it is thought that propranolol may exert its influence over 

memory reconsolidation by inhibiting noradrenaline-stimulated CREB 

phosphorylation in the amygdala, which would indirectly disrupt protein synthesis 

(Kindt, 2014; Thonberg, Fredriksson, Nedergaard, & Cannon, 2002). 

The translational feasibility of this approach has been demonstrated in 

multiple studies of Pavlovian fear conditioning in humans. In the first study to 

demonstrate this effect, participants underwent a differential conditioning procedure, 

in which they learned to associate two different fear-relevant stimuli (pictures of 

spiders, which are argued to have posed a survival threat to ancestral humans) with 

either an unpleasant electrical shock, or with the absence of shock, on day 1 (Kindt, 

Soeter, & Vervliet, 2009). The primary outcome measure was fear-potentiated startle 

(FPS), a defensive reflex observed across mammalian species, and often used as an 

index of the negative valence attributed to a stimulus after conditioning (P. M. 

Bradley & Galal, 1988; Brown, Kalish, & Farber, 1951). On day 2, two groups of 

participants were given either 40mg of propranolol or placebo 90 minutes before a 

memory reactivation session, to allow peak bioavailability of the drug during the 

period of reconsolidation immediately following retrieval (Gilman & Goodman, 

1996). In the reactivation session, participants expected to undergo a second day of 

training. In fact, the CS+ from the day before was presented just once and without a 

shock, and the experiment was then terminated. A third group received propranolol on 

day 2 without a reactivation session, while being in the same experimental room 

where the original fear learning took place. On day 3, participants’ responses to each 

stimulus were tested in the absence of any shocks over 10 extinction trials, followed 

by a reinstatement test. 
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Whereas participants in the placebo + reactivation and the propranolol only 

groups displayed heightened startle responses to the CS+ relative to the CS- on day 3, 

those in the propranolol + reactivation group showed durably low startle responding 

to the CS+ from the first to the last trial of extinction. Moreover, an established 

reinstatement procedure – the presentation of unsignaled shocks – failed to recover 

differential responding in the propranolol + reactivation group, whereas extinction 

learning on day 3 was quickly reversed by this procedure in the other two groups. 

These results provide a clear demonstration of a manipulation x reactivation 

interaction. Though no group receiving neither reactivation nor propranolol was used, 

other work demonstrates that startle responses are not neutralized, nor resistant to 

reinstatement, in the absence of reactivation and propranolol (Soeter & Kindt, 2011). 

 These basic findings have since been replicated in several studies (Soeter & 

Kindt, 2010; Soeter & Kindt, 2011; Soeter & Kindt, 2012a). In addition to replicating 

the basic propranolol + reactivation effect, it has been demonstrated that this effect is 

specific to the reactivated memory (e.g., Soeter & Kindt, 2011, 2012b). Participants in 

these studies were trained to associate two different stimuli with electric shocks, and 

then only one of these stimuli was presented on day 2, followed by propranolol. On 

the third day of testing, startle responses to the reactivated stimulus had been 

neutralized, whereas fear potentiated startle for the non-reactivated stimulus was still 

present. Hence, it is clear that propranolol does not simply cause general amnesia. 

In support of the idea that these apparently reconsolidation-based effects 

might be preferable to outcomes observed in standard extinction, it was found that 

there was no spontaneous recovery of fear responses in the reactivation + propranolol 

group after 1 month (Soeter & Kindt, 2010). In addition, fear responses after 

reconsolidation blockade were not renewed by changes in context (Soeter & Kindt, 

2012a). Finally, even when the CS was paired again with an aversive US, 

reacquisition of the fear-potentiated startle was no more rapid than when the original 

learning took place, suggesting that the memory was so weakened by the procedure as 

to leave no savings of the memory (Soeter & Kindt, 2011). In contrast, merely 

extinguished memories show accelerated reacquisition, owing to the putative 

retention of the memory for the original learning experience. Although these 

behavioral observations cannot be explained by extinction, they do not themselves 

provide proof of reconsolidation, or for the complete removal of the memory trace 
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(see Alternative Explanations and Long-term Effects of Reconsolidation-based 

Interventions sections below). 

 Interestingly, participants receiving propranolol + reactivation have been 

found to retain their declarative memories for the conditioning procedure (Kindt et al., 

2009; Soeter & Kindt, 2010). Furthermore, while reactivation + propranolol has been 

found to neutralize differential startle responses, differential skin conductance 

responses are typically maintained (Soeter & Kindt, 2010). Skin conductance is far 

more responsive than startle to contingency knowledge and non-specific arousal 

(Bradley, Cuthbert, & Lang, 1999; Sevenster, Beckers, & Kindt, 2012a; Sevenster, 

Beckers, & Kindt, 2014a). In contrast, the startle response appears to track the 

emotional valence of a stimulus. These results therefore suggest that propranolol 

combined with reactivation selectively disrupts the reconsolidation of the emotional 

component of the memory, leaving declarative memory of prior contingency learning 

intact. Indeed, it has also been found that propranolol administered so as to interfere 

with fear memory reconsolidation reduces subjective distress associated with the CS+ 

(Soeter & Kindt, 2012a), further indicating an impact at the emotional level. 

In addition to demonstrating a reactivation x manipulation interaction and 

memory specificity, Kindt and Soeter (2017, in press [this article appears in the 

reference list as Kindt and Soeter, 2018. The old reference is retained in this chapter 

for consistency with the figure and tables]) also found evidence consistent with both a 

time-dependent effect of the propranolol manipulation, and a dissociation of 

immediate and delayed effects. Whereas previous studies administered oral 

propranolol 90 minutes before or immediately after memory reactivation, this study 

included conditions in which propranolol was administered to participants either 

immediately, one, or two hours after reactivation. Participants receiving propranolol 

immediately or one hour after, but not two hours after reactivation displayed the 

anticipated neutralization of the fear-potentiated startle response, thereby 

demonstrating that the interaction between reactivation and propranolol is dependent 

on the drug being administered within a specific time window. Given that propranolol 

takes 1-2 hours to reach peak plasma levels (Gilman & Goodman, 1996), this would 

suggest that beta-adrenergic receptors are required for the reconsolidation of memory 

within a time period under 4 hours post-reactivation. Furthermore, Kindt and Soeter 

(2017, in press) found that participants retained a functional short-term memory trace 

after the intervention, with startle responses to the CS+ remaining potentiated even up 
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to 12 hours after propranolol + reactivation, as long as they were tested on the same 

day of the intervention. Neutralization of fear memory expression was evident only 

once participants had slept, thus demonstrating not only a dissociation of short- and 

long-term effects, but also revealing a crucial role of sleep in the transformation of 

fear memory after the putative disruption of reconsolidation.  

Not all studies using propranolol to interfere with the reconsolidation of fear 

memories have produced such effects, however. Two studies (Bos, Beckers, & Kindt, 

2014; Schroyens, Beckers, & Kindt, 2017) failed to demonstrate the expected 

reduction in startle responding in the propranolol + reactivation group that was seen in 

previous studies. However, the results of these studies displayed a number of other 

anomalous features. Not only did propranolol fail to reduce conditioned startle 

responses, but startle and skin conductance also failed to display statistically 

significant evidence of extinction learning. Moreover, participants showed less robust 

differential fear conditioning on day 1 and appeared to show less trust of the non-

occurrence of shock with the control stimulus (CS-) on subsequent testing days. 

Hence, these results might reflect a general uncertainty of participants in the 

experimental procedure that could have precluded the generation of clear associative 

learning and a subsequent prediction error (see below for further discussion of 

prediction error in reconsolidation). 

Spring et al. (2015) reported a failure to reduce conditioned responding to 

stimuli with pre-reactivation propranolol in a modified conditioning paradigm 

designed to produce particularly strong fear memories. However, the only 

physiological measure used in this study was skin conductance, which was not 

affected by propranolol administered before or after reactivation in any of the 

aforementioned studies. Hence, a failure to reduce conditioned responding was 

predictable on the basis of existing findings. Moreover, that this paradigm generated 

particularly strong learning is questionable given the large proportion of participants 

that failed to acquire differential responding. In any case, the strength of a memory is 

not a clear boundary condition for the previously discussed effects, as propranolol has 

been found to reduce fear responding even in strong emotional memories. For 

example, Soeter and Kindt (2012b) administered yohimbine, an α2-adrenergic 

receptor antagonist that stimulates noradrenergic activity (Charney, Woods, 

Goodman, & Heninger, 1987), during acquisition of fear conditioning. Noradrenergic 

activation can facilitate long-term memory formation, and is also thought to partly 
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explain the enhancement of memories formed during stress or trauma (Cahill, Prins, 

Weber, & McGaugh; 1994; Gazarini, Stern, Carobrez, & Bertoglio, 2013; Gelinas & 

Nguyen, 2005). The associative memories formed under the influence of yohimbine 

were harder to extinguish, and prompted fear generalization, indicating greater 

memory strength, yet could still be neutralized by the administration of propranolol 

after reactivation. 

Both age and strength of memories have typically been viewed as boundary 

conditions of reconsolidation in animal research, with older or stronger memories 

becoming increasingly resistant to change (Eisenberg & Dudai, 2004; Elsey & Kindt, 

2017a). However, it should be noted that boundary conditions are typically inferred 

from negative findings with a single reactivation procedure (Milekic & Alberini, 

2002; Elsey & Kindt, 2017a), even though one would not expect a single, universally 

effective reactivation procedure that always triggers reconsolidation. Elsey and Kindt 

(2017a) have reviewed several potential means of overcoming the supposed boundary 

conditions of age and strength of memory on the induction of reconsolidation. For 

instance, old or strongly trained memories may be rendered labile by longer 

reactivation sessions (Frankland et al., 2006; Suzuki et al., 2004) or by exposure to 

novel stimuli during reactivation (Winters, Tucci, & DaCosta-Furtado, 2009). 

Furthermore, it has been observed in animal models that strong memories can 

undergo reconsolidation if they are reactivated at remote time-points (Robinson & 

Franklin, 2010; Wang, de Oliveira Alvares, & Nader, 2009). Hence, it may be that 

clear-cut boundary conditions do not exist. This aligns with the postulated role of 

reconsolidation as an adaptive mechanism for keeping memories up to date (Lee, 

2009). From this perspective, as long as the memory reactivation involves a 

discrepancy or a match-mismatch experience (i.e., a prediction error: Rescorla & 

Wagner, 1972) between what has already been learned and what is experienced, then 

reconsolidation may be triggered (Morris et al., 2006; Pedreira, Pérez-Cuesta & 

Maldonado, 2004; Sevenster, Beckers, & Kindt, 2012b; Sevenster, Beckers, & Kindt, 

2013; Sevenster, Beckers, & Kindt, 2014b; Wang & Morris, 2010).  

In line with this conceptualization, Sevenster et al. (2013) found that an 

unexpected change in contingency, even if this meant that an aversive outcome that 

was not fully expected occurred upon reactivation (i.e., a shock did follow the 

presentation of the CS when training had suggested a lower reinforcement rate), was 

necessary for the memory disrupting effects of propranolol. Similarly, when there was 
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no possibility of acquiring new information about the contingencies – such as when 

the US electrodes were not attached – propranolol had no effect after reactivation 

(Sevenster et al., 2012b). Finally, Sevenster et al. (2014b) found that the extent of 

prediction error determined the fate of memory after reactivation. In this study, a 

single prediction error rendered the memory susceptible to the disruptive effects of 

propranolol, whereas multiple prediction errors appeared to lead to a transitional state 

between reconsolidation and extinction, protecting the initially reactivated memory 

from propranolol-induced changes (referred to by Merlo, Milton, Goozée, Theobald, 

& Everitt, 2014 – who observed a similar phenomenon in rats – as a ‘limbo’ state). 

These findings parallel work in a range of animal models that indicate that prediction 

error may be necessary for the elicitation of reconsolidation (Alfei, Ferrer Monti, 

Molina, Bueno, & Urcelay, 2015; Fernández, Boccia, & Pedreira, 2016), and suggest 

that memory reconsolidation is only triggered when the retrieval experience contains 

novel or surprising information. Furthermore, they indicate that prediction error does 

not always elicit reconsolidation. With multiple prediction errors, extinction learning 

or a transitional ‘limbo’ state are triggered. As these studies by Sevenster and 

colleagues were intended to determine the effects of specific types of reactivation, and 

because it had already been established that propranolol alone or reactivation alone do 

not result in neutralization of conditioned responses, controls for reactivation alone, or 

for propranolol alone, were not always included. 

Practical and clinical applications of pharmacological blockade of 

reconsolidation. While a range of disorders can be seen to have maladaptive 

emotional memories as a core feature, the finding that propranolol – or other 

pharmacological agents – might interfere with the reconsolidation of emotional 

memories currently seems most relevant for the treatment of trauma- and anxiety-

related disorders. Cases such as PTSD and specific phobias are often resistant to 

typical psychotherapeutic and pharmacological interventions, which can involve 

costly and very time-consuming procedures (Durham, Higgins, Chambers, Swan, & 

Dow, 2012; Hofmann & Smits, 2008; Loerinc et al., 2015). The need for efficient and 

effective treatments is clear, and the translation of reconsolidation research from 

animal models, to human experiments, to clinical applications, may provide them 

(Elsey & Kindt, 2017b; Kindt, 2014). In fact, before experimental work in humans 

had been conducted on propranolol and reconsolidation, some researchers had already 
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made the leap from animal research to clinical trials, with both promising and 

disappointing results. 

Brunet and colleagues (2008) had patients with chronic PTSD recall their 

traumatic experiences so as to reactivate their maladaptive memories, and then gave 

them either propranolol or placebo (double blind). One week later, participants’ 

physiological responses to script-driven imagery (standardized, 30 second scripts 

about a traumatic event that were generated by talking with the patient about their 

trauma, which were then recorded and played back to the patient) were found to differ 

significantly between groups, with the propranolol group even scoring below 

previously delineated PTSD cutoffs in some cases. However, there was no control for 

the effects of propranolol without reactivation, precluding a clear demonstration of a 

reactivation x manipulation interaction. Similarly, Brunet et al. (2011) found that the 

administration of propranolol prior to weekly script-driven exposure sessions for 

PTSD produced a rapid reduction in PTSD symptoms; an effect that compared 

favorably to standard exposure sessions (though neither a placebo nor a reactivation 

control group were used in this study, and drugs were not administered blind). On the 

other hand, Wood et al. (2015) failed to find an effect of propranolol (as well as of 

glucocorticoid receptor antagonist mifepristone, or D-cycloserine + mifepristone) and 

reactivation on subsequent script-driven responding, though they noted some 

concerns in interpreting the data due to a lack of baseline assessments and possible 

floor effects (participants generally did not display as much physiological arousal as 

in previous studies and reported mild to moderate PTSD). 

Though we can only speculate at this stage, it is possible that insights gained 

from experimental studies could improve the strength and consistency of such 

reconsolidation-based interventions (Elsey & Kindt, 2017a; 2017b). Script-driven 

imagery or lengthy script preparation sessions may reactivate the traumatic memory 

but not optimally elicit reconsolidation, given that they merely recapitulate the 

traumatic event. As has been discussed, prediction error appears to be very important 

for the destabilization of consolidated memories. With this in mind, it may be 

preferable to use an imagery rescripting approach to trauma reactivation, in which the 

original trauma is initially followed accurately to produce reactivation, but the hotspot 

of the trauma – the point at which emotional distress reaches its peak – is changed to 

provide the patient with more of a mismatch experience. Such single sessions have 

produced positive results in a series of PTSD cases (three out of four patients 
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significantly benefitted) (Kindt & van Emmerik, 2016). Though promising, such 

results require support in placebo-controlled studies that also rule out alternative 

explanations. Currently, trials of these reconsolidation-based interventions in PTSD 

present a mixed picture.  

Beyond PTSD, it has also been found that the pharmacological blockade of 

reconsolidation could prove effective in the treatment of specific fears and phobias. In 

a randomized, double blind, placebo controlled study in participants with high fear of 

spiders, Soeter and Kindt (2015a) found that the administration of propranolol 

immediately after a brief exposure to a tarantula produced a dramatic drop in fear of 

spiders. After the intervention, participants in the active treatment condition were able 

to touch or even have a spider walk over their hands. In contrast, the placebo group, 

and a group that had received propranolol in the absence of reactivation, showed no 

improvement relative to pre-treatment. Participants’ negative cognitions about spiders 

did not immediately change in line with their behavioral and emotional 

transformations, but had dropped significantly below a phobia cutoff score 3 months 

after the treatment. These treatment effects were maintained at least up until one year 

after treatment, at which point there was still no change in the behavior or 

questionnaire responses of participants in the inactive experimental conditions. This 

study did not include a control group that received neither reactivation nor 

propranolol, though it should be noted that the participants had retained their fear of 

spiders over many years, without propranolol and often with periods where 

reactivation did not occur. It is reasonable to assume that such a condition would not 

result in significant changes in fear of spiders. Case studies of similarly successful 

treatments for other phobias have also been reported (e.g., mice, in Elsey & Kindt, 

2017a), though such single cases are unable to provide evidence for the suggested 

reconsolidation criteria. 

Outside of anxiety-related research, animal studies have provided evidence 

that propranolol may also be a tool for the disruption of addiction- or reward-related 

memory reconsolidation (Bernardi, Lattal, & Berger, 2006; Diergaarde, Schoffelmeer, 

& De Vries, 2006; Fricks-Gleason & Marshall, 2008; Milton, Lee, & Everitt, 2008; 

Otis & Mueller, 2011; Robinson & Franklin, 2010; Xue et al., 2017). There is 

conflicting evidence regarding the efficacy of such an approach to the treatment of 

addiction in humans. Saladin et al. (2013) found that propranolol (double blind, 

placebo controlled) administered after a brief exposure to video and in vivo cocaine 
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cues produced a greater decrease in cocaine craving at follow-up than in the placebo 

condition among cocaine dependent individuals. Lonergan et al. (2016) found that 6 

sessions of script-driven addiction propranolol + memory reactivation significantly 

decreased craving, relative to placebo + reactivation, in individuals with a range of 

different substance addictions. However, in another study of cocaine craving, Jobes et 

al. (2015) found that propranolol administered 120 minutes before cocaine cue 

exposure (involving a personalized script, tactile cues, and cocaine-related images) 

actually increased cocaine cue reactivity at test relative to placebo. 

Possible reasons for these conflicting findings are worth considering and are 

open to testing. Saladin and colleagues’ (2013) study used a larger sample size and 

focused on cocaine dependent individuals, whereas those in Jobes et al. (2015) were 

actually patients on methadone maintenance for recovery from heroin who also used 

cocaine. It is not known how these factors might affect the results. In addition, the 

timing of drug administration in Jobes et al. (2015) seems less appropriate than the 

administration of propranolol a shorter time before or indeed immediately after cue 

exposure. It is also likely that the parameters of the reactivation session itself are of 

importance. Experimental studies suggest that an optimal session might consist of a 

prediction error, and that its length should not elicit extinction. Further animal 

research and human studies with carefully timed administration of drugs and 

manipulation of the reactivation session could be used to delineate the optimal times 

for drug delivery and session length. Experimental work has looked at this (e.g., Alfei 

et al., 2015; Kindt & Soeter, 2017 in press; Merlo, Milton, Gooze, Theobald, & 

Everitt, 2014), but the translation to clinical populations is particularly difficult and 

worth investigating.  

One final consideration is that reactivating addiction memories using cues 

associated with drug taking may not be as effective as using the actual drug as a 

means of reactivation. Pachas et al. (2015) reactivated memories for smoking by 

having participants write about a typical smoking experience, and failed to find any 

effect of propranolol + reactivation on later physiological reactivity to script driven 

imagery for smoking. In contrast, Xue et al. (2017) found that propranolol (vs. 

placebo) given one hour before (vs. 6 hours after) partially smoking a cigarette led to 

reduced preferences for nicotine-related conditioned stimuli and less craving after 

presentation of such cues or priming with nicotine. As this study only included a 

comparison of reactivation + propranolol inside vs. outside the reconsolidation 
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window, it could not fully establish a reactivation x manipulation interaction. 

However, the reactivation + delayed propranolol group might be seen as controlling 

for nonspecific effects of both reactivation and propranolol, thus indicating an 

interaction. The use of such a condition also provides a demonstration of time 

dependency of the effect of propranolol. The contrasting findings of Pachas et al. 

(2015) and Xue et al. (2017) highlight that a lack of an intervention effect does not 

rule out that a reconsolidation-based approach could be effective if different means of 

memory reactivation are attempted (Elsey & Kindt, 2017a). This should be kept in 

mind when evaluating null results for clinical interventions in particular, where 

researchers are only beginning to scratch the surface of the optimal means of 

reactivation.  

Alternative explanations. Although the amnestic effects of beta-adrenergic 

blockade after memory reactivation are relatively consistent and convincing, the 

efficacy of a treatment or experimental intervention does not necessarily provide 

proof of the proposed mechanisms or theory underpinning it. It is likely that effective 

treatments derived from reconsolidation-based research will ultimately require a firm 

understanding of the precise mechanisms of action. Without understanding why a 

treatment works, clinicians may place undue emphasis on aspects of the intervention 

that are unnecessary or even counterproductive for generating the desired outcome, 

leading to inefficiency and inefficacy. Poorly understood interventions may also be 

proposed for cases that would not be expected to benefit given the working 

mechanisms of the treatment. In addition, where particular drugs are wrongly thought 

necessary, people may be unnecessarily excluded from treatment due to 

contraindications that would not apply if equally effective alternatives could be used 

instead. Therefore, alternative explanations to reconsolidation accounts should be 

assessed.  

One alternative to reconsolidation is that propranolol administered before 

reactivation (as in some studies mentioned above) might have interfered with memory 

retrieval. This alternative explanation has been effectively refuted. Differential 

responses to the CS+ and CS- are observed at reactivation regardless of whether 

propranolol was administered before or afterwards, suggesting intact retrieval. Most 

importantly, propranolol administered after reactivation displays the same amnestic 

effects (Sevenster et al., 2013; Sevenster et al., 2014b; Soeter & Kindt, 2012a; Soeter 

& Kindt, 2015b). It is also clear that the memory-modifying effects of propranolol are 
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not attributable to general anxiolytic or dampening effects of propranolol, given that 

they are specific to the reactivated memory and depend upon a specific type or 

reactivation (Sevenster et al., 2013; Soeter & Kindt, 2011, 2012b). Enhanced 

extinction learning is also implausible, as it has been shown that even when 

reactivation is reinforced, which would preclude extinction, the neutralization of 

startle responses can still occur provided that the reactivation includes a prediction 

error (Sevenster et al., 2013). 

However, based on early research into retrieval-induced retrograde amnesia in 

animals (Bradley & Galal, 1988) and more recent findings (Gisquet-Verrier et al., 

2015), a modified state-dependent retrieval (MSDR) account has been proposed as an 

alternative to the idea of disrupted reconsolidation typically used to explain amnesia 

in animal models. This account could apply to the blockade of reconsolidation with 

beta-adrenergic agents in humans, as discussed below. 

Similarly to reconsolidation-based explanations, the MSDR account of 

amnestic effects suggests that memories can incorporate new information upon 

reactivation. However, proponents of MSDR suggest that protein synthesis may not in 

fact be required in a process of memory restorage. Rather, the internal state induced 

by protein synthesis inhibitors such as anisomycin (as well as a host of other amnestic 

agents, including propranolol) can be incorporated into a memory, thereby becoming 

an important retrieval cue, or ‘occasion setter’, for successful memory recovery 

(Riccio et al., 2006). In support of this, some animal studies have demonstrated that 

the administration of a protein synthesis inhibitor before testing can recover memories 

previously thought to have been lost by protein synthesis inhibition (Gisquet-Verrier 

et al., 2015). Hence, it would appear that such memories have become state dependent 

and merely fail to be retrieved due to lack of sufficient retrieval cues, rather than 

having had their reconsolidation disrupted. The delayed onset of amnesia is explained 

in this model because shortly after an amnestic intervention, the amnestic agent is still 

present or has only recently passed, thus aiding retrieval. If an internal state induced 

by propranolol is incorporated into the memory and becomes a crucial retrieval cue, 

this could explain the amnesia observed in human subjects.  

Such an explanation could prove important for human studies because it 

suggests that a wide range of drugs or other interventions that produce an altered state 

might be used to modify memory accessibility, potentially allowing people with 

contraindications to particular drugs to benefit from memory modifying treatments. 
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Of course, these findings could also have implications for the anticipated long-term 

outcomes of such treatments if sufficient triggers would be expected to produce 

memory retrieval.  

There are, however, a number of limitations to the MSDR account. Firstly, not 

all drugs that induce an internal state lead to later amnesia, and it is unclear from a 

MSDR account why this should be so. Peripherally acting beta-blockers, such as 

nadolol, do not have the same amnestic effects as centrally acting beta-blockers, 

despite producing similar states (Gazarini, Stern, Carobrez, & Bertoglio, 2013; Kindt 

& Soeter, 2017 in press; van Stegeren, Everaerd, Cahill, McGaugh, & Gooren, 1998). 

However, it might be argued that the states induced by centrally and peripherally 

acting betablockers are indeed experienced differently, or that the internal state 

induced must be one derived from a centrally acting drug.  

Studies utilizing two drugs (one to either facilitate or block the hypothesized 

destabilization of memory, and the other to disrupt restablization) also provide a 

challenge to an MSDR account. If reactivation + anisomycin is preceded by ifenprodil 

administration (which is thought to prevent memory destabilization by blocking 

NMDA receptors), then amnesia is not observed (Ben Mamou, Gamache, & Nader, 

2006). In cases where memories are particularly strong and resistant to disruption via 

reconsolidation (e.g., after stress), then pre-reactivation administration of D-

cycloserine (DCS, thought to facilitate the induction of reconsolidation through 

agonistic effects at NMDA receptors) renders the memory vulnerable to disruption 

(Bustos, Giachero, Maldonado, & Molina, 2010). In a similar vein, if amnesia is 

simply due to lack of drug-state retrieval cues rather than specific effects of drugs on 

the neurobiological process of reconsolidation, it is unclear why certain drugs, such as 

yohimbine, strengthen a memory when administered after reactivation, even though 

testing occurs in a drug free state (Gazarini et al., 2013). 

MSDR also struggles to explain why amnestic treatments have an effect only 

after specific types of reactivation. For example, DCS alone increases the later 

expression of memory when reactivation is brief, consistent with enhanced 

reconsolidation strengthening the memory, but reduces later memory expression when 

reactivation is longer, consistent with enhanced extinction learning (Lee, Milton, & 

Everitt, 2006). As noted earlier, prediction error appears to be necessary for amnestic 

effects to be observed in some paradigms such as fear conditioning, yet a drug 

induced internal state and memory reactivation occurs regardless of prediction error. 
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Finally, Kindt and Soeter (2017 in press) found that amnestic effects of propranolol 

were observed 12 hours after the intervention, but crucially only after a night of sleep. 

One would expect drug levels in the brain to be similar after 12 hours with or without 

sleep, and so propranolol ought to function equally as a retrieval cue in both these 

conditions – either resulting in amnesia in both the sleep and no sleep groups if the 

drug is washed out, or producing retrieval in both if the drug is still present. The 

neutralization of fear-potentiated startle only in the sleep group refutes this.  

Such findings can be readily understood under the framework of 

reconsolidation, but the MSDR account does not specify why only certain drugs, or 

combinations thereof, would have such divergent effects, or why particular types of 

reactivation are necessary. An MSDR account incorporating such findings would 

need to grant that there are specific neurobiological processes – brought about by 

specific means of reactivation – that render a memory malleable (i.e., destabilization) 

for a specific time (i.e., a labile or unstable period), and would differ from 

reconsolidation only with respect to the idea that some sort of restabilization process 

is required in order for the memory to persist. What, from an MSDR perspective, 

closes off this period of memory malleability, given that time since reactivation is 

only relevant insofar as it corresponds to particular processes that change with it (such 

as restabilization, from a reconsolidation perspective). 

Although several findings are difficult to explain under a MSDR account (see 

also Nader, 2015), the ultimate test for a MSDR account is the reintroduction of the 

amnestic agent prior to testing the memory, which has not been conducted in 

controlled tests in a human sample. We have not observed the return of fear with the 

repeated administration of propranolol in previously phobic participants in our lab, 

but this has not been assessed in multiple subjects and with the number of different 

conditions necessary to definitively refute such an explanation. Such alternative 

hypotheses will remain open until directly tested. 

Summary of pharmacological blockade of reconsolidation. Table 2 

provides an overview of studies of the pharmacological blockade of reconsolidation in 

aversive and appetitive memories. In summary, experimental and clinical work has 

demonstrated quite potent effects of propranolol administered so as to disrupt a 

putative process of reconsolidation. In several human fear-conditioning studies using 

the standard 3-day design of reconsolidation-based interventions, findings have 

paralleled those used in animal models as evidence of reconsolidation: several studies 
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indicate an interaction between memory reactivation and propranolol administration, 

and that the impact of propranolol is specific to the reactivated memory trace. 

Moreover, two studies have demonstrated that such effects are only observed when 

propranolol is administered within a specific time window after reactivation (Kindt & 

Soeter, 2017 in press; Xue et al., 2017), and there is also evidence for the dissociation 

of immediate and delayed effects (Kindt & Soeter, 2017 in press). Of further interest, 

as has been demonstrated in some animal models of reconsolidation, characteristics of 

the reactivation session, such as prediction error, seem to determine whether 

reconsolidation-like effects are observed in studies of fear conditioning (Sevenster et 

al., 2013; Sevenster et al., 2014b). A small meta-analysis of studies in which 

propranolol was given in conjunction with memory reactivation, comprising 8 studies, 

suggested a medium effect size of the intervention (Hedge’s g = 0.56) (Lonergan, 

Olivera-Figueroa, Pitman, & Brunet, 2013). 

The use of propranolol to disrupt the putative process of memory 

reconsolidation has demonstrated some clinical utility, yet it is also clear that more 

research is needed to convincingly demonstrate the clinical efficacy of such an 

approach. Studies have often not included appropriate controls, or have been 

conducted with very small sample sizes. Properly powered, randomized controlled 

trials will be necessary for demonstrating the value of such a reconsolidation-based 

approach, but it should be stressed that premature attempts at running such trials may 

lead to false negatives: abundant evidence suggests that reconsolidation-like effects 

rely on particular reactivation conditions that can be highly complex even in simple 

laboratory models, and there are many difficult steps in the translation of 

experimental findings to clinical applications (Elsey & Kindt, 2017a; 2017b). Hence, 

greater attention should be paid to the necessary and sufficient conditions for inducing 

such effects across the range of maladaptive memories met within clinical practice. 

Finally, reasons for failed replications in clinical and experimental studies, as well as 

alternative explanations for reconsolidation-like effects, could be further investigated.



Table 2. Reviewed studies of pharmacological interventions in aversive and appetitive memory 

Authors Paradigm Intervention 
Timing of 
intervention 1 2 3 4 Summary 

Bos et al., 2014 Pavlovian 
conditioning 

Propranolol 
(40mg) 

90 minutes 
before 
reactivation 

No - - - Propranolol + reactivation failed to 
neutralize fear potentiated startle 

Brunet et al., 
2008 

PTSD Propranolol 
(40mg SA  
+ 60mg LA) 

Shortly after 
reactivation 
+  
LA dose 2hrs 
later 

- - - - Propranolol + reactivation reduced 
responsivity to script-driven imagery vs. 
placebo + reactivation. No control for effects 
of propranolol without reactivation. 

Brunet et al., 
2011 

PTSD Propranolol 
(doses 
typically  
40mg SA + 
60 or 80mg 
LA) 

Typically SA 
dose 90 min 
before  
reactivation 
+ LA dose 
shortly  
after 
reactivation 

- - - - Study included 3 open label trials, with 
multiple sessions of reactivation + 
propranolol, with no placebo control or 
propranolol only control. PTSD 
symptomatology improved significantly 
over study period. 

Jobes et al., 
2015 

Cue 
reactivity to 
cocaine in 
polydrug 
users 

Propranolol 
(40mg) 

120 minutes 
before 
reactivation 

- - - - Propranolol + reactivation group showed 
greater drug cue reactivity than placebo + 
reactivation during reactivation - the 
opposite effect to that expected - with a 
trend towards heightened reactivity when 
assessed at 1 week and 5 weeks 

Kindt & Soeter, 
2017 in press 

Pavlovian 
conditioning 

Propranolol 
(40mg) 

1hr before, 
immediately 
after,  
1hr after, 
2hrs after 

Yes* Yes Yes Yes Propranolol administered less than 2 hours 
after reactivation neutralized FPS to the 
reactivated memory. Effect was observed 
only at delayed testing after sleep. Used a 
within subjects control for reactivation vs. 
no reactivation. 
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Kindt & van 
Emmerik, 2016 

PTSD Propranolol 
(40mg) 

Shortly after 
reactivation 

- - - - Case series of 4 patients without placebo 
control or test of non-specific effects of 
propranolol. Three of the patients 
significantly benefitted. 

Kindt et al., 
2009 

Pavlovian 
conditioning 

Propranolol 
(40mg) 

90 minutes 
before 
reactivation 

Yes* - - - Propranolol + reactivation (vs. placebo + 
reactivation or propranolol only) neutralized 
fear potentiated startle (FPS) but not 
declarative memory for contingencies. Did 
not include control for no reactivation + no 
propranolol, but FPS is maintained when 
nothing is done to the memory between 
learning and test.  

Lonergan et al. 
2016 

Cue 
reactivity in 
cocaine  
addiction 

Propranolol 
(1mg/kg) 

60 minutes 
before 
reactivation 

- - - - Propranolol + reactivation group had 
reduced craving relative to baseline at 
session 6, whereas placebo group did not. 
No control for non-specific effects of 
propranolol.  

Pachas et al., 
2015 

Cue 
reactivity in 
nicotine  
addiction 

Propranolol 
(40-80mg 
SA  
and 60-120 
LA) 

SA 
propranolol 
90 minutes 
before  
reactivation 
+ LA 
propranolol  
immediately 
before 
reactivation 

No - - - Propranolol + reactivation had no benefit 
relative to placebo + reactivation on 
responsivity to script-driven drug imagery. 

Saladin et al., 
2013 

Cue 
reactivity in 
cocaine  
addiction 

Propranolol 
(40mg) 

Shortly after 
reactivation 

- - - - Propranolol + reactivation group had lower 
cocaine cue reactivity than placebo + 
reactivation group the day after treatment, 
but not at 1 week follow-up. Both groups 
had lower cue induced craving than before 
treatment, and no differences in cocaine use 
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were observed. No control for non-specific 
effects of propranolol.  

Schroyens et al., 
2017 

Pavlovian 
conditioning 

Propranolol 
(40mg) 

Immediately 
after 
reactivation 

No - No 
effect 

- Reactivation followed by propranolol failed 
to neutralize fear potentiated startle 

         

Sevenster et al., 
2012b 

Pavlovian 
conditioning 

Propranolol 
(40mg) 

90 minutes 
before 
reactivation 

RTD - - - Placebo-controlled study demonstrating that 
a specific type of reactivation (with shock 
electrodes attached, allowing for prediction 
error) was necessary for propranolol to 
neutralize FPS. 

Sevenster et al., 
2013 

Pavlovian 
conditioning 

Propranolol 
(40mg) 

Immediately 
after 
reactivation 

RTD - - - Propranolol + reactivation involving 
prediction error neutralized FPS. Did not 
include a placebo control, but dependence 
on type of reactivation suggests 
neutralization is not a non-specific effect of 
propranolol. 

Sevenster et al., 
2014b 

Pavlovian 
conditioning 

Propranolol 
(40mg) 

Immediately 
after 
reactivation 

RTD - - - Propranolol + reactivation with a single (but 
not multiple) prediction error neutralized 
FPS. Did not include placebo control, but 
dependence on type of reactivation suggests 
neutralization is not a non-specific effect of 
propranolol. 

Soeter & Kindt, 
2010 

Pavlovian 
conditioning 

Propranolol 
(40mg) 

90 minutes 
before 
reactivation 

Yes* - - - Propranolol + reactivation neutralized FPS 
but not skin conductance (SCR) or 
declarative memory for contingencies. 
Results were maintained at 1-month follow-
up. Did not include control for no 
reactivation + no propranolol, but FPS is 
maintained when nothing is done to the 
memory between learning and test. 
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Soeter & Kindt, 
2011 

Pavlovian 
conditioning 

Propranolol 
(40mg) 

90 minutes 
before 
reactivation 

Yes* - Yes - Propranolol selectively neutralized FPS, 
specifically for the reactivated memory. 
Propranolol + reactivation participants did 
not display rapid reacquisition, and the 
effect generalized to category related items. 
Used a within subjects control for 
reactivation vs. no reactivation.   

Soeter & Kindt, 
2012a 

Pavlovian 
conditioning 

Propranolol 
(40mg) 

Immediately 
after 
reactivation 

- - - - Propranolol + reactivation neutralized FPS 
and subjective distress responses to the CS. 
Memory impairment was resistant to 
renewal. Study did not include a control for 
reactivation vs. no reactivation, precluding 
interpretation of an interaction (though 
previous studies clearly indicate an 
interaction effect).          

Soeter & Kindt, 
2012b 

Pavlovian 
conditioning 

Propranolol 
(40mg) 

90 minutes 
before or 
immediately 
after 
reactivation. 

Yes* - Yes - Used yohimbine during learning to 
strengthen memory. Propranolol selectively 
neutralized FPS to the reactivated memory. 
Effects were resistant to reinstatement and 
generalized to related stimuli. Used a within 
subjects control for reactivation vs. no 
reactivation. 

Soeter & Kindt, 
2015a 

Subclinical 
arachnopho
bia 

Propranolol 
(40mg) 

Shortly after 
reactivation 

Yes* - - - Propranolol + reactivation resulted in large 
drop in fear responses and increased 
approach behavior to spiders. Results were 
maintained at 1 year follow-up. No control 
for no reactivation + no propranolol, though 
fear was already long-lasting, and 
maintained in the control groups over the 
whole study period. 
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Soeter & Kindt, 
2015b 

Pavlovian 
conditioning 

Propranolol 
(40mg) 

Immediately 
after 
reactivation 

RTD - - - Propranolol after memory reactivation using 
an abstract representation of the CS+ 
neutralized FPS to the reactivated memory. 
No effects were observed when reactivation 
stimulus did not make clear which learned 
association was being reactivated. Used a 
within subjects control for reactivation 
without a placebo control. 

Spring et al., 
2015 

Modified 
Pavlovian 
conditioning 

Propranolol 
(40mg) 

90 minutes 
before 
reactivation 

~No - No 
effect 

- Propranolol + reactivation failed to 
neutralize SCR responses. SCR is an 
outcome measure that has been shown to be 
insensitive to reactivation + propranolol in 
previous studies. 

Wood et al., 
2015 

PTSD Study 1: 
Propranolol; 
Study 2:  
1800mg 
Mifepristone
; Study 3: 
100mg DCS  
+ 1800mg 
mifepristone 

Study 1: 
Propranolol 
before and 
after 
reactivation, 
or without 
reactivation; 
Study 2:  
Mifepristone 
before 
reactivation,  
or without  
reactivation; 
Study 3: 
DCS and 
mifepristone 
before 
reactivation 

No - - - Included 3 studies with different drugs. 
Subjects receiving placebo + reactivation 
also served as controls for non-specific drug 
effects in experiments 1 and 2, receiving the 
drugs at the intake session without 
reactivation. Significant differences in 
physiological reactivity or PTSD 
symptomatology between active and inactive 
groups were not observed. 
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Xue et al., 2017 Cue 
reactivity in 
nicotine  
addiction 

Propranolol 
(40mg) 

60 minutes 
before or 6 
hours after 
reactivation 

Yes* Yes - - Participants receiving propranolol within the 
reconsolidation window had lower cue-
induced craving than those receiving 
propranolol outside the window, and were 
also lower than the placebo + reactivation 
group. There were no reactivation only, 
propranolol only, or no reactivation + no 
propranolol control groups. Reactivation + 
delayed propranolol may be seen to control 
for non-specific effects of reactivation and 
of propranolol, supporting an interaction. 

1 = Reactivation x manipulation interaction; 2 = Time dependency; 3 = Memory specificity; 4 = Dissociation of immediate and delayed effects;               
- = not assessed; * = represents that we believe there is sufficient ground to infer a reactivation x manipulation interaction in a study, but that a strict 2x2 
ANOVA with a test for an interaction was not conducted; ~ = represents that a criterion may have been imperfectly demonstrated, or that the 
interpretation of this demonstration as being consistent with reconsolidation is uncertain (e.g., if observed memory impairments rapidly recover). 
Reasons are discussed in the summary column and in the main text; RTD = effects were dependent upon the type of reactivation; No effect = procedures 
were put in place to test a criterion, but the absence of any effect of the intervention negated their use (e.g., time dependency cannot be assessed if the 
intervention has no effect regardless of time). 

DCS = D-cycloserine; FPS = fear potentiated startle; LA = long acting dose; SA = short acting dose; SCR = skin conductance response. 

 

        



Retrieval-extinction Procedures for Aversive and Appetitive Memories 

Experimental Studies. Translational approaches using fear conditioning as an 

experimental model of fear and anxiety have also proven useful in non-

pharmacological reconsolidation-based interventions. Drawing upon the idea that 

memory reconsolidation serves as a means of incorporating new information into 

memories and thus maintaining the relevance of memory traces under changing 

environmental conditions (Lee, 2009), it has been suggested that extinction training 

after a brief reactivation of memory might result in the incorporation of extinction 

learning directly into the reactivated memory trace. This is known as a ‘retrieval-

extinction’ procedure. As noted above, it is now widely believed that the reduction of 

fear resulting from standard extinction reflects the generation of a new inhibitory 

memory trace, rather than a rewriting of the original memory (Bouton, 2002). This 

explains why the original memory is often seen to resurface with a change of context 

(renewal), exposure to the unconditioned stimulus (reinstatement), or simply after the 

passage of time (spontaneous recovery) (Bouton, 2002). If the original memory trace 

were to be updated, then this could produce substantial benefits beyond standard 

extinction training. 

To assess this possibility, Monfils, Cowansage, Klann, and LeDoux (2009) 

conducted a study in rodents and found that extinction training shortly but not 6 or 24 

hours after a brief reactivation trial led to a more persistent attenuation of fear 

responses than extinction alone. Rodents that underwent a retrieval-extinction 

procedure showed lower levels of reinstatement, renewal, and spontaneous recovery, 

than those undergoing standard extinction. Subsequently, Schiller et al. (2010) 

extended these findings in a human fear-conditioning study, using geometric shapes 

as the CSs and electric shocks as the USs. Similarly to Monfils et al. (2009), the skin 

conductance responses of participants who received extinction training 10 minutes 

(but not 6 hours) after a single unreinforced exposure to the CS+ showed reduced 

levels of spontaneous recovery relative to standard extinction. This attenuation was 

specific to the reactivated memory. Moreover, these group differences were sustained 

in those participants who returned to the lab for a reinstatement test approximately 

one year later.  

Thus, Schiller et al. (2010) demonstrated both memory specificity and time 

dependency of the post-reactivation intervention. Strictly, a reactivation x 

manipulation interaction was not demonstrated, as the study was missing both a 
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reactivation only condition, and a control for no reactivation and no extinction. 

However, it is evident from a wealth of other studies that a single retrieval of a 

conditioned response does not prevent spontaneous recovery or reinstatement, and 

that in the absence of reactivation or retrieval, memory can persist over the time 

periods used in Schiller et al. (2010). It might also be argued that conducting 

extinction training outside the putative reconsolidation window functions as a test of 

non-specific/additive effects of both reactivation and extinction.  

Steinfurth et al. (2014) extended these results by demonstrating that such 

effects could be observed when memories were reactivated one week after learning, 

as well as after a delay of one day, as in Schiller et al. (2010). Other researchers have 

extended these findings by showing that retrieval-extinction procedures can reduce 

fear memory recovery relative to standard extinction using an aversive sound as a US, 

rather than an electric shock (Johnson & Casey, 2015; Oyarzún et al., 2012). 

Subsequently, an interesting variation on retrieval-extinction procedures was 

presented, in which a weaker version of the US, rather than the CS+, was used to 

reactivate conditioned responses before extinction (Liu et al., 2014). This procedure 

also resulted in an attenuation of fear responses beyond that achieved by standard 

extinction. Moreover, the responses to multiple CSs associated with the US could be 

affected using this procedure, which may prove important for clinical interventions, in 

which a wide range of stimuli might have become linked to a traumatic event. This 

study also found evidence consistent with time dependency of the manipulation, 

though with a suboptimal delay between retrieval and extinction of 24 hours, as 

opposed to extinction on the same day as reactivation but outside the reconsolidation 

window. 

Behavioral and peripheral physiological measures during retrieval-extinction 

have since been supplemented in independent samples with measures of blood 

oxygenation level dependent (BOLD) activation – a surrogate signal for neural 

activity. Agren et al. (2012a) found that extinction within the reconsolidation window 

(relative to 6 hours after reactivation) led to reduced activity in the basolateral 

amygdala when return of fear was tested. Functional connectivity between the 

amygdala and the insula, hippocampus, and midline anterior cingulate were greater in 

the 6-hour group, suggesting that connectivity with other brain regions, as well as 

activation in the amygdala itself, is affected by retrieval-extinction. This study did not 

include an extinction only, reactivation only, or no reactivation + no extinction group, 
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although again it may be argued that conducting reactivation with extinction outside 

the reconsolidation window functions as a test of non-specific effects of both 

combined. Schiller, Kanen, LeDoux, Monfils, and Phelps (2013), found that the 

ventromedial prefrontal cortex (vmPFC) – a region believed to be involved in 

extinction learning (Phelps, Delgado, Nearing, & LeDoux, 2004) – was more strongly 

engaged during standard extinction than retrieval-extinction. Connectivity between 

the vmPFC and amygdala during early extinction was also greater for the non-

reminded CS+ than the retrieval-extinction CS+, perhaps reflecting a difference in the 

fear-reduction process that was occurring. Hence, just as animal studies have 

indicated that reconsolidation and extinction may have different neurobiological 

signatures (Merlo et al., 2014; Suzuki et al., 2004), these findings hint that neural 

activity in humans undergoing modified extinction procedures could also differ from 

standard extinction. 

However, a subsequent study using a much larger sample (with a final analysis 

using 70 participants, rather than 19 as in Schiller et al. 2013, and 22 in Agren et al. 

2012a) failed to support these findings (Klucken et al., 2016). Klucken and colleagues 

(2016) found no evidence for BOLD-response differences between retrieval-

extinction and standard extinction in the amygdala or vmPFC during extinction, 

reinstatement, or re-extinction. Only when using more liberal statistical procedures 

could any differences between groups be observed, and these were in different regions 

to those indicated by Agren et al. (2012a) and Schiller et al. (2013). 

Some other behavioral studies have also failed to find support for the idea that 

a retrieval trial prior to extinction significantly attenuates later fear responding. In two 

independent samples, Soeter and Kindt (2011) and Kindt and Soeter (2013) found that 

extinction within the reconsolidation window did not prevent the recovery of fear 

responses to fear-relevant conditioned stimuli (stimuli that are argued to have posed a 

threat to survival to ancestral humans, such as snakes: Seligman, 1971) using both 

startle and skin conductance as physiological measures. Other studies have also failed 

to find advantages of retrieval-extinction relative to standard extinction using fear-

relevant stimuli (Fricchione et al., 2016, Meir-Drexler et al., 2014). Golkar, Bellander, 

Olsson, and Öhman (2012) found that a retrieval-extinction procedure failed to 

prevent the return of fear for both fear-relevant and fear-irrelevant stimuli (stimuli 

with no specific relevance to human evolution and survival, such as geometric 

shapes). Similarly, Warren et al. (2014) did not observe consistent effects of retrieval 
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extinction in a study assessing whether online expectancy ratings might also affect 

retrieval-extinction outcomes. Participants in all groups displayed spontaneous 

recovery at test, and in retrieval-extinction groups this did not appear to depend on 

whether the memory was reactivated or not. Though there may be differences in 

susceptibility to retrieval-extinction effects as a function of genotype (Agren, 

Furmark, Eriksson, & Fredrikson, 2012b; Asthana et al., 2016; Klucken et al., 2016), 

this seems an unlikely explanation for divergent findings across research groups, 

unless there is reason to assume systematic differences in the genetic make-up of the 

participants.  

Data from studies of retrieval-extinction procedures were subjected to a meta-

analysis, comprising data from 310 human subjects (Kredlow, Unger, & Otto, 2015). 

Kredlow et al. (2015) concluded that retrieval-extinction had a small-to-moderate 

effect for preventing recovery of fear responses relative to standard extinction. 

Though these effects were not moderated by age or gender, a potentially clinically 

relevant moderator was discovered. Specifically, it was found that whereas the effect 

was moderate-to-large with fear-irrelevant stimuli, effects were near zero when fear-

relevant stimuli were used. While there are cases of phobias for all kinds of totally 

innocuous stimuli, and neutral cues can function as reminders for trauma in PTSD, the 

overwhelming majority of anxiety disorders involve fear-relevant stimuli (Mineka & 

Öhman, 2002; Seligman, 1971). This could prove a stumbling block for the use of 

retrieval-extinction procedures in clinical practice. However, Thompson and Lipp 

(2017) found that skin conductance responses to both fear-relevant and fear-irrelevant 

conditioned stimuli could be eliminated using a retrieval-extinction procedure with 

the US as a means of reactivation. Clinical trials of retrieval-extinction procedures 

(see below) will be the ultimate test of their utility in the treatment of anxiety 

disorders, and currently do not provide convincing evidence for or against this 

prospect. 

Practical and clinical applications of retrieval-extinction procedures. 

Although retrieval-extinction procedures have been relatively extensively studied in 

fear-conditioning paradigms in humans, only a handful of studies have assessed 

whether retrieval-extinction procedures are more efficacious than standard extinction 

protocols in individuals with anxiety- or trauma-related disorders. Shiban, Brütting, 

Pauli, and Mühlberger (2015) had two clinically phobic groups undergo virtual reality 

(VR) exposure therapy for fear of spiders. One group received a brief VR reactivation 
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session with spiders, whereas the other received a neutral VR reactivation with a 

plant, before exposure. Both groups significantly benefitted from the treatment, but 

there were no differences between them, suggesting that the addition of a brief 

reactivation shortly before exposure did not add anything beyond standard VR 

exposure training. Similarly, Maples-Keller et al. (2017) randomized participants with 

fear of flying to receive a brief reactivation to either flying-related cues or neutral 

cues prior to each of four VR exposure sessions. The groups both benefitted 

significantly, but were not different from each other, though measures of heart rate 

and skin conductance suggested a possible advantage for those who received the brief 

exposure to flying-related cues.  

Using a brief reactivation to a real-life spider or snake followed by in vivo 

exposure in spider and snake fearful individuals, Telch, York, Lancaster and Monfils 

(2017) observed a trend towards lower peak fear levels when participants were 

exposed to their feared stimuli 1-month after treatment, and significantly less peak 

fear levels when tested using a generalization stimulus, relative to participants who 

underwent extinction training followed by a separate brief exposure. Hence, this study 

indicated that extinction-retrieval may have advantages over standard extinction, and 

also suggested the time dependency of effects, with the post-extinction reactivation 

group displaying more fear at follow-up than the retrieval-extinction group. As in 

many previous studies, sufficient control groups were not used to clearly establish a 

reactivation x manipulation interaction, though it may be argued that the extinction-

retrieval group functions as a control for both reactivation and extinction.  

Given that spontaneous recovery was low even in standard extinction training 

in the above investigations, it is possible that additional benefits of modified 

extinction training were simply obscured, and it may still be that in more intractable 

cases variations on standard extinction will prove useful. Using larger sample sizes in 

future studies would help to more conclusively establish differences, or lack thereof, 

between retrieval-extinction procedures and other already effective interventions 

(standard extinction/exposure). A larger sample size in Telch et al. (2017) would have 

aided interpretation of how robust the effect of retrieval-extinction was, as group 

differences only just reached significance (p = .04), and analyses were conducted with 

the imputation of data for four participants in a small sample size (N=32).  

Björkstrand et al. (2016) found that a retrieval-extinction procedure using 

spider pictures attenuated basolateral amygdala reactivity to such pictures, and 
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facilitated viewing of spider pictures, in a group of arachnophobic individuals. These 

findings were supported when participants were followed up six months later 

(Björkstrand et al., 2017). Hence, there is evidence that retrieval-extinction 

procedures might produce greater benefits than standard extinction in phobic 

individuals, but it would be most interesting to see such effects in actual behavior 

towards real spiders. In any case, these attempts at clinical translation highlight a 

positive aspect of retrieval-extinction procedures, which is that even if this approach 

does not lead to improvement beyond what is achieved with standard extinction, 

participants nevertheless receive exposure training and are able to experience the 

benefits it can provide. 

With regards to appetitive memory, Xue et al. (2012) first demonstrated that a 

retrieval-extinction procedure could attenuate reinstatement of morphine conditioned 

place preference in rats. Translating these findings to humans, they found evidence 

for increased efficacy of a retrieval-extinction procedure in attenuating heroin cue-

induced craving among abstinent heroin addicts, relative to extinction conducted 

outside of the reconsolidation window. After a baseline assessment of cue-induced 

craving, participants were assigned to undergo a 5 minute heroin-related video 

reactivation session, followed 10 minutes or 6 hours later by an hour long extinction 

training session using a range of heroin cues (e.g., videos of drug use, exposure to 

heroin-related equipment). A further group was assigned to a neutral reactivation 

video condition, followed 10 minutes later by extinction training. When participants 

were assessed 1 day, 30 days, and 180 days post-treatment, participants in the group 

that had received a brief heroin cue reactivation followed shortly after by extinction 

training displayed significantly lower cue induced craving than the neutral 

reactivation group and the group who had received extinction training outside the 

reconsolidation window following reactivation. These results suggest time 

dependency of the manipulation in a clinical intervention. Xue and colleagues (2012) 

suggested that their findings might reflect a combination of reconsolidation disruption 

and enhanced extinction learning. Similarly, Germeroth et al. (2017) found that a 

retrieval-extinction procedure in a sample of smokers with intent to quit/reduce 

smoking attenuated cue-induced craving and reduced the number of cigarettes 

smoked per day relative to standard extinction, as assessed 2 weeks and then 1-month 

post-treatment. Physiological responses to smoking cues, urine cotinine levels, days 

abstinent and relapse were not different between groups. 
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Some researchers have expressed concern that a retrieval-extinction procedure 

for addiction might exacerbate reinstatement when those undergoing it are exposed to 

the rewarding properties of a drug again outside of the treatment context (Hutton-

Bedbrook & McNally, 2013, see Alternative Explanations section below). 

Nevertheless, these findings are very promising, and convey the possible utility of 

retrieval-extinction procedures in disorders that do not respond well to standard 

extinction training. The development of translational paradigms for appetitive 

learning in humans that are responsive to retrieval-extinction and other 

reconsolidation-based approaches could significantly aid the development of clinical 

applications in cases such as drug addiction (the work of Xue et al., 2017 is positive 

in this respect). Appetitive memory has received relatively little attention in human 

reconsolidation-based research, yet the meta-analysis of Kredlow et al. (2015) found 

that appetitive memories in animals were more consistently susceptible to retrieval-

extinction procedures than were aversive ones, which actually failed to show 

significant attenuation as a result of retrieval-extinction procedures overall. 

Alternative explanations. As noted by Hutten-Bedbrook and McNally 

(2013), it may be argued that a prediction of the idea that extinction after a brief 

retrieval results in an updating of the memory trace, or an ‘unlearning’ of the original 

memory while in an unstable state, is that such a procedure ought to return the human 

or animal undergoing such a procedure to an essentially naïve state. Research in both 

humans and animals suggests that this is not the case. In a rodent study of alcohol 

seeking, Millan, Milligan-Saville, and McNally (2013) found that animals that had 

never been trained to seek alcohol responded differently on initial acquisition than 

those that had received a retrieval-extinction manipulation when undergoing 

reacquisition. Likewise, Shumake and Monfils (2015) found that when fear memory 

was assessed using suppression of reward seeking, rather than freezing, rats that had 

received retrieval-extinction training did not display resistance to reinstatement. 

Similarly, in a test of memory savings after retrieval extinction, Monfils et al. (2009) 

found that retrieval-extinction actually slowed the reacquisition of fear responding 

when the conditioned stimulus was reinforced again, relative to naïve rodents, 

indicating that these animals had not simply had their memories erased.  

However, it is questionable whether such findings refute the idea that some 

kind of memory updating process could be occurring. A memory might be partially 

updated or modified, rather than completely erased or unlearned. This could still 
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confer benefits beyond standard extinction, but not be equivalent to the induction of a 

blank slate. As suggested by Clem and Schiller (2016), it is also possible that a 

combination of new learning and unlearning processes occur during retrieval-

extinction. These authors further note that neurobiological markers that are often used 

as evidence for retrieval-extinction reflecting a wholly distinct process to standard 

extinction training remain inconclusive, as there is substantial overlap in the proposed 

neural substrates of reconsolidation and extinction. Hence, a combination of memory 

processes cannot be ruled out. 

Other findings from animal models have been thought to pose a more serious 

challenge to the idea that retrieval-extinction procedures result in reconsolidation-

dependent unlearning or updating. Firstly, some animal studies have found that a 

retrieval trial after extinction can similarly attenuate spontaneous recovery and 

reinstatement (Baker, McNally, & Richardson, 2013; Beckers & Kindt, 2017; Millan 

et al., 2013; Ponnusamy et al., 2016). Extinction training performed before memory 

retrieval does not take place while the memory is in a purportedly malleable state, and 

so should not confer similar benefits to retrieval-extinction. Secondly, retrieval-

extinction does not always protect against reinstatement and can even increase the 

return of both aversive and appetitive memories under certain conditions (Chan, 

Leung, Westbrook, & McNally, 2010; Millan et al., 2013). Even if only partial 

unlearning takes place during retrieval-extinction, this still ought to preclude the 

possibility of enhanced memory recovery.  

In light of these findings, Hutten-Bedbrook and McNally (2015) suggest that, 

rather than updating the original memory trace, both retrieval-extinction and 

extinction-retrieval procedures might serve to facilitate discrimination between 

training and extinction conditions. The lack of reinforcement in multiple sessions or 

contexts highlights that a new, CS-no US contingency is in operation, and this could 

facilitate the selection of this CS-no US contingency memory at test, when the CS is 

also unreinforced.  

Crucial to this concept of facilitated discrimination between learning and 

extinction is the prediction that, if signals are given that the old CS-US contingency is 

once again in operation, then retrieval-extinction or extinction-retrieval procedures 

should also facilitate a switch back to behavior that is in line with the originally 

learned contingencies. The order of the two is only crucial if it is assumed that 

extinction training must take place within the reconsolidation-window, and not if the 
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brief reactivation and extinction sessions merely serve a contingency signaling 

function. Indeed, when retrieval-extinction trained rats in Millan et al. (2013) 

underwent testing in which nosepoking for alcohol was again contingently reinforced, 

they displayed higher levels of reacquisition than standard extinction-trained rats. In 

addition, although retrieval-extinction rats displayed less nose-poking at test if 

nosepoking was not reinforced, the time it took them to perform their first nosepoke 

was no different from extinction trained rats, suggesting that they were testing what 

contingency was in operation. 

However, as previously mentioned, retrieval-extinction trained animals in 

Monfils et al. (2009) showed reduced reacquisition of fear when re-exposed to 

reinforced CS presentations. While this is inconsistent with memory erasure, it is also 

inconsistent with enhanced discrimination between learning and extinction 

contingencies. Hence, facilitated discrimination between the contingencies in 

operation has trouble fully accounting for existing findings. In addition, the fact that 

retrieval-extinction and extinction-retrieval are procedurally similar and might 

similarly protect against reinstatement does not necessarily mean they reflect the same 

process. Tentative evidence to suggest that these procedures might operate through 

different mechanisms comes from Ponnusamy et al. (2016), who found that while 

retrieval-extinction, extinction-retrieval, and immediate extinction all attenuated 

spontaneous recovery in rats relative to standard extinction, only retrieval-extinction-

trained rats showed evidence of an intact short-term memory trace after the 

intervention. However, we are unaware of any evidence for a dissociation of 

immediate and delayed effects on memory expression in human studies of retrieval-

extinction procedures. 

As with studies of the pharmacological blockade of reconsolidation, 

alternative explanations for retrieval-extinction effects come predominantly from 

animal research, with a paucity of human studies designed to tease out competing 

hypotheses. Though animal research allows a closer look at low-level mechanistic 

processes in the brain, behavioral studies in humans can also help resolve competing 

accounts. For example, a further prediction that can be gleaned from the ‘facilitated 

discrimination’ account of retrieval-extinction is that it should not matter if the 

additional retrieval session is extended long enough to prevent the hypothesized 

labilization of the memory trace. If retrieval-extinction capitalizes upon the 

destabilization of memory then multiple retrieval trials before extinction should 
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prevent the beneficial effects of retrieval-extinction, because multiple unreinforced 

trials appear to generate a ‘limbo’ state between reconsolidation and extinction, or 

simply produce extinction (Merlo et al., 2014; Sevenster et al., 2014b). Such a 

procedure would not, however, disrupt the contingency signaling function of 

separated, unreinforced sessions proposed by Hutten-Bedbrook and McNally (2015). 

Though there is considerable research on spaced vs. massed extinction, we do not 

know of any studies that have explicitly tested this in humans (but note that 

Ponnusamy et al. 2016 used 3, rather than one, unreinforced CS presentations in their 

reactivation sessions, and still found a retrieval-extinction effect in rodents). 

Summary of retrieval-extinction procedures. Table 3 provides an overview 

of retrieval-extinction procedures for aversive and appetitive memory. Retrieval-

extinction procedures in humans may provide a purely behavioral means of 

attenuating reinstatement of fear responses, with a meta-analysis suggesting a small-

to-moderate effect size (Kredlow et al., 2015). Experimental studies in humans have 

found reconsolidation-like effects using a 3-day design, and also shown a time-

dependent interference effect of post-retrieval extinction that is specific to the 

reactivated memory trace (e.g., Agren et al., 2012a). Hence, there is considerable 

evidence from human research into retrieval-extinction that is consistent with 

reconsolidation. However, a number of studies have failed to show any advantage of 

retrieval-extinction relative to standard extinction procedures. Reasons for these 

failures to replicate are worth investigating, and meta-analytic techniques could help 

in determining whether, overall, retrieval-extinction procedures appear to be effective 

in reducing fear. 

When assessing retrieval-extinction studies for aversive memories, we noticed 

that a number of studies only reported and analyzed difference scores when assessing 

the return of fear (i.e., whether there is a difference between the CS+ and the CS-). 

This can cause problems in the interpretation of outcomes. Without seeing 

conditioned responses plotted on a trial-by-trial basis, it can be difficult to tell 

whether a lack of differences between a CS+ and CS- is due to a true loss of 

conditioned responses to the CS+, or an increase in conditioned responses to the CS-. 

It has been found that high trait anxiety predicts the generalization of conditioned 

responding to the CS- during reinstatement, and that this generalization can lead to a 

lack of differential responses to conditioned stimuli (Soeter & Kindt, 2010; 2012a). 

While lack of differentiation between the CS+ and CS- due to loss of fear to the CS+ 
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is clearly desirable, lack of differentiation due to generalization of fear to the CS- is 

clearly not. Data should therefore be presented and analyzed in a manner that allows 

readers to distinguish between these two possibilities. We would suggest that 

researchers present conditioning data on a trial-by-trial basis, and also compare the 

first trial of conditioned responding after reinstatement or other ‘return of fear’ 

procedures to the final trial of the previous session. In this way, responses can be seen 

in relation to the most recent learning experience, as well as relative to the other 

conditioned stimulus, and it is possible to confirm what is driving the observed 

outcomes.  

In addition, retrieval-extinction studies using fear conditioning have 

sometimes reported strikingly different numbers of excluded participants, and though 

exact exclusion criteria and numbers excluded can be expected to vary depending on 

what the research is intended to investigate, it is not always obvious to readers why 

differences of quite such magnitude would be observed (e.g., 6 out of 71 participants 

reported in Schiller et al., 2010, versus 53 out of 72 in Schiller et al., 2013). Quite 

large numbers of exclusions can be anticipated in fear conditioning studies, as many 

totally healthy participants do not even display basic conditioning processes such as 

acquisition and extinction, let alone reconsolidation-like effects. However, such 

exclusions can afford researchers some extra ‘experimenter degrees of freedom’ 

(Wicherts et al., 2016). To avoid concerns about possible bias, it is advisable that 

researchers very clearly report all of the participants initially tested in a study, why 

different exclusions occurred, as well as when in the data collection or analysis 

pipeline such decisions were made. Though unexpected but entirely justifiable 

reasons for exclusion may occur during data collection and analysis, preregistration of 

already known exclusion criteria may also prove useful. 

Animal research and two studies in human samples indicate that appetitive 

memories might also be amenable to retrieval-extinction procedures. While clinically 

significant changes following retrieval-extinction procedures in anxiety- and trauma-

related disorders have not yet been convincingly demonstrated, two studies have 

demonstrated a positive impact of retrieval-extinction procedures on responses to 

addiction-related cues (Xue et al. 2012; Germeroth et al., 2017), and reduced self- 

reported drug consumption in one study (Germeroth et al., 2017). However, results 

from animal studies do raise some concerns about retrieval-extinction in the treatment 
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of addiction (Millan et al., 2013). For this reason, critical tests of alternative 

explanations should be pursued.  

As more research is conducted, it is also possible that other purely behavioral 

approaches geared towards disrupting or adaptively updating maladaptive memories 

will prove useful. Rather than extinction training after reactivation, some research 

suggests that counterconditioning (pairing conditioned stimuli with cues of the 

opposite valence to that which they were previously associated with) or cognitively 

demanding tasks may also produce beneficial changes in the strength or valence of 

memories. Das, Lawn, and Kamboj (2015) found that a brief reactivation of alcohol-

related memories and a prediction error (being told not to drink a beer that the 

participant had been expecting to consume), followed by disgust-inducing 

counterconditioning (pairing of alcohol cues with disgusting images and extremely 

bitter liquids), had an impact on maladaptive memory expression in problem drinkers. 

Participants who underwent the prediction error reactivation + counter-conditioning 

displayed lower valuation of alcohol cues and less attentional bias towards them 

compared with participants who received counterconditioning alone or reactivation 

without a prediction error + counterconditioning.  

For aversive memories, James et al. (2015) found that reactivation of 

memories for a traumatic film followed by playing the computer game Tetris reduced 

later intrusive memories for the film material. Such a procedure may have utility in 

tackling the disturbing flashbacks people experience in the aftermath of trauma. 

However, it has been noted that although group by group comparisons in this study 

suggest an advantage for the Tetris + memory reactivation group relative to Tetris 

alone, reactivation alone, or no intervention, a significant reactivation x manipulation 

interaction was not actually present, with a memory reactivation (reactivation vs. no 

reactivation) by Tetris manipulation (playing vs. not playing Tetris) 2 x 2 ANOVA 

revealing only a significant main effect of Tetris (Hardwicke, 2017, p.107-108). Of 

course, in the framework of null hypothesis significance testing, absence of evidence 

for an interaction is not the same as evidence for the absence of an interaction; it may 

be that the study was underpowered to detect an interaction. Nevertheless, the study 

does not currently provide unambiguous evidence indicating an interaction between 

reactivation and playing Tetris. Further experimental research on these approaches, 

and other behavioral interventions inspired by the idea of reconsolidation, as well as 

tests of their efficacy in ameliorating clinical pathology, are certainly warranted. 
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Both these novel behavioral approaches aimed to demonstrate reconsolidation-

like effects using conditions such as reactivation alone, intervention alone, and the 

combination of reactivation and intervention that are necessary for making basic 

claims of having demonstrated reconsolidation as a mechanism of action. Some other 

behavioral approaches claiming to tap into the phenomenon of reconsolidation have 

not been equally rigorous. For example, a patent-pending approach to the treatment of 

PTSD, adapted and renamed from the ‘visual-kinesthetic dissociation’ protocol of 

neurolinguistic programming practitioner John Bandler (1985), has been dubbed the 

Reconsolidation of Traumatic Memories (RTM) approach (Gray & Teall, 2016). This 

therapeutic approach may be effective, and may even operate through reconsolidation, 

but the primary reason it seems to have been named after reconsolidation is because 

the procedure begins with a reactivation of the target memory before performing 

further therapeutic techniques. The fact that the outcomes are apparently inconsistent 

with extinction (e.g., because effects are observed more quickly than in typical 

exposure-based approaches, and are said to be more long-lasting) does not make 

reconsolidation the default explanation. We are not aware of any controlled studies 

that have aimed to verify whether the unique ordering or specific combinations of 

techniques that are argued to allow this approach to leverage the power of 

reconsolidation are necessary to produce the observed effects. If reactivating a 

memory and engaging in further therapeutic work is to be the only requirement for an 

intervention to be deemed a reconsolidation treatment, then almost any psychological 

therapy, be it cognitive therapy, psychoanalysis, or even basic counseling, is likely to 

meet it in many circumstances. Although it has been argued that reconsolidation may 

play a role across a whole range of psychotherapies (Lane, Nadel, Ryan, & 

Greenberg, 2015), extending the concept of reconsolidation so broadly may render it 

effectively meaningless.



Table 3. Reviewed studies of retrieval-extinction interventions in aversive and appetitive memory 

Authors Paradigm Intervention 
Timing of 
intervention 1 2 3 4 Summary 

Agren et al., 
2012a 

Pavlovian 
conditioning 

Retrieval-
extinction 

Extinction 10 
minutes or 6 hours 
after  
reactivation 

Yes* Yes - - Retrieval + extinction 10 minutes afterwards produced less 
reinstatement than extinction 6 hours afterwards. Bjorkstrand 
et al. (2015) tested 20 of the initial 22 participants at an 18-
month follow-up, and found that results were sustained. Did 
not include a control for reactivation alone, extinction alone, 
or no reactivation + no extinction, but extinction outside the 
reconsolidation window may be considered a control for 
nonspecific effects of both reactivation and extinction. 

Agren et al., 
2012b 

Pavlovian 
conditioning 

Retrieval-
extinction 

Extinction 10 
minutes or 6 hours 
after  
reactivation 

Yes* Yes - - Genotyping indicated that the advantage for retrieval-
extinction vs. retrieval + delayed extinction was related to 
dopamine- and serotonin-related genes. Did not include 
controls for reactivation alone, extinction alone, or no 
reactivation + no extinction, but extinction outside the 
reconsolidation window may be seen as a control for 
nonspecific effects of both reactivation and extinction. 

Asthana et al., 
2016 

Pavlovian 
conditioning 

Retrieval-
extinction 

Extinction 10 
minutes after 
reactivation 

Yes** - - - Genotyping indicated that a retrieval-extinction advantage in 
SCR measures of spontaneous recovery was only present in 
met-allele carriers of the BDNF val66met polymorphism. 
Did not include controls for reactivation only or for no 
reactivation + no extinction. 

Björkstrand et al., 
2016 

Responses to 
phobia-
related  
stimuli 

Retrieval-
extinction 

Extinction 10 
minutes or 6 hours 
after  
reactivation 

Yes* Yes - - Retrieval + extinction 10 minutes later reduced amygdala 
reactivity and increased willingness to view pictures of 
spiders in arachnophobic individuals, vs. extinction outside 
the reconsolidation window. Control groups were within 
subjects. Björkstrand et al. (2017) found that behavioral 
effects were sustained at 6-month follow-up, and there was a 
trend for greater continued decreases in amygdala 
responsivity in the 10 minute vs. 6-hour group. 
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Das et al., 2015 Alcohol 
related 
attentional  
bias, 
valuation, 
and craving 
in hazardous 
drinkers 

Counter-
conditioning 

Counterconditionin
g 10 minutes after  
reactivation 

Yes/RT
D* 

- - - Included reactivation with prediction error (effective 
condition), no prediction error, and no reactivation group, 
but did not include a reactivation only control. Attentional 
bias, craving, and valuation of previously seen and novel 
alcohol cues were reduced in the reactivation with prediction 
error + counterconditioning group, but there were no group 
differences in alcohol consumption. 

Fricchione et al., 
2016 

Modified 
Pavlovian  
conditioning 

Retrieval-
extinction 

Extinction 10 
minutes after 
reactivation 

No - No 
effect 

- Retrieval-extinction did not show advantages over standard 
extinction in SCR responses for spontaneous recovery, 
renewal, or reacquisition. 

Germeroth et al., 
2017 

Cue 
reactivity in 
nicotine  
addiction 

Retrieval-
extinction 

Extinction 10 
minutes after 
reactivation 

- - - - Retrieval-extinction group displayed reduced cue-induced 
craving and smoked fewer cigarettes, with these outcomes 
sustained or emerging at 1-month follow-up. There were no 
group differences in urine cotinine, physiological 
responsivity, lapse, or relapse. Included extinction only + 
retrieval-extinction groups, without no reactivation only 
group or no reactivation + no extinction group. It seems 
unlikely that reactivation alone or no reactivation and no 
extinction would reduce craving.  

Golkar et al., 
2012 

Pavlovian 
conditioning 

Retrieval-
extinction 

Extinction 10 
minutes after 
reactivation 

No - No 
effect 

- Included separate experiments with fear-relevant and fear-
irrelevant stimuli. Retrieval-extinction showed no advantage 
over standard extinction in either case, for FPS or SCR. 

Gray & Teall, 
2016 

PTSD Range of 
therapeutic  
techniques 
after 
reactivation 

Brief reactivation 
before several  
'dissociative 
experiences' 

- - - - Uncontrolled case series 

James et al., 2015 Trauma film 
paradigm 

Visuospatial 
task 

Tetris gameplay 10 
minutes after  
reactivation 

~No - - - Reactivation + Tetris group had significantly fewer 
intrusions than control groups. Including sufficient controls 
for a 2x2 interaction test but reported only one-way ANOVA 
with pairwise comparisons. Re-analysis of this data suggests 
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a main effect of playing Tetris with no significant 
reactivation x intervention interaction. 

Johnson & Casey, 
2015 

Pavlovian 
conditioning 

Retrieval-
extinction 

Extinction 10 
minutes after 
reactivation 

Yes** - - - In both adolescent and adult samples, retrieval-extinction 
resulted in less SCR spontaneous recovery vs. standard 
extinction. Did not include a control for reactivation only, or 
for no reactivation + no extinction. 

Klucken et al., 
2016 

Pavlovian 
conditioning 

Retrieval-
extinction 

Extinction 10 
minutes after 
reactivation 

No - No 
effect 

- Retrieval-extinction showed no advantages over standard 
extinction in either SCR or fMRI measures. 62 of the initial 
70 participants were included a follow-up session at 6-
months, again with no advantage for retrieval-extinction.  

Liu et al., 2014 Pavlovian 
conditioning 

Retrieval-
extinction 

Extinction 10 
minutes or 24 hours  
after reactivation 

Yes* ~Yes Yes - Unconditioned stimulus reactivation + extinction attenuated 
reinstatement and spontaneous recovery of SCR relative to 
extinction alone, specifically for the reactivated memory. 
Effects also hold for 2 week old memory. 24 of the initial 37 
participants in experiment 3 returned 6 months later, and the 
advantage of retrieval-extinction over standard extinction 
was still apparent. Time dependency of the intervention was 
demonstrated with a delay of 24 hours, rather than on the 
same day outside of the reconsolidation window. Did not 
include conditions with just reactivation or with no 
reactivation + no extinction, though extinction on a separate 
day to reactivation be considered a control for nonspecific 
effects of both reactivation and extinction.  

Maples-Keller et 
al., 2017 

Fear of 
flying 

Retrieval-
extinction 

Extinction 10 
minutes after 
retrieval 

~No - - - Assessed impact of 4 sessions of virtual reality reactivation 
(vs. no reactivation) followed by virtual exposure training for 
fear of flying. Clinical measures indicated no differences 
between groups, but physiological measures indicated 
possible advantage for retrieval-extinction group. Study 
included a 3-month follow-up. No control for reactivation 
alone, or for no reactivation + no extinction, though it seems 
unlikely that just a brief reactivation or no further 
intervention at all would have a significant impact on long-
standing fear. 
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Meir-Drexler et 
al., 2014 

Pavlovian 
conditioning 

Retrieval-
extinction 

Extinction 10 
minutes after 
reactivation 

No - - - Retrieval-extinction did not provide advantages over 
standard extinction in SCR or expectancy ratings. 

Oyarzún et al., 
2012 

Pavlovian 
conditioning 

Retrieval-
extinction 

Extinction 10 
minutes after 
reactivation 

Yes** - Yes - Retrieval-extinction reduced SCR reinstatement vs. standard 
extinction, with effects specific to the reactivated memory. 
Used a within subjects control for reactivation. Did not 
include controls for reactivation alone or no reactivation + no 
extinction.          

Schiller et al., 
2010 

Pavlovian 
conditioning 

Retrieval-
extinction 

Extinction 10 
minutes or 6 hours  
after reactivation 

Yes* Yes Yes - The results as presented suggest that retrieval + extinction 
shortly afterwards reduced spontaneous recovery and 
reinstatement in SCR, specifically for the reactivated 
memory. Retrieval-extinction advantage was still apparent in 
a follow-up of 19 of the original 65 participants assessed 1 
year later. Extinction training outside of the reconsolidation 
window may be considered a control for non-specific effects 
of both reactivation and extinction. 

Schiller et al., 
2013 

Pavlovian 
conditioning 

Retrieval-
extinction 

Extinction 10 
minutes after 
reactivation 

Yes** - Yes - Retrieval-extinction reduced reinstatement of SCR 
specifically for the reactivated memory. 5 participants 
displayed the opposite pattern, with greater recovery for the 
retrieval-extinction stimulus. Did not include control for 
reactivation alone, or for no reactivation + no extinction.  

Shiban et al., 
2015 

Arachnopho
bia 

Retrieval-
extinction 

Extinction 10 
minutes after 
retrieval 

No - - - Used virtual reality reactivation and exposure, and found 
spontaneous recovery was low regardless of the extinction 
procedure used, with no differences between retrieval-
extinction and standard extinction. Study included a 6-month 
follow-up. 
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Soeter & Kindt, 
2011 

Pavlovian 
conditioning 

Retrieval-
extinction 

Extinction 10 
minutes after 
reactivation 

No - No 
effect 

- Startle for the reactivated stimulus was resistant to 
spontaneous recovery but not to reinstatement, and showed 
rapid reacquisition. Retrieval-extinction did not prevent 
spontaneous recovery of SCR responses.  

Soeter & Kindt, 
2013 

Pavlovian 
conditioning 

Retrieval-
extinction 

Extinction 10 
minutes after 
reactivation 

No - - - Retrieval-extinction did not prevent spontaneous recovery, 
reinstatement, or rapid reacquisition in FPS or SCR 

Steinfurth et al., 
2014 

Pavlovian 
conditioning 

Retrieval-
extinction 

Extinction 10 
minutes after 
reactivation 

Yes** - - - Retrieval-extinction procedure performed 1 week after initial 
learning reduced reinstatement vs. standard extinction. Did 
not include controls for reactivation only or for no 
reactivation + no extinction.  

Telch et al., 2017 Fear of 
spiders or 
snakes 

Retrieval-
extinction 

Extinction 30 
minutes after 
reactivation,  
or reactivation 30 
minutes after 
extinction 

Yes* ~Yes - - Compared retrieval-extinction with extinction-retrieval. 
Trend towards advantage for retrieval-extinction at post-
treatment and marginally reduced spontaneous recovery at 3-
month follow-up. Spontaneous recovery was low in both 
groups. Time dependency was demonstrated with post-
extinction retrieval, rather than with delayed extinction after 
reactivation. Did not include controls for reactivation alone, 
extinction alone, or neither, but extinction before vs. after 
reactivation may be seen as controlling for nonspecific 
effects of each. 

Thompson & 
Lipp, 2017 

Pavlovian 
conditioning 

Retrieval-
extinction 

Extinction 10 
minutes after 
reactivation 

Yes** - - - Unconditioned stimulus reactivation + extinction reduced 
SCR spontaneous recovery and reinstatement for fear 
relevant and irrelevant stimuli vs. standard extinction. Did 
not include controls for reactivation only or for no 
reactivation + no extinction. 

Warren et al., 
2014 

Pavlovian 
conditioning 

Retrieval-
extinction 

Extinction 10 
minutes after 
reactivation 

No - No - Used a 2 x 2 design, with/without online expectancy rating 
and with/without retrieval before extinction. Spontaneous 
recovery and extinction did not appear to depend on whether 
the target memory was reactivated or not. 
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Xue et al., 2012 Cue 
reactivity in 
heroin  
addiction 

Retrieval-
extinction 

Extinction 10 
minutes or 6 hours 
after 
reactivation 

Yes* Yes - - Retrieval + extinction 10 minutes afterwards reduced cue-
induced craving vs. extinction alone or extinction outside the 
reconsolidation window. Included follow-ups up to 180 days 
post-intervention, with a sustained advantage for retrieval-
extinction participants. Did not include a reactivation only 
group, or no reactivation + no extinction group, but 
extinction outside reconsolidation window may be seen as 
control for independent effects of reactivation and extinction. 

 
1 = Reactivation x manipulation interaction; 2 = Time dependency; 3 = Memory specificity; 4 = Dissociation of immediate and delayed effects; - = not assessed;                    
* = represents that we believe there is sufficient grounds to infer a reactivation x manipulation interaction in a study, but that a strict 2x2 ANOVA with a test for an 
interaction was not conducted; ** = several retrieval-extinction studies using fear conditioning have not included controls for both reactivation alone and for no reactivation 
+ no extinction. When other means of controlling for non-specific effects have not been conducted (e.g., performing extinction outside the reconsolidation window), studies 
comparing only retrieval + extinction vs. extinction alone raise difficulties for the inference of an interaction. As fear conditioning is a well-established paradigm and 
previous research suggests that fear memories would not be substantially affected by reactivation alone, or in the absence of reactivation or extinction, we have suggested 
that such studies may be reflective of an interaction. Readers may wish to be more or less lenient in their assessment, so we have designated these fear conditioning studies 
that miss both a control for reactivation alone, and for no reactivation or extinction, with two stars. Studies missing multiple controls in less well-established paradigms or in 
clinical translation attempts have been noted as ‘not assessed’; ~ = represents that a criterion may have been imperfectly demonstrated, or that the interpretation of this 
demonstration as being consistent with reconsolidation is uncertain (e.g., if observed memory impairments rapidly recover). Reasons are discussed in the summary column 
and in the main text; RTD = effects were dependent upon the type of reactivation; No effect = procedures were put in place to test a criterion, but the absence of any effect of 
the intervention negated their use (e.g., time dependency cannot be assessed if the intervention has no effect regardless of time).  
 
FPS = Fear potentiated startle; SCR = Skin conductance response. 

 

        



Declarative Memory Reconsolidation 

Experimental Studies. Psychological research has long demonstrated the 

malleability of human declarative memory (Bartlett, 1920; Loftus & Palmer, 1974). 

When remembering information, people are known to distort, misattribute, and even 

confabulate the content and sources of their memories (Schacter, 1999). 

Reconsolidation has been suggested as a possible mechanism to explain some of these 

findings, potentially bridging the divide between cognitive science and neurobiology 

(Hardt, Einarsson, & Nader, 2010). Several labs have conducted research to assess 

whether they can induce changes in human declarative memory that are consistent 

with reconsolidation. We first discuss 2 paradigms for which multiple studies have 

been conducted (object list learning and paired associate learning), before considering 

several studies from a wider range of labs and experimental tasks. 

Object list learning. Hupbach, Gomez, Hardt, and Nadel (2007) used an 

object learning paradigm, in which participants were shown and asked to memorize a 

set of 20 objects (Set 1) in a particular context on day 1. On day 2, two groups of 

participants learned a second set of objects (Set 2), which were presented to 

participants in a different fashion, so as to reduce incidental reactivation of the Set 1 

memory. Participants in the reminder group learned Set 2 in the same room as Set 1, 

and – as a brief reminder – were asked by the experimenter (the same person as on 

day 1) to describe the procedure of the first session. Participants in the no-reminder 

group underwent Set 2 learning in a different room and were not prompted by the 

experimenter (a different person than on day 1) to recall the previous procedures. A 

third group served as a control group and omitted day 2 learning altogether. At testing 

on a separate day, participants were required to recall the objects from Set 1.  

Hupbach et al. (2007) found that participants in the reminder group intermixed 

significantly more items from Set 2 into Set 1 recall than those in the no-reminder or 

control groups. This intrusion effect did not appear to result from simple source 

confusion, because participants in the reminder group did not mistakenly intermix 

items from Set 1 into recall of Set 2 (Hupbach et al., 2007 – Experiment 3). 

Moreover, when participants were presented with the objects they had seen in a 

recognition test, they also misattributed Set 2 items to Set 1, but not vice versa 

(Hupbach, Gomez, & Nadel, 2009). This asymmetry in intrusions was argued to 

reflect a reactivation-dependent destabilization of the memory, enabling items from 
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Set 2 to be incorporated into the Set 1 memory. That this might be an example of 

reconsolidation was further supported by the finding that such intrusions did not occur 

if Set 1 was recalled shortly after Set 2 learning (Hupbach et al., 2007, Experiment 2), 

suggestive of the retention of a short-term memory trace (cf. Nader et al., 2003). This 

study demonstrated that reactivation + new learning produced different effects to new 

learning in the absence of reactivation, but did not also include a reactivation only 

control for a clear demonstration of a reactivation x manipulation interaction. 

However, given that the key outcome variable was the intermixing of items from the 

newly learned list into the previously learned list, it would not be expected that 

reactivating list 1 without subsequent list 2 learning would somehow lead to 

intrusions of the unknown list 2 items into list 1. Hence, the key criterion for these 

studies would be that intrusion effects are reactivation-dependent, rather than 

demonstrating a reactivation x manipulation interaction, and this was found. The 

study additionally demonstrated a dissociation of immediate and delayed effects. The 

basic finding of increased intrusions from Set 2 into Set 1 as a consequence of 

reactivation has since been replicated in a sample of young adults by an independent 

research group (though elderly adults displayed greater intrusions when memory was 

not reactivated: Jones, Pest, Vargas, Glisky, & Fellous, 2015). 

These findings were developed in subsequent studies using the same 

paradigm. Firstly, Hupbach, Hardt, Gomez, and Nadel (2008) showed that returning 

participants to the initial context in which they had learned Set 1 before learning Set 2 

was necessary and sufficient for triggering these reconsolidation-like effects. 

However, when a context was overly familiar, which is argued to prevent the 

reactivation of a specific memory via that context, alternative means of reactivation – 

such as a reminder question or using the same experimenter – effectively rendered the 

memory vulnerable to intrusions (Hupbach, Gomez, & Nadel, 2011). This study was 

also notable in replicating the findings of Hupbach et al. (2007) in a sample of 5-year-

olds.  In addition, Hupbach (2015) found that reactivation per se, followed by new 

learning, was not sufficient to induce an asymmetry in intrusions: while a contextual 

reminder produced these effects, if reactivation was extended to include a test on the 

Set 1 items before learning of Set 2, then intrusions from Set 2 into Set 1 did not 

differ from the no reminder group. Hence, as has been discussed above in relation to 

memory destabilization in studies of human and animal fear conditioning, and is 

shown next with regards to another human declarative memory paradigm (Forcato et 
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al., 2007), there is evidence for boundary conditions on the induction of 

reconsolidation-like effects in human declarative memory.  

Interestingly, unlike an abundance of animal reconsolidation studies and many 

human studies above, in which target memories were impaired due to reconsolidation-

based interventions, the general observation in the Hupbach studies (2007; 2008; 

2011) is that the original Set 1 memory is not necessarily impaired, but rather 

modified with the inclusion of items from Set 2. This finding also differs from initial 

observations demonstrating the malleability of human memory, in which memories 

appeared to become highly distorted, not merely added to (Bartlett, 1920; Loftus & 

Palmer, 1974). Using a variation of the Hupbach paradigm with IAPS images, 

Wichert et al. (2013a) did observe reductions in recognition accuracy when 

reactivation was combined with new information, provided that there were several 

presentations of the new information. Other studies using pictures and post-retrieval 

learning, however, have found that new learning can have an effect regardless of 

whether it is preceded by reactivation, and irrespective of how many times the new 

information is presented (van Schie, van Veen, van den Hout, & Engelhard, 2017; van 

Schie, van Veen, Hendriks, van den Hout, & Engelhard, 2017). Indeed, Hupbach 

(2015) found a main effect of new learning on impairment of list 1 recall regardless of 

reactivation (i.e., intrusions into list 1 were reactivation dependent, whereas poorer 

recall of list 1 was dependent upon new learning even if reactivation did not occur). 

Though findings from the lab of Hupbach and colleagues have been 

consistent, Klingmüller et al. (2017) were unable to replicate the basic finding of 

asymmetric intrusions. After an initial failure to replicate Hupbach and colleagues’ 

findings (experiment 1), Klingmüller et al. changed their experimental setup so that 

the two rooms in which objects were learned were highly unusual and markedly 

different from one another (experiment 2). They did then observe some intrusions of 

list 2 objects into list 1, though the magnitude of this effect was not as great as in 

Hupbach et al. (2007; 2008). Klingmüller et al. (2017) favored a ‘contextual binding’ 

account of these intrusions over a reconsolidation account (see the Alternative 

Explanations section below).  

Paired associate learning. Using a different paradigm, Forcato and 

colleagues (2007) have also generated results consistent with reconsolidation in 

human declarative memory. In Forcato and colleagues’ (2007) study (and in Forcato, 

Argibay, Pedreira, & Maldonado, 2009), a contextual reminder combined with an 
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intervening list of nonsense syllables did not result in directly observable alterations 

to the original memory. However, memory disruption was inferred due to the absence 

of retrieval induced forgetting (RIF) caused by List 1 memory (cf. Anderson, Bjork, 

& Bjork, 1994). RIF denotes the impaired recall of an item because a related item has 

been recalled. This phenomenon has been argued to reflect the inhibition of items that 

might compete with the target item for retrieval (Anderson et al., 1994; though see 

Alternative Explanations below for a different account of RIF). In the context of these 

studies, if memories for List 1 are retained, then attempts to recall them at testing 

should produce RIF for the related but competing memories for List 2. Hence, 

memory disruption for List 1 would be shown by unimpaired recall of List 2 when it 

occurs after testing for List 1 (the absence of RIF). Where List 2 recall is impaired 

after List 1 recall, it is possible to show that List 2 memories are not actually 

disrupted, because if List 2 is tested before List 1, recall is unimpaired.  

Forcato et al. (2007) first demonstrated that memory consolidation of a list of 

nonsense syllable pairs could be disrupted if participants were required to learn a 

second list 5 minutes but not 24 hours afterwards. List 1 memory appeared resistant to 

the interfering effects of List 2 learning if this was conducted 24 hours later. 

However, if a brief reminder of List 1 was given five minutes before learning List 2, 

then new learning produced similar interference effects as when List 2 training 

occurred shortly after initial List 1 learning. Similarly to the studies of Hupbach and 

colleagues, as the crucial outcome measure in these experiments was reliant upon the 

presence of initially and subsequently learned information, the demonstration of a 

reactivation x manipulation interaction was not possible, as RIF requires testing the 

recall of the interfering information that is used as the post-reactivation manipulation. 

Results did, however, appear to be reactivation-dependent, as new learning in the 

absence of prior memory reactivation did not prevent RIF induced by list 1 recall. In 

addition, interfering effects of post-reactivation learning were apparent when List 2 

learning occurred 5 minutes or 6 hours, but not 10 hours, after List 1 reactivation. 

This demonstration of time dependency of the intervention, albeit indicative of a 

longer period of memory instability than might be expected based on other studies of 

reconsolidation, might be taken as further evidence that non-specific effects of 

memory retrieval or of new learning do not explain the results. 

It was also found that certain types of reactivation, and the presumed 

subsequent reconsolidation, might enable alterations in the strength of human 
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declarative memories. Giving participants two or four cue-reminders significantly 

enhanced their memories at testing relative to one cue reminder, or to multiple cue-

response reminders that allow the participant to respond to the cue reminder (which 

do not appear to labilize the memory trace: Forcato et al., 2011). Consistent with a 

reconsolidation account, these enhancing effects were not evident when memories 

were tested shortly after the experimental manipulation. Providing one or two cue-

reminders a day after learning also resulted in greater persistence of memory at a test 

6 days later, though enhancing effects of reactivation were not observed if reminders 

were given a week after the initial learning (Forcato et al., 2013). Manipulations such 

as a mild stressor or the administration of clonazepam after a cue-reminder have also 

been found to improve recall in this paradigm, again with no influence at short-term 

testing (Coccoz, Maldonado, & Delorenzi, 2011; Rodriguez et al., 2013). 

Not all declarative memory research supports these results. Potts and Shanks 

(2012) found that testing memories for word pairs (English words paired with novel 

Swahili words) learned the day before actually protected the initially learned 

associations against interference from new associations learned on day 2, consistent 

with previous literature indicating that retrieval practice can improve memory 

(Karpicke & Roediger, 2008). Similarly, Hardwicke et al. (2016) found that a 

reactivation phase prior to learning new number or letter sequences resulted in less 

impact of new learning in comparison to new learning alone. However, retrieval is not 

synonymous with the induction of reconsolidation. Potts and Shanks (2012) tested 

their participants on the full list of initially learned word associations before 

presenting new word pairs, and Hardwicke et al. (2016) had participants recall and 

then restudy sequences from the previous day. Such extended reactivation may not be 

optimal for triggering memory reconsolidation, and is more akin to practice or 

rehearsal than to a brief reminder typically thought to trigger reconsolidation. 

Similarly to Hupbach (2015), Forcato et al. (2009) found that parameters of 

the reactivation session determined whether interference effects occurred. Disruptive 

effects of new learning were only observed if the cue-reminder was presented without 

the possibility of completing a response. Although it is clear that certain 

characteristics of memory reactivation can determine whether reconsolidation-like 

effects are observed, it should be highlighted that this is not always consistent across 

studies from different groups. Several declarative memory studies discussed below 
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(e.g., Chan & LaPaglia, 2013) also allowed participants to respond to cued memory 

questions during recall, and observed effects that they attribute to reconsolidation. 

Modulation of declarative memory reconsolidation by emotion and stress. 

A wealth of research shows that important, emotional, or arousing events can produce 

particularly strong (though not necessarily accurate: Neisser & Harsch, 1992; Talarico 

& Rubin, 2003) declarative memories (Brown & Kulik, 1977). Studies into the 

consolidation of memory suggest that adrenal hormones released in response to stress 

can serve to enhance memory (McGaugh, 1989; McGaugh & Roozendaal, 2002; 

Roozendaal, 2002), though intense stress or very high doses of stress hormones may 

also result in memory impairment (Baldi & Bucherelli, 2005; McGaugh, 1989; Salehi, 

Cordero, & Sandi, 2010). Researchers have investigated whether stress manipulations 

might also modulate memory strength when administered within the putative window 

of reconsolidation. 

Using the paired associate paradigm, Coccoz and colleagues (2011) found that 

administering a mildly stressful cold pressor test (CPT) following a cue-reminder 6 

days after initial learning enhanced participants’ recall a day later, but not three hours 

after, relative to control participants. These findings have found mixed support from 

other studies of the effects of stress on declarative memory. In two experiments, Bos, 

Schuijer, Lodestijn, Beckers, and Kindt (2014) found that a socially evaluated cold 

pressor test (SECPT) following reactivation enhanced declarative memories for lists 

of neutral, positive, and negative words. Likewise, Marin, Pilgrim, and Lupien (2010) 

found that having participants undergo a Trier Social Stress Test (TSST - a social 

stress induction where participants are required to prepare and deliver a speech under 

time pressure: Kirschbaum, Pirke, & Hellhammer, 1993) after recalling neutral and 

emotional story slides enhanced memory for emotional slides at an immediate test, as 

well as 5 days later. These three studies all found evidence indicative of a reactivation 

x manipulation interaction. Whereas Coccoz et al. (2011) found a dissociation of 

immediate and delayed effects, this was not the case in Marin et al. (2010), as the 

effect of the manipulation was observed immediately. An immediate test following 

the stress manipulation was not conducted in Bos et al. (2014). 

In contrast to stress-induced enhancement of memory, other studies have 

found that stress can actually impair memory after reactivation, or at least prevent its 

facilitation. For example, Schwabe and Wolf (2010) found that a post-reactivation 

SECPT impaired later recall of neutral episodic memories, with no effect on positive 
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or negative memories. In another study by Hupbach and Dorskind (2014), participants 

were trained to associate images of animals with unrelated images of objects. Two 

days later, participants were presented with half of the animal images again, and then 

subjected to a cold pressor stress test or warm water control condition. At a memory 

test another two days later, participants in the warm water condition were found to 

have enhanced memory for the objects associated with reactivated animal images, 

relative to non-reactivated images. In contrast, participants who underwent the stress 

induction following reactivation displayed no such enhancement effect. Hupbach and 

Dorskind (2014) concluded that stress can impair the reconsolidation of declarative 

memory. Both Schwabe and Wolf (2010) and Hupbach and Dorskind (2014) found 

outcomes consistent with a reactivation x manipulation interaction, with Hupbach and 

Dorskinds’ (2014) study of further note for showing that the manipulation was 

specific to the reactivated memories. Other research has found no effect of an 

arguably stressful aversive procedure (Pavlovian fear conditioning) on the later 

expression of declarative memory (Fernandez, Bavassi, Kaczer, Forcato, & Pedreira, 

2016, Experiment 3).  

Given that very similar stress manipulations were used across these conflicting 

studies – showing both improvement and impairment of memory after post-

reactivation stress – it seems unlikely that the magnitude of the stress experienced by 

participants could explain the inconsistent findings (with the exception of the use of 

Pavlovian conditioning in Fernandez et al., 2016). Although all these studies were of 

declarative memory, the actual tasks diverged significantly. Future research could aim 

to elucidate how robust these findings are (i.e., in direct replications), and whether 

differences in the type of memory tasks used are associated with different outcomes 

as a result of post-reactivation stress. Furthermore, it may be informative to assess 

how specific aspects of the stress response (e.g., particular physiological responses) 

are related to subsequent alterations in memory, and how these effects may be 

modulated by situational factors (e.g., timing, context) and individual differences 

(e.g., trait anxiety, learning history). Such situational and individual difference 

variables have been found to affect the impact of cortisol (a major component of the 

stress response) on memory formation and expression, and might be expected to 

modulate reconsolidation as well (van Ast et al., 2013). 

Researchers have also investigated whether stress might affect the ‘updating’ 

of declarative memories with new information after reactivation, using the TSST as a 
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stress manipulation. For the object list learning paradigm, Dongaonkar, Hupbach, 

Gomez, and Nadel (2013) found that stress after (Exp 2), but not before (Exp 1), 

memory reactivation and new learning reduced later intrusions from the newly 

learned material, while leaving recall for the list 1 items unaffected. Schmidt and 

colleagues (2014) found that a stress induction before the reactivation of memories 

for film clips protected those memories from the incorporation of misleading 

information that was given in post-reactivation questionnaires (Schmidt, Rosga, 

Schatto, Breidenstein, & Schwabe, 2014). Neither of these studies included conditions 

assessing what the outcome of stress induction on later memory would be without 

memory reactivation (Exp 1 of Dongaonkar et al., 2013 did, but this experiment 

showed no significant effect of stress). Both studies indicate that stress may reduce 

intrusions of new information into old memories, but found this protective effect to 

occur when stress was provoked at different time points, and did not establish that 

these results were dependent upon reactivation before new learning. 

Instead of a stressor, Strange, Kroes, Fan, and Dolan (2010) used fearful (vs. 

neutral) faces as aversive emotional stimuli. Faces were presented at various time 

points among word stems used to trigger recall of items learned on the previous day. 

They found that fearful but not neutral faces produced amnesia for the preceding 

noun, and that this amnesia was only revealed at delayed testing. The results are 

therefore consistent with a within subjects reactivation x manipulation interaction, 

further suggesting a dissociation of immediate and delayed effects. Impairments in 

memory only occurred for words that were successfully recalled upon cueing with the 

word stem, thus suggesting that the effects are specific to the reactivated memory 

(although all words underwent partial reactivation via word-stem presentation). The 

results pose some difficulties for a reconsolidation interpretation, in that the effect of 

the manipulation was time-dependent, but on a scale of seconds: only the very 

preceding word was affected by the presentation of a fearful face. The unstable state 

of memory after the induction of reconsolidation is typically thought to last for some 

hours, rather than seconds, after reactivation. Hence, it may be argued that the 

corruption of memories by emotional stimuli ought to affect other reactivated 

memories than just those immediately preceding the amnestic stimulus. On the other 

hand, certain types of intervention may have to take place within very restricted time 

frames in order to have an effect, even if the memory is not restabilized over such a 

short time. 
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Memory modulation caused by emotional events is thought to be partly 

dependent on amygdala activation and noradrenergic activation during learning, or 

after retrieval, which can be blocked by the betablocker propranolol (Cahill et al., 

1994; Roozendaal, 2002). As discussed above, reconsolidation for emotionally 

arousing events can be disrupted by propranolol (Debiec & LeDoux, 2004; Kindt, 

2014, see Pharmacological Disruption of Aversive and Appetitive Memory 

Reconsolidation section above), suggesting that emotionally valenced episodic 

memories might also be vulnerable to interference. Tentative evidence for such an 

effect has indeed been observed (Kroes, Strange, & Dolan, 2010). In this study, 

participants who received propranolol 90 minutes before memory reactivation did not 

display the memory enhancement for emotional words that was apparent in the 

placebo group. This lack of enhancement was already apparent during retrieval under 

the influence of propranolol, and persisted at testing on a subsequent day. Items that 

were not reactivated displayed normal emotional enhancement at delayed testing in 

the propranolol group, thereby suggesting a reactivation x manipulation interaction 

(using a within subjects control for reactivation) and memory specificity, but 

providing evidence against a dissociation of immediate and delayed effects. A 

reconsolidation interpretation is complicated by the fact that words that were not 

successfully recalled at retrieval were the ones that remained irretrievable at test. 

Emotional words that were successfully recalled under the influence of propranolol 

were typically still remembered. This conflicts with other studies, in which accurate 

retrieval of words was necessary for the induction of reconsolidation-like effects 

(Strange et al., 2010). While some research indicates that full retrieval might not 

trigger memory labilisation, preventing participants from giving a response after 

reactivation – as in Forcato et al. (2009) – is not the same as participants failing to 

retrieve an item when given the opportunity, as in Kroes et al., (2010). The idea that 

reactivation was necessary to produce these effects is therefore complicated, as words 

for which there was clear evidence of reactivation were apparently not affected. 

Other studies administering propranolol prior to reactivation have also found 

that propranolol + reactivation can abolish emotional enhancement effects, as well as 

the feeling of remembering associated with negative emotional pictures (Schwabe, 

Nader, Wolf, Beaudry, & Pruessner, 2012; Schwabe, Nader, & Pruessner, 2013). Both 

these studies included control groups and statistical analyses to demonstrate a clear 

reactivation x manipulation interaction, but did not assess performance in a short-term 
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test. One further study failed to find any effect of pre-reactivation propranolol on 

either immediate or delayed testing, but did observe a reduction in declarative 

memory performance for both neutral and emotional items when cortisol was used 

(Tollenaar, Elzinga, Spinhoven, & Everaerd, 2009). This study did not include a no 

reactivation condition, so it cannot be assumed that such effects of cortisol were 

reactivation dependent. 

In all of these studies, propranolol was administered before the memory 

reactivation phase. Therefore, it is possible that, instead of blocking reconsolidation, 

propranolol exerted an influence on retrieval or new learning/encoding that produced 

a lasting effect on the memory. An ideal test of a reconsolidation mechanism would 

involve administering propranolol after reactivation to reduce the likelihood of 

alternative explanations, such as disruption of retrieval or new encoding. Schwabe et 

al. (2012) found no effect of propranolol on brain activity during memory 

reactivation, which would indicate a lack of impact on retrieval processes, but Kroes 

et al. (2010) observed a clear modulatory effect of propranolol at retrieval. Further 

research found that, at least in a paradigm using an emotional story presented in the 

form of a slideshow, only propranolol administered before reactivation produced later 

deficits in declarative memory, with no effect of post-reactivation propranolol 

(Thomas, Saumier, Pitman, Tremblay, & Brunet, 2017). This could suggest that there 

is some effect of propranolol on the encoding or retrieval of emotional declarative 

memory that is long lasting, rather than an effect on reconsolidation. However, it 

could also be that the reconsolidation window for reactivated memories in these 

paradigms is significantly shorter than that observed in fear conditioning studies using 

propranolol, such that post-reactivation propranolol reaches its peak bioavailability 

too late to interfere with reconsolidation.  

Brain stimulation and declarative memory. As well as aiming to disrupt or 

change memories with pharmacological agents or interfering learning, various means 

of stimulating the brain, either electrically or with magnetic fields that produce 

electrical currents in the brain, are available. Two of the earliest studies investigating 

retrieval-induced memory vulnerability in humans involved electroconvulsive shock  

(Rubin, 1976; Squire et al., 1976), which was thought to disrupt reactivated memory 

engrams (Misanin et al., 1968). While Rubin (1976) found some success in delivering 

ECS in time with patients’ symptom reactivation, Squire and colleagues’ (1976) 

results were less promising. Squire et al. (1976) gave depressed participants a battery 
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of memory tests and also had them recall some verifiable remote memories. Material 

learned 10 minutes prior to ECT, which was performed under anesthetic, was 

subsequently less well remembered. However, participants who learned information 

14-18 hours earlier and were then given a test of their memories 10 minutes before 

ECT did not have significantly worse memories for the material than those who did 

not receive a test. Remote memories were likewise unaffected. However, it should be 

noted that participants’ memories were tested 6-10 hours after ECT, potentially 

precluding the observation of delayed effects of the intervention. 

Kroes et al. (2014) more recently used ECT in depressed patients. One week 

before ECT, patients learnt two stories presented in a slideshow format. 

Approximately 4 minutes before ECT, one of the stories was reactivated by 

presenting the participants with a slide from the story. Participants were asked to 

remember what was behind certain places where the slide had been masked, and were 

then anesthetized before receiving ECT. One group of participants received a short-

term memory test 29-133 minutes after ECT, whereas the other group was tested the 

following day. A third group did not receive ECT and was also tested one day after 

memory reactivation. Whereas participants who were tested shortly after ECT had 

equivalent memory scores for the reactivated and non-reactivated stories, those who 

were tested the day after had significantly poorer memory for the reactivated than the 

non-reactivated story. In contrast, participants who did not receive ECT had enhanced 

memory for the reactivated story. These findings are consistent with a reactivation x 

manipulation interaction, the effects of which are disclosed at delayed but not 

immediate testing, and which are specific to the reactivated memory. 

Some methodological factors present some challenges for interpretation. In the 

no-ECT group, memories were reactivated in the same room as that in which testing 

occurred, whereas they were reactivated in the ECT room for the other two groups. 

Enhanced memory specifically in the no-ECT group might thus reflect contextual 

cueing of the memory. In addition, the lack of a short-term memory test in a separate 

no-ECT group complicates interpretations of how ECT affected memory in the short-

term, as there is no comparison group: it could be that ECT had a disruptive effect 

even at short-term testing, just to a lesser degree than when the memory was tested 

after a delay. However, including so many groups in an ECT patient study such as this 

is highly demanding, and the difference between the reactivated and non-reactivated 

memories disclosed in the ECT + reactivation group at long-term testing is in line 
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with disruption of the reactivated memory despite these limitations. Moreover, 

supplementary analyses indicated that the type of ECT performed determined whether 

effects of the intervention were observed, which also suggests that the intervention 

itself, rather than confounding effects such as contextual cueing, likely explain the 

results. 

Less intense means of stimulating the brain are also available to researchers. 

Sandrini, Censor, Mishoe, and Cohen (2013) assessed the effect of 1Hz rTMS 

delivered to the right dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC) after reactivation on 

subsequent declarative memory. Similarly to Hupbach and colleagues’ studies, on day 

1, participants learned a list of objects (words for objects were written on cards, rather 

than objects themselves) in a particular room. On day 2, participants’ memories were 

reactivated by returning them to the same room with the same experimenter, and 

asking them to recall the procedure from the previous day. Ten minutes after this 

reactivation, one group received rTMS of the right DLPFC, and another received 

stimulation of the vertex (a control stimulation region). A third group received rTMS 

of the right DLPFC without reactivation. On day 3 participants were required to recall 

as many words from the list as possible. In a second experiment, participants 

underwent reactivation and DLPFC or vertex stimulation, and were tested on the same 

day. When tested on day 3, participants who received reactivation and stimulation of 

the right DLPFC exhibited significantly greater memory performance than the control 

stimulation and no reactivation groups. In contrast, at short-term testing 30 minutes 

after the stimulation, there were no differences between the reactivation + DLPFC 

stimulation group relative to the reactivation + vertex stimulation group.  

These findings would suggest that DLPFC activation given after reactivation 

can result in enhancement of declarative memory, revealed only at later testing, thus 

suggesting both a reactivation x intervention interaction (though without a control for 

no reactivation + no stimulation), as well as a dissociation of immediate and delayed 

effects. However, comparing the percentage of items recalled in the short-term test 

relative to the long-term test does not support the idea of a delayed enhancement of 

memory brought about by DLPFC stimulation that is only revealed at later testing. 

The performance of the reactivation + DLPFC stimulation group appears to have 

already been at a level comparable to that exhibited at longer-term testing when tested 

shortly after stimulation, but the control stimulation group was also performing at a 

higher level than when assessed at a delayed test. It might be that rather than 
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‘enhancing’ memory after reactivation via reconsolidation, the stimulation reduced 

the decay of memory that otherwise occurred in control conditions by the time of 

long-term testing. Hence, these results should be interpreted with some caution. 

Further complicating interpretation of the role of the DLPFC and how its stimulation 

might affect reconsolidation, DLPFC excitation induced by anodal transcranial direct 

current stimulation (tDCS) was found to improve declarative memory in one study, 

regardless of whether or not memory was reactivated (Sandrini et al., 2014). 

Naturalistic declarative memory paradigms. Most research on declarative 

memory reconsolidation has been conducted using relatively artificial paradigms that 

may bear little relation to things we typically need to remember in daily life. 

Importantly for the relevance of such research to our understanding of how memory 

works under real-world conditions, effects of post-reactivation interference have been 

observed for naturally occurring memories formed outside of the lab, as well as in lab 

tasks. Schwabe and Wolf (2009) found that participants’ memories for a recent 

neutral (but not emotional) autobiographical event were impaired if they learned a 

new story after memory reactivation, demonstrating a clear reactivation x 

manipulation interaction for naturalistic memories. As noted above, Schwabe and 

Wolf (2010) also found that a mild stressor given shortly after memory reactivation 

impaired neutral memories formed outside of the lab. 

Using an alternative episodic memory paradigm, Chan & LaPaglia (2013) 

demonstrated that memories for an engaging TV drama could be impaired following 

reactivation combined with misinformation. Participants watched an episode of the 

TV series 24, which features a fictional terrorist attack. They then had their memories 

reactivated (vs. not reactivated) before receiving misinformation that was designed to 

supplant the original memory. Whether or not the misinformation was given was 

manipulated within subjects, such that only certain parts of the story were targeted 

with misinformation. Chan and LaPaglia (2013) found that participants were 

significantly worse at recognizing correct information when they had been 

misinformed, and that this effect was only present when misleading information 

followed reactivation, suggesting a reactivation x manipulation interaction.  

However, only one of the experiments conducted by Chan and LaPaglia 

(2013) used an appropriate 3-day design to allow time for the memory to consolidate, 

and for the reactivated memory to reconsolidate (Experiment 6). The experimental 

effects were not entirely consistent with reconsolidation, as they were already present 
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at short-term testing (Experiment 3). Evidence for time dependency of the 

manipulation presented in the study is also suboptimal. Experiment 2 demonstrated 

that misleading information given 48 hours after reactivation – thus outside the 

reconsolidation window – did not lead to poorer memory performance. Given that a 

number of other mnemonic processes could have occurred over the intervening days 

and nights of sleep, it would have been preferable to conduct the test of time-

dependency outside the expected reconsolidation window but on the same day as 

reactivation. In addition, this experiment was not conducted using a delayed memory 

test, and thus only assessed an immediate impact of misleading information on 

memory.  

Chan and LaPaglia’s results are consistent with memory specificity 

(Experiment 5), as only misleading material that was related to the original memory 

had an interfering effect. Hence, one would not expect that the manipulation was 

producing a general amnesic effect. However, this experiment only assessed memory 

shortly after the intervention, without a 24-hour delay between interference and 

testing. Further complicating the interpretation of these results, other research 

suggests that the true/false and ‘source free’ memory tests used by Chan and LaPaglia 

(2013) do not rule out alternative explanations, such as that the original memory was 

still present but no longer deemed accurate by the participants (Rindal, DeFranco, 

Rich, & Zaragoza, 2016; see Alternative Explanations section below). Hence, there 

are some serious limitations to the conclusions we can draw from this study regarding 

reconsolidation. 

In one further example of a naturalistic paradigm, St Jacques and Schacter 

(2013) had participants go on a museum tour while wearing a small camera that 

continuously photographed what they saw. On a subsequent day, participants were 

presented with pictures that had been taken by their camera, depicting specific points 

in the tour. After this reactivation, participants were presented with false images taken 

from museum stops that the participants had not been to, and were asked whether 

these had been seen on the previous day. On a final day of testing, participants were 

exposed to images of museum stops they had been to as well as a number of false 

images depicting stops they had not attended. It was found that memory reactivation 

before the presentation of false images led to both greater recognition of correct 

images and higher false alarm rates for false images. In a further analysis, St Jacques 

and Schacter (2013) found that the strength of reactivation, as indexed by the amount 
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of subjective reliving during recall, was positively correlated with both increases in 

later recognition and higher endorsement of false images. St Jacques and Schacter 

(2013) included a within subjects control for reactivation but do not appear to have 

included a control for the manipulation (the presentation of images from museum 

stops that had not been attended), meaning that a clear reactivation x manipulation 

interaction was not established (it should be noted that this experiment was in fact not 

specifically designed with the intention of demonstrating reconsolidation). In 

addition, measures of hits and false alarms for the non-reactivated photos were 

subtracted from the different reactivation conditions, making interpretation of whether 

results in the reactivation conditions are significantly different from non-reactivated 

memories difficult to determine.  

Practical and clinical implications of declarative memory reconsolidation.  

More tests of how findings from experimental research on reconsolidation relate to 

naturalistic memories are certainly warranted. The results of the above studies suggest 

that reactivation-dependent changes in later recall and recognition are not restricted to 

simple lab tasks, but do not go especially far in telling us how reconsolidation-like 

effects might be of relevance in our daily lives, in clinical settings where memories 

are discussed, or in legal settings where the veracity of memory may be of paramount 

importance.  

If misleading information can really change reactivated memories, perhaps 

even rendering the original memory trace irretrievable or fundamentally corrupted, 

then this could have considerable implications in legal proceedings. For example, it 

would be very important when collecting witness statements not to present 

information or suggestions beyond what the witness recalls, as this might be 

incorporated into the reactivated memory and later recalled as if actually experienced. 

Though misleading information should be avoided regardless of whether 

reconsolidation underpins some already well-studied false memory effects, 

discovering that memories are directly changed under certain conditions could 

highlight the importance of not contaminating eyewitness evidence, just as strict 

procedures should be followed for physical evidence. In clinical settings, it would be 

important to know whether the different interpretations and framing of memories and 

experiences offered by the therapist, or generated by the patient, result in actual 

distortions of the original memory at later dates, or whether they are recognized as 

being alternative perspectives on an event that remains well-remembered. Disruption 
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of declarative memory as a result of pharmacological treatments aiming to diminish 

maladaptive emotional memories might also raise concerns for eyewitness testimony 

following traumatic experiences (Elsey & Kindt, 2016).  

Before strong conclusions can be drawn as to the relevance of declarative 

memory studies in these wider domains, it would be interesting to know the extent to 

which distortions of memory are resistant to later corrective information (e.g., 

whether participants easily accept that false alarms were not really seen, and 

ultimately recognize correct items when told these are correct), and how robust such 

changes are over time. Further studies of purely naturalistic memories from 

participants’ daily lives over a range of time periods could also be conducted. 

Alternative Explanations. Using an established computational model of 

declarative memory – the temporal context model (TCM) – Sederberg et al. (2011) 

found that they could reproduce the findings obtained by Hupbach et al. (2007) and 

Hupbach et al. (2009) without recourse to any new memory phenomenon such as 

reconsolidation. TCM assumes that the encoding of an item involves binding it to the 

particular context in which it is learned. According to this theory, learning Set 2 after 

reinstating elements of the Set 1 context with a reminder means that items from both 

Set 1 and Set 2 become bound to the Set 1 context. In contrast, Set 1 items are only 

weakly bound, if at all, to the Set 2 context. This creates an asymmetry in the 

contextual binding for Set 1 and Set 2 items: whereas the Set 1 context is linked to 

both Set 1 and Set 2 items, the Set 2 context is linked specifically with the Set 2 

items. Hence, when participants in Hupbach and colleagues’ studies were prompted to 

recall items from Set 1 at test, reinstatement of the Set 1 context cued items from sets 

1 and 2, whereas Set 2 recall prompted only the recall of Set 2 items. The delayed 

onset of these intrusion effects can be explained by participants having only recently 

learned Set 2 before short-term testing, which enables mnemonic strategies that are 

not available at a long-term test. When tested shortly after learning, participants can 

simply reject items that they know they learned just before, or which seem 

particularly familiar.  

Beyond this conceptual explanation, Sederberg et al. (2011) performed 

simulations using the TCM as a basis and found that they could reproduce the 

findings of Hupbach and colleagues’ 2007 and 2009 experiments. Although 

Sederberg et al. (2011) suggest that the TCM might reflect a different (computational) 

level of explanation for reconsolidation-like findings, rather than a contradictory 
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account, it does seem that reconsolidation and TCM accounts diverge theoretically. 

For example, Sederberg and colleagues’ explanation for the delayed onset of 

reconsolidation-like effects is very different from the idea of protein synthesis-

dependent cellular changes that Hupbach et al. suggest. In addition, the TCM does not 

suggest that memories are really modified upon reactivation, but merely become more 

or less easy to retrieve in the presence or absence of particular contextual cues. 

 Gershman, Schapiro, Hupbach, and Norman (2013) tested claims of the TCM 

in an fMRI-adapted version of Hupbach and colleagues’ paradigm. Consistent with a 

TCM account, misattributions of list 2 items into list 1 were predicted by a pattern of 

neural activity that reflected the list 1 context prior to viewing the misattributed item. 

Though these results show that contextual reinstatement predicts memory errors, these 

results cannot rule out that this contextual reinstatement triggered a cellular 

reconsolidation process promoting the integration of list 2 items into the list 1 

memory, as the authors themselves acknowledge. To further elucidate whether the 

TCM can account for findings that are currently understood in a reconsolidation 

framework, it would be helpful if a critical test could be conducted in humans that 

might falsify a reconsolidation or TCM explanation. 

Despite a compelling reproduction of Hupbach and colleagues’ findings, there 

are some factors that cannot (yet) be easily subsumed under the framework of the 

TCM. For example, it is unclear why particular types of reminder, such as the 

experimental room, induce these asymmetric effects, whereas other types, such as the 

experimenter, do not. However, the differential effects of reminder type are not 

predicted a priori from a reconsolidation account either. TCM might struggle to 

explain why only a brief reminder, but not actual recall of items, induces the 

asymmetric intrusion effects observed by Hupbach (2015). Reconsolidation accounts 

typically assume that extended memory recall does not render the memory labile 

(Alfei et al., 2015; Sevenster et al., 2014b), whereas one might expect that such 

reactivation could still result in asymmetric contextual binding. 

A contextual account also presents some difficulties for early findings of 

Forcato and colleagues (Forcato et al., 2007; 2009). Specifically, some authors have 

questioned whether RIF, which is the primary outcome measure used in Forcato et al. 

(2007; 2009), actually reflects an inhibitory process, or even one that depends upon 

retrieval. The standard account of RIF argues that forgetting occurs because memories 

for non-target items that are closely associated and might compete with the target are 
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inhibited, thus aiding the recall of the target but impairing subsequent recall of the 

non-target items (Anderson et al., 1994). Jonker, Seli, and Macleod (2013) suggest 

that findings related to RIF are better explained by a context-based account: forgetting 

occurs because the experimental manipulations produce context changes that render 

target items less accessible. Jonker et al. (2013) found that reinstating the appropriate 

context under conditions that would normally result in RIF precluded RIF-like effects, 

and that generating unfavorable context shifts under conditions that would not 

normally produce RIF-like effects could induce a comparable forgetting effect.  

Jonker and colleagues’ (2013) context-based account of RIF does not directly 

explain the findings of Forcato et al. (2007; 2009). However, the fact that RIF may 

not actually reflect an inhibitory process brought about by memory retrieval strains 

the use of RIF as an indirect measure with which to infer the presence of memory 

disruption. Hence, more direct measures of forgetting, such as retrieval errors, ought 

to be utilized where possible. Forcato and colleagues did use such direct assessments 

in studies of declarative memory enhancement (e.g., Forcato et al., 2011; Rodriguez et 

al., 2013), but not where memory loss/disruption was inferred. 

Finally, researchers who have studied declarative memories in the context of 

misinformation and eyewitness testimony have also offered alternative explanations 

to reconsolidation-based updating or distortion of memories. Proponents of 

reconsolidation are not the first to have suggested that the presentation of new or 

misleading information can lead to changes in the original memory. For example, 

Loftus (1979) suggested that misleading information may ‘destructively update’ 

memories, replacing old information with new. However, McCloskey and Zaragoza 

(1985) and Rindal et al. (2016) have highlighted several reasons why participants who 

receive misleading information might endorse this information instead of their 

original memories. Beyond mere demand characteristics, participants might favor 

more recent information because they did not actually encode the original 

information. Secondly, participants may remember their original learning experience, 

but place greater trust in the misleading information and discount their previous 

memory as simply incorrect. Such effects may be dependent upon reactivation, as 

taking a memory test could increase participants’ attention to and encoding of later 

misinformation (Gordon & Thomas, 2014), or increase the chance that they view 

misleading information presented shortly afterwards as corrective feedback on their 

responses (Rindal et a., 2016). 
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Specific ways of testing memories can elucidate whether such alternative 

explanations might account for the results of some reconsolidation-based findings, 

and were performed in a conceptual replication of Chan and LaPaglia (2013) by 

Rindal and colleagues (2016). Rindal et al. (2016) had participants view an initial 

slideshow story, and afterwards reactivated some participants’ memories with a brief 

test. Then, participants were given some misleading or non-misleading information 

regarding the initial slideshow (manipulated within subjects for different items 

presented in the slideshow). Finally, participants underwent a memory test. Rindal et 

al. (2016) replicated the basic finding that reactivation can increase the endorsement 

of misleading information, but in a series of experiments were able to shed further 

light on this effect. Firstly, participants’ correct endorsement of originally seen items 

was not affected by whether or not they had received a reactivation before 

misinformation. Rather, participants appeared to be endorsing misinformation instead 

of giving no response, indicating that some misleading information may be accepted 

merely because the initial item is not remembered. Secondly, Rindal et al. (2016) 

noted that giving ‘true/false’ responses to original items (as in Chan and LaPaglia, 

2013), being asked to choose between misleading and original items, or even being 

asked to freely note down whether they thought they remembered items from early or 

later testing (the source free recognition test in Chan and LaPaglia, 2013), do not rule 

out the possibility that participants may still reject original items, despite having a 

memory for them, because they now believe those memories are false. When Rindal 

et al. (2016) had participants respond to a forced choice test between the originally 

presented item and a novel item at testing, effects of misleading information and the 

interaction of this with reactivation were nullified. This would suggest that 

participants retained their memories for the initially learned information, but may not 

trust this memory unless given a choice between that item and one that they are sure 

they do not remember.  

Rindal et al. (2016) provide a convincing demonstration that the way in which 

memories are tested can result in very different interpretations, and that such effects 

may explain the results of studies such as Chan and LaPaglia (2013). However, it 

should be stressed that their experiments were all conducted on a single day, thus not 

allowing for the initial consolidation of memory, or for the reconsolidation of memory 

after reactivation and an intervention. A clear refutation of a reconsolidation account 

of retrieval-induced memory updating would also have to follow a proper 
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reconsolidation-based design, with time allowed for initial consolidation and later 

reconsolidation.  

What is clear, however, is that where there is evidence for the ostensible 

disruption or modification of memory via reconsolidation, existing studies of human 

declarative memory have done little to probe whether the memory trace might be 

easily recovered. In studies of aversive and appetitive conditioning, a range of 

assessments, such as reinstatement, renewal, spontaneous recovery, and testing for 

savings can and have been carried out to provide insight into the recoverability of 

memories. Neither memory recovery nor its absence can conclusively determine 

whether a target memory has been directly modified by an intervention. Nevertheless, 

one would anticipate that a genuine modification or disruption of a memory would at 

least render it more resistant to standard recovery procedures than its mere 

suppression. The persistence of purportedly reconsolidation-based effects in episodic 

memory could therefore be compared with that of procedures thought to produce only 

temporary inaccessibility, in response to attempts at memory recovery. As well as 

testing for the recovery of memory over time or with prompts, studies such as Rindal 

et al. (2016) convey how memory tests must be constructed to rule out alternative 

explanations. 

Summary of declarative memory reconsolidation in humans. Table 4 

provides an overview of research into declarative memory reconsolidation. In two 

separate reconsolidation-based paradigms with multiple experiments (Object list 

learning and Paired associate learning), independent research groups have found 

reactivation-dependent effects on memory, a dissociation of immediate and delayed 

effects, as well as time dependency of interventions. Possible boundary conditions for 

the induction of reconsolidation-like effects, such as the nature of memory 

reactivation, have also been delineated. Further studies have found evidence for 

memory specificity (e.g., Hupbach & Dorskind, 2014). Declarative memories 

assessed in a range of other paradigms also appear amenable to reactivation 

dependent effects of interventions. One study provided evidence consistent with all 4 

criteria (Strange et al., 2010), though it may be noted that the time dependency of the 

intervention was on the order of seconds as opposed to hours, as suggested in other 

studies.  

A meta-analysis of declarative memory studies claiming reconsolidation-based 

effects found that, across 34 experiments, reactivation-induced changes in memory 
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(presumed to reflect reconsolidation) had a mean effect size of d = 0.29 (Scully, 

Napper, & Hupbach, 2016), indicating a small effect. However, the effect size for 

eight studies examining intrusions of interfering items into the target memory was 

large, at d = 1.03. Despite some parallels across studies regarding the importance of 

certain characteristics of memory reactivation, it remains a challenge to decipher 

exactly why these characteristics are important, how they interact with subsequent 

information, and whether such effects reflect the direct updating of the original 

memory trace or some other process. In fact, the meta-analysis of Scully and 

colleagues (2016) failed to show that how the reactivation was performed consistently 

moderated later outcomes. 	
Studies have not always shown the anticipated reconsolidation-like effects, or 

consistent effects of similar experimental manipulations. As noted above, different 

studies have suggested that stress may either impair or enhance declarative memory, 

and it is not currently clear why such divergent outcomes are found. Other studies 

have simply failed to find any interactions between reactivation and experimental 

manipulations in attempted replications of earlier work. However, failure to observe 

reconsolidation-like effects across all paradigms tested does not invalidate findings in 

other paradigms if these can be convincingly attributed to reconsolidation. A key 

question is therefore whether there are alternative (and more parsimonious) 

explanations of the data that is currently taken as evidence in favor of reconsolidation 

in human declarative memory. Competing explanations ought to be assessed in 

critical tests to see if they better explain reconsolidation-like effects. It remains 

difficult to establish the presence of reconsolidation based on current observations in 

declarative memory.



Table 4. Reviewed studies of declarative memory 

Authors Paradigm Intervention 
Timing of 
intervention 1 2 3 4 Summary 

Bos et al., 
2014 

Word list 
learning 

SECPT SECPT shortly 
after reactivation 

Yes* - - - In 2 experiments, reactivation + SECPT resulted in 
greater memory performance than reactivation + warm 
water (i.e., no stress), or SECPT without reactivation. 
No control for no reactivation + no stress precludes 2x2 
interaction test. 

Chan & 
LaPaglia, 
2013 

Memory for 
TV episode 

Misleading 
information 

Misleading 
information 20 
minutes or  
48 hours after 
reactivation 

Yes* - - No Reactivation + misinformation led to poorer memory at 
immediate (Exp 3) and delayed (Exp 6) testing. Only 
Exp 6 used a 3-day design. Time dependency was 
tested using 20min vs. 48hr delay between reactivation 
and manipulation, rather than a delayed manipulation 
on the same day, and used an immediate memory test 
rather than a 3-session design. Results suggested that 
interfering information should be related to the original 
memory, indicative of memory specificity, but did not 
use a 3-session design.  

Coccoz et 
al., 2011 

Paired 
associate 
learning 

CPT CPT shortly after 
reactivation 

Yes* - - Yes At delayed testing only, cue-reminder reactivation (but 
not cue-response reminder) + cold water pressor test 
led to enhanced memory (vs. warm water/no stress). 
Effects depended on specific type of reminder. 
Contained appropriate controls across 2 experiments 
but does not appear to include actual 2x2 interaction 
test. 

Dongaonka
r et al., 
2013 

Object list 
learning 

TSST and 
new learning 

TSST shortly 
before (Exp 1) or 
after  
(Exp 2) 
reactivation and 
new learning 

N/A - - - Pre-reactivation stress had no impact on intrusions 
(Exp 1). In Exp 2, stress after reactivation + new 
learning led to fewer intrusions of new learning into list 
1 memory. Exp 2 did not include no-reactivation 
control groups. Experiment 1 replicated reactivation 
dependent impact of new learning on intrusions seen in 
earlier Hupbach et al. studies. 
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Fernandez 
et al., 2016 

Paired 
associate 
learning 

Pavlovian 
conditioning 

Conditioning 
shortly after 
reactivation 

No - - - Declarative memories were unaffected by post-
reactivation Pavlovian conditioning 

Forcato et 
al., 2007 

Paired 
associate 
learning 

New learning New learning 5 
minutes, 6 hours,  
or 10 hours, after 
reactivation 

RD ~Yes - - Retrieval induced forgetting (RIF) was absent when 
List 1 memory was reactivated 5 mins or 6 hrs, but not 
10hrs, before List 2 learning. Time dependent effects 
were over a larger time span than might be expected. 
Effects of intervention were preserved at least up to 48 
hours later. Outcome variable RIF makes true control 
for reactivation alone or no reactivation + no 
intervention unfeasible.          

Forcato et 
al., 2009 

Paired 
associate 
learning 

New learning New learning 5 
minutes after 
reactivation 

RTD - - - Demonstrated that a cue reminder, but not a context 
only or cue-response reminder (allowing the participant 
to respond to the cue), produced the reconsolidation-
like effect in retrieval-induced forgetting.  

Forcato et 
al., 2011 

Paired 
associate 
learning 

Single or 
multiple 
memory 
rectivations 

Reminders 
separated by 5 
minute, 2 hour, 
or 24 hour 
intervals 

RTD ~Yes - Yes Multiple cue- but not cue-response or context only 
reminders strengthened memory. Multiple cue 
reminders did not strengthen memory when separated 
by 24 hours, suggesting time dependency of this 
manipulation, but no test was done of reminders 
outside the reconsolidation window yet still on the 
same day as reactivation. Impact of cue reminders was 
only revealed at later testing. 

Forcato et 
al., 2013 

Paired 
associate 
learning 

Exp 1, Single 
or multiple  
memory 
rectivations;  
Exp 2 
Reactivation(
s) and  

Reminders 
separated by 5 
minutes.  
Exp 2, Interfering 
learning 5 min  
after reminder(s) 

RTD - - - Single or multiple cue reminders led to greater 
persistence of memory 1 week later. Multiple cue 
reminders also reduce the effect of interfering learning 
after reactivation. Effects of repeated reactivation or of 
interference were not observed if conducted 1 week 
after learning, probably due to forgetting of the original 
memory. 
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interfering 
learning 

Gershman 
et al., 2013 

fMRI-adapted 
list  
learning 
paradigm 

New learning New learning 
shortly after List 
1 reminder 

- - - - This study was not designed to demonstrate 
reconsolidation, but rather to test an alternative 
explanation. Hence, sufficient controls to demonstrate 
an interaction were not included. Context reinstatement 
as indexed in fMRI BOLD during new learning 
predicted whether the item would intrude at later 
testing.  

Hardwicke 
et al., 2016 

Number or 
word sequence 
learning 

New learning New learning 
shortly after 
reactivation 
of old sequence 

No - - - In three declarative memory interference studies, 
memory retrieval before new learning did not increase 
interference effects. 

Hupbach et 
al., 2007 

Object list 
learning 

New learning New learning 
shortly after List 
1 reminder 

RD - - Yes Reactivation + new learning resulted in intrusions of 
newly learned material into recall of initial memory. 
Effects were observed at delayed but not short term 
testing. 

Hupbach et 
al., 2008 

Object list 
learning 

New learning New learning 
shortly after List 
1 reminder 

RTD - - - Experiments determined that a contextual reminder of 
initial learning was necessary and sufficient for 
producing intrusions of new learning into recall of old 
memory.          

Hupbach et 
al., 2009 

Object list 
learning 

New learning New learning 
shortly after List 
1 reminder 

RD - - - Follow-up of Hupbach et al., 2007; 2008. Reactivation 
+ new learning resulted in misattribution of the source 
of objects from new learning as being from initial 
learning, but not vice versa. 

Hupbach et 
al., 2011 

Object list 
learning 

New learning New learning 
shortly after List 
1 reminder 

RD - - Yes This study replicated reactivation-dependent intrusions 
in a sample of 5 year olds, and showed that extra 
reminder cues were needed when context was overly 
familiar. Effects were observed at delayed but not 
short-term testing. 
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Hupbach & 
Dorskind, 
2014 

Animal-object 
image pairing 

CPT CPT shortly after 
reactivation 

Yes - Yes - Stress abolished the enhancement of memory brought 
about by reactivation in the no-stress control group. 
Participants served as their own 'no reactivation' 
controls. Includes significant statistical interaction 
effect. 

Hupbach 
2015 

Object list 
learning 

New learning New learning 
shortly after List 
1 reminder 
vs. Sudoku task 

RTD - - - New learning hindered list 1 recall, regardless of 
reactivation type. Intrusions of new learning into recall 
of old items were dependent upon participants 
receiving a contextual reminder. 

Jones et 
al., 2015 

Object list 
learning 

New learning New learning 
shortly after List 
1 reminder 

~RD - - - Replicated reactivation-dependent intrusions in a 
young adult sample, but elderly adults showed more 
intrusions of newly learned material when memory was 
not reactivated.  

Kling-
müller et 
al., 2017 

Object list 
learning 

New learning New learning 
shortly after List 
1 reminder 

~No - - - Attempt to replicate Hupbach et al., 2007 & 2008. 
Failed to replicate intrusions from second list after 
reactivation + new learning in Exp 1. Only with a 
highly salient context could a qualitative replication be 
observed: the impact of reactivation + new learning 
was less than Hupbach et al. observed. 

Kroes et 
al., 2010 

Negative/neutr
al word  
list learning 

Propranolol 
(40mg) 

Propranolol 90 
minutes before 
reactivation 

Yes* - ~Yes No Propranolol abolished emotional enhancement of 
reactivated memories, but the effects were present at 
reactivation, and successfully recalled emotional words 
were not forgotten later – opposite of the reactivation 
dependent effect in Strange et al., 2010. 

Kroes et 
al., 2014 

Story 
slideshow 

ECT + 
general 
anasthesia 

ECT ≈ 4 minutes 
after reactivation 

Yes* - Yes ~Yes Results are consistent with a reactivation x 
manipulation interaction. Reactivation without ECT led 
to memory enhancement, whereas reactivation 
followed by ECT led to poorer performance than for 
non-reactivated memories. Lack of a non-ECT short-
term memory test group means some effects of ECT at 
short-term testing cannot be ruled out, complicating the 
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interpretation of criterion 4. Sample was depressed 
patients. Used a within subjects control for 
reactivation.  

Marin et 
al., 2010 

Story 
slideshow 

TSST TSST shortly 
after reactivation 

Yes* - - No Reactivation + TSST resulted in better memory 
performance for emotional material than reactivation + 
no stress and no reactivation + stress. Effects were 
present at immediate and delayed testing. Did not 
include no reactivation + no stress group, precluding 
2x2 ANOVA. 

Potts & 
Shanks, 
2012 

Paired 
associate 
learning 

New learning New learning 
shortly after 
testing of list 1 

No - - - Reactivation, by means of a full test of the original 
memory, reduced detrimental effects of new learning 
after reactivation. 

Rodríguez 
et al., 2013 

Paired 
associate 
learning 

Clonazepam Clonazepam 
shortly after 
reactivation 

Yes* - - ~Yes 0.25mg dose of clonazepam, but not placebo or 0.03mg 
dose, after cue but not cue-response reminder, resulted 
in better memory performance at later testing. 
Differences between clonazepam and placebo were not 
evident at short-term test, but it could be that 
clonazepam prevents a decline in memory over time 
rather than enhancing memory after a delay. Included 
sufficient conditions for interaction across experiments, 
but a statistical test of a 2x2 interaction does not appear 
to have been performed. 

Rubin, 
1976 

Symptom 
reactivation 

ECT + 
suxamethoniu
m  
chloride for 
muscle  
relaxation but 
no general  
anesthesia 

ECT 
during/shortly 
after reactivation 

- - - - A study of obsessions, compulsions, and 
hallucinations, rather than declarative memory. ECT 
timed with symptom reactivation improved symptoms. 
Symptom remission ranged from 3 months to 10 years. 
Did not include strict reactivation or ECT controls, but 
patients had reactivated symptoms many times 
previously, and some had experienced ECT without 
reactivation to no effect.  

Sandrini et 
al., 2013 

Modified 
object list 
learning 

1Hz rTMS to 
right DLPFC 

rTMS 10 minutes 
after reactivation 

Yes* - - ~Yes DLPFC + reactivation group had higher memory than 
controls at delayed but not short-term testing. 
Dissociation of immediate and delayed effects may 
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reflect lack of memory loss rather than delayed 
memory enhancement. Did not include no reactivation 
+ no manipulation control, precluding a 2x2 analysis.  

Sandrini et 
al., 2014 

Modified 
object list 
learning 

Anodal tDCS 
over left  
DLPFC 

tDCS 10 minutes 
after reactivation 

No - - - Anodal tDCS over DLPFC enhanced memory tested at 
both 1 and 30 days after intervention, with or without 
reactivation. 

Schmidt et 
al., 2014 

Short movie 
clips 

TSST and 
misleading 
information 

TSST 10 min 
before 
misleading 
information 

N/A - - - Stress induction before reactivation reduced 
endorsement of misinformation (but not correct 
responses or responses to lures) relative to no stress, 
but no controls to determine the need for reactivation 
were included. Pre-reactivation stress may affect 
retrieval rather than reconsolidation. 

Schwabe & 
Wolf, 2009 

Autobiographi
cal memories 

New learning New learning 
shortly after 
reactivation 

Yes - - - Statistical interaction effect indicating that neutral, but 
not positive or negative, autobiographical memories 
were impaired by learning a new story after 
reactivation. 

Schwabe & 
Wolf, 2010 

Autobiographi
cal memories 

SECPT SECPT 10 
minutes after 
reactivation 

Yes* - - - Reactivation + SECPT produced deficit in neutral but 
not emotional memories, relative to control conditions. 
Includes all appropriate control conditions but does not 
appear to have conducted 2x2 interaction test. 

Schwabe et 
al., 2012 

Negative/neutr
al picture 
list learning 

Propranolol 
(40mg) 

Propranolol 70 
minutes before 
reactivation 

Yes - - - Propranolol + reactivation abolished emotional 
enhancement of memory, demonstrated in a significant 
reactivation x manipulation interaction. 

Schwabe et 
al., 2013 

Negative/neutr
al picture 
list learning 

Propranolol 
(40mg) 

Propranolol 60 
minutes before 
reactivation 

Yes - - - Propranolol + reactivation abolishes emotional 
enhancement of memory and reduces sense of 
remembering, demonstrated in a significant 
reactivation x manipulation interaction. 

Squire et 
al., 1976 

Recent and 
remote 
memory 

ECT + 
general 
anesthesia 

ECT 14-18hrs or 
10 minutes after  
reactivation 

- - - - Reactivation shortly before ECT did not result in 
impaired memory. Did not include full control groups, 
and memory test was conducted 6-10 hours after the 
intervention. Sample was depressed patients.  
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St Jacques 
& 
Schacter, 
2013 

Museum tour 
memory 

Misleading 
images 

Misleading 
images shortly 
after 
reactivation 

- - - - Reactivation increased both recognition of correct 
items and endorsement of false items. Experiment used 
within subjects control for reactivation, but a control 
for the presentation of misleading images does not 
appear to have been used. This study did not 
specifically aim to test reconsolidation effects, but 
rather retrieval-induced changes in memory more 
generally. 

Strange et 
al., 2010 

Word list 
learning 

Fearful face 
presentation 

Fearful faces 
interspersed 
throughout  
word retrieval 
task 

Yes* ~Yes ~Yes Yes Memory for items preceding negative faces was 
impaired at delayed but not immediate testing. The 
effect of the manipulation was time dependent, though 
in the order of seconds after reactivation. Effects 
persisted at least up to 1 week after the intervention. 
Exp 5 replicated the effects seen in Exp 3. Planned 
comparisons suggest a result consistent with an 
interaction, but a reactivation x manipulation statistical 
test does not appear to have been performed. 
Successful retrieval was necessary for the impact of 
negative faces, suggesting effects specific to the 
reactivated memory, though all stimuli were 
reactivated as cues. 

Thomas et 
al., 2017 

Story 
slideshow 

Propranolol 
(0.67mg/kg) 

Propranolol 
shortly after,  
or 60-75 minutes 
before 
reactivation 

- - - - Propranolol before, but not after, either initial learning 
or reactivation impaired memory for an emotional 
slideshow. No controls for reactivation were used, 
though lack of post-retrieval propranolol effect 
indicates that effect of pre-reactivation propranolol 
effect cannot just be a non-specific result of 
propranolol administration. 

Tollenaar 
et al., 2009 

Negative/neutr
al word 
list learning 

Hydrocortiso
ne (35mg)  
or 
propranolol 
(80mg) 

Drug 
administration 
≈75 minutes  
before 
reactivation 

- - - No Cortisol, but not propranolol, was associated with 
reduced memory for negative and neutral items at 
immediate and delayed testing. No control for 
reactivation. This study does not appear to have aimed 
at testing/demonstrating reconsolidation. 
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Van Schie 
et al., 
2017a 

Picture list 
learning 

New learning New learning 
shortly after List 
1 reminder 

No - - - Attempted replication of Wichert et al., 2013b. 
Bayesian hypothesis testing indicated no substantial 
support for reactivation-dependent effects of new 
learning. 

Van Schie 
et al., 
2017b 

Picture list 
learning 

New learning New learning 
shortly after List 
1 reminder 

No - - - Attempted replication of Wichert et al., 2013a. Results 
did not support reactivation-dependent effects, and 
showed no differences between strong and weak new 
learning. 

Wichert et 
al., 2013a 

Picture list 
learning 

New learning New learning 
shortly after List 
1 reminder 

Yes - - - Learning new items generally reduced memory 
sensitivity (D-prime). Impact of new learning was 
greatest when it was strong and preceded by 
reactivation. 

1 = Reactivation x manipulation interaction; 2 = Time dependency; 3 = Memory specificity; 4 = Dissociation of immediate and delayed effects; - = not assessed; * = 
represents that we believe there is sufficient ground to infer a reactivation x manipulation interaction in a study, but that a strict 2x2 ANOVA with a test for an interaction was 
not conducted; ~ = represents that a criterion may have been imperfectly demonstrated, or that the interpretation of this demonstration as being consistent with 
reconsolidation is uncertain (e.g., if observed memory impairments rapidly recover). Reasons are discussed in the summary column and in the main text; RD = Effects were 
dependent on the reactivation of the memory. Usually used where the outcome variable is dependent on there being an intervention (e.g., when intrusions from new material 
are the main outcome), or when reactivation alone is being studied, such that looking for a Reactivation x Manipulation interaction is not appropriate. RTD = effects were 
dependent upon the type of reactivation; N/A = not applicable. 

CPT = Cold pressor test; DLPFC = dorsolateral prefrontal cortex; ECT = electroconvulsive shock therapy; rTMS = repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation; SECPT = 
Socially evaluated cold pressor test; tDCS = transcranial direct current stimulation; TSST = Trier social stress test



 

	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
Figure 1. Evidence consistent with reconsolidation across different types of memory. Each circle represents a study reviewed in this paper, with numbers inside the circle 
reflecting the number of criteria assessed, and how many were found to be consistent with reconsolidation (e.g., 2/2 = two criteria assessed and found to be consistent with 
reconsolidation). Jagged circles represent studies in which a reconsolidation-based clinical intervention was performed (e.g., to reduce anxiety or craving). Studies from the 
same labs or primarily conducted by the same research group have been linked with dashed lines. Particularly prominent research groups in our review (4+ studies of 
reconsolidation) have been designated with letters: a = Pitman, Brunet and colleagues (primarily McGill University, Canada, and Harvard University, USA); b = Kindt lab, 
Soeter, Sevenster and colleagues (current authors, primarily University of Amsterdam, Netherlands); c = Schiller, Monfils, Phelps and colleagues (primarily New York 
University and University of Texas at Austin); d = Schwabe, Wolf and colleagues (primarily Ruhr University Bochum, Germany); e = Hupbach, Nadel and colleagues 
(primarily University of Arizona and Lehigh University, USA); f = Forcato, Pedreira and colleagues (primarily University of Buenos Aires, Argentina).



Summary of Evidence for Reconsolidation in Humans 

Research into human memory reconsolidation has yielded a wealth of findings 

consistent with the phenomenon of reconsolidation, though the evidence base is not 

equal across different types of memory and paradigms studied (see Figure 1 for a 

graphical depiction of the evidence base provided by the studies reviewed here). For 

procedural memory, one early study produced findings consistent with a reactivation 

x manipulation interaction and a dissociation of immediate and delayed effects. 

However, only a small amount of further research seems to have been conducted 

assessing reconsolidation of procedural memory, and studies that have been done 

have not been able to clearly corroborate these initial findings.  

For aversive memories, research using propranolol to neutralize subsequent 

emotional memory expression has provided evidence that aligns with all of the 

suggested reconsolidation criteria. Retrieval-extinction procedures have also provided 

results consistent with a reactivation x manipulation interaction, time dependency of 

effects, and memory specificity, though we are not aware of any tests of a dissociation 

between immediate and delayed effects in humans. Notably, studies of both these 

interventions have often included established tests of memory recovery, thus 

providing further insight into the durability of such effects. Research into possible 

clinical applications of these approaches for both anxiety-related and addiction-related 

disorders is in its early stages, but shows considerable promise. Both paradigms have 

also had some failed replications. Studies of appetitive memory in humans are in their 

early stages, but both pharmacological and retrieval-extinction approaches have 

provided evidence consistent with a reactivation x manipulation interaction, and time 

dependency of the interventions. 

Declarative memory research has expanded to encompass a range of different 

paradigms and interventions. We are unaware of any study that has found results 

unambiguously consistent with all the criteria we propose, but across declarative 

memory research as a whole researchers have found evidence consistent with 

reactivation x manipulation interactions, time dependency, memory specificity, and a 

dissociation of immediate and delayed effects. One study found results consistent 

with all reconsolidation criteria (Strange et al., 2010), though with time dependency 

of the intervention on the order of seconds. Given the host of different experimental 

tasks and manipulations used, it should not be assumed that the presence (or absence) 
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of results consistent with criteria in one study can be used to support the idea of 

reconsolidation in a different experimental paradigm of the same memory type. 

As stressed earlier, one cannot make strong inferences as to the presence of an 

unobserved neurobiological process based on such behavioral observations. Indeed, 

we have discussed a range of alternative explanations for these observations across 

the different paradigms and types of memory studied. In addition, while we have 

discussed in the greatest detail what we believe to be the most prominent, influential, 

and/or well-developed examples of reconsolidation-based research, we have also 

highlighted several inconsistent findings or failures to observe any reconsolidation-

like effects. However, failed replications or null results from individual studies in a 

particular paradigm or memory type should not be taken as evidence against the idea 

of reconsolidation in humans per se if convincing findings exist in other domains. 

There are limitations to the current evidence base regarding reconsolidation. In 

reviewing studies, we found that only a small minority provided a direct statistical test 

of a reactivation x manipulation interaction, with many studies not including a control 

group receiving neither reactivation nor any manipulation, or not performing a 

statistical interaction test when the appropriate control conditions were utilized. In a 

number of cases, it nevertheless seems reasonable to infer the presence of a 

reactivation x manipulation interaction. For example, in studies of fear conditioning, 

experiments using within group controls for no reactivation and no manipulation (e.g., 

Soeter & Kindt, 2011) indicate that it is quite implausible for the effects of 

propranolol + reactivation on the attenuation of startle responses to be explained by 

summing the effects of each in isolation (i.e., the control conditions do not produce 

any attenuation of the fear response), even though such studies have not always 

included a no reactivation + no manipulation control group in order to clearly 

demonstrate this. Similarly, retrieval-extinction studies have often used extinction 

outside the reconsolidation window as a control for the potential additive effects of 

reactivation + extinction, without including separate control groups. Certainly, 

reconsolidation-based research does not always need to include the full range of 

control conditions for determining an interaction. There are many interesting 

questions inspired by the idea of reconsolidation beyond just whether it can be proven 

to occur. Especially once an effect has been established, researchers will likely aim to 

determine necessary and sufficient conditions for inducing it, at which point so many 

control groups may be inefficient given the research question. However, where novel 
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paradigms are used, or where effects of an intervention are subtle or inconsistent, it 

can be more difficult to determine whether an interaction effect is likely the best 

explanation for an observed outcome.  

It is also apparent that most of the criteria commonly go unassessed. Whether 

a study or series of studies includes tests of all criteria will depend on the research 

question, but the most convincing demonstrations of reconsolidation are likely to 

result from all criteria being demonstrated within particular paradigms, if not in a 

single study, rather than multiple incomplete demonstrations across disparate research 

lines. Finally, where reconsolidation-like effects are observed, the degree to which 

these effects are sustained and resistant to efforts at retrieval often goes untested. The 

following section discusses the durability of reactivation-dependent modifications of 

memory as a possible further criterion for demonstrating memory reconsolidation. 

Long-term Effects of Reconsolidation-based Interventions and the Storage vs. 

Retrieval Debate 

In addition to the four-part framework we have suggested, it is worth 

considering a further possible criterion that might be taken as suggestive of 

reconsolidation: the durability of reactivation-dependent modifications of memory. 

Long-lasting effects are usually seen to be consistent with a reconsolidation-induced 

modification of the original memory trace, whereas the capacity to retrieve a 

supposedly disrupted or modified memory trace is typically seen as evidence in favor 

of a temporary deficit in retrieval, without any actual change to the reactivated 

memory trace.  

Relatively long-term follow-ups have been conducted for both 

pharmacological disruption and retrieval-extinction procedures, ranging from one 

month to one and a half years (Björkstrand et al., 2015; 2017; Schiller et al., 2010; 

Soeter & Kindt, 2010; Soeter & Kindt, 2015a). From such findings, it can be argued 

that the observed reductions in fear responding are unlikely to be the result of simple 

extinction, which is often reversed after reinstatement and tends to show spontaneous 

recovery. However, a recurring theme in memory research is that a failure to observe 

the expression of a memory is not synonymous with memory loss. It is always 

possible that continued testing or a different type of retrieval cue could produce 

retrieval, meaning that we cannot infer memory loss from the absence of memory 

expression. In short, there is no behavioral assay that can firmly establish memory 

loss, or indeed the direct modification of a memory trace. 
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In animal research, investigators have used invasive procedures to provide 

evidence for memory storage failure (i.e., memory loss), rather than retrieval failure, 

as a result of pharmacologically-induced amnesia. For example, Hardt, Wang, and 

Nader (2009) drew upon previous research demonstrating that the N-methyl-D-

aspartate receptors (NMDAr) were necessary only when contextual fear conditioning 

was acquired for the first, but not the second time (Bannerman, Good, Butcher, 

Ramsay, & Morris, 1995; Sanders & Fanselow, 2003), and confirmed this in their 

own experiment. Hardt et al. (2009) went on to show that blocking the consolidation 

of a contextual fear memory with anisomycin returned the animal to an essentially 

naïve state: after consolidation disruption, the NMDArs were again required for 

contextual fear conditioning, just as if animals were learning for the first time. These 

findings were taken to suggest a failure of memory storage in this experimental 

model.  

Yet, even with very specific neurobiological markers, interpretation is not 

straightforward. It might be argued that the lack of need for NMDAr activation for a 

second learning event is due to the original memory being retrieved in some way and 

supporting new learning on the second task (Matzel & Miller, 2009). Hence, the 

renewed need for NMDAr activation after an amnestic procedure could again be 

attributed to a retrieval failure caused by the intervention. If we interpret the findings 

of Hardt and colleagues as a clear refutation of retrieval failure, then we should still 

be reserved in the extent to which we assume this applies to studies of 

reconsolidation, or to memory types and interventions beyond of pharmacological 

disruption of fear-conditioning. Just as challenges to the reconsolidation account from 

null findings or alternative explanations in particular paradigms should not be seen as 

invalidating the entire spectrum of reconsolidation research, neither should the 

implications of findings such as Hardt et al. (2009) be unreasonably extended to all 

the diverse lines of research claiming to demonstrate reconsolidation effects.  

Difficulties such as these can be especially problematic for human research 

because the extent of invasive procedures that can be carried out in human samples is 

limited. Standard neuroimaging techniques such as fMRI may show differences 

between groups as a result of experimental memory manipulations, but these are 

unlikely to be as specific as the presence of established neurobiological markers of 

new learning. Moreover, the types of declarative and episodic memories often studied 

in human reconsolidation research do not always have clear parallels in animal 
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models in which more precise neurobiological assessments might be made. This can 

preclude the highly informative translation of findings from lower levels of analysis 

that has proven so fruitful in research on anxiety and fear (e.g., Dębiec & LeDoux, 

2004 informing Kindt et al., 2009, or Monfils et al., 2009 providing impetus for 

Schiller et al., 2010). 

It is promising, however, that advances are being made in this direction. Jones, 

Bukoski, Nadel and Fellous (2012) have devised an appetitive spatial memory task for 

rats aimed at modeling reconsolidation-based research on human list learning (e.g., 

Hupbach et al., 2007). Jones et al. (2012) found striking parallels (as well as some 

inconsistencies) between the intrusions rats display from learning different spatial 

tasks and the intrusions humans display from learning different lists of objects. Such 

animal models could help elucidate the neurobiological underpinnings of declarative 

memory updating effects.  

Just as an absence of memory expression is not synonymous with memory 

loss, it should also be stressed that later memory retrieval is not invariably proof that a 

memory trace was not disrupted or modified by a process of reconsolidation. 

Advocates of a reconsolidation account are not restricted to the view that the entire 

memory trace is eliminated or fails to be stored altogether following the disruption of 

reconsolidation. Dissociations between response systems after propranolol delivered 

so as to interfere with reconsolidation clearly show that only part of the memory is 

affected by such manipulations (Soeter & Kindt, 2010). Likewise, after a 

reconsolidation-based intervention to diminish fear of real-life spiders, participants 

did not forget that they were previously afraid of spiders, nor did they display a 

complete absence of fear responding (Soeter & Kindt, 2015a). Hence, even if a 

memory trace is really modified via reconsolidation, parts of the trace that are 

retained could prove sufficient for memory retrieval, or facilitate the formation of a 

new memory, the behavioral expression of which is very similar to the original. It 

would be surprising indeed if such short interventions could entirely eliminate all the 

cellular changes that support long-term memory, and some optogenetic research in 

fact suggests that protein synthesis independent changes in neuronal networks may be 

maintained even after blockade of initial memory consolidation (Kitamura et al., 

2017). 

Although the presence or absence of memory recovery cannot be seen as a 

refutation or proof of memory updating or disruption, probing memories using 
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various established approaches – such as testing for spontaneous recovery, 

reinstatement, renewal, and rapid reacquisition – can still provide valuable insights. 

Disrupted memories may not be irretrievable, but if human studies are to parallel 

animal research demonstrating reconsolidation, then one would expect modified 

memories to be more resistant to such procedures than, for example, memories 

affected by standard extinction. In declarative memory, the exact procedures used in 

fear conditioning may not be applicable, but researchers can seek to probe the 

robustness of their interventions by giving reminders, and can also test alternative 

explanations by designing tests of memory to preclude such factors as memories 

being present but not trusted (cf., McCloskey & Zaragoza, 1985; Rindal et al., 2016). 

While such memory tests have been quite frequent in studies of fear conditioning, 

comparable tests in declarative memory are rare. In each table, we have aimed to 

highlight where long-term tests of memory, or other means of probing memory 

recovery, have been used. 

Conclusion 

Studies in humans have produced a range of findings consistent with the 

phenomenon of memory reconsolidation. Most promisingly, these research programs 

are bridging the gap not just between animal models and humans, but also between 

experimental studies and clinical interventions. There is evidence for reactivation x 

manipulation interactions, time dependency, memory specificity, and the dissociation 

of immediate and delayed effects, in human studies. These observations are consistent 

with findings taken to reflect reconsolidation in animal models (Dudai, 2006; Nader 

& Hardt, 2009; Tronson & Taylor, 2007), and support the idea that reactivation can 

induce a transient, unstable state in a previously consolidated memory, during which 

the memory might be modified or disrupted, and requiring a process of restabilization 

in order to persist.  

However, it is not possible to conclusively infer the presence of a specific 

neurobiological process based on current behavioral or neuroimaging data. A number 

of inconsistent findings in the literature remain, and not all reconsolidation criteria 

have been assessed in the different paradigms used. Additionally, the production of 

irreversible changes in memories may not be a hallmark of reconsolidation, as 

proponents of a reconsolidation account are not restricted to the assumption that a 

memory trace is entirely erased by a reconsolidation-based procedure. These caveats 

may temper the enthusiasm with which reconsolidation has been received. 
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Nevertheless, we would argue that reconsolidation has provided a framework within 

which a range of new experimental manipulations and clinical interventions have 

been formulated and tested. Such investigations have already produced surprising and 

clinically relevant findings. We are not aware of any a priori hypotheses, besides 

reconsolidation, that would have predicted such results, and compelled researchers to 

investigate them.  

Evidently, there are many opportunities for informative translational research 

in the field of reconsolidation. Research into reconsolidation may have many 

implications beyond just informing our theoretical understanding of memory function, 

be it in terms of understanding how memories can be molded in light of new and even 

misleading information – with potential importance in legal settings – to how 

pathological emotional memories may be modified, with clear implications for novel 

treatments. It should be stressed that if, as we believe, the greatest prospect for 

reconsolidation in humans is its potential to unlock new approaches to the treatment 

of psychiatric disorders, then the goal of translational research should not merely be 

the production of more translational research, but the actual development of effective 

clinical treatments. At some point, exponents of experimental models claiming 

clinical relevance must aim to demonstrate this in trials of clinical efficacy. 

Experimental studies of reconsolidation should be purposely geared towards 

answering clinically relevant questions, and where reconsolidation is claimed as a 

mechanism, studies should be designed so as to be able to evaluate this possibility 

from the start. Work in clinical populations should also be pursued to counter some of 

the limitations of typical experimental studies, such as the highly controlled learning 

histories of participants, as well as the significance and age of the targeted memories. 

If clinical utility is the ultimate aim of such research, then it ought not to be 

considered a resounding failure for proponents of reconsolidation if alternative 

explanations for findings are available. The clinical utility of a reconsolidation-based 

procedure does not necessarily stand or fall on whether or not it represents a definitive 

demonstration of reconsolidation, but on whether it can produce the desired outcome: 

effectively alleviating the burden of mental illness. Yet, a mechanistic understanding 

of what is occurring in such interventions is essential. As McNally (2007, p.751) has 

urged: “Theoretical agnosticism about mediating mechanisms is acceptable only when 

treatment works with flawless fidelity”. Advocates of experimental psychopathology 

(e.g., Forsyth & Zvolensky, 2001) and evidence-based practice more generally (e.g., 
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Roth & Fonagy, 2013; Wampold & Imel, 2015) have recognized this for some time, 

and an understanding of the mechanisms underpinning psychiatric problems and their 

resolution is now highlighted in the Research Domain Criteria of the National 

Institute of Mental Health (e.g., Sanislow et al., 2010). A more complete 

understanding of how and why effective treatments work can facilitate their 

optimization, highlight superfluous elements of an intervention to increase efficiency, 

and help determine what approaches will work for whom, and why (cf., Forsyth & 

Zvolensky, 2001; Roth & Fonagy, 2013; Sanislow et al., 2010; Wampold & Imel, 

2015). 

Premature appeals to the phenomenon of reconsolidation as a candidate 

mechanism for a treatment are unlikely to advance the field or aid in realizing the 

clinical potential of reconsolidation. Expanding the concept of reconsolidation so 

broadly as to function as an explanation for the efficacy of any number of clinical 

interventions or experimental findings that involve memory reactivation may render 

the concept so broadly applicable as to be effectively meaningless. Reconsolidation is 

an exciting clinical prospect precisely because it suggests new ways of treating mental 

disorders, and harnessing this potential ought to involve more than reinterpreting 

existing interventions as already involving reconsolidation. Hence, invocations of 

reconsolidation as an explanation for treatment effects or experimental findings 

should not simply be made post-hoc as a tantalizing yet improperly assessed 

possibility, but based upon studies purposely designed within a framework for 

demonstrating reconsolidation-like effects. 

Ethical and practical concerns may limit the demonstration of all the criteria 

we suggest in clinical samples, as this would require a number of inactive conditions 

that could be deemed unacceptable in severe cases of mental illness. However, 

clinical studies can be grounded in a supporting body of experimental research 

investigating the same intervention in sub- or non-clinical participants. Lines of 

research demonstrating a reactivation x manipulation interaction, time-dependency of 

the manipulation, memory specificity, and a dissociation of immediate and delayed 

effects, as well as having provided evidence in favor of reconsolidation over 

alternative explanations, will provide the most convincing demonstrations of 

reconsolidation. With careful and critically considered research, the concept of 

reconsolidation can be used to formulate and test powerful new treatments, translating 

developments from the lab to the clinic. 
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Abstract 

Influential models of extreme fears and phobias suggest that irrational beliefs 

about threats posed by feared stimuli underpin excessive fear of them. Yet, most 

phobic individuals apparently recognise their fear is not justified. How can these two 

positions be reconciled? Theories in several domains propose a multidimensional 

view of beliefs, distinguishing between what people feel vs. what they really endorse 

as accurate. Many experiments on fear-related beliefs have been limited by a 

unidimensional perspective, focusing on probabilities for hypothetical fear-related 

outcomes, or expectations of shock during fear conditioning. We aimed to assess 

evidence for a multidimensional perspective in three experiments (Experiment 1, N = 

145; Experiment 2, N = 49, Experiment 3, N = 48), using a novel paradigm. Fearful 

and non-fearful individuals were asked not only to provide expectancy ratings for 

fear-related outcomes regarding a fear-relevant encounter, but also to place bets on 

what would happen. Experiment 1 used questionnaires regarding a mixture of 

hypothetical and real events, and Experiments 2 and 3 used a real exposure situation 

to a spider, assessing participants both distal from and proximal to threat. High Fear 

participants displayed much higher initial expectancies about negative fear-related 

events occurring than Low Fear participants. However, bets on these outcomes 

actually occurring revealed far less consistent differences between High and Low Fear 

participants, even when proximal to the feared stimulus. Among High Fear 

participants, expectancy ratings correlated with emotion ratings, but not with bets. 

Our findings suggest that fearful individuals’ beliefs about threat may indeed be 

multidimensional, with different responses elicited according to how beliefs are 

probed. Our findings may have implications for therapies aimed at tackling 

maladaptive beliefs, and further inform a burgeoning multidisciplinary literature 

emphasising a nuanced understanding of beliefs. 
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Beliefs feature prominently in descriptions and explanations of multiple 

psychiatric disorders, from the paranoid delusions of patients in the midst of a 

psychotic episode, to the conviction of a panic patient that they may die during a 

panic attack. Despite the frequent occurrence of bizarre or irrational beliefs across 

mental health conditions, and their apparent importance for diagnosis and treatment, 

the nature of beliefs is often underspecified or relatively unexplored in clinical theory 

(Bentall, 2018). As exemplary cases of how powerful the mind can be in producing 

disturbance, extreme fears and phobias have proven a fertile ground for psychological 

theories of anxiety, and the underpinnings of irrational beliefs and emotions more 

generally.  

Broadly cognitive or cognitive-behavioral approaches have risen to 

prominence in recent decades to become the dominant treatment models for specific 

phobias and other anxiety disorders (American Psychological Association, 2019; 

David, Cristea, & Hofmann, 2018; National Collaborating Centre for Mental Health, 

2011). A fundamental tenet of cognitive-behavioral approaches is that faulty 

cognitions are a cause of maladaptive emotional responses. Consequently, correcting 

these offending cognitions should reduce anxious responding. The core foci of such 

models vary considerably, but a significant number suggest that irrational beliefs or 

expectations about threats posed by phobic stimuli are at the root of phobic anxiety 

(Hofmann, 2008; Smits, Julian, Rosenfield, & Powers, 2012). We refer to such 

models as ‘threat-belief-based’ models. For example, summarizing their 

interpretations of experiments on the beliefs of spider phobic participants, Thorpe and 

Salkovskis (1995, p.813) state: “Phobics have a range of negative beliefs about their 

phobic object”, beliefs concerning harm appear “essential in the maintenance, and 

therefore the understanding, of the phobic anxiety state”. As was more recently 

explained to patients undergoing a virtual reality cognitive treatment for fear of 

heights (Freeman et al., 2018, p. 627): “The reason we're afraid of heights is because 

we think something bad is going to happen. And that makes us feel anxious”. 

Clinicians are encouraged to elicit and challenge patients’ irrational beliefs through 

rational discussion/Socratic dialogue (Beck, Emery, & Greenberg, 2005). Beliefs may 

also be treated like scientific hypotheses that can be tested in behavioral experiments 

(Bennett-Levy et al., 2004). When exposing participants to their fears, the goal is thus 

also to change irrational cognitions and catastrophic beliefs by disproving them in 
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explicit tests (Craske, Treanor, Conway, Zbozinek, & Vervliet, 2014; Davis, 

Ollendick, & Öst, 2012; Hofmann, 2008). 

Research indicates that phobic people indeed express a range of irrational 

beliefs regarding their feared objects or situations (Arntz, Lavy, & van Rijsoort, 1993; 

Jones & Menzies, 2000; Jones, Whitmont, & Menzies, 1996; Mavromoustakos, Clark, 

& Rock, 2016; Thorpe & Salkovskis, 1995). Some of the beliefs endorsed by phobic 

people in these studies may not be wholly irrational, such as: “when exposed to my 

phobic stimulus I would…scream or feel trapped or make a fool of myself” (Thorpe & 

Salkovskis, 1995). Still, patients may overestimate the likelihood of such occurrences, 

or their severity. Patients also apparently express some clearly irrational and 

catastrophic beliefs, such as that a spider might hide and return having grown 10 

times as large (Arntz et al. 1993), or that one’s plane will probably crash 5 minutes 

after takeoff (Mavromoustakos et al., 2016). Genuine endorsement of these beliefs 

would justify extreme fear, but corrective information should also be very easy to 

provide. Knowing – and rationally accepting – statistics regarding the likelihood of 

plane crashes, the impossibility of spiders mushrooming in size, or the general 

recognition that a common house spider is not really dangerous, is rarely consoling to 

truly fearful patients.  

Many patients appear fully aware that there is no logical basis for their fears, 

and in our experience may even be frustrated at the suggestion that they believe such 

things. Indeed, until DSM-V, diagnostic criteria for phobias stipulated that the patient 

should recognize their fear as irrational (American Psychiatric Association, 1994). 

Removal of this criterion in DSM-V owed to clinicians noting that some patients were 

apparently convinced their fears were reasonable (American Psychiatric Association, 

2013b), but estimates suggest only a small minority of phobic patients lack insight 

into the irrationality of their fears (Zimmerman, Dalrymple, Chelminski, Young, & 

Galione, 2010). How can the evidence for endorsement of irrational beliefs in people 

with fear and anxiety-related disorders be reconciled with them commonly having 

insight that there is no logical justification for their fear?  

Some have suggested that fearful individuals’ threat-related beliefs are most 

active only when proximal to threat, at which point they lose insight into the 

irrationality of their fears (Beck et al., 2005). This suggestion is challenged by 

findings indicating that irrational threat-related beliefs appear to be endorsed even 

when distal from threat (e.g., Mavromoustakos et al., 2016). An alternative 
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perspective on beliefs is suggested by contemporary philosopher Tamar Gendler. 

Drawing upon findings from risk perception and behavioral economics (e.g., 

Kahneman & Egan, 2011; Slovic, Finucane, Peters, & MacGregor, 2004), Gendler 

(2019) distinguishes between what she refers to as ‘aliefs’ and ‘beliefs’. In essence, 

‘aliefs’ are recalcitrant and emotionally laden responses that may arise in response to 

a stimulus, even while more rational ‘beliefs’ may reflect endorsement of an entirely 

different perspective. For example, when a person balks at stepping onto a perfectly 

secure glass bridge, knowledge of safety is often rationally accepted and ‘believed’ in 

the common use of the term. Nevertheless, the person ‘alieves’ or feels as if they are 

in danger at the same time. We argue that this may match the experience of many 

people with phobias when confronted with their feared objects or situations. 

Some clinicians have attempted to incorporate similar ideas into clinical 

theory, such as Barnard and Teasdale’s (1991; Teasdale, 1997) distinction between 

intellectual and emotional belief (also briefly acknowledged by Beck & Haigh, 2014), 

and Stott’s (2007) concept of rational-emotional dissociation. Distinctions between 

‘hot’ vs. ‘cold’ cognition have also been influential in theories of depression (Barnard 

& Teasdale, 1993; Roiser & Sahakian, 2013). However, we are not aware of these 

concepts having been clearly demonstrated in clinically relevant experiments on fear-

related beliefs. Empirical treatment of beliefs in experimental psychopathology has 

often simply drawn a parallel between patients’ fear-related beliefs and participants’ 

expectations of shocks in fear conditioning experiments (Boddez et al., 2013). 

Though not without merit, these lines of research can feed into an impoverished 

conception of cognition among clinicians and researchers, reflecting a simplistic 

understanding of belief as merely a unidimensional verbal expectation (cf. Arntz, 

2019). Some studies have demonstrated the insufficiency of more unidimensional 

conceptions of fear-related beliefs by showing dissociations between expressed 

expectations regarding shock and physiological responses believed to reflect threat 

responding during fear conditioning (Kindt et al., 2009; Sevenster, Beckers, & Kindt, 

2012a; Soeter & Kindt, 2010). Beyond dissociations between verbal beliefs and 

physiological responses, concepts such as the alief-belief distinction suggest that even 

regarding more verbally accessible and deliberative fear-related expectations, some 

fearful individuals may be ‘in two minds’. 

To test this possibility, we conducted three experiments in which participants 

were required to assess the credibility of various threat/fear-related beliefs. Beyond 
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providing likelihood estimates of threatening events happening with regards to a 

fearful encounter, we included a further assessment that placed consequences on the 

accuracy of participants’ predictions. Specifically, participants were required to place 

financial wagers to endorse their expressed beliefs, thus motivating them to respond 

not merely with what ‘felt’ correct but what they really thought would happen. 

Experiment 1 was a proof-of-concept investigation using questionnaires, in 

which we compared High and Low Fear participants in what they said they believed 

would happen to them in a hypothetical exposure situation regarding their fear, and 

whether they differed in predicting whether these events would actually happen to 

fearful individuals undergoing treatment. As these responses only related to a 

hypothetical event for participants, and a real event for other people about whom 

participants made predictions, we subsequently conducted two behavioral studies 

focusing on spider fearful women, and self-relevant events. In both these studies, 

participants were instructed that they would perform a brief exposure task involving a 

large spider, which they were to approach closely, barefooted, and touch with a brush. 

Participants first reported beliefs about likelihoods for several fear-related outcomes. 

They then had to place financial wagers on whether their most-believed outcome 

would happen or not when they performed the task. In Experiment 2, High and Low 

Fear women performed these tasks both Distally (with the spider in another room, 

after the task was explained) and Proximally (when standing right next to the spider, 

just before they believed they were going to perform the task). In Experiment 3, High 

Fear women were allocated to perform these tasks either Distally or Proximally. In all 

these experiments, financial incentives were tied to accurate predictions of fear-

related outcomes that could be objectively assessed, but which were outside the 

control of the experimenter. Hence, to win the most money, participants would have 

to bet on what they truly thought would happen, not just what they felt like, or what 

they thought the experimenter might want them to say.  

We predicted that, in accordance with several previous studies (Jones & 

Menzies, 2000; Jones et al., 1996; Mavromoustakos et al., 2016; Thorpe & 

Salkovskis, 1995), High Fear participants would express much higher probabilities 

regarding the likelihood of unpleasant or threatening fear-related events happening in 

a confrontation with their feared stimulus, relative to Low Fear participants. However, 

when required to bet on those events actually happening, we expected that the 

prospect of winning more money for accurate predictions would incentivize highly 
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fearful participants to draw more upon an alternative and more accurate representation 

of the threat posed by the stimulus, resulting in no or smaller differences between 

High and Low Fear participants in their betting behavior than in their expressed 

beliefs. By assessing fear-related beliefs when participants were Distal from vs. 

Proximal to threat, it was also possible to assess whether fear-related beliefs are 

increased during a direct fearful confrontation, and whether this undermines a fearful 

individual’s capacity to take a more rational perspective regarding the likelihood of 

the feared outcome (c.f. Beck et al., 2005). If this is the case, then there should be a 

large difference between High and Low Fear participants in both beliefs and bets 

when they are Proximal to the feared stimulus. 

Methods – Experiment 1 

Ethical Approval 

All experiments were approved by the local ethics board under codes 2018-

COP-9491, 2018-CP-9492, and 2019-COP-10169. All participants gave informed 

consent. 

Materials 

Baseline Questionnaires 

Acrophobia Questionnaire (AQ: Cohen, 1977). The AQ is a 20-item, self-

report scale designed to assess fear and avoidance of heights. Participants indicate 

how anxious they would feel (from 0: “not at all anxious”, to 6: “extremely anxious”) 

and how much they would avoid (from 0: “would not avoid situation” to 2 “would not 

do it under any circumstances”) several situations involving heights. We defined 

High/Low Fear groups based upon participants’ anxiety scores. Higher scores indicate 

greater fear of heights (range = 0-120). The anxiety scale shows good internal 

consistency (Cohen, 1977; Emmelkamp et al., 2002). 

Fear of Spiders Questionnaire (FSQ: Szymanski & O’Donohue, 1995). The 

FSQ is an 18-item, self-report scale designed to assess fear of spiders. Participants 

indicate the degree to which they agree with statements referring to spiders (from 1: 

“completely disagree”, to 7 “completely agree”). Higher scores indicate greater fear 

of spiders (range = 18-126). The scale has shown excellent reliability and validity 

(Muris & Merckelbach, 1996; Szymanski & O’Donohue, 1995).  

Injection Phobia Scale – Anxiety (IPS: Olatunji, Sawchuk, Moretz, 

Armstrong, & Ciesielski, 2010). The IPS is an 18 item, self-report scale designed to 

assess fear/phobia of needles/injections/blood draws. Participants indicate how 
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anxious they would be (from 0: “No anxiety”, to 4 “Maximum anxiety”) in different 

situations related to needles (e.g., undergoing venepuncture). Higher scores indicate 

greater fear of injections (range = 0-72). The scale has shown excellent reliability and 

validity (Olatunji et al., 2010). 

Experimental Tasks 

Belief Task. Participants were asked to imagine what would happen if they 

were exposed to a specific situation involving their fear. For spiders: a confrontation 

with a large (6-7cm) house spider. For heights: climbing three storeys high on a 

ladder. For needles: undergoing/receiving a blood draw/injection in the arm. For each 

fear, three general and three more specific feared outcomes were listed. For every 

fear, participants indicated the likelihood that they would be so afraid that they have a 

heart attack, that they would faint, and that they would be “so scared that it just feels 

absolutely terrible”. Each fear also had three fear/situation-specific items, such as 

being jumped on by the spider, falling from the ladder, or losing control and being 

mistakenly stabbed by the needle (full stimulus details are available in Appendix 3). 

Items were chosen based upon past questionnaire items and studies of expressed 

belief, experience with expressed fears of patients undergoing treatment in our 

clinical trials, and through discussion with a registered health psychologist (Merel 

Kindt). Participants provided probability ratings for each item by moving a digital 

slider to any number from 0-100, with 0 = “Certainly not happen”, 100 = “Certainly 

happen”, and 50 = “Equally likely to happen or not”. Item order was randomised. 

Betting Task. Participants were told that over the following months, a 

university-based clinical facility would be investigating a treatment for their fear, and 

that 50 phobic patients would participate in a study involving a brief confrontation 

with their feared stimulus. The fear-related scenarios, and six possible consequences 

following them, were described very similarly to those presented in the Belief Task. 

Participants had to predict how many patients would experience each of the six 

consequences, using a sliding scale to indicate their estimates, from 0-50. Item order 

was randomized. We doubled estimates for analyses to generate a 0-100 probability 

estimate. Participants were informed that they could win €50, with the winner 

selected based upon who had the most accurate predictions. Ultimately, one winner of 

€50 was selected and informed that although the clinical facility does conduct very 

similar treatments/experiments, this precise 50-patient experiment did not take place; 

they had instead been selected to win the money by lottery.  
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Procedure 

 Participants completed all questionnaires on a PC running Qualtrics survey 

software, and completed the questionnaires in either Dutch or English. Participants 

were informed that we were interested in what factors people are afraid of in relation 

to different feared objects/situations. They would be asked to respond to some 

questions about what they were afraid of, and that part of the experiment would 

involve a monetary task that would be fully explained to them at the appropriate time. 

Participants were then asked to indicate whether they believed they had a higher than 

average fear of spiders, heights, or needles/injections, or if they did not have an above 

average fear of any of these. When participants selected a specific fear, questions 

related to that fear were presented. If they did not select a fear, they were randomly 

allocated to respond to spider-, height-, or needle-related questions, functioning as a 

neutral-to-low fear comparison group for that fear. 

 Participants first completed the Belief Task, then either the FSQ, AQ, or IPQ 

(according to their designated fear type), then the Betting Task. A final question asked 

participants the degree to which they had answered honestly and to the best of their 

ability, from 0 (“not at all”) to 100 (“absolutely”). Several attention check questions 

were interspersed throughout the questionnaires to ensure participants were reading 

each question carefully.  

Inclusion/exclusion criteria  

Beyond self-identifying as High/Low Fear, participants in the High Fear group 

were required to score in the top 75% of scores from a student sample collected in 

previous years (percentiles based on N = 325 for AQ; N = 316 for IPQ; N = 315 for 

FSQ), or in the bottom 50% of scores for the low fear group, on their respective 

questionnaires. Qualifying scores were ≤ 26 or ≥ 46 on the FSQ, ≤ 15 or ≥ 30 on the 

AQ anxiety section, and ≤ 15 or ≥ 27 on the IPS. Participants were excluded if they 

failed an attention check (n = 19), indicated that they had not answered sufficiently 

honestly (1.5 SD below the mean or lower on a question asking if they had answered 

honestly, n = 18), or if they fell outside of the questionnaire cutoff scores (n = 46). 

Participants 

Participants in Experiment 1 were recruited through yearly testing rounds in 

which psychology undergraduates completed several questionnaires for course credit. 

The final sample comprised 145 participants (99 women), with an average age of 

21.33 years (SD = 2.72, Range = 18.84-40.28). No evidence was found for 
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differences in sex distributions between High vs. Low Fear groups for heights or 

needles, but women were significantly overrepresented in the High Fear spider group 

(Appendix 3, Table S1). Given the selection of participants based upon scores, there 

was overwhelming evidence that High Fear groups scored more highly than Low Fear 

groups on their respective questionnaires (Appendix 3, Table S1). Questionnaire 

scores for the High Fear groups were similar to scores of diagnosed phobic groups in 

previous studies (Krijn et al., 2004; Muris & Merckelbach, 1996; Olatunji et al., 

2010). 

Analytic approach 

 A more detailed explanation of the analytic approach, particularly useful for 

those unfamiliar with Bayesian analytic approaches, is provided in Appendix 3. 

Assessments of differences between groups in baseline questionnaire responses in all 

experiments were performed in JASP (JASP team, 2019), using 2-tailed Bayesian t- 

and Mann-Whitney U-tests to ensure inferences were robust against normality 

violations (we also provide p values for these analyses).  

Mann-Whitney U-tests were used to compare Low and High Fear participants’ 

responses to each fear-related item. These analyses were performed 1-tailed and 

uncorrected, favoring the detection of higher ratings among High vs. Low Fear 

participants that would be expected according to standard threat-belief-based models. 

Analyses used JASP’s default priors, described Wagenmakers et al. (2018). 

Results – Experiment 1 

Tables 1a, 1b, and 1c depict comparisons of the probability ratings given by 

High and Low Fear groups when performing the Belief Task and Betting Task. Across 

all fear types, the findings strongly support the hypothesis that High Fear participants 

report higher probabilities of experiencing the expected negative outcomes than Low 

Fear participants (‘Belief’ ratings). However, when asked to predict what will occur 

in a future experiment, in which a group of phobic individuals actually undergoes the 

proposed fear-related scenario, High and Low Fear participants appear to expect quite 

similar outcomes to occur: Bayes factors and p-values typically show equivocal 

evidence for or against the alternative hypothesis, or even favor the null of no 

differences between groups (‘Bet’ ratings). This was shown most clearly in 

participants who were afraid of needles and spiders, and to a slightly lesser degree in 

those who feared heights. This pattern can be explained both by some reductions in 
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probability ratings in High Fear participants when asked to predict what will actually 

happen in reality – e.g., recognizing that the spider will probably not jump on people 

in the experiment, or that people will not be genuinely harmed by the needle – as well 

as Low Fear participants acknowledging that highly fearful individuals will likely find 

the situation to be extremely unpleasant, or that needle phobic participants may well 

faint upon exposure to a needle. 

 

Table 1a. Beliefs vs. bets for spider participants 

  Median Mean Rank Mann-Whitney Test 

    High Low High Low Stat BF+0 p 

Have a Belief 0.5 0 31.26 21.1 468 18.44 0.004 
heart attack Bet 0 0 29.69 23.77 414.5 1.58 0.059 

Faint/ Belief 4 0 33.22 17.77 534.5 509.18 < .001 
pass out Bet 12 7 29.51 24.07 408.5 1.14 0.111 

Be absolutely Belief 70.5 0 36.91 11.5 660 353645.55 < .001 
terrible Bet 87 93 26.03 30 290 0.21 0.819 
Spider Belief 40.5 6 24.54 15.53 579.5 1607.36 < .001 
jumps Bet 6 2 29.21 24.6 398 0.96 0.145 
Spider Belief 9.5 0 32.81 18.48 520.5 79.95 < .001 

bites Bet 0 0 29.29 24.45 401 0.70 0.103 
Can't get Belief 32 1 34.44 15.7 576 1618.75 < .001 

spider off Bet 5 3 28.53 25.75 375 0.49 0.263 

         
Table 1b. Beliefs vs. bets for heights participants 

  Median Mean Rank Mann-Whitney Test 

    High Low High Low Stat BF+0 p 

Have a Belief 4.5 0 23.96 12.08 272 68.44 < .001 
heart attack Bet 2 0 22.31 15.38 229 4.09 0.025 

Faint/ Belief 7.5 0 23.85 12.31 269 52.61 0.001 
pass out Bet 6 6 21.1 17.81 197.5 0.82 0.201 

Be absolutely Belief 60 2 25.83 8.35 320.5 13890.65 < .001 
terrible Bet 88 82 21.65 16.69 212 1.46 0.1 

Fall/jump Belief 20 2 23.75 12.5 266.5 30.02 0.002 
from ladder Bet 10 6 22.06 15.88 222.5 1.95 0.055 
Freeze and Belief 30 0 25.71 8.58 317.5 5419.56 < .001 

need rescue Bet 48 30 21.69 16.62 213 1.33 0.097 
Ladder Belief 16 2 23.85 12.31 269 25.62 0.001 

breakage Bet 4 0 23 14 247 15.30 0.005 
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Table 1c. Beliefs vs. bets for needle participants 

  Median Mean Rank Mann-Whitney Test 

    High Low High Low Stat BF+0 p 

Have a Belief 1.5 0 30.67 17.12 438 120.63 < .001 
heart attack Bet 0 0 25.42 28.94 249 0.18 0.812 

Faint/ Belief 64.5 1 34.22 9.12 566 36853.30 < .001 
pass out Bet 34 27 29.08 20.69 381 2.36 0.033 

Be absolutely Belief 80 1 34.08 9.44 561 24586.76 < .001 
terrible Bet 74 80 26.46 26.59 286.5 0.35 0.516 

Unbearable Belief 47 3 32.54 12.91 505.5 2723.23 < .001 
pain Bet 27 27 26.32 26.91 281.5 0.29 0.555 

Physical Belief 40 3 31.36 15.56 463 114.98 < .001 
harm Bet 2 2 26.15 27.28 275.5 0.26 0.606 

Lose control Belief 20 0 32.74 12.47 512.5 4929.88 < .001 
& be stabbed Bet 10 20 24.49 31.03 215.5 0.15 0.927 

Stat = Mann-Whitney U statistic from JASP, BF+0 = Bayes factor for the high fear 
group scoring higher than the low fear group, p = 1-sided p-value 

  

These results provide a preliminary indication that highly fearful individuals 

do not fully endorse irrational beliefs about the threats posed by their feared stimuli. 

However, because participants were initially asked to imagine themselves in the 

situation, and then to predict what would happen in reality with other fearful people, 

the findings may reflect a distinction between expectations for the self vs. others, 

rather than a recognition that one’s beliefs do not match reality. In the following 

experiments, participants therefore made assessments regarding their own experience 

of a task that they would perform. 

Methods – Experiments 2 and 3 

Materials 

Baseline Questionnaires 

FSQ (Szymanski & O’Donohue, 1995). Participants completed the FSQ, 

described above. 

Patient Health Questionnaire-9 (PHQ: Kroenke et al., 2001). The PHQ is a 

9-item self-report scale measuring symptoms of depression, and was included to 

determine whether groups differed in depressive symptomatology. Respondents 

indicate the degree to which they have been bothered by 9 depression symptoms over 

the past two weeks, on a 4 point Likert scale (from 0 = “not at all”, to 3 = “nearly 

every day”). Higher scores indicate greater depression (range = 0-27). The scale is 
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deemed a valid measure of depression severity and accords with diagnoses and other 

measures of depression (Martin, Rief, Klaiberg, & Braehler, 2006). 

Spielberger State Trait Anxiety Inventory - Trait (STAI-T: Spielberger, 

Gorsuch, & Lusthene, 1970). The STAI-T is a 20 item, self-report scale designed to 

measure a respondent’s tendency to experience negative/anxious states of mind. It 

was included to assess whether differences between groups might be caused by 

general anxious tendencies, rather than specific fears. Participants indicate how 

frequently they experience several anxiety-related phenomena on a 4 point Likert 

scale (from 1 = “almost never”, to 4 = “almost always”). Higher scores indicate 

greater trait anxiety (range = 20-80). The scale has good reliability and validity (van 

der Ploeg, 1980). 

Spider Probability Scale (SPS) (cf. Öst & Csatlos, 2000). The SPS was 

based upon Öst and Csatlos’s (2000) Claustrophobia Scale. The scale has been used 

previously to show that individuals with specific fears differ markedly from non-

fearful individuals in their perception of probabilities related to their feared object, but 

not with regards to generally positive or negative outcomes. In the original scale, 

respondents gave probability ratings for the occurrence of several generally positive, 

negative, or claustrophobia-related events. Other authors have adapted the 

claustrophobia items to instead reflect aeroplane-relevant incidents (Mavromoustakos 

et al., 2016). We changed claustrophobia items to spider-related items (e.g., “You kill 

a spider in your living room, but you find that this has only attracted another even 

bigger spider.”). These new spider items are presented in Appendix 3. Some minor 

modifications were made to other scale items due to strange wording or one positive 

event not being strictly positive but merely unlikely. The 20-item scale contains 8 

spider-related, 5 generally positive, and 7 generally negative events that participants 

respond to. Internal consistency was generally good, although the positive items did 

not form a highly consistent scale (α Spiders = .87, α Positive = .63, α Negative = 

.82).  

Risk Orientation Questionnaire (ROQ: Rohrmann, 2005). The ROQ is a 12 

item self-report scale designed to measure tolerance/seeking of risk. This was 

included to assess the possibility of general risk-taking tendencies in each group 

affecting betting behavior. The scale shows good convergent validity with other risk-

related measures (Rohrmann, 2005). Respondents indicate the degree to which risk-
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related statements are true for them (from 1 = “not at all”, to 7 = “yes, very much 

so”).  

Experimental Tasks 

Belief Task. A task involving exposure to a live spider was explained to 

participants (see Procedure section below). Participants were then presented with a 

list of 5 fear-related events, reflecting objective outcomes that might occur during the 

task (e.g., “The spider will run onto my bare feet”). Items were again chosen based 

upon previous arachnophobia questionnaire items and studies of fear-related beliefs, 

experience with fear-related beliefs of patients undergoing treatment for fear of 

spiders, and through discussion with a registered health psychologist (the supervising 

author). The possible outcomes were additionally required to be objectively 

assessable and out of the control of both the participants and experimenters. For each 

possible outcome, participants gave a probability rating, from 0-100, where 0 = 

“Certainly will not happen”, 100 = “Certainly will happen”, and 50 = “Equally likely 

to happen or not”. Items are presented in Appendix 3. Ratings from the Belief Task 

are often simply referred to as ‘Beliefs’ in the Results. 

Betting Task. The outcome rated as most likely by the participant 

(specifically when distal from threat, in Experiment 2) was used for the Betting Task. 

We prompted participants to select one outcome if they rated two as equally likely. 

Participants were presented with the outcome and asked to allocate €100 between 

whether the event would or would not occur. They were informed that the amount of 

money that they could win would depend on a) the amount of money they place on 

each outcome, and b) what actually happens in reality when the exposure task is 

performed. Hence, if the participant spread the money 25:75 between the spider not 

jumping on them vs. jumping on them, then they would win €75 if the spider did 

jump on them, and €25 if it did not. Participants were informed that one person from 

each experiment would be randomly selected to win the money from their bet. 

Ratings from the Betting Task are often simply referred to as ‘Bets’ in the Results. 

Emotion Rating Task. Participants were required to indicate how tense, 

anxious, and scared they currently felt from 0-100, with 0 labelled “Not at all 

[tense/anxious/scared]”, 50 labelled “Moderately [tense/anxious/scared]”, and 100 

labelled as “Extremely [tense/anxious/scared]”. These three items were averaged and 

used as a measure of negative emotion. The three items that formed the emotion 

rating scale mean showed very high internal consistency when assessed both distant 
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from and proximal to threat (α = .96 & .98 respectively). Ratings from the Emotion 

Rating Task are often simply referred to as ‘Emotions’ and ‘Emotion ratings’ in the 

Results. 

Spider Size Estimation. The spider size estimation task served as a further 

distraction/filler task in between participants’ performance of the Belief and Betting 

tasks. Participants were asked to think of the spider they had just seen in the pictures 

(Distal condition) or in real life (in the Proximal condition, they turned their back on 

the spider in the enclosure). Participants were required to draw a line on a piece of 

paper indicating the spider’s size, from the tips of its front legs to the tips of its hind 

legs. 

Procedure 

A schematic summary of the protocol for Experiment 2 is presented in Figure 

1. Participants read an information brochure and gave informed consent. 

Experimenters then checked whether participants reported taking any psychoactive 

medication or having a psychiatric diagnosis. Participants then completed the battery 

of baseline questionnaires.  

For the ‘Distal’ tasks, visual aids (Figure 2) were used to explain that in about 

10 minutes, participants would perform an exposure task. An enclosure 

(220cm*220cm) was set up in another room. On the enclosure’s floor was a grid 

(30cm*30cm squares). A spider sat in the center of this 7x7 grid, under a transparent 

cover. The participant would enter the enclosure in their bare feet, stand in a 

designated square adjacent to the spider, and answer some questions. Then, once the 

cover was removed, they would use a brush to gently touch the spider. A mark close 

to the end of the brush indicated where the participant must hold it, ensuring close 

proximity to the spider. 

After this explanation, participants performed the Belief Task, Emotion Rating, 

and Spider Size Estimation tasks. The experimenter selected the betting sheet 

corresponding to the participants’ strongest belief. An example of how the betting 

payoffs would work was provided, focusing on predicting the weather. After 

confirming they understood the task, participants completed the Betting Task.  

We then informed participants that they would perform the exposure task. 

They were taken to a separate room and removed their shoes and socks before 

entering. The ‘Proximal’ tasks were then performed. Upon entering the room, the 

exposure task was again explained and participants stepped into the enclosure. The 
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experimenter remained outside the enclosure and handed them the Belief Task, 

Emotion Rating Task, Spider Size Estimation Task, and Betting Task in turn. To 

ensure participants were motivated to provide a true bet, it was explained that their 

current bets would be used to determine their payout if they were selected. 

Once these Proximal tasks were performed, participants were informed that 

they need not undergo the full exposure and could exit the enclosure. Participants 

completed the experiment by watching a video of what happened when someone 

really performed the exposure task (the spider simply runs away), and it was 

explained that this outcome would be used to determine their bet winnings. 

Participants were debriefed and asked to sign a form indicating that they would not 

discuss the research or bets/outcomes with other possible participants. Once all 

participants had completed the study, we randomly selected and paid the winning 

participant. 

Experiment 3 procedure 

A schematic summary of the protocol for Experiment 3 is presented in Figure 

1. Materials and procedures for Experiment 3 were identical to Experiment 2, with 

two exceptions. Firstly, we only ran High Fear participants. Secondly, we wondered 

whether the repeated measures design in Experiment 2 might corrupt participants’ 

ratings in the Proximal condition (e.g., changing their approach after becoming aware 

of discrepancies between their ratings). Therefore, the Distal and Proximal conditions 

were run as independent groups in Experiment 3. Participants in the Distal condition 

proceeded as in Experiment 2, but then did not perform the Proximal task. After 

completing baseline questionnaires, participants in the Proximal condition had the 

exposure task explained to them and were immediately asked if they were willing to 

go to the room to perform it. Once inside the exposure room they completed the Belief 

Task and Emotion Rating Task. They then briefly left the room to perform the Spider 

Size Estimation and had the Betting Task explained to them. This was done away from 

the spider to ensure complete attention to the instructions. They then returned to the 

square adjacent to the spider and were informed that straight after their bet, the cover 

would be removed and the exposure task would commence. They were then handed 

the betting sheet and performed the Betting Task. A winning participant was again 

randomly determined and paid once the study was completed. 
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Figure 1. Summary of the procedure for Experiments 2 and 3. 

Figure 2. Picture of the experiment setup shown to participants when Distal, depicting 

(from left to right) the enclosure, where the participant must stand by the spider, how 

they should hold the brush, and the act of reaching to touch the spider with the brush. 
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Inclusion/exclusion criteria 

Given the disparity between men and women expressing high and low fear of 

spiders, we only recruited women. Because we were able to recruit participants based 

upon their fear ratings, our High Fear groups were required to have FSQ scores in the 

top 12.5% of participants from a previous year (≥ 67). The Low Fear group again 

matched the bottom 50% (≤ 26). Participants were also required to be aged 18-35, 

score <15 on the PHQ (the cutoff for moderately severe depression), to report an 

absence of diagnosed psychological disorders (besides possibly a specific phobia), 

and not be using psychoactive medication.  

Exclusions were as follows: Other mental health problems or psychoactive 

medication (Experiment 2: n = 3), FSQ scores outside the designated ranges on the 

day of the experiment (Experiment 2: n = 8; Experiment 3: n = 5), PHQ scores too 

high (Experiment 2: n = 5; Experiment 3: n = 3). One participant dropped out in 

Experiment 2 due to not wishing to perform the behavioral task. In Experiment 3, one 

High Fear participant, who had extensive research experience, informed us that she 

did not believe she would actually perform the exposure task, and was therefore 

excluded.  

Participants 

Participants were recruited via the university lab system and posters placed 

around the campus. They took part in exchange for research credit or €10, and also 

knew that one participant in each experiment would be chosen to win up to €100. 

The final sample in Experiment 2 comprised 49 women (25 High Fear). 

Experiment 3 comprised 48 High Fear women (23 Distal, 25 Proximal). Both 

experiments were entered into a combined analysis. Table 2 shows the pooled age and 

questionnaire scores for participants. Comparisons between subgroups from each 

experiment are presented in Appendix 3, Table S3. 

Analytic approach 

Data from Experiments 2 and 3 were analyzed in combination. Emotion 

ratings, Beliefs, and Bets were all analyzed using Bayesian hierarchical ‘beta 

regression’ models in R v3.5.3 (R Core Team, 2013), using RStudio v1.2.1335 

(RStudio Team, 2015), and the R package brms (Bürkner, 2017), with repeated 

observations of any variable nested within subjects. Following Smithson and 

Verkuilen (2006), responses were divided by 100 to produce a 0-1 range, and 

transformed as follows to avoid actual zeroes or ones: 
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yn = [y’(N - 1) + ½] / N 

The means (mu of the beta distribution) were predicted by Group (Low Fear, 

High FearExp1, and High FearExp2), Proximity (Distal vs. Proximal from threat), and 

their interaction. STAI and Age were also included to control for possible confounds 

between conditions. Precision (phi of the beta distribution) was predicted by Group 

(Low vs. High Fear – comprising all High fear participants). Possible effects of ROQ 

scores on outcomes were assessed and determined to be negligible in a separate 

regression analysis presented in Appendix 3. For comparisons involving Low Fear 

Distal vs. High Fear Distal, posterior distributions for the two Distal High Fear groups 

were averaged together (weighted according to sample size), as these groups are 

procedurally equivalent and almost exactly replicated one another. Parameter 

estimates in this approach are based upon a posterior distribution of plausible values. 

Hence, a point estimate (the mean of the posterior distribution) is accompanied by a 

95% Highest Density Interval (HDI), reflecting the 95% most plausible values in the 

posterior, indicating uncertainty around the estimate. 

Alongside comparisons between conditions, we assessed the degree to which 

participants’ Beliefs, Emotion ratings, and Bets correlated with one another. High 

Fear participants’ responses from Experiments 2 and 3 were pooled for these 

analyses. Given non-normal distributions of the correlated variables, we used a non-

parametric Bayesian Kendall’s tau correlation in JASP. Pairwise correlations were run 

to determine evidence for positive associations between Beliefs and Bets, Beliefs and 

Emotions, and Emotions and Bets, separately for High and Low Fear participants, 

under Distal and Proximal conditions. 

All analyses used the default priors from the analysis package, outlined in 

Wagenmakers et al. (2018) and Bürkner (2017) for JASP and brms respectively. 
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Table 2. Baseline comparisons between High and Low Fear participants. 

  Fear Mean [SD] Med Test Stat p BF10 

Age High 20.77 [2.32] 20.00 t(95) 1.75 0.083 0.90 
  Low 19.88 [1.57] 20.00 M-W 1077.00 0.088 0.76 

FSQ High 91.69 [12.72] 91.00 t(95) 26.45 < .001 6.554e +41 

 Low 22.13 [3.06] 22.00 M-W 1752.00 < .001 429516.70 
SPSs High 43.99 [18.70] 43.75 t(91) 5.88 < .001 158217.87 

  Low 19.33 [14.32] 16.63 M-W 1399.50 < .001 4142.59 
SPS+ High 14.49 [11.62] 12.40 t(91) 0.88 0.383 0.34 

 Low 12.18 [9.40] 10.60 M-W 902.00 0.519 0.31 
SPS- High 16.93 [13.35] 13.43 t(91) 1.16 0.248 0.44 

  Low 13.21 [14.05] 8.14 M-W 1017.00 0.098 0.64 
ROQ High 4.28 [0.70] 4.25 t(95) -2.89 0.005 8.18 

 Low 4.77 [0.80] 4.92 M-W 552.50 0.007 6.29 
PHQ High 5.60 [3.02] 5.00 t(95) -0.94 0.352 0.35 

  Low 6.29 [3.56] 5.00 M-W 780.50 0.424 0.38 
STAI-T High 40.70 [9.39] 39.00 t(95) 0.48 0.635 0.27 

  Low 39.58 [11.59] 38.00 M-W 974.50 0.412 0.27 
SPSs = SPS spider items; SPS+ = SPS positive items; SPS- = SPS negative items; Med = median; 
BF10 = Bayes factor for alternative hypothesis of a difference between groups; Stat = value of 
statistic for respective test; SD = standard deviation; M-W = Mann-Whitney U test; t = independent 
groups t-test. 

 

Results – Experiments 2 and 3 

Figure 3 displays posterior parameter estimates for the means of the beta 

distributions underpinning the observed data in each group/condition. Figure 4 depicts 

posterior distributions for several comparisons of interest between these groups. It can 

be clearly seen from plots of both means and comparisons that Emotion ratings and 

Beliefs are highly different in Low Fear vs. High Fear participants (HD - LD, HP2 - 

LP, HP3 - LP). The 95% HDIs for comparisons between High and Low Fear groups in 

Beliefs and Emotions are all far from 0, suggesting we can be confident that High 

Fear participants score more highly than Low Fear participants on these variables. For 

Bets, differences between High and Low Fear participants are less clear-cut. For 

Distal comparisons (HD - LD), the HDI excludes 0 by a small margin. Proximal 

comparisons between High and Low Fear participants in Experiment 2 (HP2 - LP) 

indicate a tendency towards higher scores in the High Fear group, but do not exclude 

0. Comparisons in the Proximal condition for Low Fear participants from Experiment 

2 vs. High Fear participants of Experiment 3 (HP3 - LP) suggest that an absence of 

differences between groups is well within the plausible values of the posterior. 
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Figure 3. Posterior parameter estimates for mean [with 95% HDI] Emotions, Beliefs, 

and Bets, in each condition of Experiments 2 and 3. H = High Fear; L = Low Fear; D 

= Distal condition; P = Proximal condition; subscript 2 and 3 = Experiment 2 and 3, 

respectively. Circles reflect point estimate for Mean response, whiskers reflect 95% 

HDI, and shading is mapped directly to the posterior distribution, with darker shades 

reflecting higher probabilities. 
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Figure 4. Posterior parameter estimates for mean [with 95% HDIs] values of 

differences between groups/conditions for Emotions, Beliefs, and Bets, in 

Experiments 2 and 3. H = High Fear; L = Low Fear; D = Distal condition; P = 

Proximal condition; subscript 2 and 3 = Experiment 2 and 3, respectively. Circles 

reflect point estimate for mean difference, whiskers reflect 95% HDI, and shading is 

mapped directly to the posterior distribution, with darker shades reflecting higher 

probabilities. 
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An instructive comparison can be made where we might expect to see the 

greatest differences between groups. A priori, it might be expected that the most 

rational responses would be given by Distal, Low Fear participants, and the most 

irrational responses by High Fear participants who were put directly into the Proximal 

situation. This comparison (HP3 - LD) shows obvious and very large differences 

between High and Low Fear participants in their Emotion ratings and Beliefs, yet for 

the Bets, zero difference between groups is again well within the 95% HDI, and the 

mean of the posterior estimate indicates a small difference relative to the same 

comparison made for Beliefs or Emotions. 

Some further comparisons provide additional insight into participants’ 

responses. Comparisons between Distal and Proximal ratings of Emotion indicate that 

both groups tended to see an increase in their negative emotions when in the 

enclosure with the spider vs. in another room (LP - LD, HP2 - HD, HP3 - HD) - 

though Low Fear participants’ responses remain low. In general, responses of High 

Fear participants in Experiments 2 and 3 closely parallel one another, with the 

exception of proximal Belief ratings. It can be seen that under repeated measures in 

Experiment 2, Proximal Beliefs tended to be lower than Distal Beliefs (HP2 - HD), 

whereas when participants were immediately put into the Proximal situation in 

Experiment 3 (HP3 - HD), their Beliefs tended to be somewhat higher than those of 

Distal participants (though no difference is not completely excluded from the 

posterior). Consequently, High Fear participants’ Proximal Beliefs are higher in 

Experiment 3 than 2 (HP3 – HP2). This suggests that the Proximal measures in 

Experiment 2 may have been affected by the repeated measures design. It is possible, 

for example, that High Fear participants in particular in Experiment 2 recognized 

some disparities in their thinking when first asked to give Beliefs and Bets distally, 

and reduced their Proximal Beliefs accordingly. 

Our analytic approach also allowed the phi parameter (aka. ‘precision’ or 

‘size’) of the beta distribution to vary according to fear group. For Bets, the 95% HDI 

comparing High (11.72, HDI = 5.44-18.56) and Low Fear groups (3.26, HDI = 1.88-

4.75) indicated a reliable difference between them, with higher precision in the High 

Fear group (8.46, HDI = 2.12-15.20). This indicates that Low Fear participants’ 

responses spanned a greater range around the mean estimate than those of High Fear 

participants. Estimates of phi for Emotions and Beliefs suggested generally greater 

precision for High (15.60, HDI = 8.66-22.93) vs. Low Fear participants (9.14, HDI = 
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4.66-14.18) in Emotions, and lower precision in High (7.88, HDI = 4.87-11.13) vs. 

Low Fear participants (11.45, HDI = 5.12-18.07) for Beliefs, though comparisons 

between groups did not exclude an absence of differences (Emotion difference = 6.47, 

HDI = -1.26-14.84; Belief Difference = -3.57, HDI = -10.88-3.19). 

Posterior parameter estimates for the two control variables, STAI and Age, 

spanned across zero for Emotions, Beliefs, and Bets. Regressions tables depicting all 

estimated parameters for each variable are available in Appendix 3, Table S4. 

Finally, we explored relationships among Emotions, Beliefs, and Bets in High 

and Low Fear participants, when Distal or Proximal, by means of Bayesian non-

parametric Kendall’s tau correlations. If participants truly believed what they said 

they believed with regards to the behavior of the spider, we would expect a tight 

coupling between Bets and Beliefs, as betting in accordance with what one truly 

believes would result in the highest monetary gains. As shown in Table 3, among 

High Fear participants, 1-sided Bayes factors indicate considerable evidence favoring 

a positive association between Emotions and Beliefs, whether Distal or Proximal. In 

contrast, there is only equivocal evidence for an alignment between Beliefs and Bets. 

Among Low Fear participants, when Distal, Bayes factors greatly favor such a 

positive association between Beliefs and Bets. When Proximal, a positive relationship 

between Beliefs and Bets is still favored over the null of no association at a ratio of 

approximately 5:1. Bayes factors also favor a positive relationship between Emotions 

and Beliefs among Low Fear participants, when assessed Proximal to the spider, 

though no relation between Bets and Emotions. 
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Table 3. Relationships among Beliefs, Bets, and Emotions in High and Low Fear 

participants 

Low Fear   BF₊₀ 95% CCI 

Distal 
Bet-Belief 287.60 0.53 [0.21 - 0.72] 

Emotion-Belief 0.54 0.11 [-0.16 - 0.36] 
Emotion-Bet 0.29 0.02 [-0.24 - 0.28] 

Proximal 
Bet-Belief 5.17 0.32 [0.02 - 0.54] 

Emotion-Belief 4.44 0.31 [0.01 - 0.53] 
Emotion-Bet 0.22 -0.04 [-0.3 - 0.23] 

    
High Fear   BF₊₀ 95% CCI 

Distal 
Bet-Belief 2.10 0.19 [-0.01 - 0.36] 

Emotion-Belief 73.50 0.33 [0.12 - 0.49] 
Emotion-Bet 2.28 0.19 [-0.01 - 0.37] 

Proximal 
Bet-Belief 1.14 0.15 [-0.04 - 0.33] 

Emotion-Belief 14048.81 0.45 [0.24 - 0.61] 
Emotion-Bet 0.37 0.07 [-0.12 - 0.25] 

BF+0 = Bayes factor favoring a positive correlation vs. no correlation; CCI = 'central 
credible interval': 95% of the posterior distribution between the 2.5 and 97.5 
percentiles. 

 

 

Discussion 

Our findings paint a picture of the irrational beliefs held by fearful people that 

confirms certain assumptions of cognitive theory, while also indicating that beliefs 

may be considerably more complex than is often conveyed in discussion of fear-

related beliefs, or experiments involving them. Consistent with threat-belief-based 

models, fearful individuals in our study did express a range of beliefs regarding their 

feared stimuli that were not held (or not held as strongly) by those without high fear. 

There was a slight tendency for High Fear participants’ probability estimates to 

increase when placed right in front of their feared stimulus vs. when in another room, 

somewhat in line with the suggestions of Beck et al. (2005). However, differences 

between High and Low Fear participants in their expressed beliefs were already 

apparent when they anticipated but remained distal from the upcoming fearful 

encounter (Experiments 2 and 3), and also when merely contemplating hypothetical 

events (Experiment 1), which accords with previous findings regarding threat beliefs 

among fearful individuals (Jones & Menzies, 2000; Jones et al., 1996; 

Mavromoustakos et al., 2016; Thorpe & Salkovskis, 1995).  
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Despite large differences between High and Low Fear groups in their 

probability estimates regarding fear-related events, differences between groups were 

less evident when they were required to place bets and thereby fully endorse what 

they said they thought would happen during a fearful encounter. Additionally, 

correlations among Beliefs, Bets, and Emotion ratings suggested that Beliefs and 

Emotions were tightly coupled with one another among High Fear participants, but 

that there was little evidence for a relationship between Beliefs and Bets. Among Low 

Fear participants, particularly when Distal from the spider, there was strong alignment 

between what participants said they believed would happen and what they were 

willing to financially endorse as likely to actually occur. These findings might suggest 

that the initially expressed probability estimates of High Fear participants are an 

emotionally laden form of belief that does not correspond to what they recognize will 

really happen upon reflection. Such an interpretation aligns with more 

multidimensional perspectives on threat-related beliefs, such as the ‘alief-belief’ 

distinction (Gendler, 2019), rational-emotional dissociation (Stott, 2007), or 

intellectual and emotional belief (Barnard & Teasdale, 1991). 

One perspective which may help understand the presence of seemingly 

contradictory representations of threat is that of memory competition, proposed by 

Brewin (2006). Brewin suggests that patients may harbor both adaptive and 

maladaptive representations of stimuli, which compete for control over behavior. 

Most animal phobias are already acquired by age 10 (Becker et a. 2007), meaning that 

for fearful adults, an emotionally laden and fearful representation of the phobic object 

has likely had many years to be reinforced through fearful encounters and avoidance. 

Such a strong and well-worn representation may be so easily retrievable as to appear 

almost automatically upon exposure to the feared stimulus, arriving not as a logical 

consideration of the threat posed by the stimulus, but as a strongly felt sense of 

impending danger. Participants thus report what they feel to be the case on the basis 

of this rapid threat signal. When motivated to reflect upon what will truly happen 

when exposed to their feared stimulus, participants may engage in a more effortful 

retrieval process and be better able to draw upon experiences and knowledge that do 

not align with their immediate felt sense, but which they may accept as more accurate. 

A key question is whether this mere logical recognition is sufficient to reduce anxious 

responding. 
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These theories and findings could provide a partial explanation for the 

purported inefficacy of some highly logical approaches pursued in cognitive therapy 

(Longmore & Worrell, 2007): such approaches may simply be telling participants 

what they already know at a deliberative level. Numerous pioneering cognitive 

theorists/therapists recognize and highlight that experience – not analysis – is the best 

teacher (J Bennett-Levy et al., 2004). This possibility has been explained by some as 

reflecting that personal experience may be most convincing for logical or 

propositional reasons (Lovibond, 2011). However, it could also be that the more 

emotionally intense experience of a behavioral experiment or exposure session, and 

the mixed feelings of fear and accomplishment they can engender, may render the 

lessons learned from them more easily retrievable owing to the mechanics of memory 

formation, whereby emotional experiences are often more readily remembered 

(McGaugh, 2003). Such a memory might more easily compete for retrieval with an 

emotionally laden maladaptive memory. 

In addition to providing a multidimensional perspective on threat-belief-based 

models, our approach of eliciting bets from participants may itself provide a novel 

tool in the cognitive therapist’s arsenal. Having patients contemplate giving 

themselves a ‘reality cheque’ – imagining what they would do if required to risk 

money on predicting what will really happen during a fearful confrontation – could be 

a strong rhetorical or mnemonic device to aid patients in retrieving a more adaptive 

representation of their feared stimuli. Additionally, discovering what beliefs patients 

would really bet on might serve as a means of highlighting targets for therapy. Some 

patients may still strongly endorse clearly irrational beliefs about threats posed by 

their feared stimulus. Understanding the level of conflict regarding such beliefs could 

further help a clinician to know what approaches might be most fruitful. For example, 

a more informational route might provide an initial ‘in’ for a patient who genuinely 

but mistakenly thinks that they are likely to encounter a shark when swimming in 

European waters: swimming really would be unwise if one truly believes the waters 

are shark-infested. Behavioral experiments and direct experience might be indicated if 

a participant rationally acknowledges the low likelihood of danger, but cannot shake 

the feeling. 

Some limitations to our experiments, and conclusions we can draw from them, 

must be acknowledged. Firstly, our fearful participants did not undergo a diagnostic 

screening for the presence of clinically significant phobias, and our behavioral 
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experiments involved only young women, with a focus on fear of spiders. Though it is 

possible that certifiably phobic individuals may respond differently, participants’ 

questionnaire scores were well within the ranges of phobic participants assessed in 

previous studies (e.g., Muris & Merckelbach, 1996). Our proof of concept study at 

least intimates that such discrepancies between beliefs may also occur in situational 

and other object-related phobias besides arachnophobia. Furthermore, research from 

other domains of psychology, such as in relation to superstitious belief (Risen, 2016), 

highlights that beliefs across a range of domains in which thoughts and feelings 

interact may be similarly multidimensional. It would therefore be surprising if such 

discrepancies only occurred in relation to a very specific fear in very specific 

circumstances. 

It is also worth considering that we presented participants with a selection of 

possible outcomes, rather than asking them to provide their own beliefs. This was 

done so that we could ensure an objectively verifiable outcome, and also to focus 

primarily on threat-related beliefs regarding the behavior of the spider, rather than 

subjective responses of the participants. Hence, our main findings do not speak to 

questions about beliefs participants may have regarding their capabilities of dealing 

with the situation, or how terrible they will find it (we would expect participants 

might well bet in line with their negative beliefs regarding such factors, and this will 

be interesting to investigate directly). Nevertheless, participants appeared to find the 

beliefs we presented them with highly plausible, and even if not representing an 

ultimate or core fear of participants, we believe discrepancies between the strong 

belief expression vs. weaker bets remains instructive. Our findings also speak 

primarily to estimates of likelihood, rather than magnitude of aversive events, which 

is another dimension along which fearful people may diverge from their less fearful 

counterparts. Participants in general did not choose a completely catastrophic 

outcome as most probable (e.g., “I will have a heart attack”), and it would be 

interesting to directly present participants with such an outcome and find out how 

much they would endorse it with a bet.  

Finally, researchers with more or less ‘cognitive’ vs. ‘emotional’ leanings may 

interpret our findings quite differently. Those who strongly feel that emotions are the 

primary determinants of beliefs and actions may find it most plausible that 

participants’ initially expressed beliefs are not really beliefs in any common sense of 

the word, but rather a post-hoc rationalization for their fears (cf. Arntz, Rauner, & 
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Van den Hout, 1995; Haidt, 2001). On the other hand, those emphasizing more 

unidimensional, propositional accounts of human reasoning might stress that, even 

when they can make money by betting against them, a number of fearful individuals 

still endorse irrational beliefs. Neither of these perspectives seem to fully account for 

the multidimensional nature of belief among fearful individuals, but further studies 

such as the present one, in which it is really possible to observe the conflicts 

respondents experience, will be necessary to further elucidate these issues. 

Our findings and conclusions bring together insights from a range of 

disciplines to inform our understanding of beliefs. We agree with many cognitive 

models of psychopathology in that fearful individuals evidently express a range of 

maladaptive or irrational threat beliefs. However, our findings stress that how such 

beliefs are elicited can yield quite different results, conflicting with a unidimensional 

perspective on the nature of belief. Many fearful individuals appear to hold both a 

highly irrational and more rational representation of their feared stimulus. This idea 

accords with multi-representational as well as retrieval competition accounts of 

psychopathology (Barnard & Teasdale, 1991; Brewin, 2006; Gendler, 2019; Stott, 

2007), but does not sit well with models explicitly or implicitly suggesting that 

pathological beliefs can be largely understood as coherent (albeit irrational) 

descriptions or propositions that fearful individuals hold with regards to their feared 

objects. It would be interesting to know the extent to which such an approach might 

extend to other disorders or cognitive distortions. At a more extreme end of the 

spectrum of irrational beliefs in psychopathology, can individuals with schizophrenic 

symptoms recognize reality when given certain incentives to aid more accurate 

appraisal? We hope that our findings can spark a more nuanced consideration of the 

nature of irrational beliefs in psychopathology. 
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This chapter expands upon issues raised in two publications: 

Elsey, J.W.B., & Kindt, M. (2017). Tackling maladaptive memories through 

reconsolidation: From neural to clinical science.  

Neurobiology of Learning and Memory, 142, 108-117. 

 

Elsey, J.W.B., & Kindt, M. (2017). Breaking boundaries: Optimizing 

reconsolidation-based interventions for strong and old memories.  

Learning & Memory, 24(9), 472-479. 
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Fundamental research into memory formation, storage, and modification has 

opened up novel avenues for understanding and tackling the maladaptive memories 

believed to underpin a range of disorders. Though research in animal models is 

hugely informative, harnessing the potential of procedures based around the 

modification or manipulation of memory requires the translation of such findings into 

human subjects in clinically relevant paradigms, and ultimately efforts at clinical 

intervention. The chapters contained within this thesis aimed both to directly 

investigate memory modifying procedures in human subjects, and to provide a 

theoretical and ethical framework within which such research can be situated. The 

general discussion that follows first provides a summary of the findings and 

perspectives presented in the previous chapters. I then consider some possible 

explanations for the null findings of Chapters 2 and 4. Finally, I consider how the 

diverse lines of research covered in each chapter may be synthesized in an 

overarching conceptualization of the therapeutic goals of a range of therapies that 

appear to affect memory. 

Summary of chapters 

In Chapter 2, I presented findings from a study in which we investigated 

whether propranolol could influence memory for an emotional movie compilation, 

when administered either before or after the movie. Three competing hypotheses were 

compared: that there would be no effect of propranolol on later memory, that only 

pre-encoding propranolol would affect later memory (i.e., propranolol affects 

encoding or a rapid consolidation process), or that both pre- and post-encoding 

propranolol could affect memory (i.e., interference with consolidation). Although 

some amnestic effects of propranolol could not be completely ruled out, we found 

most evidence for no effects of propranolol on intrusions, self-reported impact of the 

experience, and declarative memory one week later (these null findings are 

considered in detail in the section on Null Findings below).  

However, we did find that propranolol seemed to have some influence on the 

initial emotional responding to the trauma film. This could have implications for both 

research and clinical practice. Firstly, research in which propranolol is given before 

an emotional experience or reactivation may be subject to similar effects, which 

should be assessed and controlled for. From a clinical perspective, it is also 

conceivable that propranolol could be administered in advance of predictable stressful 

events (such as an operation, if not contraindicated), allowing one to leverage possible 
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stress-reducing effects alongside any effects on memory that there might be. Effects 

on emotional experience and distress might also partially explain some of 

propranolol’s reported benefits when given in the aftermath of trauma (Vaiva et al., 

2003). I would, however, caution against interpreting the results too strongly. As 

noted in the discussion of that Chapter, the trauma film paradigm remains far-

removed from true traumas. Even for experimental studies, to more fully understand 

potential effects of propranolol on emotional responses, a more highly powered study 

with a range of time distances from the emotional event would ideally be used to 

delineate more precisely when such effects begin to arise, and their magnitude. 

In Chapter 3, I considered the ethical implications of moving beyond 

interference with memory consolidation to the pharmacological disruption of 

reconsolidation. This article makes the case that use of reconsolidation-based 

treatment procedures sidesteps a number of concerns raised about consolidation-based 

prevention approaches (President's Council on Bioethics, 2003; Kolber, 2006). 

Notably, by focusing on those who have actually developed a disorder as a 

consequence of trauma, concerns regarding general pathologizing of bad memories, 

excessive or unnecessary medication for those who do not need it, and the preclusion 

of opportunities for ‘post-traumatic growth’ can be considerably reduced if not 

nullified. Reconsolidation-based approaches also expand the applicability of memory-

modifying procedures beyond traumatic memories. I then aimed to lead an 

empirically informed discussion of some further issues that might arise from this 

novel therapeutic approach, such as the possibility of interfering with the wrong 

memories or removing one’s declarative memory for important events, which I 

argued are unlikely prospects given what we currently know regarding the effects of 

current reconsolidation-based interventions. Moreover, I considered several potential 

misuses and abuses of memory manipulation, making the case that these were either 

unlikely to succeed, or that alternative and easier means could and perhaps already are 

being used for those purposes. Some of the null effects observed in the present thesis, 

though disappointing, may also serve to partially validate the arguments I made: even 

when trying hard and for all the right reasons to produce memory-modifying effects, 

we may well fail. Accidental memory erasure or the pursuit of far-fetched memory 

manipulation scenarios seem increasingly unrealistic. Although there is some 

potential for misuse and abuse of memory modification, clear instances could be met 
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with social or sometimes even legal sanctions, while we retain a focus on developing 

therapeutic applications. 

Chapter 4 reflected an effort to extend pharmacological, reconsolidation-based 

approaches to a naturally occurring fear beyond spiders. Not only is public speaking 

anxiety a common and sometimes highly problematic fear among the general 

population (Bodie, 2010), but a successful new approach to tackling this fear might 

open the way to tackling more severe and generalized cases of social anxiety disorder, 

which can be extremely debilitating (Aderka et al., 2012). Practically, a standardized 

and replicable approach to tackling fear of public speaking would also open up the 

pool of subclinical participants with which we can investigate reconsolidation-based 

treatments, as the focus is currently on those with fear of spiders (many other fears we 

have investigated do not seem common enough to achieve a reasonable sample size). 

Participants who underwent our intervention did, on average, display reductions in 

speech-related distress during a public speaking task during the test session one week 

post-treatment, and also on questionnaire measures of public speaking anxiety three 

months after treatment. Unfortunately, anxiety reductions in those who received 

placebo were almost precisely the same as those who received propranolol, indicating 

a non-specific (i.e., not due to disrupting reconsolidation) effect of the intervention. 

These findings highlight the difficulties of clinical translation. I discuss some 

prospects and challenges related to these results in the section on Null Findings 

below. 

In Chapter 5, my co-authors and I aimed to provide a comprehensive overview 

of the multiple lines of human experiments that come under the umbrella of 

reconsolidation-based research, spanning procedural, aversive/appetitive, and 

declarative memory types, and encompassing both pharmacological and behavioral 

interventions. Beyond reviewing the literature, we subjected each study to assessment 

regarding whether several criteria for consistency with reconsolidation had been 

tested and met, and considered various alternative explanations. We found that 

although research related to the concept of reconsolidation has been proliferating, 

relatively few studies included sufficient controls to provide the most convincing 

demonstrations that reconsolidation was a good candidate mechanism to explain the 

observed effects. Although this should not be taken to mean that reconsolidation does 

not underpin many of the effects reported in the reviewed studies, it does highlight 

that some of the enthusiasm for reconsolidation, and claims which seem to 
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increasingly extend the concept to encompass all manner of observed experimental 

and clinical effects (e.g., Gray & Liotta, 2012; Lee, Nader, & Schiller, 2017), may be 

premature. Although we suggest that researchers can unite around the goal of 

harnessing reconsolidation for clinical purposes, the clinical utility of the approach 

may ultimately depend on a precise understanding of the mechanisms underpinning 

any observed effects. 

Finally, in Chapter 6, I presented findings from a series of experiments 

investigating the nature of irrational beliefs held by fearful individuals. We utilized a 

novel paradigm in which participants initially expressed their beliefs regarding the 

likelihood of several fear-relevant outcomes occurring, and then had to ‘put their 

money where their mouth is’ by betting on whether or not the events would actually 

occur. While highly fearful individuals expressed much higher initial beliefs in fear-

related outcomes occurring than those with low fear, evidence for differences between 

high and low fear groups was much weaker when they were asked to bet on those 

outcomes occurring. Intriguingly, only among Low Fear participants did beliefs show 

a clear correlation with their later bets. For High Fear participants, beliefs were 

instead related to emotional responses. These findings were interpreted under a 

framework emphasizing competing adaptive and maladaptive representations of threat 

posed by feared stimuli. We suggest that fearful participants likely draw upon a 

highly emotive and easily retrievable negative representation of their feared stimulus. 

When motivated to consider what will actually happen to them during an exposure 

situation, many participants are quite capable of drawing on a more realistic 

representation of threat. However, this logical recognition may be largely divorced 

from their feelings, placing limitations on purely logical/verbal approaches to belief 

change. 

Ongoing experiments aiming to further elucidate the nature of belief are 

currently underway in our lab. These involve assessing the possibility that fearful 

participants’ bets may have been affected by providing an initial belief rating 

beforehand, and using a neutral betting task in which the objective probabilities of 

possible outcomes are controlled and clearly observable, which would allow us to 

determine what sort of underlying probabilities participants’ bets might be taken to 

reflect. Further investigations that may also prove informative include having 

participants place bets on genuinely catastrophic outcomes occurring (the most 

catastrophic outcomes were typically not rated as the most likely, and so not selected 
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for bets). It would also be interesting to know when various adaptive and maladaptive 

representations might develop. Hence,  investigating the developmental progression 

of irrational beliefs across various ages would be of considerable interest.  

In the section below (Integration of findings into a broader framework of 

memory competition), I aim to synthesize our findings in relation to beliefs, and 

attempts at memory modification from our own and other research groups, in an 

overarching multiple representations framework, with a view to understanding 

therapeutic change across a range of therapies that appear to affect maladaptive 

memories. First, however, I discuss the absence of memory-modifying effects from 

propranolol in Chapters 2 and 4. 

Null findings 

As is now increasingly recognized in scientific circles (Ioannidis, 2005), and 

perhaps especially among psychological scientists (Francis, 2012), ‘null’ findings are 

important to publish and can be just as informative as reports of clear and striking 

effects. Still, in the absence of an effect, the researcher is often led to wonder whether 

their findings represent a true demonstration that something does not work, or rather 

that some choices they made or failure of experimental control/design might at least 

partially explain that absence. In the following sections I aim to reflect openly upon 

some ways in which the consolidation and reconsolidation interference studies 

(Chapters 2 and 4, respectively) might be improved. 

Trauma film study 

As discussed in the introduction and discussion section of Chapter 2, there are 

reasons why post-learning propranolol might not be expected to interfere with initial 

memory consolidation. Perhaps most notably, Debieç and LeDoux (2004) found that 

propranolol administered after fear conditioning – a laboratory analogue of a 

traumatic learning experience – did not interfere with subsequent memory. Using the 

same paradigm, Bush and colleagues (2010) found that pre-learning propranolol could 

interfere with subsequent memory, as it affected biological processes during 

acquisition, but that beta-adrenergic blockade after learning had no such effects. For 

these reasons, we were not necessarily expecting there to be a clear effect of post-

learning propranolol on memory in our study. However, there is obviously not an 

absolute parallel between fear conditioning in rodents, real traumas in humans, or the 

trauma film paradigm, and so we cannot assume that post-learning consolidation 

blockade in humans is not possible. Researchers such as Pitman (Pitman, 1989) have 
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also argued that after a traumatic experience, repeated recollection of the event could 

result in further stress hormone/neurotransmitter release and serve to further cement 

the trauma in memory. This process might at least be diminished by post-trauma 

propranolol. In addition, researchers outside of the NYU-lab found that post-learning 

propranolol could affect subsequent memory expression, but selectively affected 

those animals that learned the task well (Cahill, Pham, & Setlow, 2000). The key 

outcome variables of the trauma film paradigm (intrusions, impact of events) do not 

lend themselves well to an immediate post-learning test, so we also remain ignorant 

as to whether our participants might be described as ‘good learners’, or what this 

might mean in the context of the trauma film paradigm. 

Around the same time that our trauma film paper was released, another study 

using a very similar design found quite a convincing and unambiguous effect of post-

learning propranolol on subsequent intrusions (Kamboj et al., 2019). Several 

differences with the study I have presented here may be noteworthy: Kamboj and 

colleagues only used women, and these women were all using hormonal 

contraceptives. There may be hormonal or sex differences in the impact of 

propranolol or of the traumatic event, and doses might be more likely to affect women 

than men given average differences in body mass. We have been assured by a 

consulting pharmacologist that body mass should not affect propranolol’s effects in 

our studies and that a constant dose across participants is appropriate, but we have 

experienced conflicting views when speaking with other researchers. While we used a 

40mg oral dose, Kamboj and colleagues used 80mg, which may also impact the 

results – irrespective of body mass.  

Finally and perhaps most importantly, though I would again stress that the 

number of intrusions in our study did not seem arbitrary or unrelated to the 

participants’ emotional experience of the trauma film, the participants of Kamboj and 

colleagues had a much greater number of overall intrusions, precluding floor effects. 

The film used by Kamboj and colleagues was a particularly graphic and disturbing 

rape scene, and may be especially unpleasant for young women to view (the victim is 

a young woman). The film used in our study was a compilation of several scenes and, 

though it has been frequently used to produce large numbers of intrusions in previous 

studies (James et al., 2016), it may be that it has become outdated, or that is does not 

resonate with international audiences. I have since heard from multiple researchers 

that they similarly failed to induce many intrusions at all using this standard 
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compilation of clips. A more emotionally engaging movie may be needed to produce 

the sort of effects seen by Kamboj and colleagues.  

If I were to do this study again without restrictions, then I would consider 

several changes. Alongside generic improvements such as increasing the sample size, 

it would be informative to run full-sized groups of men and women separately, ideally 

controlling for circulating hormone levels (as argued convincingly by Shanksy 2019, 

this may be equally important among males and females). For consistency with 

Kamboj and colleagues, a dose of 80mg could be used instead of 40mg. While I 

would not wish to use the same scene as Kamboj and colleagues (even with consent 

and careful screening for victims of abuse, I can imagine this video would really 

affect how people feel in their daily lives, such as walking through a 

subway/underpass similar to the movie scene, for a long time after the study), I am 

sure that a more engaging film than the typical trauma film could be utilized instead. 

Finally, I would use a means of measurement other than a paper diary, such as time-

stamped digital software. Despite these possible improvements and the alternative 

results of Kamboj and colleagues, it should be noted that diminished intrusions 

following propranolol in their study were already apparent on the first day of the 

manipulation, which might well suggest that the effect is not – or not only – one of 

blocking consolidation, as such effects would usually be disclosed after a delay. 

Public speaking study 

Regarding the failure to find an effect of administering propranolol on fear of 

public speaking, one could again consider tighter controls for participants’ sex or 

hormonal status, as well as alternative drug doses or timing of administration. 

However, these factors probably do not explain what seems to be a clear null finding: 

A previous study using a similar approach in spider fearful participants, again with a 

predominantly female sample, without hormonal controls, and using 40mg of 

propranolol, found a large effect of a reconsolidation-based intervention (Soeter & 

Kindt, 2015a). One further possibility is that fear of public speaking may simply be 

unamenable to reconsolidation-based interventions. Though certainly possible, we 

should not immediately subscribe to this point of view, given that this was our first 

attempt at tackling this fear, and there are many ways in which reactivation might be 

varied so as to better target reconsolidation (Elsey & Kindt, 2017a). For discussion of 

this study, I will concentrate on the consideration of ‘prediction error’, it’s possible 
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absence in the study, and the use of this concept in understanding reconsolidation-

based research and its clinical translation. 

As has been discussed (e.g., Chapter 5), numerous studies indicate that some 

form of prediction error – that is, the violation of learned expectations regarding 

feared outcomes – may be necessary for the induction of reconsolidation. Although 

prediction error was not explicitly controlled in Soeter and Kindt’s (2015a) spider 

study, it can be imagined that being exposed to such a frightening spider and nothing 

objectively bad happening could provide participants with a clear prediction error. 

Common expectations among spider fearful individuals are that the spider will jump 

on or even attack them, and it might be speculated that the violation of these 

expectations could be a cause for the induction of reconsolidation in that study. 

Similarly to how prediction error was not explicitly incorporated into Soeter and 

Kindt (2015a), we reasoned that speech lengths of varying durations could provide 

ample opportunity for prediction errors to occur, as the speeches would rarely be 

catastrophically bad, and participants’ expectations of how bad they would perform 

would still likely be violated. For example, even in the worst case scenario of 

‘blanking’, there could be a long and quite awkward pause, but the panel would then 

simply ask some questions. In retrospect, it could instead be that participants’ fears 

were partially or even largely realized. Firstly, the panel remained neutral which, in a 

social situation, might well be perceived as negative or judgmental. In addition, while 

never terribly bad, participants’ speeches were rarely exceptionally good, and high 

self-criticism could make participants feel like they totally failed. The speech 

situation might also be too dissimilar to usual public speaking settings to properly 

reactivate their fears or generate their usual expectations. Perhaps, as suggested in the 

chapter, we could design an alternative reactivation in which there is a clear 

prediction error. 

When considering initial designs for the study, we considered providing 

participants with some form of false feedback. The speech panel could at some point 

give unambiguously positive reactions, or praise the participant. However, this might 

corrupt participants’ ratings of their stress/anxiety levels, as ending the speech on a 

clearly positive note could affect their retrospective assessment of earlier points in the 

speech before the feedback. To counter this, we could first have participants provide 

their own ratings for their performance, and then give them tailored feedback that 

suggests the judges rated them as having performed better than they believed. This 
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might be pursued in the future, but we felt it could also increase the chances of 

changes in participants’ ratings at test that are not related to propranolol 

administration but rather just an updated sense of how harshly they would be judged 

by the panel. Although it did not appear necessary in Soeter and Kindt (2015a), 

another alternative would be to take account of participants’ individual expectations 

and feared outcomes, and vary the precise procedure around that. Ultimately, I 

thought that it would be best to begin with the least complicated design that might 

work in principle, and add more complex elements if the approach did not work.  

While I believe all these considerations are warranted and that, if we draw 

insights from laboratory studies of reconsolidation, prediction error really does appear 

to be important, we should also be careful that we do not mislead ourselves into 

thinking we know more about why particular reconsolidation-based interventions did 

or did not work than we really do. We do not know with certainty whether or what 

sort of prediction error participants in Soeter and Kindt (2015a) experienced, for 

example. Thinking of counterfactuals might also help convey how much we really 

understand prediction error in clinical settings. Let us imagine that the public 

speaking intervention did work. We could retrospectively imagine any number of 

violations of expectations that could hypothetically have triggered reconsolidation. 

Participants did not have panic attacks, only a few had clear periods where they 

totally ran out of things to say, no one fainted from fear, no one laughed at the 

speaker. Where participants’ fears might have been partially validated, the magnitude 

of the outcome can also be a source of prediction error. They may have trembled, or 

been afraid, or stumbled over their words, but not as much as they anticipated. 

Prediction error can also be conceptualized as including  continued learning when 

learning has not yet reached asymptote, and so novel situations in which something 

further may be learned could also be construed as providing a form of prediction 

error. All number of possibilities can be imagined, and it is not a great exaggeration to 

say that for almost any intervention design, whether it does or does not work, we 

could appeal to prediction error or its absence to explain the effects, or lack thereof.  

A good explanation is hard to vary (Deutsch, 1997). As currently understood, 

prediction error is a very elastic explanation. By appealing to prediction error, the 

possibility of reconsolidation-based treatments becomes almost unfalsifiable, as we 

can always imagine an alternative procedure that we suggest should produce the 

desired effects. For the clinical utility and scientific validity of the concept of 
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reconsolidation and prediction error, therefore, it will pay dividends to get a more 

precise sense of what is meant by prediction error in clinical settings. A one-size-fits-

all definition may be out of reach, but prediction error could be more strictly 

operationalized in clinical studies. For example, if a generic type of prediction error 

that would be expected to apply to most people is considered important, a condition 

with or without this could be tested. Alternatively, participants could provide 

idiosyncratic expectations, and be randomly assigned to reactivations in which these 

are or are not violated.  

This may itself be difficult, as the research presented in Chapter 6 indicates 

that exactly how such questions are asked of participants might affect their expression 

of belief. Should the researcher focus on events that are catastrophic but not 

necessarily likely, or outcomes that participants rate as most likely, but which are less 

extreme? What of the sort of beliefs that participants express strong belief in but 

simultaneously recognize are not realistic? Finally, certain experimental designs 

geared towards testing these very explicit and high level ‘cognitive’ prediction errors 

can begin to sound increasingly like the kind of brief behavioral experiments 

advocated for in contemporary cognitive and behavioral therapies (Bennett-Levy et 

al., 2004; Craske, Treanor, Conway, Zbozinek, & Vervliet, 2014; McManus, 

Sacadura, & Clark, 2008). These are precisely the interventions that are proposed to 

work through the generation of new memory traces (Brewin, 2006), and not via 

reconsolidation. Highly explicit prediction errors such as one might expect in a 

behavioral experiment could also lead to changes in expectancies and even fear 

expression during reactivation, which are proposed to be boundary conditions on 

reconsolidation (Faliagkas, Rao-Ruiz, & Kindt, 2018). If some form of behavioral 

experiment is pursued, then placebo controls will also be increasingly important, as 

disproving a patient’s core worries might produce strong treatment effects even 

without propranolol. 

I have presented quite a dizzying number of tough questions and provided 

little in the way of solution to them here. A major improvement when relying on the 

idea of prediction error would, however, be to more explicitly incorporate it into 

designs as an experimental manipulation. While this may not capture everything that 

could be encompassed by prediction error and might not always extend to other fears 

or designs, it could at least be said whether or not a clearly operationalized definition 

of the concept led to one sort of effect or another in a particular experiment, rather 
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than relying on later speculation. Such studies could help narrow down which kind of 

prediction error related factors are actually important, refine our clinical intuitions, 

and perhaps incrementally get us closer to a more general understanding of the 

concept. Other members of the lab are working towards a more precise understanding 

of prediction error in laboratory studies, and I hope they can extend their insights to 

really explicitly consider the proper definition and role of prediction error in the 

clinic. 

Integration of findings into a broader framework of memory competition 

The studies and theoretical considerations presented in this thesis have 

developed out of groundbreaking research in animal models. While there remains 

considerable debate regarding whether reconsolidation is a legitimate phenomenon 

(Riccio et al., 2006), and what exactly is the neurobiological basis of memory (Gold, 

2008, 2017), reconsolidation-based research has led to a dramatic shift in how the 

malleability of memory is understood. From the outset, researchers were also aware 

that their fundamental insights from model organisms into this malleability could 

have implications for treatment (Nader et al., 2000; Przybyslawski et al., 1999), and 

many contemporary researchers maintain this ambition (Exton-Mcguinness & Milton, 

2018; Milton, 2019). The realization of these implications could lead to significant 

breakthroughs in the treatment of certain mental illnesses (Elsey & Kindt, 2017b). To 

reiterate a best-case scenario, reconsolidation-based treatments could allow for 

dramatic and long-lasting improvements in symptoms resulting from one therapeutic 

session, with the single administration of a commonly used drug. Although the 

practicalities of this approach are radically different to typical pharmacotherapy or 

psychotherapy, I would like to consider how reconsolidation-based approaches, as 

well as the idea of multiple representations discussed in Chapter 6, may be integrated 

into a broader understanding of the goals of therapy across multiple treatment 

modalities.  

Retrieval competition among adaptive and maladaptive 

representations/memories has been put forward by researchers and clinicians as an 

overarching framework within which to understand the effects of several therapies 

(Bouton, 2002; Brewin, 2006; Craske et al., 2014). According to this perspective, 

cognitive or behavioral therapies do not primarily operate through the direct 

modification of maladaptive representations, but rather create and/or strengthen 

adaptive representations that can then compete with or inhibit the maladaptive ones 
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(for the following discussion, I will interchangeably use the terms memory and 

representation. Representation may be a preferable term, as it avoids confusion as to 

whether we are only talking about very precise memories for particular events, or all 

kinds of stored information more generally). Findings from the field of 

reconsolidation suggest that we may be able to directly affect maladaptive 

representations, although I did not succeed in doing so with public speaking anxiety. 

Nevertheless, the outcome of a successful reconsolidation-based treatment can be 

understood under a framework emphasizing memory competition. Figure 1 provides a 

(certainly simplified) schematic representation of how different therapies might affect 

adaptive and maladaptive representations. 

 

 
Figure 1. Memory competition in various treatment modalities. Color intensity 

reflects motivational value/salience of the respective representations. 

 

Memory competition accounts typically emphasize retrieval competition and 

the relative retrievability of memories. Rather than retrieval per se as an end point, I 

would more explicitly highlight a representation’s control over behavior as a further 

key factor of interest. I suggest that this is determined not only by that 

representation’s retrievability, but also its motivational salience or value. This 

salience may reflect both certain qualities inherent in the representation (e.g., the 

feelings it elicits) as well as a person’s metacognitive stance (e.g., have they been 

trained to pause and consider the validity of their emotional reactions?). Retrievability 

and motivational salience are almost certainly not orthogonal to one another, but I 
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hope to show that highlighting them separately can yield more insight than thinking 

solely in terms of retrieval competition. 

For a phobic person encountering their phobic object or situation, maladaptive 

representations are highly retrievable, often even arising automatically. These 

representations may involve catastrophic cognitions, an intangible sense of imminent 

threat, or simply the expectation of a highly unpleasant emotional reaction, which 

provide a strong impetus for the person to avoid the situation. Individuals vary in the 

degree to which they harbor adaptive representations of the feared stimulus and their 

abilities to respond to it. For example, in our study of beliefs and bets, fearful 

participants varied quite substantially in the bets they placed on negative outcomes 

occurring, with some clearly recognizing that the outcome was unlikely. Yet, even if 

adaptive representations are accessible, this logical recognition alone may carry little 

weight in guiding a person’s fear-related behavior when confronted with their fear - as 

Stott (2007) and others (Barnard & Teasdale, 1991; Bennett-Levy et al., 2004) have 

recognized. In my experience, some patients talk as if simultaneously accessing both 

an adaptive and maladaptive representation of the feared stimulus, with the logic of 

the adaptive one holding little sway over the urgency of their intense feelings, which 

provide the opposite message. Hence, not only the retrieval of a representation, but 

also the patient’s inclination to respond to it, are key. 

In typical cognitive therapy, the therapist and patient work together to 

reinforce existing adaptive representations of the stimulus, as well as to create new 

ones. Socratic questioning and mnemonic devices analogous to the ‘reality cheque’ 

may help patients retrieve or generate new, more realistic or otherwise adaptive 

representations. Through behavioral experiments and practice, these adaptive 

representations can become increasingly retrievable, and can outcompete or inhibit 

maladaptive ones. Owing both to the high personal relevance of evidence from 

behavioral experiments, but perhaps also because of enhancement of these ‘success’ 

memories caused by the emotionality of first-hand encounters, adaptive 

representations may also take on more motivational salience than the logical 

recognition of safety alone. Furthermore, the patient can be trained to reconsider what 

internal thoughts and feelings they should pay attention to and act upon, with 

encouragement to recognize emotional reasoning and focus on listening to their more 

reasoned deliberations. Relaxation and metacognitive strategies such as giving oneself 

a cool-down period or engaging in mindfulness when intense emotions are elicited 
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may further increase the distance between immediate reactions and maladaptive 

behavior. Hence, a cognitive approach may be seen to aim at increasing the amount 

and retrievability of adaptive memories and accordingly decrease the retrievability of 

maladaptive ones. Additionally, strategies can be employed to heighten or lessen the 

motivational value of adaptive and maladaptive representations, respectively, when 

they are retrieved. 

A simple extension of this would be novel approaches to ‘extinction 

enhancement’, such as the administration of d-cycloserine (DCS) as a means of 

augmenting cognitive behavioral or exposure therapy (Davis, Ressler, Rothbaum, & 

Richardson, 2006; Rosenfield et al., 2019). DCS is proposed to enhance the 

consolidation of new, adaptive memories generated during exposure (Davis et al., 

2006), and can thereby increase the odds that these memories are retrieved during a 

potentially fear-provoking encounter. 

We next move on to reconsolidation-based interventions, should they prove 

successful. Firstly, disruption of reconsolidation may in some way ablate, scramble, 

or otherwise interfere with neuronal ensembles that represent the memory at the level 

of the brain, rendering it directly less retrievable. Alternatively, or in addition, the 

representation may remain retrievable but have in some way been denuded of its 

affective valence and concomitant motivational value. This would align with studies 

from our lab indicating that fear memory reactivation + propranolol can selectively 

neutralize the affect associated with a memory (Soeter & Kindt, 2012a), and the near-

reflexive threat responses that memory would usually elicit, while leaving the explicit 

knowledge of what was learned intact (Kindt et al., 2009; Soeter & Kindt, 2010). 

Cogan, Shapses, Robinson, and Tronson (2019) provided a striking 

demonstration of this possibility in relation to appetitive memories in rodents. Rats 

underwent a ‘Pavlovian conditioned approach task’, in which illumination of a lever 

predicted the arrival of a food pellet. Although engagement with the lever did not 

actually produce the reward, some rats (‘sign trackers’) appeared to imbue the lever 

with motivational properties and learned to approach and engage with it vigorously. 

Cogan et al. (2019) found that propranolol + reactivation seemed to selectively 

diminish the motivation of sign-tracking rodents to engage with the reward-related 

lever. These rats apparently retained a memory for the lever being related to reward, 

as they would still attend to it and sometimes even approach and lightly engage with 

it, but their behavior was much less energetic than those treated with saline 
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(importantly, such effects were not apparent without reactivation, or with a 

betablocker that does not cross the blood-brain barrier). While keeping in mind all the 

caveats regarding anecdotal evidence and selective recall in mind, a striking parallel 

can be seen in patients successfully treated with a reconsolidation-based approach, 

who sometimes make statements such as: “I still imagined that [the spider jumping] 

might happen, but it didn’t bother me”. A maladaptive representation may come to the 

patient’s mind, but it is no longer linked with the motivational value that would make 

them act upon it. Such instances could be analogous to the initially weak adaptive 

representations that phobic patients hold. 

Following on from a successful reduction in a patient’s fear responses, the 

patient may, over time (and with experience of the absence of fear upon exposure), 

become increasingly confident in their lack of fear responses and newfound abilities 

to cope with their phobic stimulus. Adaptive self-representations might thus be 

developed or heightened to further reinforce positive effects. In addition, one highly 

important maintaining factor in avoidance – the knowledge that one will have highly 

unpleasant and even exhausting stress responses upon exposure – could be 

invalidated, with a new representation formed on the basis of new experience.  

Rather than cognitive and reconsolidation-based approaches being opposed to 

one another, there are clear advantages to a combined approach. If a person were to 

have a successful reconsolidation-based treatment, then one could try to capitalize on 

the initial gains by conducting behavioral experiments and tests that might not have 

been possible without substantial time investment from patient and therapist under 

ordinary conditions. One patient, for example, was particularly afraid of having a 

mouse run across her feet. We reactivated the patient’s fear by leading her to believe 

that she would have to enter an enclosure containing a mouse, in her bare feet (which 

did not ultimately occur) (Elsey & Kindt, 2017a). The patient was in tears at this 

prospect when standing outside the enclosure, but was then led away and given 

propranolol. Following this reconsolidation-based treatment, we were able not only to 

show that mice will usually actively avoid the patient’s feet, but also what happens 

when the mouse is placed directly on them, and even in her hair. All this could be 

done in approximately half an hour, alongside many other tests, to solidify the 

patient’s confidence. Given that it is unlikely that a patient’s fear is entirely 

neutralized, and that we cannot be sure that it could not begin to resurface, it may also 

prove valuable to educate and train patients treated with such an approach in various 
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metacognitive strategies that can help keep residual fears in check, rather than feeling 

like they are relying upon some pharmacological trick. 

Note that this way of understanding memory competition is not invalidated by 

models of retrieval-induced amnesia that differ from reconsolidation. For example, 

just like the reconsolidation hypothesis, the modified state-dependent retrieval 

(MSDR) account of retrieval-induced amnesia equally suggests that reactivation + an 

amnesic agent dramatically affects the retrievability of the memory (Gisquet-Verrier 

& Riccio, 2018). The key difference between MSDR and reconsolidation is that this 

deficit in memory retrievability is believed to be caused by later retrieval of the 

memory becoming highly contingent upon the presence of the amnestic agent as a 

retrieval cue. The diagram would simply need to incorporate an additional pair of bars 

for when the recipient is re-administered the amnesic agent, which ought to make the 

maladaptive memory trace highly retrievable again, similarly to how we understand 

that a change of context can affect the retrievability of an extinction memory (Bouton, 

2002). Such alternatives might change our understanding of the precise mechanisms 

underpinning retrieval-induced amnesia, but we need not adapt the overarching model 

of how these techniques effect a therapeutic outcome to account for this.  

Additionally, though the diagram and discussion has focused on phobias, it 

should be evident how this framework can apply to other disorders in which 

maladaptive memories are proposed to play a key role, such as in PTSD. In this case, 

as well as later modification of competing memories, successful interference with 

consolidation would hope to decrease the initial emotional/stress-induced 

enhancement of memory storage, thereby preventing the development of a highly 

retrievable and salient maladaptive representation in the first place. 

Conclusion 

 Memories remain valuable and viable therapeutic targets. Although the precise 

approaches may vary considerably, numerous therapies – including the novel 

approaches examined in this thesis – may operate through their effects on adaptive 

and maladaptive representations stored in the brain, which compete for control over 

behavior. The key issue is how we can most effectively bolster adaptive 

representations, or attenuate maladaptive ones. Pharmacological interference with 

consolidation and (perhaps especially) reconsolidation hold the promise of being 

highly potent and rapid means of diminishing the negative impact of maladaptive 

memories. As my supervisor and I stated (Elsey & Kindt, 2017b, p.116), if these 
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promises are realized, and “if reconsolidation-based procedures become a viable 

treatment option, then they would be one of the first mental health treatments to have 

been derived directly from the translation of neural to clinical science. This would 

surely be a triumph for the scientific study of mind and brain”. We are evidently quite 

far from achieving this goal, with the most convincing demonstrations of 

reconsolidation being in experimental models (i.e., fear conditioning) and impressive 

but difficult to generalize interventions for specific fears (e.g., Soeter & Kindt, 

2015a). Yet, we also stated that “given the intricacy of the problem, researchers 

should not be overly discouraged if fledgling attempts at reconsolidation-based 

treatment are unsuccessful” (Elsey & Kindt, 2017b, p.115-116). Even seemingly 

‘simple’ phobias are vastly more complex than a typical fear conditioning paradigm. 

We have many open questions, yet we do not have a production line of patients with 

whom we can rapidly get answers to them. It is therefore not surprising that we have 

yet to develop a reconsolidation-based intervention that can be readily extended to a 

host of disorders. 

We have nevertheless gathered a wealth of experience in treating patients with 

a whole host of fears, and gained some insights from controlled studies that we hope 

can help us design more fruitful reconsolidation-based trials in the future. A greater 

appreciation of the syntheses that might be achieved through combining the various 

approaches to tackling maladaptive representations pursued in different therapies also 

paves the way for further research possibilities, and potentially improved clinical 

outcomes. Alongside more time-consuming trials of reconsolidation-based 

interventions, analogue studies in fearful individuals – such as in Chapter 6 – may not 

only help us gain insights into the nature of fear-related beliefs (and therefore perhaps 

prediction error), but could also reveal novel mnemonic strategies that could enrich 

reconsolidation-based and typical cognitive approaches alike. Fortunately, we are also 

not the only ones aiming to leverage the power of memory manipulation for the 

treatment of mental health disturbances. Efforts to move from the lab to the clinic are 

now being undertaken by several other research groups using a range of approaches. 

Some, for example, are using cognitive tasks (Iyadurai et al., 2018), others are 

focusing more specifically on PTSD with alternative timing and dosages of 

propranolol (Brunet et al., 2018), and still others are considering the use of 

completely different pharmacological agents for tackling reward-related maladaptive 

memories (Das et al., 2019). Views of researchers using these different approaches 
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frequently conflict, and resolving both technical and ethical issues as to the optimal 

ways of understanding, preventing, and treating mental disorders is vital. 

Nevertheless, we must remember that the real battle we are trying to win is that 

between the adaptive and maladaptive representations held by the many people 

suffering from mental health problems across the world. Concerted and clinically 

relevant efforts to understand how we can bolster adaptive memories, and attenuate 

maladaptive ones, will be the key to winning this fight. 
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Appendix 1 - Supplementary Materials for Chapter 2 

 

Medical Screening 

Participants underwent a medical screening to determine any contraindications 

for taking propranolol, and some generic exclusion criteria for participation in our 

research, namely: screening for heart conditions in first degree relatives; a medical 

history of heart, circulatory, lung, liver, or kidney problems that would contraindicate 

the use of propranolol; use of contraindicated medications (e.g., use of other 

medications that affect the heart/blood pressure); current use of psychoactive 

medication; current diagnosis of a psychiatric disorder; checking heart rate (HR > 60, 

or >55 if reports regular vigorous physical activity) and blood pressure (>90/60); 

pregnancy; active asthma. 

 

MANOVA for emotional change and distress with respective ANOVAs 

Supplementary Table S1a. Estimate of mean for emotional induction MANOVA 

  Prop-Placebo Placebo-Prop Placebo-Placebo 

  Change Distress Change Distress Change Distress 

 
Estimate of 

mean 8.463 53.957 22.154 64.458 18.340 64.200 

        
Supplementary Table S1b. Prior variance-covariance matrix for MANOVA on 
emotional induction 

  Prop-Placebo Placebo-Prop Placebo-Placebo 

    Change Distress Change Distress Change Distress 

Prop- 
Placebo 

Change 213.198 116.502 - - - - 

Distress 116.502 358.532 - - - - 

Placebo- 
Prop 

Change - - 213.198 116.502 - - 

Distress - - 116.502 358.532 - - 

Placebo- 
Placebo 

Change - - - - 213.198 116.502 

Distress - - - - 116.502 358.532 
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Supplementary Table S1c. Posterior variance-covariance matrix for MANOVA on 
emotional induction 

  Prop-Placebo Placebo-Prop Placebo-Placebo 

    Change Distress Change Distress Change Distress 

Prop- 
Placebo 

Change 12.359 6.754 - - - - 
Distress 6.754 20.784 - - - - 

Placebo- 
Prop 

Change - - 11.844 6.472 - - 
Distress - - 6.472 19.918 - - 

Placebo- 
Placebo 

Change - - - - 11.371 6.213 
Distress - - - - 6.213 19.122 

 

Change scores (pre vs. post rating) were used in the above MANOVA for 

emotional change, rather than conducting a repeated measures analysis for emotional 

change and a one-way ANOVA for distress separately. As propranolol would have 

been active in the Prop-Placebo group when pre-movie emotion ratings were given, 

we here supplement this analysis with a frequentist mixed-measures analysis of 

variance with Time (pre-movie vs. post-movie) as a within and Condition (Prop-

Placebo vs. Placebo-Prop and Placebo-Placebo combined) as a between groups 

variable. The Placebo-Prop and Placebo-Placebo groups were combined to match the 

form of the informative hypotheses in the MANOVA, and because the Placebo-Prop 

and Placebo-Placebo groups are simply both ‘Placebo’ groups at the time of emotion 

ratings. This ANOVA indicated that our interpretation of emotional change scores 

indicating a lower emotional induction from the movie in the prop-placebo group was 

not confounded by initial differences in emotion ratings from the group receiving 

propranolol beforehand. There was a significant main effect of time (F(1,70) = 45.50, 

p <.001, h2 = .370), no significant main effect of group (F(1,70) = 1.02, p = .317, h2 = 

.014), and a significant time*group interaction (F(1,70) = 7.64, p = .007, h2 = .062). 

Post-hoc tests suggest no significant differences between groups in negative emotions 

before the movie (t(70) = .81, p = .421, d = .205), but significantly lower levels of 

negative emotions in the prop-placebo group after the movie (t(57.95 – unequal 

variances adjustment) = 2.06, p = .044, d = -.465). 
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Robust Bayesian ANOVA for emotional change scores 

As can be seen in supplementary Figure S3, two extreme outlying values were 

observed in the prop-placebo group, and were removed from further analyses in the 

main paper. An alternative approach to removing outliers is to compute 20% trimmed 

means and their variances (Meijerink-Bosman & Hoijtink, 2018; Mair & Wilcox, 

2018) to make estimates of group parameters more robust to the influence of the 

outliers, while not rejecting them completely. Supplementary Table S2 depicts the 

trimmed means and variances of emotional change scores for each group. Results for 

this ANOVA are presented in the main text, Figure 2c and Table 3c. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
Supplementary Figure S1. Two extreme outliers in emotional change scores are 

present in the prop-placebo group. 
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Supplementary Table S2. Prior and posterior variances and 20% Trimmed means and 

for robust ANOVA on emotional change.  

  
Prior 

Variance 
Posterior 
Variance 

Estimated 
Mean n 

Prop- 
Placebo 

383.058 10.215 7.61 25 

Placebo- 
Prop 

774.547 21.515 20.084 24 

Placebo- 
Placebo 

654.655 17.457 14.589 25 

 

ANOVA for Intrusions 

Supplementary Table S3. Prior and posterior variances and rates for ANOVA on 

intrusions. 

  
Prior 

Variance 
Posterior 
Variance 

Estimated 
rate n 

Prop- 
Placebo 

0.784 0.023 0.649 23 

Placebo- 
Prop 

0.571 0.016 0.965 24 

Placebo- 
Placebo 

0.647 0.017 0.841 25 

 

ANOVA for intrusions after day 1 

Supplementary Table S4. Prior and posterior variances and rates for ANOVA on 

intrusions after day 1. 

  
Prior 

Variance 
Posterior 
Variance 

Estimated 
rate n 

Prop- 
Placebo 

1.150 0.033 0.266 23 

Placebo- 
Prop 

0.818 0.023 0.606 24 

Placebo- 
Placebo 

0.937 0.025 0.47 25 
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Supplementary Figure S2. Posterior probabilities associated with each hypothesis 

across the sensitivity analysis of ANOVA for intrusions after day 1. 

 

ANOVA for log-transformed Impact of Events Scale 

Supplementary Table S5. Prior and posterior variances and means for ANOVA on 

Impact of Events Scale. 

  
Prior 

Variance 
Posterior 
Variance Mean n 

Prop- 
Placebo 

1.135 0.033 1.833 23 

Placebo- 
Prop 

1.135 0.032 2.214 24 

Placebo- 
Placebo 

1.135 0.030 2.056 25 

 

Non-parametric assessments of Impact of Events Scale 

Given the non-normal distribution of the raw data for IES scores, we 

supplemented our Bayesian analyses with non-parametric Kruskal-Wallis and 

Jonckheere-Terpstra tests on raw IES scores. In alignment with the Bayesian analyses, 

the Kruskal-Wallis test did not provide evidence that we should reject the null of no 

differences between groups (c2(2) = 1.658, p = .437). The Jonckheere-Terpstra test 

allows one to specify a proposed ordering of ranked scores across groups. We 
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conducted two separate tests for each variable. For one test, we collapsed the Placebo-

Prop and Placebo-Placebo groups together, proposing that the Prop-Placebo group 

would have lower scores than this combination of groups (i.e., the encoding/rapid 

consolidation hypothesis). For the other test, we collapsed the Prop-Placebo and 

Placebo-Prop groups together, proposing that this combination of groups would score 

lower than the Placebo-Placebo group (i.e., the consolidation hypothesis). As with our 

Bayesian analyses, the Jonckheere-Terpstra test of Hencoding/rapid_con did not provide 

evidence in favor of rejecting the null (TJT = 619.500, z = .677, p = .498), nor could 

the null be rejected for our Jonckheere-Terpstra equivalent of Hconsol (TJT = 536.000, z 

= -.610, p = .542). 

MANOVA for visual and verbal declarative memory 

Supplementary Table S6a. Estimate of mean for declarative memory MANOVA 

  Prop-Placebo Placebo-Prop Placebo-Placebo 

  Verbal Visual Verbal Visual Verbal Visual 

 
Estimate of 

mean 0.299 1.114 0.424 1.162 0.279 1.414 

        
Supplementary Table S6b. Prior variance-covariance matrix for MANOVA on 
declarative memory 

  Prop-Placebo Placebo-Prop Placebo-Placebo 

    Verbal Visual Verbal Visual Verbal Visual 

Prop- 
Placebo 

Verbal 0.239 0.168 - - - - 

Visual 0.168 0.451 - - - - 

Placebo- 
Prop 

Verbal - - 0.239 0.168 - - 

Visual - - 0.168 0.451 - - 

Placebo- 
Placebo 

Verbal - - - - 0.239 0.168 

Visual - - - - 0.168 0.451 
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Supplementary Table S6c. Posterior variance-covariance matrix for MANOVA 
on declarative memory 

  Prop-Placebo Placebo-Prop Placebo-Placebo 
    Verbal Visual Verbal Visual Verbal Visual 

Prop- 
Placebo 

Verbal 0.014 0.01 - - - - 

Visual 0.01 0.026 - - - - 

Placebo- 
Prop 

Verbal - - 0.013 0.009 - - 

Visual - - 0.009 0.025 - - 

Placebo- 
Placebo 

Verbal - - - - 0.013 0.009 

Visual - - - - 0.009 0.025 
 

Analyses restricted to women 

The study was not sufficiently powered to examine gender differences, but 

given the larger number of women in the sample it was possible to run supplementary 

analyses to determine whether similar patterns of results were present when women 

were analyzed in isolation. Hypothesis comparisons were quite similar to those in the 

overall analysis, though with some deviations that could be followed up on using 

another sample of just women (Supplementary Table S7, Supplementary Figure S3). 

In the MANOVA for initial impact, Hencoding was favored relative to H0. For the 

subsequent ANOVAs, Hencoding was favored for distress but evidence was quite 

equivocal at the default prior for Emotional Change. Notably, the two outliers in the 

overall sample were not extreme outliers in just the women (though still around 2 

standard deviations above the mean), and so were not removed from analyses. The 

robust ANOVA for Emotional Change, which can reduce the influence of such 

outlying values, indeed favored Hencoding.  

Interestingly, Bayesian ANOVAs assessing intrusions and the Impact of 

Events scale did provide evidence in favor of Hencoding/rapid_con (Supplementary Table 

S7e, f, & g, as well as Supplementary Figure S3e, f, and g). Hconsol received very little 

support. H0 was again favored in the analysis of declarative memory. Of possible 

note, while heart rate changes between groups only reached marginal significance in 

the sample overall, they were statistically significant in women (F(2,49) = 3.822, p = 

.029, uncorrected, h2 = .135), with the greatest change apparent in the propranolol-

placebo group. Blood pressure changes still were not statistically significantly 

different between groups, however (p > .25).   
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Supplementary Table S7. Bayes factors for each of the hypotheses compared in each 

Bayesian analysis, restricted to women. 
S7a. MANOVA for Emotional Change and Distress 
Hypotheses compared BF 
Hencoding vs. H0 2.997 

S7b. ANOVA for Emotional Change 
Hypotheses compared BF 
Hencoding vs. H0 1.103 

S7c. Robust ANOVA for Emotional Change 
Hypotheses compared BF 
Hencoding vs. H0 3.124 

S7d. ANOVA for Distress 
Hypotheses compared BF 
Hencoding vs. H0 4.931 

S7e. ANOVA for Intrusions 
Hypotheses compared BF 
Hencoding/rapid_con vs. H0 3.432 
H0 vs. Hconsol 3.99 
Hencoding/rapid_con vs. Hconsol 13.693 

S7f. ANOVA for Intrusions after D1 
Hypotheses compared BF 
Hencoding/rapid_con vs. H0 4.212 
H0 vs. Hconsol 3.523 
Hencoding/rapid_con vs. Hconsol 14.853 

S7g. ANOVA for log transformed IES 
Hypotheses compared BF  

Hencoding/rapid_con vs. H0 2.816  

H0 vs. Hconsol 6.329  

Hencoding/rapid_con vs. Hconsol 17.824 

S7h. MANOVA for Verbal and Visual Declarative Memory 
Hypotheses compared BF 
H0 vs. Hencoding/rapid_con 8.733 
H0 vs. Hconsol 3.965 
Hconsol vs. Hencoding/rapid_con 2.203 
BF = Relative Bayes factor favoring the first hypothesis vs. the second; H0 = null 
hypothesis; Hconsol = the consolidation hypothesis; Hencoding = the encoding hypothesis, 
used when assessing initial emotional responsivity; Hencoding/rapid_con = the encoding and 
rapid consolidation hypotheses, which specify the same pattern of means as Hencoding, 
but used for long-term assessments where consolidation can have played a role; IES = 
Modified Impact of Events Scale 
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Supplementary Figure S3. Posterior probabilities associated with each hypothesis 

across the sensitivity analyses in women. a) MANOVA for emotional change and 

distress. b) ANOVA for emotional change. c) Robust ANOVA for emotional change. 
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d) ANOVA for distress. e) ANOVA for intrusions. f) ANOVA for intrusions after day 

1. g) ANOVA for log-transformed impact of events scale. h) MANOVA for verbal 

and visual declarative memory. 

 

Alcohol Consumption and Emotional and Declarative Memory 

Though we requested that participants refrain from drinking alcohol on the 

night of the study session, it became apparent that some participants were drinking 

alcohol on the evening after taking part in session 1. We thus requested that 

participants also start recording whether or not they had consumed alcohol in their 

diaries (N = 58, 21 did consume alcohol). A chi-square test indicated that there was 

no evidence of a difference between the groups in the proportion of participants who 

had consumed alcohol (c2 = 2.820, p = .244). Furthermore, we found that those 

participants who had consumed alcohol did not score significantly differently on IES 

scores or declarative memory to those who did not in t-tests or Mann-Whitney U tests 

(see Supplementary Table S6). Bayes Factors also provided evidence in favor of the 

null hypothesis, relative to an alternative hypothesis that groups scored differently. 

Likewise, a generalized linear model predicting intrusions from alcohol consumption 

showed that intrusion rates were not significantly different between groups (p value 

for dummy coded alcohol consumption variable vs. intercept = .42). 

 

Supplementary Table S8. Comparison between participants who did vs. did not 

consume alcohol on the evening of the first study session. 

    t (df) p U Z-score p BF01 

 Log IES -0.115 (56) 0.909 -0.745 0.456 3.62 

Declarative 

Memory 

Visual -0.559 (55) 0.579 -0.820 0.412 3.18 

Verbal -0.212 (55) 0.833 -0.596 0.551 3.56 

p = 2-tailed p-value; U Z-score = standardized Mann-Whitney U test score, BF01 = Bayes factor 

for null hypothesis 

       
Supplementary References 
Meijerink-Bosman, M., & Hoijtink, H. (2018). Robust Bayes factors for Bayesian ANOVA: 

overcoming adverse effect of non-normality and outliers. Unpublished manuscript. 

Mair, P., & Wilcox, R. (2018). Robust Statistical Methods Using WRS2. 
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Appendix 2. Supplementary Materials for Chapter 4. 

 

Medical inclusion/exclusion criteria for propranolol administration 

 Participants underwent a medical screening to confirm the safe use of 

propranolol, namely: screening for heart conditions in first degree relatives; a medical 

history of heart, circulatory, lung, liver, or kidney problems that would contraindicate 

the use of propranolol; use of contraindicated medications (e.g., use of other 

medications that affect the heart/blood pressure); heart rate <60, blood pressure 

<100/60); pregnancy; active asthma. A flow chart of all reasons for exclusion is 

presented on the following page (Figure S1). 

Questionnaire Information 

Personal Report of Public Speaking Anxiety (PRPSA: McCroskey, 1970). The 

PRPSA is a 34-item self-report scale for measuring a respondent's fear of public 

speaking. Participants respond using a 5-point Likert scale ranging from 1 (strongly 

disagree) to 5 (strongly agree). Scores can range from 34-170, with higher scores 

indicating greater PSA. The scale has shown excellent internal consistency (α = .94), 

with high test-retest reliability (r = .84) making it suitable for repeated measurements 

(McCroskey, 1970).  

Subjective units of distress/discomfort (SUDS, cf. Wolpe & Lazarus, 1966). 

The SUDS is a brief self-report instrument used to quickly and relatively 

unobtrusively determine a participant's subjective state of distress. Participants are 

required to rate their distress from 0 (no distress) to 100 (extreme distress). SUDS 

scales have shown convergent validity with other measures of distress/anxiety, and 

also proven sensitive to intervention effects (Foa, Riggs, Massie, & Yarczower, 1995; 

Kim, Bae, & Park, 2008; Soeter & Kindt, 2015a; Tanner, 2012). 
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Figure S1. Complete inclusion/exclusion information. 

 

People excluded with rationale (n = 828*)

PHQ score ≥10 (n = 148)
Incomplete screener (n = 146)

Cancelled participation (n = 116)
Psychological health contraindication (n = 91)

PRPSA score <120 (n = 77)
Not a student (n = 61) 

English native speaker (n = 42)
Taken beta-blocker for PA (n = 42)

Unknown/did not attempt contact (n = 32) 
Medication (n = 27) 

Age (below 18yrs – above 28yrs) (n = 24)
Medical/health history (n = 22)

Current health complaints (n = 19)
Heart-rate below threshold (n = 13) 

Problem conducting speech in English (n = 6)
Blood-pressure below threshold (n = 5) 

Current Psychology Masters student (n = 3)

People filling out online screener 
(n = 1016)

People undergoing telephone 
screener (n = 188)

Participants included in analysis
(n = 60)

Participants signed up for data 
collection (n = 101)

People excluded with rationale (n = 41)

Cancelled pre Session 1 (n = 11)
Heart-rate below threshold (n = 8)

Blood pressure below threshold (n = 6)
Audience rated Low FoPS (n = 6)

PHQ ≥10 (n = 3)
Would not present in Session 1 (n = 3)

Cancelled pre Session 2 (n = 2)
PRPSA decrease post screener <120 (n = 1)

No show (n = 1)

People excluded with rationale (n = 87)

Social Anxiety (n = 31)
Low FoPS (n = 21)

Heart-rate below threshold (n = 10)
Declined participation (n = 8)
Low English fluency (n = 6)

Blood-pressure below threshold (n = 4)
Currently in therapy (n = 2)

Panic attacks (n = 1)
Current Psychology Masters student (n = 1) 

Medication (n = 1)
Fainting spells (n = 1)
Heart issues (n = 1)

Public Speaking Study – Exclusion Flow 

Note. PHQ = Patient Health Questionnaire; PRPSA = Personal Report of Public Speaking 
Anxiety; FoPS = Fear of public speaking; PA = performance anxiety; * = Reasons contain 
duplicate for exclusion per candidate
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Global Perception of Speech Performance - Self-rating (GPSP: Rapee & Lim, 

1992). The GPSP is a brief self-report measure in which respondents assess the 

general impression they believe they have made upon an audience (e.g., 'Appeared 

confident'), with items rated from 0 ('Not at all') to 4 ('Very much'). Scores are 

summed, with higher scores (after reverse scoring items) indicating poorer 

performance. Internal consistency for the scale is acceptable-to-good (α = .79)  

(Rapee & Lim, 1992). 

Liebowitz Social Anxiety Scale - Self-report (LSAS: Baker, Heinrichs, Kim, & 

Hofmann, 2002; Heimberg et al., 1999). The LSAS is a self-report scale assessing a 

respondent's social anxiety. Respondents answer how much fear they would have of 

(from 0 = "none", to 3 = "severe"), and how often they would avoid (from 0 = "never', 

to 3 = "usually") 24 social situations. These fear and avoidance subscales have shown 

good internal consistency (α = .85-.91, Baker et al., 2002; Fresco et al., 2001) and 

test-retest reliability (r = .79 & .83 respectively, Baker et al., 2002). 

Patient Health Questionnaire 9 (PHQ-9: Kroenke, Spitzer, & Williams, 2001). 

The PHQ-9 is a 9 item self-report scale for assessing depression severity. Participants 

indicate how much they have experienced 9 depressive symptoms over the past 2 

weeks, from 0 ("not at all"), to 3 ("nearly every day"). The scale is deemed a valid 

measure of depression severity and shows good agreement with diagnoses and other 

measures of depression (Martin, Rief, Klaiberg, & Braehler, 2006). The official Dutch 

version of the PHQ-9 was given to Dutch participants. 

Anxiety Sensitivity Index (ASI: Reiss, Peterson, Gursky, & McNally, 1986). 

The ASI is a 16-item self-report scale measuring the degree to which a respondent 

fears feelings and behaviors associated with anxiety (i.e., anxiety sensitivity). 

Respondents rate how much they agree with statements reflecting anxiety sensitivity 

from 0 (very little) to 4 (very much). The robust psychometric properties of the ASI 

are reported in a review and the scale manual (Peterson & Plehn, 1999; Peterson & 

Reiss, 1992). Dutch participants were given a validated Dutch translation of the 

questionnaire with good internal consistency (α = .83: Vujanovic, Arrindell, 

Bernstein, Norton, & Zvolensky, 2007). 

Rosenberg Self-Esteem Scale (RSES: Rosenberg, 1965). The RSES is a 10 

item self-report scale assessing a respondent's sense of self-worth. Respondents 

indicate the degree to which they agree with statements about satisfaction with their 

self, from 1 ("strongly disagree") to 4 ("strongly agree"), with higher scores indicating 
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greater self-esteem. The scale has good internal consistency (α = .88, Gray-Little, 

Williams, & Hancock, 1997) and correlates with related constructs (Schmitt & Allik, 

2005). A validated Dutch translation (Franck, De Raedt, Barbez, & Rosseel, 2008) 

with good internal consistency (α = .86) was used for Dutch participants. 

Spielberger State-Trait Anxiety Index (STAI: Spielberger, Gorsuch, & 

Lusthene, 1970). The STAI is a self-report questionnaire, consisting of two 20-item 

subscales that measure state (STAI-S) and trait (STAI-T) anxiety. For the STAI-T, 

respondents answer how frequently they experience anxiety-related phenomena on a 

scale, from 1 ("almost never") to 4 ("almost always"). For the STAI-S, participants 

indicate how much they are currently experiencing feelings/thoughts related to 

anxiety, from 1 ("not at all") to 4 ("very much so"). The subscales have shown good 

internal consistency (ranging from .83-.92), and the STAI-T shows good test-retest 

reliability (r = .81) (Foa, Riggs, Dancu, & Rothbaum, 1993). A validated Dutch 

translation of the STAI was given to Dutch participants (van der Ploeg, 1980). 

Saliva analysis procedure 

Quantification of salivary analytes was performed by Dresden LabService 

GmbH. Information on the analysis process was provided by Prof. Dr Clemens 

Kirschbaum. All samples were kept frozen at -20°c until analysis. Once thawed, 

salivettes were centrifuged at 3000rpm for 5 minutes, producing a clear, low viscosity 

supernatant. For cortisol, concentrations were measured using a high sensitivity, 

commercially available chemiluminescence immunoassay (IBL International, 

Hamburg, Germany). The intra and interassay coefficients for cortisol were below 

7%. 

Alpha-amylase concentrations were determined using an enzyme kinetic 

method. A Genesis RSP8/150 liquid handling system (Tecan, Crailsheim, Germany) 

was used to process the saliva. This handling system first dilutes (1:625) the saliva 

with double-distilled water. Twenty microliters of diluted saliva and standard were 

then transferred to standard transparent 96-well microplates (Roth, Karlsruhe, 

Germany). "Calibrator f.a.s" solution (Roche Diagnostics, Mannheim, Germany) was 

used to prepare standard with the following concentrations: 326, 163, 81.5, 40.75, 

20.38, 10.19, and 5.01 U/l alpha-amylase. Double distilled ('bidest') water was used as 

zero standard. A multichannel pipette was then used to pipette 80ml of substrate 

reagent (alpha-amylase EPS Sys; Roche Diagnostics, Mannheim, Germany) into each 

well. The microplate with sample and substrate was when incubated in a waterbath 
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for 90 seconds to reach 37°c. Immediately following this, a standard ELISA reader 

(Anthos Labtech HT2, Anthos, Krefeld, Germany) was used to obtain a first 

interference measurement, at a 405nm wavelength. A second measurement at 405nm 

was then taking after incubating the plate in the waterbath at 37°c for another for 

another 5 minutes. Increases in absorbance were calculated for unknowns and 

standards. Linear regression calculated for each microplate was used to transform 

increases of absorbance of diluted samples to alpha-amylase concentrations 

(Graphpad Prism 4.0c for MacOSX, Graphpad Software, San Diego, CA). Intra and 

interassay coefficients for amylase were below 9%. 

brms physiological prior specification 

Analyses of physiological data in brms did not converge using default priors. 

We retained default priors on variance parameters, and specified priors for the 

Intercept and predictors that represent a deflection from that intercept. Priors for all 

such parameters for HR and log-cortisol are presented in Table S1. Log-cortisol 

values have been multiplied by 10 for ease of specification and reading output. 

 

Table S1. Prior specifications for brms physiological analyses 
Variable Parameter Family Specification 

HR Intercept Normal 80, 10 
HR Time = Preparation Student t 5, 15, 7.5 
HR Time = Speech Student t 5, 30, 15 
HR Session = S2 Student t 5, 0, 10 
HR Session = S1, Time = Baseline, Placebo Student t 5, 0, 10 
HR Session = S1, Time = Baseline, Prop Student t 5, 0, 10 
HR Session = S1, Time = Preparation, Prop Student t 5, 0, 10 

HR 
Session = S1, Time = Preparation, 

Placebo Student t 5, 0, 10 
HR Session = S1, Time = Speech, Placebo Student t 5, 0, 10 
HR Session = S1, Time = Speech, Prop Student t 5, 0, 10 
HR Session = S2, Time = Baseline, Placebo Student t 5, 0, 10 
HR Session = S2, Time = Baseline, Prop Student t 5, 0, 10 
HR Session = S2, Time = Preparation, Prop Student t 5, 0, 10 

HR 
Session = S2, Time = Preparation, 

Placebo Student t 5, 0, 10 
HR Session = S2, Time = Speech, Placebo Student t 5, 0, 10 
HR Session = S2, Time = Speech, Prop Student t 5, 0, 10 

        
Cortisol Intercept Normal 9, 1.5 
Cortisol Time = Post1 Student t 5, 3, 2 
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Cortisol Time = Post2 Student t 5, 3, 2 
Cortisol Session = S2 Student t 5, 0 ,2 
Cortisol Session = S1, Time = Baseline, Placebo Student t 5, 0 ,2 
Cortisol Session = S1, Time = Baseline, Prop Student t 5, 0 ,2 
Cortisol Session = S1, Time = Post1, Prop Student t 5, 0 ,2 
Cortisol Session = S1, Time = Post1, Placebo Student t 5, 0 ,2 
Cortisol Session = S1, Time = Post2, Placebo Student t 5, 0 ,2 
Cortisol Session = S1, Time = Post2, Prop Student t 5, 0 ,2 
Cortisol Session = S2, Time = Baseline, Placebo Student t 5, 0 ,2 
Cortisol Session = S2, Time = Baseline, Prop Student t 5, 0 ,2 
Cortisol Session = S2, Time = Post1, Prop Student t 5, 0 ,2 
Cortisol Session = S2, Time = Post1, Placebo Student t 5, 0 ,2 
Cortisol Session = S2, Time = Post2, Placebo Student t 5, 0 ,2 
Cortisol Session = S2, Time = Post2, Prop Student t 5, 0 ,2 
Normal = Mean, SD, Student t = Degrees of freedom, Mean, SD 
 

 Note that specified prior families represent distributions of the search space, 

not for the actual outcome variables. For heart rate, a normal heart rate is between 60-

100bpm (https://www.heart.org/en/health-topics/high-blood-pressure/the-facts-about-

high-blood-pressure/all-about-heart-rate-pulse#.Wg1mcBO0OCU). We set the 

Intercept to 80 with an SD of 10, as values very close to 60 are also unlikely given 

that this is set as a lower bound for study inclusion. All other priors use a t 

distribution with 5 degrees of freedom. The t distribution is similar to the normal, 

only having larger tails (coming closer to the normal distribution as degrees of 

freedom increase). Use of this distribution means that we can set reasonable bounds 

on the probable parameter values, but allow the search space to consider large values 

should they arise in the data. In reviewing 10 years of research on the TSST, 

Kudielka, Hellhammer, & Kirschbaum (2007) indicate that HR can be expected to 

increase from between 15-25bpm. Given that we are investigating anxious individuals 

and taking the first minute of their speech where HR can be expected to be higher, we 

chose a slightly higher value of 30 with standard deviations and degrees of freedom 

that allow much lower or higher values to be considered. We select half this value for 

the preparation period. For all interaction terms, the mean is set to 0, with degrees of 

freedom and standard deviations enabling potentially sizable interactions to be 

accepted, while considering a null effect as most plausible. 

For cortisol, we used approximate starting values for cortisol levels in 

previous studies (e.g., Kirschbaum, Pirke, & Hellhammer, 1993), which seem to be 
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between 6 and 10. Log 8 is 0.9, so we take this as a starting point for the intercept. 

Kudielka et al. (2007) suggest that typical responses in women (which predominate in 

our sample) are for cortisol increases of 50-150%. Doubling 8 gives 16, and log 16 is 

1.2, giving a difference on the log scale of 0.3, which we thus take as the likely 

deviation around which to search for values in the post-stress period. Again we give 

sufficient degrees of freedom and standard deviations such that considerably higher or 

lower values will be considered. As with HR, we set interactions to a mean of 0, with 

degrees of freedom and standard deviations allowing sizable positive or negative 

effects, with the null being given the most initial plausibility. 

 

Manipulation check 

Table S2. Means for manipulation check  
Variable Time Condition Mean (SD) n 

HR Start Placebo 70.89 (6.71) 20 
Propranolol 71.11 (10.75) 40 

End Placebo 62.67 (7.22) 20 
Propranolol 55.27 (8.22) 40 

BPSystolic Start Placebo 117.1 (6.67) 20 
Propranolol 117.9 (10.15) 40 

End Placebo 111.9 (6.70) 20 
Propranolol 108.1 (9.33) 40 

 

BPDiastolic 
 

Start Placebo 72.58 (13.67) 20 
Propranolol 73.43 (8.16) 40 

End Placebo 71.15 (6.93) 20 
Propranolol 67.18 (9.83) 40 

 

Amylase 
 

Start Placebo 1.83 (0.35) 20 
Propranolol 1.87 (0.41) 37* 

End Placebo 1.71 (0.35) 20 
Propranolol 1.44 (0.32) 37* 

STAI-S Start Placebo 40.25 (9.68) 20 
Propranolol 43.55 (8.61) 40 

End Placebo 30.95 (7.72) 20 
Propranolol 31.65 (6.02) 40 

* saliva/amylase could not be assayed from 3 samples 
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Table S2. BFInclusion of Session (S), Condition (C), Duration (D), and their interaction 

(*). 

 

 

Ordered probit models for questionnaire responses 

Recent discussions argue that most questionnaires, being aggregations of 

ordinal Likert items, are not optimally analysed using metric models (Bürkner & 

Vuorre, 2019; Liddell & Kruschke, 2018). We thus additionally analysed GPSP and 

PRPSA responses using an ordered probit model in brms, to supplement the standard 

analyses. These models additionally tested the inclusion of a varying slope for the 

effect of Session across participants. 

Results of cross-validation analyses for these probit models are presented in 

Figure S2. Corroborating the key take-aways from the more typical regression 

analyses, ordered probit models for GPSP and PRPSA items similarly indicate that 

adding Session improves predictions, with further predictors yielding negligible gains. 

Including a varying impact of Session across participants further improves model 

predictions, again with no evidence favouring additional predictors.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  
BFInclusion  

  PRPSA LSASFear LSASAvoid Distress 
(Ant) 

Distress 
(Max) 

GPSP 

RM 
ANOVA 

S 7.08e +8 7424.54 26.1 1099.51 2.64e +8 2.54e +9 
C 0.29 0.45 0.47 0.39 0.70 0.35 

S*C 0.11 0.11 0.28 0.35 0.50 0.33 
Regession  
on change  

scores 

D 0.22 0.20 0.24 0.20 2.35 0.61 
C 0.19 0.22 0.31 0.18 0.53 0.32 

C*D 0.19 0.24 0.34 0.19 0.60 0.35 
RM ANOVA = Bayesian repeated measures ANOVA; BFInclusion = Bayes factor for inclusion of 
respective model component, Ant = Anticipatory distress 
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Figure S2. Model performance in leave-one-out cross validation for each primary and 

secondary outcome variable, indicating improvement of model performance with the 

inclusion of Session and no benefit of additional predictors. ELPD = expected log 

pointwise predictive density vs. best model. (Fixed) = probit model with fixed effects 

of session; (Random) = probit model with random/varying effects of session. S = 

Session, C = Condition, , D = Duration, * = interaction between predictors. 

 

Fitted means for Physiological Analyses 

Analyses of physiological outcome variables indicated that timepoint was the 

only meaningful predictor for HR, and no predictors were sufficiently informative be 

included in a model for log-cortisol responses. We nevertheless report in Table S4 the 

fitted means (estimates using the regression equation and posterior parameter 

estimates) in each condition at each time point, for HR and cortisol, for the 

Session*Condition*Timepoint model. 
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Table S4. Fitted means for physiological outcomes 
Variable Condition Session Timepoint Mean [95% PDI] 

HR Placebo S1 Baseline 71.23 [65.27-77.20] 
HR Propranolol S1 Baseline 71.33 [66.93-75.70] 
HR Placebo S1 Preparation 89.76 [83.89-95.80] 
HR Propranolol S1 Preparation 93.53 [89.10-97.83] 
HR Placebo S1 Speech 108.40 [102.15-114.66] 
HR Propranolol S1 Speech 116.45 [111.92-120.85] 
HR Placebo S2 Baseline 72.13 [66.23-78.22] 
HR Propranolol S2 Baseline 74.76 [70.35-79.18] 
HR Placebo S2 Preparation 89.93 [83.98-95.90] 
HR Propranolol S2 Preparation 94.90 [90.44-99.31] 
HR Placebo S2 Speech 110.92 [104.87-117.05] 
HR Propranolol S2 Speech 117.90 [113.45-122.39] 

Cortisol Placebo S1 Baseline 0.731 [0.619-0.846] 
Cortisol Propranolol S1 Baseline 0.758 [0.674-0.841] 
Cortisol Placebo S1 Post 1 0.748 [0.634-0.864] 
Cortisol Propranolol S1 Post 1 0.789 [0.707-0.871] 
Cortisol Placebo S1 Post 2 0.810 [0.695-0.924] 
Cortisol Propranolol S1 Post 2 0.818 [0.733-0.900] 
Cortisol Placebo S2 Baseline 0.725 [0.611-0.839] 
Cortisol Propranolol S2 Baseline 0.776 [0.691-0.859] 
Cortisol Placebo S2 Post 1 0.746 [0.631-0.861] 
Cortisol Propranolol S2 Post 1 0.883 [0.801-0.967] 
Cortisol Placebo S2 Post 2 0.718 [0.604-0.831] 
Cortisol Propranolol S2 Post 2 0.906 [0.822-0.989] 
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Appendix 3. Supplementary Materials for Chapter 6. 
 

Table S1. Questionnaire scores and group comparisons 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
High Fear Low Fear χ2 M:F*Group Mann-Whitney test 

  n M:F Mean [SD] Med n M:F Mean [SD] Med χ2 (df = 1) p BF10 Statistic p BF+0 
Spiders FSQ 34 01:33 80.32 [18.78] 80.5 20 09:11 19.70 [2.00] 19 14.76 <.001 313.6 680 < .001 39291.37 

Heights AQ_Anx 26 14:12 45.15 [11.94] 43.5 13 04:09 9.00 [4.78] 9 1.857 0.173 0.956 338 < .001 32815.14 
Heights 

AQ_Avoid 
26 14:12 8.85 [4.97] 8 13 04:09 1.53 [1.13] 2  -   -   -  316 < .001 1297.94 

Needles IPS 36 10:26 40.67 [18.78] 40.5 16 08:08 6.38 [4.15] 6.5 2.417 0.12 1.099 576 < .001 18653.22 

Med = median; M:F = male:female ratio; BF10 = Bayes factor for alternative hypothesis of genders not being distributed evenly across high vs. low fear 
groups, Statistic = Mann-Whitney U statistic from JASP, BF+0 = Bayes factor for high fear group showing higher fear questionnaire scores than low fear 
group; FSQ = Fear of Spiders Questionnaire; AQ = Acrophobia Questionnaire; IPS = Injection Phobia Scale. 
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Experiment 1: Fear-relevant items 

General items for self in situation: 

1. I will be so afraid that I will have a heart attack 

2. I will faint/pass out 

3. I will be so scared that it just feels absolutely terrible 

General items for patients in situation: 

How many [specific fear] phobic patients do you predict… 

1. …will have a heart attack, or other heart complication? 

2. …will faint/pass out/black-out? 

3. …will find the experience completely awful (patients will be asked to report their feelings 

shortly afterwards)? 

Spider items for self in situation: 

1. The spider will jump on me 

2. The spider will bite me 

3. The spider will run on me and not come off 

Spider items for patients in situation: 

1. What number of patients do you predict the spider will jump on? 

2. How many spider phobic patients do you predict will be bitten by the spider? 

3. For what number of patients do you predict the spider will climb on them? 

Heights items for self in situation: 

1. I will lose control of my body and fall or even jump from the ladder 

2. I will completely freeze and be unable to get down from the ladder without being carried 

down 

3. The ladder will collapse or fall from the building 

Heights items for patients in the situation: 

1. How many height phobic patients do you predict will lose control and fall or jump from 

the ladder? 

2. How many height patients do you predict will totally freeze, and need to be brought down 

from the ladder by someone else? 

3. For how many patients do you predict the ladder will fall away from the building, or 

break? 
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Needles/injections for self in situation: 

1. The injection will be intolerably painful 

2. For some reason, the needle will miss the target vein and my arm will be damaged or I 

will bleed a lot 

3. I will lose control of my body, causing the needle to stab me in the wrong place 

Needles/injections for patients in the situation: 

1. How many needle phobic patients do you predict will find the injection to be unbearably 

painful (patients will be asked to rate the experience shortly afterwards)? 

2. For what number of patients do you think the needle will slip past or out of the intended 

vein, making them bleed a lot, or otherwise injure them? 

3. How many patients do you think will lose control and move so much that the needle hits 

them in the wrong place? 

Experiments 2 and 3: Fear-relevant items 

1. The spider will jump on me 

2. The spider will climb up the brush and onto my hand 

3. I will be so afraid that I have a heart attack 

4. The spider will run onto my bare feet 

5. The spider will bite me 

Spider Probability Scale  

Spider items 

1. You are trying to find some old clothes in the back of a closet. When you pull your hand 

out you realise a spider has gotten onto your arm. 

2. You kill a spider in your living room, but you find that this has only attracted another 

even bigger spider. 

3. You accidentally leave your shoes outside overnight. When you go to pick them up in the 

morning, a spider comes out of them and bites your hand. 

4. You are sitting on the toilet when a big black spider comes under the door and moves 

towards you. 

5. There is a spider on the wall of a corridor in your house and you need to get past. When 

you try to walk by, the spider jumps at you. 

6. You go out camping with friends. In the morning, you wake up and realise a spider has 

come into the tent with you. 
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7. You are on holiday in Thailand hiking in a forest. A huge spider falls from a tree and 

lands on your back. 

 

Analytic approach 

For our proof of concept study (Experiment 1), we performed multiple comparisons of High 

and Low Fear participants’ responses to Belief and Bet items. Bayesian Mann-Whitney U 

tests, performed in JASP (JASP team, 2019), were used because the outcome variables 

typically violated normality assumptions. These analyses were performed 1-tailed and 

uncorrected, favoring the detection of higher ratings among High vs. Low Fear participants 

that most people might expect to observe. JASP provides Bayes Factors (BFs), which indicate 

a ratio of evidence in favor of one hypothesis versus another. For example, a BF of 10 for the 

alternative hypothesis indicates a 10:1 ratio in favor of that alternative hypothesis versus the 

null, whereas a BF of 0.1 would indicate a 10:1 ratio in favor of the null over the alternative. 

A BF of or near 1 indicates equivocal evidence for either hypothesis. The BF should ideally 

be interpreted as a scale of evidence tending to favor one hypothesis over another with 

increasing certainty, and arbitrary cutoffs for interpretation of the presence or absence of an 

effect may lead to ‘BF hacking’. However, as a general guide to interpretation to aid the 

unfamiliar reader, it has been suggested at the extremes that a ratio favoring one hypothesis 

over another of approximately 3:1 or less might be considered ‘not worth more than a bare 

mention’, whereas Bayes factors exceeding 100 could be deemed ‘decisive’ (Jeffreys, 1961; 

Kass & Raftery, 1995). For all Bayesian Mann-Whitney U tests in JASP, analyses were 

repeated 10 times using 10000 samples each, and the median BF was taken, to correct for 

slight instability in the BF owing to sampling. 

Data from the two behavioral experiments – Experiment 2 (Exp2) and Experiment 3 (Exp3) 

were combined for analyses. Emotion ratings, Beliefs, and Bets were all analyzed using 

Bayesian hierarchical regression models in R v3.5.3 (R Core Team, 2013), using RStudio 

v1.2.1335 (RStudio Team, 2015), and the R package brms (Bürkner, 2017), with repeated 

observations of any variable nested within subjects. Response variables were measured using 

a scale bounded at 0-100, and were typically not normally distributed, as is common for such 

response formats (Smithson & Verkuilen, 2006). Such variables can be analyzed using a 

‘beta regression’, where the responses are seen to reflect a beta distribution bound between 0 

and 1. Following Smithson and Verkuilen (2006), we thus divided the responses by 100 to 

get them into a 0-1 range, and transformed the data as follows to avoid zeros or ones, as 

required by this form of analysis: 
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yn = [y’(N - 1) + ½] / N 

Independent variables entered into the regression were used to predict the mean (or 

mu) and precision (or phi) of the beta distribution underpinning the observed data. The mean 

reflects the general central tendency from 0-1 of the distribution. Precision can be seen to 

reflect the spread around this mean, with higher numbers indicating a distribution more 

peaked at the mean, and lower numbers suggesting wider dispersion of responses around the 

mean. The mean was predicted by Group (Low Fear, High FearExp2, and High FearExp3), 

Proximity (Distal vs. Proximal from threat), and their interaction. STAI and Age were also 

included, to control for possible confounds between conditions (discussed in the next 

paragraph). Precision was predicted by Group (Low vs. High Fear – comprising all High Fear 

participants). 

BFs provided by JASP were used to compare groups on Baseline questionnaire 

measures in a pooled analysis presented in the main text (Table 1), and separate comparisons 

of each subgroup (see Baseline comparisons of High vs. Low Fear groups across 

Experiments 2 and 3 below), to assess the presence of any clear confounds. The results 

suggest some evidence of differences in Age, STAI-T and ROQ scores between 

groups/subgroups. ROQ scores were measured to determine whether levels of risk-taking 

propensity might affect betting behavior. Given the slightly higher ROQ scores of the High 

Fear participants, it could be that their bets gravitate towards risk averse decisions (i.e., 

always betting 50, so as to risk the minimum amount of money and guarantee moderate 

winnings). In the section Multiple Regression with ROQ below, we demonstrate that this 

does not seem to be the case using a Bayesian multiple regression in JASP, with ROQ, Fear 

Group, and their interaction as predictors under Proximal and Distal conditions. There was no 

evidence in favor of the idea that we can predict participants’ absolute deviations from a bet 

of 50 using ROQ scores. Hence, we did not include ROQ scores in our analyses. Age and 

STAI scores were mean-centered and included in the hierarchical regression analyses of 

Emotion ratings, Beliefs, and Bets. 

Brms generates a posterior distribution of estimates for the regression coefficients, 

which can be used to make estimates of each cell in the design (e.g., “Low Fear, Proximal”, 

or “High Fear, Proximal, in Experiment 2”) by adding the appropriate regression coefficients 

together. One thus generates informative estimates as to the range of plausible parameters 

underpinning the observed data in each group/condition. In addition, the relative strength of 

evidence in favor of differences between groups/conditions can be assessed by comparing the 

posterior distributions for a particular condition with another (e.g., estimates of the difference 
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in means for Low Fear, Proximal participants, with the High Fear, Proximal participants in 

Experiment 2). One then receives a posterior distribution of possible differences between the 

conditions that were compared. As with Bayes Factors, the posterior distribution does not 

strictly give an arbitrary yes/no criterion for the determination of whether an effect is present, 

but a probabilistic distribution of possible effects. However, if we are to be confident that two 

groups/conditions differ, then we would expect the vast bulk of the most probable values of 

the posterior distribution of the differences between them to exclude 0. This can be assessed 

by determining not only a point estimate for the posterior distribution (we use the mean), but 

also a 95% highest density interval (HDI) around it, which reflects the 95% most probable 

values for the value estimated in the posterior (cf. Kruschke, 2014, p87-89). For comparisons 

involving Low Fear Distal vs. High Fear Distal, posterior distributions for the two Distal, 

High Fear groups were averaged together (weighted according to sample size), as these 

groups are procedurally equivalent and almost exactly replicated one another. All parameters 

in each hierarchical regression showed good convergence diagnostics and effective sampling 

(effective sample sizes of at least 2000, and Rhat values of 1.00). 

A final question was the degree to which participants’ Beliefs, Emotion ratings, and 

Bets correlated with one another. Responses from High Fear participants were pooled for 

these analyses. Given non-normal distributions of the correlated variables, we used a non-

parametric Bayesian Kendall’s tau correlation in JASP. Pairwise correlations were run to 

determine associations between Beliefs and Bets, Beliefs and Emotions, and Emotions and 

Bets, separately for High and Low fear participants, under Distal and Proximal conditions. 

All analyses used the default priors provided by the analysis package, described in 

Wagenmakers et al. (2018) and Bürkner (2017) for JASP and brms respectively. 

Multiple Regression with ROQ 

Regressions were run to predict absolute deviance from 50 in Bets, predicted from 

Group, ROQ, and Group*ROQ. The Bayes Factors for each overall model, and for inclusion 

of different predictors (BFInclusion), all give at most equivocal evidence for including ROQ 

scores. In each case, the favored model typically just includes Group, and BFInclusion values 

for ROQ or its interaction with group never exceed 1.5. These findings indicate no clear 

reason to include ROQ scores as a possible confound in analyses of bets.  
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Table S2a. Distal Models 

Models P(M) P(M|data) BF M  BF 10  R² 

Group 0.08 0.31 4.82 1.00 0.14 
Group * ROQ 0.08 0.14 1.76 0.45 0.12 

Group + ROQ + Group*ROQ 0.25 0.14 0.48 0.15 0.15 
ROQ + Group*ROQ 0.08 0.13 1.71 0.44 0.15 

Group + ROQ 0.08 0.13 1.70 0.44 0.15 
Group + Group*ROQ 0.08 0.10 1.21 0.32 0.15 

Null model 0.25 0.04 0.11 0.04 0.00 
ROQ 0.08 0.02 0.21 0.06 0.06 

      
Table S2b. Proximal Models 

Models P(M) P(M|data) BF M  BF 10  R² 

Group 0.08 0.20 2.82 1.00 0.10 
Group + ROQ + Group*ROQ 0.25 0.19 0.72 0.32 0.13 

ROQ + Group*ROQ 0.08 0.16 2.16 0.80 0.13 
Group + ROQ 0.08 0.12 1.55 0.61 0.12 

Group*ROQ 0.08 0.12 1.47 0.58 0.09 
Null model 0.25 0.09 0.30 0.15 0.00 

Group + Group*ROQ 0.08 0.06 0.76 0.32 0.10 
ROQ 0.08 0.04 0.48 0.21 0.06 

      
Table S2c. Bayes Factors for inclusion of predictors    

 BFInclusion    
Predictor Distal Proximal    

Intercept 1.00 1.00    

Group 2.07 1.42    
ROQ 0.74 1.10    

Group * ROQ 1.03 1.18    
       P(M) = prior probability for model, P(M|data) = probability for model given the data 
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Baseline comparisons of High vs. Low Fear groups across Experiments 2 and 3. 

Table S3a. Baseline comparisons for Low Fear (Exp 2) vs. High Fear (Exp 2). 
  Fear Mean [SD] Med Test Stat p BF10 

Age Low 19.88 [1.57] 20.00 t(47) 0.73 0.467 0.36 
  High 19.52 [1.81] 19.00 M-W 35.00 0.299 0.46 

FSQ Low 22.13 [3.06] 22.00 t(47) -22.47 < .001 1.87e +23 

 High 85.80 [13.55] 81.00 M-W 0.00 < .001 80347.94 

SPSs Low 19.33 [14.32] 16.63 t(47) -4.83 < .001 1140.84 

  High 39.66 [15.15] 36.25 M-W 106.00 < .001 204.85 
SPS+ Low 12.18 [9.40] 10.60 t(47) -1.38 0.173 0.62 

 High 16.42 [11.82] 14.20 M-W 237.50 0.215 0.58 
SPS- Low 13.21 [14.05] 8.14 t(47) -0.56 0.577 0.32 

  High 15.41 [13.38] 8.14 M-W 263.00 0.465 0.34 
ROQ Low 4.77 [0.80] 4.92 t(47) 3.34 0.002 20.81 

 High 4.09 [0.62] 4.17 M-W 450.50 0.003 21.60 
PHQ Low 6.29 [3.56] 5.00 t(47) 0.31 0.759 0.30 

  High 6.00 [3.06] 6.00 M-W 310.00 0.848 0.30 
STAI-T Low 39.58 [11.59] 38.00 t(47) -0.99 0.325 0.43 

  High 42.56 [9.30] 40.00 M-W 235.00 0.197 0.46 

 

Table S3b. Baseline comparisons for Low Fear (Exp 2) vs. High Fear, Distal (Exp 3). 
  Fear Mean [SD] Med Test Stat p BF10 

Age S1 Low 19.88 [1.57] 20.00 t(45) -4.10 < .001 138.06 

  S2 Dist 22.26 [2.36] 21.00 M-W 98.00 < .001 214.38 

FSQ S1 Low 22.13 [3.06] 22.00 t(45) -28.75 < .001 9.474e +26 

 S2 Dist 96.35 [12.27] 96.00 M-W 0.00 < .001 17723.71 

SPSs S1 Low 19.33 [14.32] 16.63 t(44) -5.43 < .001 5971.42 

  S2 Dist 48.35 [21.54] 49.38 M-W 70.50 < .001 612.10 

SPS+ S1 Low 12.18 [9.40] 10.60 t(44) -0.19 0.847 0.30 

 S2 Dist 12.71 [9.10] 10.90 M-W 254.00 0.834 0.30 
SPS- S1 Low 13.21 [14.05] 8.14 t(44) -1.36 0.182 0.61 

  S2 Dist 19.2 [15.97] 14.43 M-W 190.00 0.106 0.79 
ROQ S1 Low 4.77 [0.80] 4.92 t(45) 2.25 0.029 2.15 

 S2 Dist 4.29 [0.68] 4.08 M-W 380.00 0.027 1.70 
PHQ S1 Low 6.29 [3.56] 5.00 t(45) 1.71 0.095 0.93 

  S2 Dist 4.72 [2.68] 4.00 M-W 350.50 0.113 0.92 
STAI-T S1 Low 39.58 [11.59] 38.00 t(45) 0.87 0.391 0.39 

  S2 Dist 37.04 [8.13] 38.00 M-W 297.00 0.662 0.36 
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Table S3c. Baseline comparisons for Low Fear (Exp 2) vs. High Fear, Proximal (Exp 3). 
  Fear Mean [SD] Med Test Stat p BF10 

Age S1 Low 19.88 [1.57] 20.00 t(47) 0.73 0.144 0.70 
  S2 Prox 20.64 [2.00] 20.00 M-W 35.00 0.131 0.80 

FSQ S1 Low 22.13 [3.06] 22.00 t(47) -22.47 < .001 2.070e +30 

 S2 Prox 93.28 [10.21] 95.00 M-W 0.00 < .001 40890.39 
SPSs S1 Low 19.33 [14.32] 16.63 t(44) -4.83 < .001 2270.74 

  S2 Prox 44.53 [19.05] 45.00 M-W 106.00 < .001 381.17 
SPS+ S1 Low 12.18 [9.40] 10.60 t(44) -1.38 0.584 0.33 

 S2 Prox 14.08 [13.66] 9.20 M-W 237.50 0.982 0.30 
SPS- S1 Low 13.21 [14.05] 8.14 t(44) -0.56 0.39 0.40 

  S2 Prox 16.4 [10.42] 13.50 M-W 263.00 0.088 0.64 
ROQ S1 Low 4.77 [0.80] 4.92 t(47) 3.34 0.182 0.60 

 S2 Prox 4.47 [0.75] 4.50 M-W 450.50 0.17 0.54 
PHQ S1 Low 6.29 [3.56] 5.00 t(47) 0.31 0.765 0.30 

  S2 Prox 6 [3.23] 6.00 M-W 310.00 0.833 0.31 
STAI-T S1 Low 39.58 [11.59] 38.00 t(47) -0.99 0.4 0.38 

  S2 Prox 42.2 [9.93] 42.00 M-W 235.00 0.28 0.41 

 

Table S3d. Baseline comparisons for High Fear (Exp 2) vs. High Fear, Distal (Exp 3). 
  Fear Mean [SD] Med Test Stat p BF10 

Age S1 High 19.52 [1.81] 19.00 t(46) -4.54 < .001 484.45 

  S2 Dist 22.26 [2.36] 21.00 M-W 97.50 < .001 288.09 

FSQ S1 High 85.8 [13.55] 81.00 t(46) -2.82 0.007 6.37 

 S2 Dist 96.35 [12.27] 96.00 M-W 154.00 0.006 9.77 
SPSs S1 High 39.66 [15.15] 36.25 t(45) -1.62 0.113 0.83 

  S2 Dist 48.35 [21.54] 49.38 M-W 190.50 0.073 0.94 
SPS+ S1 High 16.42 [11.82] 14.20 t(45) 1.19 0.24 0.52 

 S2 Dist 12.71 [9.10] 10.90 M-W 322.50 0.316 0.43 
SPS- S1 High 15.41 [13.38] 8.14 t(45) -0.89 0.38 0.40 

  S2 Dist 19.2 [15.97] 14.43 M-W 232.50 0.37 0.40 
ROQ S1 High 4.09 [0.62] 4.17 t(46) -1.05 0.301 0.45 

 S2 Dist 4.29 [0.68] 4.08 M-W 265.50 0.657 0.39 
PHQ S1 High 6 [3.06] 6.00 t(46) 1.54 0.13 0.75 

  S2 Dist 4.72 [2.68] 4.00 M-W 357.00 0.152 0.78 
STAI-T S1 High 42.56 [9.30] 40.00 t(46) 2.18 0.034 1.90 

  S2 Dist 37.04 [8.13] 38.00 M-W 387.00 0.041 1.82 
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Table S3e. Baseline comparisons for High Fear (Exp 2) vs. High Fear, Proximal (Exp 3). 
  Fear Mean [SD] Med Test Stat p BF10 

Age S1 High 19.52 [1.81] 19.00 t(48) -2.08 0.043 1.61 

  S2 Prox 20.64 [2.00] 20.00 M-W 198.50 0.024 3.34 

FSQ S1 High 85.8 [13.55] 81.00 t(48) -2.20 0.032 1.98 

 S2 Prox 93.28 [10.21] 95.00 M-W 192.50 0.02 2.48 

SPSs S1 High 39.66 [15.15] 36.25 t(45) -0.98 0.334 0.43 

  S2 Prox 44.53 [19.05] 45.00 M-W 216.50 0.216 0.44 

SPS+ S1 High 16.42 [11.82] 14.20 t(45) 0.63 0.532 0.34 

 S2 Prox 14.08 [13.66] 9.20 M-W 325.00 0.291 0.42 

SPS- S1 High 15.41 [13.38] 8.14 t(45) -0.28 0.78 0.30 

  S2 Prox 16.4 [10.42] 13.50 M-W 234.50 0.394 0.37 

ROQ S1 High 4.09 [0.62] 4.17 t(48) -1.96 0.055 1.33 

 S2 Prox 4.47 [0.75] 4.50 M-W 197.00 0.025 1.92 

PHQ S1 High 6 [3.06] 6.00 t(48) 0.00 1 0.28 

  S2 Prox 6 [3.23] 6.00 M-W 315.50 0.961 0.29 

STAI-T S1 High 42.56 [9.30] 40.00 t(48) 0.13 0.895 0.29 

  S2 Prox 42.2 [9.93] 42.00 M-W 328.00 0.771 0.29 

 
Table S3f. Baseline comparisons for High Fear, Distal (Exp 3) vs. High Fear, Proximal 
(Exp 3). 
  Fear Mean [SD] Med Test Stat p BF10 

Age S2 Dist 22.26 [2.36] 21.00 t(46) 2.58 0.013 3.90 
  S2 Prox 20.64 [2.00] 20.00 M-W 413.00 0.009 6.82 

FSQ S1 Dist 96.35 [12.27] 96.00 t(46) 0.95 0.35 0.41 

 S2 Prox 93.28 [10.21] 95.00 M-W 317.50 0.542 0.38 
SPSs S2 Dist 48.35 [21.54] 49.38 t(42) 0.62 0.537 0.35 

  S2 Prox 44.53 [19.05] 45.00 M-W 257.00 0.734 0.33 
SPS+ S1 Dist 12.71 [9.10] 10.90 t(42) -0.39 0.699 0.32 

 S2 Prox 14.08 [13.66] 9.20 M-W 248.00 0.897 0.30 
SPS- S2 Dist 19.2 [15.97] 14.43 t(42) 0.69 0.494 0.36 

  S2 Prox 16.4 [10.42] 13.50 M-W 251.00 0.842 0.32 
ROQ S1 Dist 4.29 [0.68] 4.08 t(46) -0.90 0.371 0.40 

 S2 Prox 4.47 [0.75] 4.50 M-W 220.00 0.166 0.50 
PHQ S2 Dist 4.72 [2.68] 4.00 t(46) -1.49 0.143 0.71 

  S2 Prox 6 [3.23] 6.00 M-W 221.00 0.17 0.64 
STAI-T S1 Dist 37.04 [8.13] 38.00 t(46) -1.96 0.056 1.33 

  S2 Prox 42.2 [9.93] 42.00 M-W 200.00 0.072 1.38 
SPSs = SPS spider items; SPS+ = SPS positive items; SPS- = SPS negative items; Med = median; BF10 = 
Bayes factor for alternative hypothesis of a difference between groups; CI = confidence interval; Stat = 
statistic for respective test, SD = standard deviation, M-W = Mann-Whitney U test, t = independent groups t-
test 
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Table S4a. Full regression table for beta-regression of emotions 
Family: beta       
Links: mu = logit; phi = log       
emotion ~ 1 + Proximity + Group + Proximity:Group + STAI + Age + (1 | PPN) 
       

  Estimate Est.Error 
l-95% 
CCI 

u-95% 
CCI Eff.Sample Rhat 

sd(Intercept) 0.61 0.10 0.41 0.82 2636.00 1.00 
       

Population-Level Effects       

  Estimate Est.Error 
l-95% 
CCI 

u-95% 
CCI Eff.Sample Rhat 

Intercept -1.96 0.23 -2.43 -1.51 4840.00 1.00 
phi Intercept 2.18 0.27 1.62 2.70 6123.00 1.00 

Proximity = Proximal 0.67 0.24 0.21 1.13 6015.00 1.00 
Group = High Fear, Experiment 2 2.81 0.29 2.25 3.39 4828.00 1.00 
Group = High Fear, Experiment 3 2.86 0.31 2.27 3.48 4808.00 1.00 

STAI 0.00 0.01 -0.01 0.02 6571.00 1.00 
Age 0.02 0.05 -0.07 0.11 6613.00 1.00 

Proximity = Proximal*Group = High Fear, Experiment 2 0.22 0.29 -0.36 0.80 6336.00 1.00 
Proximity = Proximal*Group = High Fear, Experiment 3 0.31 0.36 -0.40 1.00 5448.00 1.00 

phi High Fear 0.54 0.33 -0.07 1.20 7725.00 1.00 
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Table S4b. Full regression table for beta-regression of beliefs 
belief ~ 1 + Proximity + Group + Proximity:Group + STAI + Age + (1 | PPN) 
       

  Estimate Est.Error 
l-95% 
CCI 

u-95% 
CCI Eff.Sample Rhat 

sd(Intercept) 0.83 0.11 0.62 1.06 3580.00 1.00 
       

Population-Level Effects       

  Estimate Est.Error 
l-95% 
CCI 

u-95% 
CCI Eff.Sample Rhat 

Intercept -0.39 0.22 -0.81 0.04 4686.00 1.00 
phi Intercept 2.39 0.31 1.76 2.96 5185.00 1.00 

Proximity = Proximal -0.13 0.18 -0.49 0.23 9679.00 1.00 
Group = High Fear, Experiment 2 1.86 0.34 1.21 2.53 4894.00 1.00 
Group = High Fear, Experiment 3 2.07 0.37 1.34 2.81 4649.00 1.00 

STAI 0.01 0.01 -0.02 0.03 4983.00 1.00 
Age -0.06 0.06 -0.18 0.06 5035.00 1.00 

Proximity = Proximal*Group = High Fear, Experiment 2 -0.40 0.30 -0.98 0.19 9215.00 1.00 
Proximity = Proximal*Group = High Fear, Experiment 3 0.48 0.42 -0.34 1.31 6401.00 1.00 

phi High Fear -0.35 0.35 -1.02 0.35 7276.00 1.00 
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Table S4c. Full regression table for beta-regression of beliefs 
bet ~ 1 + Proximity + Group + Proximity:Group + STAI + Age + (1 | PPN) 
       

  Estimate Est.Error 
l-95% 
CCI 

u-95% 
CCI Eff.Sample Rhat 

sd(Intercept) 0.87 0.13 0.61 1.12 2012.00 1.00 
       

Population-Level Effects       

  Estimate Est.Error 
l-95% 
CCI 

u-95% 
CCI Eff.Sample Rhat 

Intercept -1.05 0.29 -1.64 -0.48 7913.00 1.00 
phi Intercept 1.15 0.23 0.69 1.60 9979.00 1.00 

Proximity = Proximal 0.11 0.30 -0.49 0.70 10246.00 1.00 
Group = High Fear, Experiment 2 0.72 0.37 0.00 1.46 7248.00 1.00 
Group = High Fear, Experiment 3 0.76 0.40 -0.01 1.55 6932.00 1.00 

STAI 0.00 0.01 -0.03 0.02 8074.00 1.00 
Age -0.08 0.06 -0.19 0.04 8425.00 1.00 

Proximity = Proximal*Group = High Fear, Experiment 2 -0.12 0.35 -0.81 0.56 10968.00 1.00 
Proximity = Proximal*Group = High Fear, Experiment 3 -0.44 0.45 -1.32 0.44 7752.00 1.00 

phi High Fear 1.26 0.35 0.57 1.95 3710.00 1.00 
CCI = 'central credible interval': 95% of the posterior distribution between the 2.5 and 97.5 percentiles; STAI = Trait Anxiety Index 
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It is strange to think that someone may be more afraid of the act of entering an MRI 

scanner than of what the results of the scan might tell them, but that was exactly how Joanna 

felt. As she explained to us, she was required to go every two years for an MRI scan, which 

would tell her whether or not an aggressive form of tumor she had previously fought off had 

returned. Strikingly, every other year, she underwent an alternative form of scan which did 

not involve entering the small space of the MRI machine. This was no problem at all. Yet, 

each time before she was required to undergo her MRI scan, she was sick with dread. Two 

years previously, after multiple failed attempts to undergo the required check, doctors had 

resorted to completely sedating her. That didn’t help the anxious anticipation of her 

upcoming scan this time around. Joanna reached out to us, and asked if we might be able to 

help her tackle her fear. 

We constructed a treatment session in which Joanna was required to enter a mock 

scanner for an undisclosed but short length of time. The experience was so frightening for her 

that at one point she almost threw up. Upon exiting the scanner after what had no doubt 

seemed like an eternity (but was in fact approximately three minutes), Joanna was visibly 

sweating, and her glasses had misted over. Encouraging her that she had done a great job 

facing her fear and simultaneously wondering whether I had subjected someone to three 

minutes of torture, I led Joanna to another room, and gave her a small tablet: propranolol, 

40mg. Ninety minutes later, I checked her blood pressure and heart rate, and sent her home to 

rest. 

The following week, Joanna returned for a test session. She didn’t know whether the 

treatment had been successful, but felt less tense and somewhat curious about how she might 

find the experience this time around. I again led her to the mock scanner, and watched with 

some trepidation as she disappeared into the small, cylindrical bore of the machine. Two 

minutes in and she hadn’t said a word, so I asked through the scanner intercom:  

“So…how’s it going in there?”.  

“Well, I suppose it’s a bit like lying down in a tube, isn’t it?” came the muffled reply. 

Indeed it is, to someone who is not claustrophobic. Joanna remained in the machine 

for a further 10 minutes while we tested some different scanner noises, and performed some 

other checks of her anxiety responses. It seemed that we had dramatically reduced Joanna’s 

fear. This possibility was confirmed  when, at her real scan several weeks later, she 

reportedly was so relaxed that she fell asleep in the machine. 

Apparently then, tackling intense fears and anxiety disorders might be as simple as 

scaring someone half to death, then having them quickly pop a pill. If treatment is so easy, 
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then why do millions of people across the globe suffer intensely from all manner of fears and 

traumatic experiences? Furthermore, if we have the power to manipulate people’s ‘emotional 

memories’ in this way, is it something we should champion, or worry about? Finally, how do 

we know what processes underpin such effects, and how can they be understood in relation to 

existing treatments? These were the questions that we set out to answer with my PhD work 

(see Chapter 1). For those who (perhaps wisely) wish to skip the preceding 300 pages, the 

answers are as follows: 

1. These treatments are not so simple. There are many intricacies to translating novel 

insights from experiments on memory modification into legitimate clinical 

interventions (see Chapters 2, 4, and 7) 

2. If we can harness these approaches, then we should champion them, while 

carefully considering the boundaries between proper use, misuse, and abuse (see 

Chapter 3). 

3. There are numerous ways of testing the effects observed in experiments and 

clinical interventions that can help us to elucidate the most likely candidate 

explanations for the observed effects, but there are currently relatively few studies 

that perform such tests (see Chapter 5). 

4. I propose that many novel developments in the treatment of trauma-related and 

anxiety disorders – whether pharmacological, behavioral, or cognitive – may 

broadly be understood within a framework emphasizing competition between 

adaptive and maladaptive representations (‘memories’) of the feared stimuli. In 

treatment, we seek to enhance existing and generate new adaptive representations. 

Simultaneously, we hope to reduce the retrievability and motivational power of 

maladaptive ones (see Chapters 6 and 7). 

 

Each of the Chapters in this dissertation deals in some way with these issues. In 

Chapter 1, I briefly outline how we have come to understand many mental health problems as 

disorders of emotional memory. Accordingly, we hope to leverage cutting-edge advances in 

our neurobiological understanding of memory formation and change as a means of tackling 

the emotional memories that underpin maladaptive behavior. The primary approach taken in 

the Amsterdam Emotional Memory Lab is that of pharmacological manipulation, specifically 

using propranolol. 

In Chapter 2, I report an experiment in healthy volunteers that was intended to model 

the potential prophylactic use of propranolol in the aftermath of a traumatic experience. 
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Participants watched a disturbing set of movie clips and received either propranolol or 

placebo. Propranolol was intended to reduce the impact of stress-related 

hormones/neurotransmitters resulting from the experience, and thereby prevent them from 

generating a strong, negative memory trace. We found that propranolol in fact showed little 

efficacy in reducing intrusive memories over the following week, but it should also be 

stressed that an overall low emotional impact of the movie scenes may have prevented us 

from observing such effects. 

In Chapter 3, I make the case that aiming to interfere with already existing 

maladaptive memories, rather than preventing their initial formation, may not only open the 

scope of such novel interventions up to a wider range of mental health problems (such as 

phobias, or treating people who already have post-traumatic stress disorder), but also 

sidesteps a number of ethical concerns of a prophylactic approach. While considering several 

possibilities for the misuse and abuse of memory-modifying techniques, I argue that concerns 

in the media or among bioethicists have been largely overblown and divorced from reality. 

In Chapter 4, I present the results of an attempt to perform just such a ‘memory-

modifying’ treatment in volunteers with a subclinical but nevertheless severe fear of public 

speaking. Participants were required to undergo a stress-inducing public speaking task, after 

which they received 40mg propranolol. While we have observed striking effects of similar 

interventions employed to tackle a whole host of fears in individual cases, we were unable to 

produce such an effect under these controlled conditions. Participants did on average 

experience a decline in their fear of public speaking, but this appeared to be the result of non-

specific placebo or exposure effects. However, participants did not typically experience the 

very dramatic changes that we have seen in some patients (or in a previous controlled trial for 

fear of spiders), suggesting that simple placebo effects are unlikely to fully explain these 

other observations. Possible reasons for these null findings are discussed in the chapter as 

well as in Chapter 7. 

Chapter 5 focuses on the concept of ‘reconsolidation’ – the idea that memories can, 

under certain circumstances, become unstable after reactivation, and must be actively 

restabilized in order to persist. Drawing upon fundamental research in animal models, we 

formalize and put to use several criteria for determining whether reconsolidation represents a 

good explanation for effects observed in a large number of experimental and clinical studies 

in humans. We find that while there is considerable (and arguably justified) excitement 

around the idea of reconsolidation and its clinical potential, relatively few researchers have 

performed critical tests that can help determine whether reconsolidation is a plausible 
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candidate for effects they observe. Nevertheless, we argue that aiming at the clinical 

translation of reconsolidation-based research can be a goal that unites researchers. 

The final empirical study presented in Chapter 6 developed out of observations of 

striking effects in patients undergoing treatments in our lab. Mechanistically, dramatic 

changes in fear such as that of Joanna described above are hard to square with a number of 

influential models of anxiety disorders, which argue that irrational beliefs about threats posed 

by feared stimuli underpin a patient’s excessive fear. Yet, many patients recognize there is no 

justification for their fear, and it did not seem that we needed to change Joanna’s beliefs 

about the danger of being enclosed in a small space in order to transform her fear. One 

possibility is that patients hold multiple representations of their feared stimuli – some of 

which may be more maladaptive, emotionally laden, and irrational, and others which reflect 

their grasp on reality but which may have little motivational force under normal 

circumstances. We aimed to demonstrate that fearful individuals might have these multiple 

representations by having them engage in a task where they had to firstly indicate what 

negative outcomes they thought might happen upon exposure to their feared stimulus – 

potentially eliciting a rapid or ‘emotional’ assessment of the situation – but then additionally 

required them to place bets on whether those outcomes would actually happen – thereby 

placing consequences on their expressed beliefs and possibly causing them to draw upon a 

more realistic representation of threat. We indeed found that fearful individuals showed much 

higher initial beliefs about unpleasant things happening when faced with their fear than non-

fearful people. However, they appeared far less willing to actually endorse these events really 

happening when required to place bets on them. Hence, it does seem that people’s fear-

related beliefs are in some way multidimensional. A key question is how we can best 

leverage this understanding to enable people to engage more with their adaptive 

representations. 

This issue, as well as the unfortunate null findings of Chapters 2 and 4, are taken up in 

the final discussion chapter. I emphasize how novel insights into the malleability of memory 

may be understood as operating through similar overarching principles as existing therapies: 

affecting the retrievability and motivational power of adaptive and maladaptive 

representations stored in the brain. While we remain far from the idealized vision of a novel 

intervention in which intense fears can be silenced by a simple procedure and swallowing a 

magic pill, I hope that the modest insights gained from my research – and the further work I 

now intend to carry out – can get us incrementally closer to helping the many people who 

remain debilitated by their fears. 
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Het idee dat iemand banger is om in een MRI-scanner te liggen dan om te 

horen wat de uitkomst van zo’n scan kan zijn, is best gek, maar toch was dat precies 

het gevoel dat Joanna had. Ze vertelde ons dat ze om het jaar werd opgeroepen voor 

een MRI-scan, om te horen of een agressieve soort tumor die eerder succesvol 

behandeld was, wel of niet was teruggekeerd. In de tussenliggende jaren onderging ze 

steeds een alternatief soort scan, waarbij ze niét in zo’n krappe ruimte als een MRI-

scanner hoefde te gaan liggen. Dit doorstond ze steeds zonder problemen. Maar elke 

keer dat ze werd opgeroepen voor de MRI-scan stond ze doodsangsten uit. Twee jaar 

daarvoor, na een aantal mislukte pogingen om het vereiste onderzoek te ondergaan, 

besloten de artsen haar volledig te verdoven. Dat nam overigens haar angst 

voorafgaand aan de scan geenszins weg. Joanna nam contact met ons op met de vraag 

of wij haar van haar angst af konden helpen.  

We ontwierpen een behandeling voor haar specifieke klacht, waarbij Joanna 

gedurende een niet nader gedefinieerde, maar korte tijdspanne werd gevraagd in een 

nepscanner te gaan liggen. Deze ervaring was zo beangstigend voor haar dat ze op een 

gegeven moment bijna moest overgeven. Toen ze uit de scanner kwam na wat 

ongetwijfeld een eeuwigheid moet hebben geleken, maar wat in werkelijkheid 

ongeveer drie minuten had geduurd, was Joanna zichtbaar bezweet en was haar bril 

beslagen. Ik prees haar hoe geweldig het was dat ze haar angst onder ogen had durven 

zien en vroeg me tegelijkertijd af of ik niet iemand had onderworpen aan drie minuten 

marteling. Vervolgens bracht ik Joanna naar een andere kamer en gaf haar een pil, 40 

mg propranolol. Anderhalf uur later controleerde ik haar bloeddruk en hartslag, en 

daarna mocht ze naar huis om uit te rusten. 

In de daaropvolgende week kwam Joanna terug voor een testsessie. Ze wist 

niet of de behandeling was geslaagd, maar voelde zich niet meer zo gespannen en was 

nieuwsgierig hoe ze het deze keer zou ervaren. Ik nam haar weer mee naar de 

nepscanner en keek met enige spanning toe hoe zij verdween in het krappe, ronde gat 

van het apparaat. Toen ze na twee minuten nog geen woord had gezegd, vroeg ik via 

de intercom: 

‘En... hoe gaat het daarbinnen?’ 

‘Nou ja, het voelt een beetje alsof je in een buis ligt, hè?’ klonk het gedempte 

antwoord. 

Zo is het inderdaad voor iemand die niet claustrofobisch is. Joanna bleef 

vervolgens nog tien minuten in het apparaat liggen, terwijl wij op verschillende 
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manieren angst bij haar probeerden op te roepen, bijvoorbeeld door scannergeluiden 

te laten horen. Zo te zien was Joanna’s angst aanzienlijk afgenomen. Dit werd 

bevestigd toen ze enkele weken daarna een echte scan onderging en naar eigen zeggen 

zo ontspannen was geweest dat ze in het apparaat in slaap was gevallen. 

Het lijkt er dus op dat het aanpakken van fobieën en angststoornissen heel 

simpel is: eerst iemand de stuipen op het lijf jagen en vervolgens snel een pil laten 

innemen. Als het zo gemakkelijk is, waarom lijden dan miljoenen mensen overal ter 

wereld aan allerlei vormen van angst en de gevolgen van traumatische ervaringen? 

Bovendien, als we het ‘emotionele geheugen’ van mensen op deze manier kunnen 

manipuleren, is dat dan iets wat we moeten omarmen of juist iets waar we ons zorgen 

over moeten maken? En welke processen liggen dan aan zulke effecten ten grondslag 

en hoe moeten we die zien in het licht van bestaande behandelingen? Dit waren de 

vragen waarop we door middel van mijn promotieonderzoek een antwoord 

probeerden te vinden (zie hoofdstuk 1). Voor degenen die (misschien niet eens zo 

heel onverstandig) de voorgaande 300 pagina’s liever overslaan, de antwoorden 

luiden als volgt: 

1. Dit soort behandelingen zijn niet bepaald eenvoudig. Nieuwe inzichten die 

voortkomen uit experimenten op het gebied van geheugenverandering kunnen 

niet zomaar vertaald worden naar werkzame klinische interventies (zie de 

hoofdstukken 2, 4 en 7). 

2. Als we deze methode kunnen toepassen moeten we dat zeker doen, maar we 

moeten wel zorgvuldig nagaan wat de grenzen tussen juist gebruik, verkeerd 

gebruik en misbruik zijn (hoofdstuk 3). 

3. Onderzoek naar de effecten die worden waargenomen bij experimenten en 

klinische interventies zou ons kunnen helpen een beter zicht krijgen op de 

meest waarschijnlijke verklaringen voor deze observaties. Dit kan op talloze 

manieren, maar er zijn nog altijd relatief weinig studies die dit hebben gedaan 

(hoofdstuk 5). 

4. Ik zou willen stellen dat veel nieuwe ontwikkelingen op het gebied van de 

behandeling van traumagerelateerde en angststoornissen – ongeacht of de 

behandeling farmacologisch, gedragsmatig of cognitief is – kunnen worden 

verklaard in termen van een competitie tussen functionele en disfunctionele 

geheugenrepresentaties (‘herinneringen’) van de gevreesde stimuli. Bij een 

behandeling proberen we bestaande functionele geheugenrepresentaties te 
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versterken en nieuwe te genereren. Tegelijkertijd hopen we dat de 

disfunctionele representaties uit het geheugen worden verzwakt en daarmee 

minder makkelijk terugkeren (hoofdstukken 6 en 7). 

 

In elk hoofdstuk van dit proefschrift komen deze kwesties op tot op zekere 

hoogte aan de orde. In hoofdstuk 1 zet ik kort uiteen hoe we veel psychische 

problemen zijn gaan beschouwen als stoornissen van het emotionele geheugen. In dat 

licht bezien hopen we de allernieuwste ontwikkelingen op het gebied van onze 

neurobiologische kennis van de vorming en het veranderen van het geheugen 

optimaal te kunnen benutten en daarmee disfunctioneel gedrag aan te pakken. De 

belangrijkste methode die wordt toegepast in het Amsterdam Emotional Memory Lab 

is farmacologische manipulatie, in het bijzonder het gebruik van propranolol. 

In hoofdstuk 2 doe ik verslag van een experiment dat werd uitgevoerd bij 

gezonde vrijwilligers, om het profylactische gebruik van propranolol in de nasleep 

van een traumatische ervaring te testen. Proefpersonen bekeken een aantal 

angstaanjagende filmfragmenten en kregen propranolol of een placebopil. Er werd 

verondersteld dat propranolol de impact van stressgerelateerde 

hormonen/neurotransmitters zou verminderen en op die manier zou voorkomen dat zij 

een sterk, negatief geheugenspoor achterlieten. We ontdekten echter dat propranolol 

gedurende de daaropvolgende week nauwelijks effect had op het aantal intrusieve 

herinneringen, al kunnen we niet uitsluiten dat een geringe emotionele impact van de 

filmfragmenten er misschien voor heeft gezorgd dat wij zulke effecten niet konden 

waarnemen. 

In hoofdstuk 3 beargumenteer ik waarom we veel beter kunnen ingrijpen op 

reeds bestaande disfunctionele geheugenrepresentaties in plaats van te voorkomen dat 

ze überhaupt ontstaan. Niet alleen hebben interventies die op bestaande 

geheugensporen ingrijpen de potentie om toegepast te worden bij een breed scala aan 

psychische problemen (zoals fobieën of het behandelen van mensen die al een 

posttraumatische stressstoornis hebben), maar tevens omzeilen we dan een aantal 

ethische vragen die een profylactische benadering oproepen. Hoewel ik zeker oog heb 

voor de manieren waarop geheugenveranderende technieken verkeerd gebruikt of 

misbruikt zouden kunnen worden, ben ik van mening dat de zorgen hierover in de 

media of onder bio-ethici sterk overtrokken zijn en niets te maken hebben met de 

werkelijkheid. 
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In hoofdstuk 4 beschrijf ik resultaten van een poging om zo’n 

‘geheugenveranderende’ behandeling uit te voeren bij vrijwilligers met een 

subklinische, maar niettemin ernstige angst voor spreken in het openbaar. 

Proefpersonen werd gevraagd een betoog voor publiek te houden, wat stress bij hen 

opleverde, waarna zij 40 mg propranolol kregen. Hoewel een vergelijkbare 

behandeling bij allerlei mensen met verschillende angsten succesvol was, lukte het 

niet om zo’n effect te vinden onder deze gecontroleerde omstandigheden. Over het 

algemeen ervoeren de proefpersonen een vermindering van hun angst voor spreken in 

het openbaar, maar dit leek eerder het resultaat te zijn van een niet-specifiek placebo-

effect of louter een effect van de blootstelling. Proefpersonen lieten echter niet de 

spectaculaire veranderingen zien die we eerder zagen bij sommige andere patiënten 

(of bij een eerder gecontroleerd onderzoek onder mensen met een spinfobie). Het is 

derhalve onwaarschijnlijk dat een simpel placebo-effect deze andere waarnemingen 

volledig verklaart. Mogelijke redenen voor het uitblijven van een behandeleffect 

worden zowel in dit hoofdstuk als in hoofdstuk 7 besproken. 

In hoofdstuk 5 ga ik wat dieper in op het concept ‘reconsolidatie’: het idee dat 

herinneringen, wanneer ze worden opgehaald – en alleen onder bepaalde 

omstandigheden – tijdelijk openstaan voor verandering en actief opnieuw moeten 

worden gestabiliseerd teneinde in stand te blijven. Geïnspireerd door dieronderzoek 

hebben we verscheidene criteria opgesteld waarmee we kunnen vaststellen of 

reconsolidatie een goede verklaring vormt voor effecten die zijn waargenomen bij een 

groot aantal experimentele en klinische studies bij mensen. We constateren dat er 

weliswaar een aanzienlijk (en beslist gerechtvaardigd) enthousiasme bestaat rond het 

idee van reconsolidatie en de klinische mogelijkheden ervan, maar dat vooralsnog 

relatief weinig onderzoekers de lakmoestest voor reconsolidatie hebben uitgevoerd. 

Niettemin zijn we van mening dat het streven naar een klinische vertaling van op 

reconsolidatie gebaseerd onderzoek ertoe kan leiden dat onderzoekers beter gaan 

samenwerken. 

De laatste empirische studie, die wordt beschreven in hoofdstuk 6, is 

gebaseerd op opvallende, succesvolle behandelingen van patiënten uit ons lab. 

Technisch gezien zijn dergelijke plotselinge veranderingen van angst, zoals bij 

Joanna, niet eenvoudig te verklaren met de gangbare modellen van angststoornissen. 

Deze modellen stellen immers dat irrationele overtuigingen met betrekking tot 

vermeend gevaar, opgewekt door gevreesde stimuli, ten grondslag liggen aan de 
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excessieve angst van een patiënt. Maar toch erkennen veel patiënten dat hun angst 

irrationeel is. Het leek dan ook niet nodig te zijn om Joanna’s gedachten over het 

gevaar om in een nauwe ruimte opgesloten te worden te veranderen om haar angst 

effectief te kunnen behandelen. Het zou kunnen dat patiënten uiteenlopende 

geheugenrepresentaties hebben van de door hen gevreesde stimuli: sommige zijn 

wellicht vooral disfunctioneel, emotioneel geladen en irrationeel, terwijl andere 

weliswaar een reële weerspiegeling zijn van de werkelijkheid, maar onder normale 

omstandigheden weinig uithalen. We hebben geprobeerd deze uiteenlopende 

geheugenrepresentaties bij angstige personen aan te tonen, door hen te vragen wat 

voor negatieve gevolgen ze verwachtten als ze werden blootgesteld aan de door hen 

gevreesde stimulus, hetgeen mogelijk een snelle of ‘emotionele’ inschatting van de 

situatie teweeggebracht. Vervolgens vroegen wij hen een geldbedrag in te zetten op 

de vraag of ze dachten dat deze gevolgen ook echt zouden plaatsvinden – waarbij dus 

consequenties werden verbonden aan de door hen uitgesproken verwachtingen en zij 

ertoe werden aangezet zich een realistischere voorstelling van de dreigende situatie te 

maken. We zagen inderdaad dat angstige personen in eerste instantie veel vaker 

verwachtten dat er onplezierige dingen zouden gebeuren als ze met hun angst 

geconfronteerd zouden worden dan niet-angstige mensen. Zij bleken echter 

uiteindelijk veel minder bereid te zijn deze verwachting te bevestigen als hun werd 

gevraagd er een geldbedrag op in te zetten. Het lijkt er dus op dat de ideeën die 

mensen over hun angsten hebben eigenlijk niet zo eendimensionaal zijn. De 

belangrijkste vraag is hoe we dit inzicht maximaal kunnen benutten om ervoor te 

zorgen dat de functionele geheugenrepresentaties, meer dan de disfunctionele, het 

gedrag gaan bepalen. 

Deze kwestie en de teleurstellende nuleffecten in de hoofdstukken 2 en 4 

worden besproken in het laatste hoofdstuk, de discussie. Daarin benadruk ik de 

gelijkenis tussen innovatie op het gebied van de veranderbaarheid van geheugen en de 

principes waarop bestaande therapieën gestoeld zijn: uiteindelijk hebben alle 

therapieën als doel meer grip te krijgen op de mate waarin functionele en 

disfunctionele geheugenpresentaties in ons brein toegankelijk zijn en ons gedrag 

bepalen. Hoewel het ideaalbeeld van een nieuwe interventie waarmee ernstige angsten 

het zwijgen opgelegd kunnen worden door middel van een simpele methode en het 

slikken van een wonderpil voorlopig nog utopisch is, hoop ik dat de bescheiden 

inzichten die uit mijn onderzoek zijn voortgekomen – en mijn huidige 
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werkzaamheden – ons steeds beter in staat zullen stellen de vele mensen te helpen die 

nog altijd gebukt gaan onder hun angsten. 
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